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MODEL OF A TELL EL-‘AMARNAH HOUSE
By SETOX LLOYD

With Plates i-iv

The modeP shown in Pis. i-iv is of an Egyptian dwelling-house of the Tell el-‘Amarnah

period, reconstructed to a scale of three centimetres to the metre. Several hundreds of these

houses have now been excavated, and data in connexion with their construction and detail

have gradually accumulated, so that it has now been found possible to produce an accurate

representation of a typical example, including its garden, outbuildings, etc., with a reason-

able amount of assurance and a minimum of conjecture.

The drawings from which this model was made were based on the plans of an actual

house (T. 36. 11) excavated by Dr. Erankfort in the spring of 1929, supplemented by

various features from slightly different ones, with the object of embodying in the model

the best and most typical examples yet found of all sections and aspects of the house and

of the estate surrounding it. T. 36. 11 was a large house in the north suburb of the town,

standing with its subsidiary buildings in a walled plot probably staked out by the owner

when the court arrived at the site of the new capital and the rush for land began. It is

bounded by streets on two sides, and on the remaining two by other estates (Pig. 1).

There is a small Porter's Lodge, containing scarcely anything more than a seat and a flat

hearth, in connexion with the Main Entrance from the street ;
and the latter shows an

interesting piece of reconstructed detail. The plan of these gateways is the same in almost

all the larger houses. The boundary wall thickens out into two piers, and between these a

stone threshold is usually found, bearing marks which show that a small projecting jamb

was built up on either side in order to form a rebate for the doors themselves. Sometimes

there is a raised step between two low walls on the street side. The elevation (Tig. 2, top,

left) of the whole is simple to reconstruct when one examines the innumerable representa-

tions of such gateways amongst the carvings in the 'Amarnah tombs (see N. de G. Davies,

The Rock Tombs of EUAmarna), These are in fact themselves a little difficult to understand

until one has studied the plans as we find them. They invariably show {e.g. Part VI, PI. xx)

the two flanking pylons surmounted by cavetto cornices, while the doors themselves are

pivoted behind small inner piers, i.e, the jambs mentioned above; and tliese also are

crowned with small cornices at a lower level, giving the appearance seen in the model.

There would be a space between the outer edge of the doors and the main pylons, and it is

a great temptation to think that the effect thus produced when looked at from inside may

have originally suggested the idea of the "^broken lintel which has always been such a

mysterious feature of ‘Amarnah architecture. Traces of paint on a threshold suggest that

the jambs and doors were painted scarlet. Inside the entrance gates there is an Avenue of

small trees (House T. 36. 11) spaced as indicated by the “puddles” of river mud in which

they were planted; and facing one at the end of this is the Private Chapel (PI. ii). a fairly

certain reconstruction, based on a variety of evidence (Fig. 2, right). The plan of tljis, and

other similar chapels, always suggests a small slightly raised temple in antis with a low

1 The model was made to the order of the Oriental Institute of the Lniversity of Chicago by Messrs.

Aumonier and Sons, of Charlotte St. The photographs are by ‘‘Basil’ ,
of 100 Tottenham Court Hoad.

B



2 SETON LLOYD

flight of steps leading up to it. Such steps were found in House T. 35. 12 together with the

stone threshold of the inner and outer doorways, and in T. 36. 11 a minute column base

appeared, bearing traces of red paint and fixing the size and scale of the small columns in

the restoration; a section of the painted plaster cornice with its colouring and pattern also

remained intact. In the chapel of a house in the main town fragments of a stone stela

with scenes of Aten-worship were found, and in the centre of the inner shrine in that of

Fig. 1. Plan of the estate. Scale about 1 : 500

T. 35. 12 the base of a small square offering-table remained in position. In the light of all

this evidence a glance at Mr. Newton’s reconstruction of Tomb Chapel No. 525 [Joumaly vii,

180) is extremely helpful; and one’s knowledge of the nature of Aten-worship immediately

suggests that, whereas the actual shrine would necessarily be hypaethral, the minute

colonnade would probably be roofed in. The representations of obviously similar chapels

in the tomb reliefs bear out such points as this and help to confirm the accuracy of the

reconstruction. Between the shrine and the colonnade a little architectural detail seems

necessary. A broken lintel would almost certainly occur here as being apparently closely

connected with the ritual, and the treatment of the piers on either side is taken directly

from the only extant examples of this type of architectural feature at ‘Amarnah, namely,

the south w'all in the hall of the tomb of Tutu (Davies, Boch Tombs, VI, PI. xxxvi), and the

shrine in Panehsy’s house {Journal, xiii, 211) ; only some small details such as the red line

round the inside of the shrine have been added to improve the decorative effect.
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On an axis at right angles to this one enters an inner courtyard, from which the house

itself is accessible through a projecting porch having a brightly painted doorway with the

owner's name and station incised in hieroglyphs upon the stone jambs. (PL hi, and Fig. 5,

top, right. Cf. the House of the Vizier Xekht: see Feet, Woolley, and others, City of

Akhenaten, i, PL vii, 4, 6.) The inscribed lintel suggested here is a smaller version of that

between the North Room and Central Room inside. There is also a tradesmen's entrance

Fig. 2. Entrance gateway and chapel in grounds. Scale about 1 : 200.

from the street to a granary courtyard full of Conical Grain-bins. These were filled from

above by means of a minute staircase serving each group {cj. House T. 35. 9, where these

staircases were found), and subsequently emptied through a small trap-door in tin* base.

The south and east portions of the site are covered with a series of low outbuildings, in-

cluding stables, servants' quarters, kitchens, cattle byres, etc.

The Stables (from House Q. 44. 1 ;
Journal, x, PI. xxv) consist of a stone-paved standing-

space for eight horses with a built-up manger and a tethering-stone let into the pavement

for each horse. Behind the mangers is a feeding passage accessible from the outside—an

extremely modern arrangement—and parallel to the actual stalls runs a long chamber

obviously for storing harness, etc. There is also a shelter for the small wooden chariot used

at this period, and a compartment for manure.

The Servants’ Quarters (from House T. 3G. 11) are simply a large chamber with the

entrance protected by a small porch and the roof supported on a series of square brick piers.

The Kitchen Group (from House T. 36. 36, etc., Jouryial, xvii, PI. Ixix) includes living

quarters for the principal cook or steward which will be seen to be planned similarly to

the main house on a very minute scale. The kitchen itself contains a range of ovens evi-

dently exactly corresponding in function to the modern Arab woman's bread-oven, and

adjoining it is a room with a built-up “rack” for storing or drying the fiat loaves of bread,

and another with a cement-coated slab at a convenient level in which the dough was mixed.
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Behind the house are Cattle Byres with built-up mangers and a largish enclosure, a

small corner of which is divided off into two Dog Kennels (T. 36. 11. At a house in the main

to^^^l the bones of greyhounds were found in a similar compartment). Conveniently

adjoining the service entrance to the house is a shallow well, from which the water-supply

I

Fig. 3. Plan and section of the house. Scale about 1 : 200.

was obtained by a tiny spiral staircase leading down (from House N. 49. 18; City of

AkJienateriy i, PL vii), and beyond this the north-east corner of the estate is laid out as a

simple Formal Garden. This is based on traces of a similar lay-out of trees in House U. 37.

1

(see the forthcoming City of Akhenaten, ii), and on certain representations of gardens in

reliefs.

The House itself (T. 36. 11) consists as always of a Central Boom with clerestory light-

ing, and low outer rooms lit from the sides (Figs. 3, 4; Pis. i and iv). It is in the former,
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with its four scarlet wooden pillars and many painted doors (see previous reconstructions

in colour by Newton, Borchardt, and the present writer : City of Akhenaien.i, PL iv ; Journal,

XV, Pis. xxiii, xxiv), that the indoor life of the establishment centres, for it not only has

access to the more intimate and domestic part of the house on the south side, and stairs to

Fig. 4. West and north elevations. Scale about 1 : 200.

the flat roof and upper loggia to the east, but, together with the indispensable North and

West Halls comprises an extremely formal and highly decorated suite of reception rooms.

Thus on arriving one immediately enters the North Hall (PI. iii), a room used generally

by the fa mily in the summer heat, and so having arrangements for service from the kitchens,

as well as service entrance from the granary side. This will account for two doors at one

end and one at the other, and here the first signs of studied symmetry are seen, for the place

of the fourth door is taken by a painted niche.

The ceilings in these large rooms consist of a deep main beam above the columns,

brightly painted with a “block” pattern and supporting smaller beams painted pink with

panels of white between them. The sizes, shapes, and arrangement of beams in this and all

the other ceilings were ascertained by Dr. Frankfort and the author in the season 1929-30,

and in subsequent seasons by Messrs. Pendlebury and Waddington after a lengthy investiga-

tion of fallen fragments of the mud casings of these beams {Journal, xv, 147). But the

decoration of the North Hall was concentrated on the upper part of the walls, where at

intervals there were small grille windows in the outside walls, and to make these less con-

spicuous a frieze of sham vertical bars is found in plaster presumably all round the room,

striped with several colours, and combined with an elaborate running pattern of flower

petals (from House V. 37. 1 : see Mural Painting of Tell-el-Amarnah, Pis. xviii and xxi).

From here three large doors (Fig. 5, left) led into the great Central Boom, the middle

one being surmounted by the great stone lintel (found by Mr. Pendlebury in the season

1930-1
;
Journal, xvii, Pl. Ixxv) bearing again the name and qualities of the master of the

house. Entering by this, one passed between the four tall columns, to arrive eventually

before a slightly raised dais of mud brick covered with skin and fabrics, where the master

would sit when administering his household or receiving guests. This room obtains clerestory
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light through small gratings near the ceiling, sham ones again being substituted for the sake

of symmetry where it was not practicable to have openings in the walls (fragments found

in Houses V. 37. 1, and P. 46. 11 ;
cj. too, City of Ahhenaten, i, PI. vi). On one side of the

room is a wide lustration slab of stone with a vessel for washing on arrival, and near the

dais a saucer-shaped hearth for burning charcoal (House V. 37. 1 and many others).

The West Hall, which, together with the suite of guest chambers leading off it, and various

~t,tvE?_SE iiEl CElflMEDOOR-'S~ -MAJTitLi ttDR^OOM-

Fig. 5. Details of the doorways and doors. Scale about 1 : 150.

store rooms, completes the public part of the house, is simply a smaller version of the

northern apartment and was probably used mostly in the winter, when the latter would be

on the cold side of the house.

There remains the more intimate part of the house consisting of the Women’s Quarters

and the Master’s Bedroom Suite, which are all grouped round a small square Inner Sitting

Room. In a characteristically oriental manner, the former are considerably restricted,

women and children being apparently accommodated in three extremely small cubicle

bedrooms, in marked contrast to the master's luxurious suite, which shows an arrangement

worthy of a modern hotel. Here, off an ante-chamber (door, Fig. 5), is his bedroom, with

a slightly raised recess at one end to form a proper setting for his bed (see City of Akhenaten,

I, PI. xii). Note the head-rest on the latter, which shows that one slept facing the higher

end, which was probably adorned with a painting. The bed itself is raised upon four small

stone blocks. A second door from the ante-chamber leads into an anointing room, in which
was found a piece of furniture consisting of three stone bowls cut out of a single block, one

of which still had traces of crystals resembling bath salts, and a stone seat upon which the

master would sit while being anointed (T. 36. 11 ; c/. City of Akhenaten, i, PL vi).
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Beyond this is a shower-bath built in limestone, in which he would stand while a

slave poured water over him from behind a low screen wall; and beyond again a closet.

Here appears in position the pierced stone seat hollowed out for comfort (found in 1981

;

Journal, xvii, PL Ixxi). It was supported (in House V. 86. 7 ;
Journal, xv, PL xxvi, 8)

between two small built-up compartments for sand. One of these contained an earthenware

dipper. Anointing room, bathroom, and closet were painted white.

The doors (Fig. 5) throughout are of wood, pivoting at top and bottom and having

stone thresholds, and sometimes stone jambs and lintels. They are known to have been

painted red and yellow in stripes, from niches which are often painted and shaped in imitation

of doors. The wooden columns stand upon stone bases, which bear traces of having been

painted red. The shape and colouring of their upper parts one can only conjecture by

referring to carved representations and to those in the rock-hewn tombs of ‘Amarnah, and

the beams are of wood encased in mud plaster. The staircase is of brick supported on wooden

joists.

It only remains to justify the reconstructed upper story (PL iii). This is of necessity

the least reliable part of the reconstruction, but as it is known that part of the roof was

covered in, and that in almost all cases small column-bases fallen from above are found in

and around the North Room only, it leaves very little doubt that the upper story must

have taken very much the form shown in the model. Especially convincing is the evidence

obtained in Y. 37. 1, which will be published in full in The City of Akhenaten, ii.



AN OPEN LETTER TO THE EGYPT EXPLORATION
SOCIETY ON THE OCCASION OF ITS JUBILEE^

By GEORGE EOUCAET

To the President and Committee of the Egypt Exploration Society.

May I be allowed at the outset to offer my deepest thanks to your President, whose

kindness enables me, if only in thought, to be present at your meeting. He has given me
a unique opportunity—the next, your second Jubilee, will be a little too late for me—of

expressing, as I now do, my gratitude for all that my career owes to the Egypt Exploration

Society. I should perhaps rather say “ for all that my life owes to it*', for my debt of grati-

tude has been accumulating since I took my first steps in the study of our science, first as

Inspector of Antiquities in Egypt, later as an excavator, and lastly as a university professor.

It is a long period to look back on, longer perhaps than I should like. Next month it will

be forty-two years, out of the fifty which your Society can now claim. It is a privilege not

untinged with sadness to be able to speak, as an eyewitness, of the earliest years of your work,

as an eyewitness who was then already in Egypt. But it is also a consolation to be able to

call up at this moment the personal remembrance of names revered by all of us, the names

of those who in those distant days began the first methodical exploration of the Nile Valley.

It is thanks to them that our science has from that time had at its disposition the tools

necessary for its task. In pronouncing these names, with which personal circumstances

enable me to associate, through my family connexions, those of other revered masters who
were your collaborators or your colleagues, I fulfil to-day a pious duty at one and the same

time to all those to whom I owe all that I have accomplished and all that my life has been,

I have to carry my memory back to November 1890 to reach my earliest relations with

the Egyptian Exploration Fund. I was then completing my classical studies at Athens,

where I had been educated. My father, who had just finished his time as Director of the

French School, had been entrusted with the mission to Egypt which was to result in the

publication of his ilysteres d'Eleusis, and resolved to take me with him.

During the brief stay in Paris which preceded the journey it was decided that we should

visit thoroughly and systematically the whole of Graeco-Roman Egypt—that is to say, so

far as possible at that time ; for I have known the days when the frontier town of Aswan
echoed with the noise of arms. The name Kom Ombo, too, stood in those days not for the

temple which two years later we were to clear, along with de Morgan, Legrain, and Jequier,

but for a vast heap of sand on which a battery of British artillery guarded against a possible

invasion of Upper Egypt by the Dervishes.

George Perrot and Edouard Naville were naturally the first wUom I made a point of

consulting. The bonds which united my father to these two scholars—all three belonged

to the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres—secured for me from Naville, during these

^ We print with great pleasure George Foucart’s letter, sent in response to our President’s request that

he would, in view of our Jubilee celebrations, contribute to the Journal something in the nature of a personal

reminiscence of the Society’s earlier days. There was much to be said for printing the letter in M. Foucart’s

vivid French, and it has only been translated because it w^as felt that in view of its extreme interest to

members of the Society it ought to be brought within the reach of one and all.

—

Ed.
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few weeks of initiation into archaeology, my first lessons on Ancient Egypt, lessons which
remain graven on my mind. In his teaching, authoritative and methodical like all his
writings, one could recognize the stamp of that fine classical training, based on Graeco-
Eoman studies, v ithout which no one could lay claim to be considered a real master of his
science.

And so I set out, accompanied, by way of provision for the voyage, with voluminous
notes and a precious box fitted up inside as a camp library, from which we were not to be
parted throughout the journey. Side by side with the first volume of Perrot and Chipiez’s
Histoire de I Art, in which was presented for the first time a general treatment of Egyptian
Art, was to be found first and foremost a complete set of all that your Society had then
published. Throughout that part of the Delta with which your jMemoirs dealt, mv father
and I were able to visit the excavation camps and the places referred to. With your books in
our hand we traversed stage by stage, from Tell el-Yahudiyah to the Bitter Lakes, the route
of the Exodus, We visited the land of Goshen and the sites of the great marsh-area of

Menzalah, so full of towns and memories of all the ages from the Shepherd Kings to the
Byzantines. Never, until the time of the Egypt Exploration Fund, had this part of the Delta
been archaeologically explored. At times it seemed as if one must still rely for it on the
evidence of classical writers or of the earliest Christian pilgrims. It was in the light of the
Fund s investigations that I was able years ago to check Brugsch's Dictionnaire gthgraphiquey

the Supplement to which had then just appeared and formed, so far as Lower Egypt was
concerned, the last word in our knowledge.

To read all these Memoirs on the spot thrilled me
;
it taught me, or, better, it revealed to

me, the science of archaeology. It cleared up and gave life to the still somewhat confused
mass of which my beginner's knowledge consisted. Your Meinoirs taught me then what
a well-conducted excavation means. To-day they are all well conducted, at least so we are

told, though I can assure you that I have seen excavations carried out in the old fashion,

and a very bad fashion it was. Catalogues, plans, a day-book, classifications of objects,

drawings and photographs, numbering and cross-referencing are to-day the A B C of ever}^

archaeologist worthy to conduct an excavation. But I will add, with Eabelais: “II n'y ha
pas longtemps.’* Such methods were a great novelty in Egypt and, among all the claims

which the E.E.F. has upon our gratitude, it is not the least that its workers introduced

practical archaeology to the idea that an excavation is not a mere series of holes from

which objects are taken out to be sent to museums.

In Upper Egypt, where there were shortly to be carried out those splendid pieces of

work associated with the names of Ehnasiyah, Deshashah, Beni Hasan, and El-Bershah,

notes of introduction from Naville had preceded us. The visits we made enabled us to im-

prove our knowledge of all this very up-to-date archaeology and to appreciate its methods,

and also to make the acquaintance of the E.E.F.'s teams of workers, who now, after a

laborious existence rewarded by well-deserved fame, are the respected doyens of their

science. But when I would mention their names I find myself hesitating, for far too many
of them are no more.

There still exists, indeed, a detailed testimony of what I owed to your Society at the time

of this first journey. It is a book which is now old, the work of a beginner. Be that as it may,

my Histoire de VOrdre Lotijorme, or at least the first half of it, shows how I had been taught

to think and to co-ordinate my ideas by your excavations at Bubastis, Ahnas el-Medinah,

and other places ; for these excavations demonstrated for the first time the great antiquity

of the Egyptian architectural orders; they recovered the correct dates of usurped

monuments, and made it possible to lay down the systematic laws of development. In

c
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remembrance of these days of the Society’s beginnings, ^*hich roughly coincide with my
o^vm, I ask you to accept a copy of what was my first work in Egyptian Archaeology and the

first result of the lessons which I owe to you.

I was soon to revisit the country towards which my professional career had now so

definitely turned. The classical and Hellenistic archaeology towards which my earliest

studies had been directed was now to be replaced by the study of the civilization of the

Nile Valley . A Keepership and Inspectorship in the Department of Antiquities had just

been created, and the Egyptian Government had offered it to me. My connexion wdth

the E.E.E., to which my new post gave more effective form, was now placed on a permanent

footing, for as soon as I took up my post the Gizah Museum entrusted to me the general

inspection of the whole of Lower Egypt and the Eastern Desert. This was, at that time,

precisely the field of your Society’s researches.

Once more the precious set of Memoirs departed in its box-hbrary for a fresh tour of

several months. I do not suppose that many of your readers have been able to enjoy, as

I have, the pleasure of reading one by one this series of reports, each one on the site where

the notes for it were drawn up. At each point in my inspection where the E.E.F. had w'orked

or dug I was free to stop as long as Avas necessary, and, with the book in my hand, to follow

step by step what the authors told. I mentally reconstructed their busy life ; I seemed to

be present with them at their discoveries, and to build up with them, in front of the monu-
ments themselves, the structure of their deductions. I have followed wdth Naville the

route of the Exodus
; I have Hved with Flinders Petrie at Tanis. I spent weeks in drawing

up a survey of Bubastis, and each morning found me setting out from the old Irrigation

Department house at Zakazik accompanied by my inseparable travelling companions,

Bubastis and Festival Hall oJOsorkon,

All this was a great pleasure to so keen a student, and an incomparable training for a

beginner such as I was. I do not hesitate to say that, ov,dng to my having read them in this

way, those whose names stand at the head of these volumes have in the truest sense been

my masters
; and to-day I can still better appreciate all that my knowledge of Ancient Egypt

owes to them. But I knew at once that they were also my friends. Often at night time, in

the silence of the study, when I look at that precious set of old travelling companions, a little

tired, as I too am now, after so much wandering and camping in the Egyptian plains—for

travelling was not in those days the simple matter that it is now, especially round Lake
Menzalah, along the Wadi Tumilat, not to speak of Naukratis or Koddabah—I feel myself

surroimded by real presences, for I could still say by heart whole pages of some of these

books, if not of all of them, and in any case I could turn up at once the page where each site

and each monument is described. I still know when or how it was found and where it now is

;

and if I happen to turn up one of those which have gone to enrich the Cairo Museum, off I

go to see it again, like an old friend whom one is glad to meet once more. To stand before it

calls up to me the distant years of my early archaeological life, and with these there come
back to me the faces of those members of your Society whom I used to know in those days.

Of all the sites I have visited that of Saft el-Hennah is still my favourite. Naville had a par-

ticular fondness for all this corner of land which was Goshen ; through the scholarly formality

of his description there seems to peep out that indefinable something without which one

might try in vain to understand the mind and the history of those who lived there before us.

The year 1893 was to be devoted to a general inspection and an administrative reorganiza-

tion of the Department in Upper Egypt and in Nubia. Here again the E.E.F. w^as to be

my guide and companion. Cemeteries such as those of Beni Hasan and El-Bershah, of which
Newberry was then preparing a critical pubUcation, w’ere naturally among those in which
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my official duties obliged me to ascertain in detail the state of every tomb and to make
arrangements for guarding and protecting them. Those who know only the Egypt of the

last few years can have no idea how bad were the then existing publications of sites like

these. None of them were accurate enough to make really scientific work possible, and the

subject still remained exactly where the early pioneers of Egyptologj^ had left it. One of

the chief services which the E.E.F. has rendered to purely archaeological studies lies in its

having undertaken, through its Archaeological Survey, the long and often difficult task of

presenting complete, accurate, and fully illustrated records of the mass of material contained

in these tombs, a material which nothing can replace either for what it is or for w'hat it

proves, so long (and only so long) as it is properly arranged and correctly reproduced.

It is from the Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey that I first drew and transferred

to slips all that had reference to funerary belief and Egj^ptian life, and it w^as with this

first lot of material that I w^as later able to train my pupils at the University. Here too, as

in the case of excavation, there was still nothing of the kind in the Egyptological literature

of our university libraries.

He wffio w anted information about any of these great cemeteries, unrivalled in their value

for our knowdedge of antiquity, had in those days still to search blindly in old books dating

from the very birth of Egyptology, books still poor in content, made up of excerpts—often

writhout references—of incomplete scenes and texts, of drawings often inaccurate or so

summary as to be mere sketches. Accurate work was impossible under such conditions,

and you were the first to make it possible in this field of study,

I have one regret, and perhaps my many years in the profession may lend force to my
expression of it ; it is that this indispensable series of Memoirs, which might have ren-

dered so many further services, should not have been carried on. I know' that the w'ork is

less fascinating than that of excavation with the thrill of its discoveries. It demands great

devotion. It is not all who, like our colleague N. de G. Davies, are so admirably self-denying

as to devote years and years to secure a satisfactory publication of a group of tombs, some-

times even of a single tomb. At the same time I am sure there are some among us w'ho are

fully conscious of the high service they would render in this way to the progress of our

knowledge. And it must be added that they would be rendering an equally great service

to the task of preservation; for in many of these tombs which they publish with such

irreproachable accuracy the colours will in a few' years, alas, ha\ e completely faded and

become indistinct, even if whole pieces of wall have not disappeared for e\ei. This ^ery

year, taking the books once more in my hand, I w'as able to compare what was still to be

seen at the time of my first inspection with wiiat one can descry to-day on sites between

Beni Hasan and Denderah, at Shekh Sa id, at Mer, at Der el-Gebrawi, etc. The experiment

was sadly conclusive; it might be said that these ancient documents ha\ e reached the point

where light, the wind, and the sand-blast are inimical forces which their age can no longer

resist. And that is w'hy I express my regret, thinking of the cemeteiies which still remain,

both north and south of Thebes, which so badly need recording in the manner of the Archaeo-

logical Survey—that of Kasr es-Sayyad for example—not to mention the cemeteries of

Thebes itself, wiiere the danger is as formidable as ever.

Siut, Der Eifah, and Almas el-Medinali (Deshashah had not yet been excavated), kept

me a long time. When I reached Luxor I was destined to come into direct personal touch

with the^'activities of the E.E.F., for I there met Edouard Naville, wiio was busy clearing

the temple of Der el-Bahri. During the first complete month which my duties as inspector

allowed me to spend in the true capital of the Egyptological kingdom, I was delighted to be

able to be present at Naville's w'ork and to see what emerged day by day from the sand of
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the ‘Asasif. Here I experienced once again the emotions felt two years previously, when I

had taken part with Grebaut and Daressy in the discovery of the High Priests of Amun. It

was not until nearly twenty years later, on the day when I was present with Carter at the

opening of the coffin of Tutrankhamun, that I felt anything comparable with what I used to

feel then, at certain times, on this unique site, before the sudden emergence of some splendid

relief of the great temple built by Hatshepsut. My conversations with Naville were not

confined to the dig. In the evening we would return to Luxor, and long chats would continue

there, in the dear old Karnak Hotel, where Xaville and his family stayed. Sometimes came
those clear Upper Egyptian nights when one could descry the amphitheatre of Der el-Bahri,

the cliffs of the ‘Asasif, and the plains of Western Thebes. Naville’s lessons given in such a

setting are not such as one forgets quickly.

The Karnak Hotel, now closed, is scarcely known to the new generation of archaeologists.

Among various ambitious plans which I shall doubtless never see realized is that of turning

one of those delightful old houses whose terraces are still washed by the Nile into a kind of

Egyptological centre. There could be placed the souvenirs and portraits of the archaeo-

logists who lived at Luxor in times which to-day have become almost mythical, those to

whom is due the resurrection of all that monumental Thebes which one may visit to-day.

From 1899 onward it is mainly as a professor that I have been in constant contact with

your Society, and in this new field I owe you no smaller a debt of gratitude. The teaching

arrangements in the faculties of our French Universities include, as is well known, both

a course of public lectures and other courses open only to our pupils. In preparing

both these types of lecture, where the needs as well as the methods differ greatly, your pub-

lications have been very valuable to me. The general public who attended the open lectures,

both in Bordeaux and in Marseilles where I was appointed subsequently, had much to learn

from being brought into contact with Egyptian archaeology. For formal lessons deahng,

section by section, Avith the history of the art and the beliefs of Ancient Egypt I decided to

substitute a more direct study of these questions just as they Avere raised by, or modified by,

the latest excaA'ations or the most recent publications of monuments in Egypt. It will

readily be seen Avithout any further explanation that publications such as yours provided me
with exactly the kind of documentation I could have wished for. My series of lantern-shdes

made each Avinter from the plates of the periodical Memoirs of the E.E.F. still constitute, in

the archh es of the Faculty, the nucleus of the collections dealing with Egyptian excaA^ations

and cemeteries.

MeanAvhile your Society kept sending me regularly its annual Memoirs, together with

those Beports in Avhicli our distinguished colleague Griffith so cleverly summed up and put
before us the progress made each year in our science. I was re-reading the other day a letter

in which he told me hoAv much work this indispensable resume cost him, and hoAV exacting it

sometimes Avas.

The works yon sent me in those days I ahvays received Avith deep gratitude, for they
Avere studied and commented on year by year in the lectures confined to pupils. They
enabled them to make their entry into Egyptology in a more concrete manner. They enabled

me too, through the comptes renclus Avhich I published of them each year in A^arious of our
learned journals, to reach a more numerous public, that of the Journal des Savants, of the
Revue Arch&jJogique, and the Revue de rHistoire des Religions, for example. In this connexion,
too, I had the opportunity of entering into more personal relationship AA'ith some of my
colleagues on the E.E.F. through an exchange of letters with Griffith and Alan Gardiner,
Avith the latter of Avhom I had in earlier days attended Maspero’s lectures at the College de
France, These relations Avere continued in the very rare A'isits to London Avhich I was able
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in those days to pay during the holidays. Among the collaborators in and the promoters of

your Society in those days I would here offer my affectionate homage to our revered

colleague Sayce, to whose admirable works I gratefully acknowledge my indebtedness: To
see him again each year in Egypt, so unchanged from what he was in the days of iny youth,

convinces me that the burden of the years is lighter than I might have feared, when he can

carry it with so little effort.

The courtesy of your Committee enabled me about this time to present to my University

a few small Egyptian antiquities, which helped to swell the modest archaeological collection

that I was trying to get together for my pupils. About the same time I had the honour of

becoming a member of the Society of Biblical Archaeology. And that gives me the oppor-

tunity to call up another of the friendly faces of those from whom I was always sure to find

a cordial w^elcome, and practical help if I needed it. I see once more among those Avho are

gone the noble face of my friend F. Legge ; I see once more, in Great Eussell Street, the office

wffiere I passed hours in chatting in such friendly wise with Xash and with Miss Patterson.

And so this period of my university career was filled by a regular life of study, of scientific

reports, of articles and resumh, a life which was to continue until the moment when the

Great War put a stop to everything. Fresh duties in Egypt were to prevent me, from that

time right up to the present day, from keeping up with you, through an academic life, rela-

tions so friendly, and so advantageous for me. Nevertheless they have been maintained in

another form, perhaps more direct and more personal, a form very like that which they had

at the beginning, for I am now once more able to be present each winter at your discoveries

and your wnrk in Egypt. Thus I have been able, in recent years, to follow, sometimes day

by day, the activities of your expeditions at Tell el-k\marnah, at Erment, and above all at

Thebes. While Sir Eobert Mond’s excavations at Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah were enriching

with new tombs the unrivalled treasure of the Theban cemeteries, Mr. and Mrs. de Garis

Davies still continued their excellent work there, devoting their lives to a most necessary and

most praiseworthy task, that of saving for science these representations of Egyptian life,

unrivalled by anything that has been bequeathed to posterity by an ancient civilization. At

Thebes, whither in a few days I am going, D.Y., to pass my twenty-fifth winter, the expedi-

tion sent by our Institut Francais to Der el-Medinah and that directed in recent years by

Sir Eobert Mond and his assistants have at times been working so near together and with

such similar objects that they may almost be regarded as working in collaboration. In proof

of this I need only point to the friendly terms on which the two camps stood and the readi-

ness with which they helped each other.

Archaeology cannot, however, be confined within the walls of a Lniversity, and so,

during the long period of fifteen years which preceded this definite return to my beloved

Egypt, I had kept up a more direct contact with the E.E.F. than books, articles, lectures, and

even visits to London could have brought about. From time to time official missions, lectures

which I gave in connexion with the "'Eevue generale des k?ciences gave me from time to

time chances to visit Egypt, the common field of all our work, chances which I accepted as

often as I could. And'there, for a few weeks, and when possible for a few months, I

was able to be present on the site of the Society s work as in the old days of my tours of

inspection for the Department of Antiquities.

But is ^Go be present” the right phrase? Among all my memories of these stays in

Upper Egypt the happiest is that of the winter 190G-7, when I again had Edouard Naville

as my master for several months. I had been instructed that winter to copy tlie tomb of

Menna. My assistants and I lived in the little house of ShMdi Abd er-Easiil. son of the

celebrated ‘Abd er-Easul of Eoyal Mummies fame, a house every Egyptologist must know.
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It has sheltered a good many of us during the last fifty years or so. Edouard Naville and his

family were living a few yards aw^ay from it in a strange building tucked away at the foot of

the cliffs of Der el-Bahri which no longer exists. It was there that he camped during the

long excavation which was to reveal the Early Theban temple of the Eleventh Dynasty,

a temple of a unique type, whose clearance has made Der el-Bahri a site without rival in

the Nile Valley. Once again, in this winter of 1906-7, I witnessed the discovery of priceless

works of art, and gained, under Naville’s direction, practical lessons in archaeology the value

of which I shall never be able to appreciate sufficiently. Days like these, passed on the spot,

when hour by hour the earth is yielding monuments hke the temple of Mentuhotpe or the

famous Chapel of the Cow, are worth, from the point of view of learning, all our hbrary

researches. Sometimes a relief or a piece of painted wall would begin to come out of the

ground, and I had hard work to restrain my impatience to have the whole of it at once and

to learn, without having to wait, the secret that the earth still hid. But the sun might be

sinking and the end of the day's work drawing near. I should have liked to see the work
completed there and then. Naville, however, more methodical than I, would refuse. When
the moment came for the end of the day’s work, whatever discovery might at that moment
be taking place, he would puli out his watch, and at the pre-arranged hour to the very second

he would order the foreman to give the signal with his w^histle, the signal that all we ex-

cavators in Egypt know so well, the signal which is instantly followed by the loud shouts of

the basket-boys, free at last for the day, and the abandonment of every movement by the

native workmen—the pick already raised would never fall to complete the cut it had begun,

the basket three parts full would never be filled. “ It can wait for to-morrow,’’ Naville wnuld
say with his usual calm. But what amazed me was what happened at the end of the season.

It was a question of finding out whither the famous underground passage of Mentuhotpe
would lead. Some thought that the old native legend might prove to be true, and that one

fine day we might come out through this passage into the Valley of the Kings. In any case

what could be more thrilling than this mysterious advance on and on through the sohd rock.

But the fatal date of the closing-down for the season was coming. I ventured to implore

Naville to go on at all cost ; the key of the mystery might be already almost within our grasp.

‘‘And suppose”, I said, “you haven’t finished clearing the underground passage when the

time comes to close down?” “Ah well,” said Naville calmly, “we shall know the secret

next winter.”

On this anniversary, so full of splendid memories of the past and lofty example for the

future there has been gathered in London a material testimony to fifty years of work and
methodical effort. I deeply regret that personal reasons make it quite impossible for me to

come and see this collection. Grouped in this Avay, and taken out of the archaeological

series to which in normal times they belong, these objects would have seemed to me a part

of my very life as an archaeologist. How many of them indeed have I not seen come out of

the earth or arrive in Cairo, before being sent on to our western museums ?

But you all know that this momentary re-assembly of such a precious series of

objects represents only a part of what your Society has found in half a century of work, and
I, whom fate has permitted to five so long in the Valley of the Nile, cannot help thinking of

all that you have added out there to the great Cairo Museum.
Of the various objects with which, during so many years of toil, you have constantly

enhanced the richness and interest of that museum some date back to the first years of your
work. Many, during my archaeological career, I have actually seen arrive at the museum
and followed during their subsequent movements. There are some which I helped de
Morgan, Emile Brugsch, and Daressy to place in that strange Palace of Gizah, where the
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spell of an oriental system of decoration ^vas so quaintly, and sometimes (to risk a paradox),
so harmoniously allied Avith the objects of a collection still in course of formation. Grebaut
had bequeathed to us magazines still crammed (it seems to happen in all museums) with
monuments of the most varied provenance, which had to be arranged in the rooms of

Gizah as best we could. They have suffered many a move since then.

I will not venture to think how it might have been possible to have, out there too, for a
few days an exhibition of objects you have contributed to the Cairo collections, for perhaps
after all this is but an impracticable vision in view of the material difficulties of such a scheme
and of official restrictions. At the same time I may be permitted as an archaeologist and a
professor to express a hope. We should like to see in this Cairo Museum, side by side with the

objects, some definite reference to their finders, as has been the case for some time past in

the temporary exhibit of ''recent acquisitions” near the entrance. In this way the modern
visitor could form a better idea of the large contribution wffiich the E.E.S. has made to the

treasures of this museum, the foremost museum of Egyptian Archaeology—a contribution

of wffiich the ordinary visitor is naturally quite unaw^are, and, may I add, that our younger
archaeologists are often no better informed. The Department of Antiquities in Egypt
ow'es much to the E.E.S. ; it seems to me that it w^ould have everything to gain by
acknowledging its debt, for in giving honour it would also be receiving it.

But it is not only for your part in the formation of the museum that w^e are indebted

to you. I have spoken above of the great and useful material wffiich you have supplied

through so many years for our studies and for the work of our pupils in the universities,

and there is a last aspect of your w ork of which I w^ant to say a few w’^ords in concluding.

I have not the honour to be one of those wffio preside over your destinies, and if I venture on

this occasion to express my appreciation of your work in yet one more direction I feel

justified by my position as a teacher and a grateful friend. Through your periodical publica-

tions, so clear, so accessible to every teacher wffio specializes in Egyptology and to a great

part of the educated public, publications the like of wffiich had previously never existed, you

have established the essential link betw^een your science and the rest of the sciences. You
have helped every one better to recognize the importance of Egypt in the sum total of human
knowdedge, and to follow^ more easily the unceasing progress of our knowledge of Egypt, in a

way in which they could never have done from the technical and professional monographs

in wffiich we publish for specialist consumption the results of our investigations. You may
thus rest secure in the knowledge of having passed beyond the bounds of Egyptology and

made a noble contribution to the task of humanity.

George Foucart.

PARIS, 24.10.32.



PROBLEM 14 OF THE MOSCOW MATHEMATICAL
PAPYRUS

By QUIDO VETTEE

The determination of the volume of a truncated pyramid with a square base, the special

values of the sides of the base and top being 4 and 2 respectively, and the height 6, by the

formula T = (a“+ab+b^)^, as given in the Moscow' Mathematical Papyrus No. 14, is very
o

important for the appreciation of Egyptian mathematics, and continues to hold the interest

of Egyptologists as well as of historians of mathematics. The problem has been discussed

in this Journal by B. Gunn and T. E. Peet (xv, 167-85), K. Vogel (xvi, 242-9), and W. E.

Thomas (xvii, 50-2). The question of greatest interest is how the Egyptians reached this

determination. Of course, we must assume they could determine a whole pyramid earlier

than a truncated one; they may have reached this determination empirically, as these

authors have suggested. But the formula for the volume of a truncated pyramid is too com-

plicated to be got empirically by means of simple experiments, as I showed some time ago.^

Gunn and Peet assume that the Egyptians divided a regular quadrilateral truncated

pyramid by means of suitable sections into a rectangular parallelepiped, four trilateral

prisms—which can be put together into a rectangular parallelepiped again—and four

quadrilateral pyramids—^which can be put together into a regular pyramid. The two

rectangular parallelepipeds, in the opinion of these authors, were put together into a new
one, so that a truncated pyramid was transformed into two solids the sum of whose volumes

w'as determined by the expression T = ah}i-{~-{a—b)^. It is necessary in this expression
o

to take out of the bracket the factor - and then to transform the factor 3ab+{a— b)^ into
o

ab+b“. Gunn and Peet assume that this latter step was taken by a comparison of

planes, i.e. by the so-called Greek algebra.

Vogel objects to this hypothesis that it presupposes an algebraical skill which we cannot

prove from any other Egyptian source. He therefore puts forward another hypothesis,

namely that the Egyptians arrived at their formula by approximation. At the same time

Vogel points out that they were well acquainted with a truncated pyramid with a square

base and two sides at right angles with the base.

I do not intend to decide which hypothesis is more probable. I only wish to show how
the Gunn-Peet hypothesis can be simplified by assuming that the truncated pyramid
from which the formula w^as discovered wtis not regular, but had tw^o sides perpendicular

to the base. I suggested some years ago that the truncated pyramid of the Moscow' Papyrus
W'as probably- of this form, and this is also the view' of the editor of the papyrus, Mb
Struve.^

^ Q. Vetter, Jak se poci'talo a merilo na lisvite kuliury [How they did sums and measured at the dawn of
civilization), Praha, Melantrich, 1926, pp. 133 and 134. 2

^ Mathematischer Papyrus des Staatlichen Museums der schonen Kilnste in Moskan, Berlin, 1930,

p. 134, n. 3.
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If we cut such a truncated pyramid in which the edge AE is at right ano'les to tlu' base
(Fig. 1) by two planes ABGH and ADFG. we shall get four solids, namely two quadrilateral
pyramids V^=ABCDG and Y.=EFGHA, and two equal trilateral pyramids Vs=ABFG
and ^ ^=AF>GF[. Of these the quadrilateral pyramid T is regular, because & = -. a square

base ABCD, whose side a = 4, and with height h = G. The two sides EFA and EHA of

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

the pyramid V2 are perpendicular to the base EFGH, which is a square with a side b — 2;

the height is again li = 6. The trilateral pyramid similar and equal to has a base

ABF, which is an isosceles triangle with base a and height h. The height of the pyramid
1^3 is FG = b. Therefore the volume of the given truncated pyramid is

h h all h li^,h

3 ^ 3 2 ' 8 3 3 '3

Now this truncated pyramid of the Moscow Papyrus is not a general one ; it is a special

one, in which two sides are at right angles to the base and the edge of the top is half the edge

of the base, as mentioned above. There is still another way of cutting up a truncated pyramid

of this special form, and it enables us to put both the trilateral pyramids (which are not equal

this time) together into a new trilateral one, the volume of which is equal to the middle

term of the expression for T, namely - ah.
o

The first section (Fig. 2) is ABGH again. But w^e shall now cut each of the newly got

solids by a fresh section. We shall divide the soHd ABCBHG by the plane BCH into the

two pyramids ^ ABCDH and V^=BCGH

;

and the solid EF(7HAB by the plane EGA
into the two pyramids Y^^EFGHA and T^~FABG. The base of is a square with

side a = 4. One of its sides is an isosceles triangle ADH lying in a plane perpendicular to

the base, so that it is possible to measure the luaght of the pyramid directly in it. The

pyramid TY the same as in the former case. Moreover, since and ABCD and EFGH

are squares, the point G lies on the perpendicular erected on the base ABCD at its middle

1)
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point ; therefore the triangles ABG and BCG are isosceles and congruent. The sum of the

angles BGF and CGH and the sum of the angles AGF and BGH are both equal to 180^.

Therefore, if we place the triangle ABG on the triangle BCG, they will coincide, and the

edges FG and GH will lie in the same hue. The pyramids Fj and F4 will thus form a

new trilateral pyramid, the base of which will be the isosceles triangle ABF. Its edge

FG-tGH = db = o = 4 will be perpendicular to the base and will thus be its height. Its

volume will be = 7 ah. The volume of the truncated pyramid is again
3 3

In both these wavs the truncated pyramid can be decomposed into pyramids on which

the dimensions necessary for determination can be measured directly, excepting the pyramid

T\ in the first case
;
but this, being regular, need not have caused any difficulty even in the

lower stages of mathematical development.

The truncated pyramid can thus be decomposed either into two quadrilateral pyramids

plus the sum of two similar and equal trilateral ones, or into three pyramids, whose volumes

are the three terms of which the formula for a truncated pyramid consists. By means of

this hypothesis we avoid all need to explain how the Egyptians transformed the expres-

sion 3a&—(a— 6)^, according to Gunn and Peet, or even the expression

according to Struve (op. cit,, 176) into a^^ah+b^. Nothing in our knowledge of Egyptian

mathematics justifies us in assuming that the Egyptians could make such complicated

transformations of mathematical expressions.

If we admit the hypothesis I have developed above, only one assumption is left, that the

h .
^

,

discoverer of the method was able to take out of the bracket the factor -, ix. in the
o o

b/ b Ji 6^6
expression - or, better, in - . 16+ y* 4-6+v*4* Whether the Egyptians knew

3 3 8 3 3 3

how to make this transformation remains doubtful.



THE DAKHLEH STELA
By ALAX H. GARDINEE

Plates

There can be few Egyptian inscriptions with as many claims to our interest as that which
W. Spiegelberg published over thirty years ago under the title Fine Stele cius der Ouise

DacheL^ The unusual provenance alone would have sufficed to commend it to our attention,

but the varied information which the document provides concerning the natural conditions,

administration, cult, and topography of a distant Oasis gives it a unique place among
historical texts. The period to which the stela belongs is another interesting aspect, dated

texts of the Twenty-second Dynasty of Libyan rulers being of comparatively rare occur-

rence; moreover, as Professor Griffith has pointed out,- this is the earliest inscription in

which the title of Pharaoh is prefixed to a king's name after the model of the Biblical

’'Pharaoh Hophra^\ '‘Pharaoh Xecho'’. Then again, we have here a characteristic example
of a trial by oracle such as Dr. Blackman has discussed in more than one valuable article of

this Journal.^ And lastly, the linguistic and epigraphic interest: the language is a good

specimen of Late Egyptian idiom tinged with the element of formalism typical of all official

records, while the gaunt and crowded hieratic characters incised upon the stone have their

own peculiar difficulties to whet the appetite of the decipherer.

The stela is one of two from the same locality presented to the A>hmolean ^luseuin in

Oxford by Captain (now Sir Henry) Lyons, whose account of their discovery I quote from

Spiegelberg's article: “ On reaching the village of 3fut (Lat. X. *25'' 29' 4", Long. 29' 4' 40" E.

of Greenwich) in Dakhki Oasis 1st January 1S94 I was shown two stelae, one of limestone

and the other of sandstone, both of which were said to have been found in a mound formed

of ruins of ancient buildings a short distance S.W. of the Government buildings of that

village; I could hear of no others from the same place at the time and brought these two

back to the Xile.’’ It is the limestone stela, measuring 37 inches in height by 2G in breadth,

with which we are here concerned
;
the sandstone stela, of rather smaller size, was published

by Spiegelberg in a subsequent article and deals with a gift of otferings to the local temple.'^

For the skill shown by Spiegelberg in the reading and interpretation of these late documents

I have nothing but praise, and his two articles possess a permanent value, no less for their

admirable comments and illustrative notes than for the excellent photograplis whiclz they

contain. Xevertheless, particularly as regards the larger stela, the progress of our knowledge

makes a new treatment imperative. Intensive study of Twenty-first Dynast}^ texts like the

story of Wenamun, the Decree of Xeskhons, and the Correspondence of Butehainun has

given a familiarity with the grammar and the script of the period which enables me to oiler

here a much improved rendering. TIoreover, my opportunities have been far greater than

those enjoyed by Spiegelberg. On three separate occasions between 1910 and the present

year I have collated the text with the original, my task made easy by the special facilities

granted first by Dr. Hogarth and again quite recently by l>r. Leeds. As a result I am fairly

confident that no new readings of importance remain to be elicited, though the meaning of

a few rare words must await future elucidation.

1 Bee, frav., xxi (1809), 12-21.

^ Journal, Xi, 249-55; XH, 170-85.

‘ Proc. Soc. BiU, Arch., xxiii {1901), 74-5.

** Pec. trav., xxv (1903), 194-0.
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Since the dispute upon which the god Setekh here delivers judgement turns upon techni-

cal matters concerning the irrigation of the Oasis, it vdll be best to examine the terms

involved before turning to the text itself. In investigating the meaning of these terms

H. Li. Beadnell's book. J/i Egyptian Oasis (London, 1909), has served me in good stead, but

I should have had little confidence in my conclusions had they not been reviewed and

amplified by Sir Henry Lyons, who most kindly placed his special knowledge at my disposal.

The water of the oases of the Libyan desert is derived mainly from artificial wells sunk to

a great depth, by which an underground water-supply derived ultimately from the Nile is

tapped and made available for agriculture. Such artesian wells driven through the sandstone

produce water which as a rule flows freely and with considerable force at the surface, though

in other cases the level of the ground is not attained. Sometimes a well ceases to flow on

account of an accumulation of vegetable debris and drift sand around its mouth. The
ownership of the wells is naturally of the highest importance, and is closely connected with

the ownership of the land, though at the present day there are persons who own water but

no land, and others who claim land but ovm no water.^ From the text here to be studied it

would appear that, in the Twenty-second Dynasty, the possessor of a well was deemed to

have good title to all the land flooded by it. Such, at least, seems to be the situation pre-

supposed by the inscription.

Three distinct terms in connexion with “water” are used: (a) the fern. <5 ^ hjimt 11.

5, 7, and in the vertical line of hieratic at the top of the stela, with the variant <5 ^
which serves, curiously enough, not only for the plural (11. 4-5, 11), but also for the singular

(11. 9, 10)
;
(b) the masc. ej uhn 11. 9, 12, 14, vert., and once for plural, 1. 12, with

variants 11. 5, 6, 10, L 10, and the plural Ih 4, 13; (c) the fern.

Of these h^yt may be rendered by “flood-w^ater”, as it clearly

refers to any sheet of shallow- inundation-w^ater overlying the ground. It is connected with

a verb hy “to inundate” {WdrferbucJi der, aeg, Spr., iii, 13), and its none too frequent

occurrences {e*g. Westcar. 2. 20; Harris Mag. Pap., 7. 10; Avienemope, 4. 13; 10. 10) bear

out the signification here assigned to it. The meaning of ivbiir is given by its etymology,

which connects it with the verb expressing the rising of the sun {cf. the name Weben-Eer
below^) and with the noun which undoubtedly means a w'ound from which the blood

flow's freely. lAhen it occurs alone, I shall translate it as “flowing w'ell”, the term used by
Beadneli and others for the visibly active w'ells irrigating the oases. The term hunt is the

ordinary Egyptian w'ord for a w^ell, and in our stela must, I think, in so far as it is opposed
to u'hn, designate the underground water-supply which feeds the latter. That the icbn is

part of a hunt, or at least that hind is the more general term, is indicated by tw'o passages,

11. 5 and 9, giving the compound term u'bn-hnmt, which I shall render as

“w'ell of flowing w'ater”, and also by the fact that the “flowing w'ell” is said in 1. 10 and
in the vertical column to “belong to” (^;^f^ literally, be “in the hand of”) a /m?nt-W'elL

Tw'O other compounds of Jjnnd are employed in the general statement of 11. -Lo, where the

prince ^\ayheset is said to have come “to inspect flowing wells and

I ^ ^ Tw^ 1 1
f (other) w'ells which are [in] Sa-Wahet (name of the town

corresponding to the modern village of Mut, see 1. 3), both J p hunt-
kbs closed w'ells and ^ e

rc
irrigation w'ells”. In the former of these

compounds the element hbs is undoubtedly the verb literally, “to clothe”, the
^ See Beadneli, op. cit., p. 11.

The word occurs also in the story of Apophis and Seknenre^ “the hippopotamus-pool which is in the
v'bn of Xe (ne. Thebes)” 2. o, cf. also 1. 8 ; 2. 8, but there the meaning can hardly be a "‘flowing well” in
the sense here intended.
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specific determinative being replaced by the signs for " water” belonging to the whole
compound. As bir Henry Lyons points out, two possibilities here present themselves. Lither
li'Ti'Tfiit-libs means a well that lias been deliberately stopped up bv plugging, a "plugged well”,

or else it is one that has become " closed”, or “ covered up ”, by silting or "the like (see above).
The latter alternative is doubtless preferable for several reasons. In the first place, the stem
libs expresses less than the English word “to plug” : a plugged well is certainly ‘covered”
or “closed”, but not all “covered” or "closed” wells are plugged. Had "idngged” been
meant, probably some such verb as Mm, “sealed”, “dosed", would have been employed.
Secondly, lihs is used elsewhere of ’‘covering” in the sense of "rendering invisible”, e.ij. of

the sun which may become “covered” or “veiled”, or again of a statue or sculptured relief

which may “ cover up ” some earlier one.^ Thirdly, we shall see below that the appeal to the

oracle was due to the raising of a question whether a certain sheet of inundation-water was
not due to some well other than that of Weben-Eer

;
but if so, the second well, the suggested

existence of which is negatived by the god, would have been a “closed” or “concealed”
well, the waters of which might perhaps spread over the land without their source being

immediately obvious. Lastly, the term hnmt-hhs appears to be contrasted with hnmt-icir,

which may well mean a well capable of irrigating a tract of land (ca’, older w.

That this is the meaning is perhaps borne out by the curious triangular sign here used to

determine icw. This cannot be a large and unusually made '==, for the land-determinative

in hieratic is always w and not see in our stela the determinatives of .ill I

. .
rz 1 I

1. 12, of X (? (? 11

1

ibid., and of ^ ‘ Beadnell’s book I read the followin’:,^

(p. 69) :
“ The position of each well is nearly always conspicuously marked by a thick clump

of acacias, from which . . . the main irrigating channel generally runs in a southerly direction,

the cultivated lands being of triangularform, with the apex at or near the source of the water,

and raised little, if at all, above the general level of the surrounding plain.” The italics in the

foregoing quotation are mine.

Two moretechnical terms of a legal characterrequire notice. Inll.12-13

mic-nmliw, “waters of nmh-meri', are contrasted with
p
“waters of Pharaoh”,

i.e. waters belonging to the Crown, as we should say. The antithesis demands that the former

expression should be rendered “ private waters ”, and the declaration of the god “ they belong

to the private person (nmJi) who shall lead them off” (1. 13) confirms this conclusion quite

apart from the exact signification to be assigned to nmli. But Spiegelberg- and Lacau^ have

between them shown that nmli is the origin of the Coptic word pjmoe “ free” ;
and the first-

named scholar establishes beyond a peradventure that in the Saitic contracts of servitude

7imh is the exact opposite of b/k “slave”, while the still earlier attested expression

y
“fiolds of freemen”,^ corresponds accordingly to the ISLOKrrjro^ yrj

of the Ptolemaic period.

Several other nouns and verbs vdth technical or legal implications remain to be discussed,

but it will be best now to turn to the main text (Pis. v-vii), and to leave these details to the

commentary which will follow the translation.

Translation

(1) Year 5, fourth month of icinter, day 16 of the king Pharaoh Shoshcnk, beloved of Amiln.

On this day came (.') the son of the prhice of the Ma, (2) the chief official of lands, the priest of

Hathor of DiospoUs, the priest of Horns and Saldimet (?) of Pi-djddj, the priest of t^eteldi of the

^ See my Notes on the Story of Sinuhe. pp. 88-9.

- XZ., Lm (1917), 110-17. ^ ChampoUion. pp. 722-3,

^ I.Z., XXXV (1897), 23 n. ;
Sen\, ve, 185. For the juristic term ™ IB which follows the phrase in

one inscription see now Spiegelberg, Die demotischen Papyri Loeb, p. 1U4, ii. 0.
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Oasis, the overseer of inundated lands, (3) the overseer of jplantations {?), the prince of the two lands

of the Oasis, Waijlieset, he being in the town of Sa-wahef, after Pharaoh had sent him to restore

order in the Oasis-land, (4) after he had found it in a state of icar and turmoil (/). On the day

when he went to inspect the flowing icells and the (5) (other) wells which are in Sa-wahet, both

closed wells and irrigation wells, he arrived to see the well of flowing icater of Webenl^-Per],

(6) after the priest of Setehh Xesubast, the soyi of Pate, had spoken before him saymg: ''Behold,

a sheet of flood-water has been let loose, and is here in the neighbourhood of this flowing well of

Weben-Ber, Examine it, namely this (7) [well of] Pi-Ber in whose neighbourhood thou art, for

(it is) a private well, and it belongs to my mother Tewhenut, whose mother ivas Hententere. TJmi

the priest and prince Wayheset said to him : "Stand in the presence of Setekh (8) [and claim] it.
”

In year 5, fourth month of winter, day 25, on the day when the noble god Setekh, great of

strength, the soyi of Nut, this great god, was caused to appear at his feast "Beauty of Daytime'',^

the prince Wayheset stood in the Presence. (9) Then said Setekh, the great god: " Nesubast, the

son of Pate, is in the right. This flood-water which is to the north-west of the well offlowing icater

of Weben-Ber, this well of Pi-Ber, which is in Sa-ivahet, is the property of his mother Tewhenut.

(10) Confirm it unto him this day.'' Theyi said the great god: "There are not two flowing wells

belonging to Weben-Ber, this well of Pi-Ber which is in Sa-wahet, but only one well ivas found

on that cadastral (11) register of the wells and orchards of Pi-Ber which the controller ^Onkhef, the

son of Setnakhte, issued as a copy of the register of Pharaoh Psusennes, the great god, in Year 19.

"

Then said Setekh, (12) the great god: '\4.sfor everyflowing well which is in this district, those which

[lie/] to the west of Sa- waJiet are derivatives released from the flowing wells of Huy, as they are

called. These are private waters, and there is no (13) ivater of Pharaoh among them. They belong

to the private person who shall lead them off this day." Then said the god: As for theflowmg

wells to which Nesubast, (14) the son of Pate, has laid claim, he shall lead them off that they may
. . . (/) the soil, together with the flowing well of his mother Tewhenut. Confirm them imto him,

they beuig confirmed to son of his son, (15) heir of his heir, to his wife and to his children, there

being no other son of privaie status beloyiging to Tewheyiut who shall have a share in them except

(IGj Nesubast, the son of Pate."

Thus spoke Setekh, the gyxat god, before very ynayiy wityiesses. List they'eof:

The jwiest of Setekh of the Oasis, the prvice cuid chieftam, (17) Wayheset.

The yyiatwalier, Pawered.

The yyiat waller, Waykeseher.

The ynatwaher, Ten ..
. (/) (IS) te.

The yyiatwaJier, Kayhayn.

The captain of shield-bearei'S. Pete ....

The cultivator (/) ^Onkhef, soyi of Nefenbewyiakhte.

The divine father, the scribe of the seal, Pate, the son of Kayia.

(19) The diciyie father, the scribe of the teynple, Tjarsetekh, the son of Serthowt.

The scribe, Pekoyn.

, the son of Pate.

The divine father, T
The divine father Kersetekh, the soyi of ^Onkhef.

(20) The priest of Ameyiape (/) Penaynun, the son of Pate.

The doorkeeper, Proyikh, the son of Pengebg.

The doorkeeper, Pwdnesh.

My translation involves extensive emendation of the text. On this see the commentary.
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Commentary

1. Breasted,^ Gauthier,- and llever^ are in agreement that the Shoshenk liere mentioned
was the first of the name, Breasted adducing the plausible reasons that ‘‘the document
mentions a revolt in the oasis, and a reorganization, which would be especially likely to

occur at the advent of a new dynasty, and we find Dakhel under the control of Sheshonk I*s

successor, Osorkon No additional argument can be drawn from the fact that, as Daressy
had already perceived,^ a cadastral register of the nineteenth year of a king Psusennes is

mentioned in 1. 11 ;
we cannot even tell for certain which of the two Psusennes was intended.

The absence of cartouches is without significance on a stela inscribed in hieratic and from a

provincial source. The only thing that might incline us to a later reign is the use of the word
“Pharaoh’^ before the royal name, this use being more characteristic of the Twenty-sixth

Dynasty than of the Twenty-second.^

1-3. For the verb preceding the princely titles we expect or

of these two may have been intended. would not suit, as ‘'came” and not “went” is

required. A less likely alternative to ^he simple auxiliary (je, anticipating

in 1. 3. _
The title ^(|l ^ doubtless indicates membership of the royal family, though

Wayheset was not necessarily a son of Shoshenk
;
neither Gauthier (op. cif.) nor Meyer

(Gescliichte, ii, 2, 2nd ed., 49) regard him as such. That is a short writing of

the Libyan tribe held to be identical with the Halves of Herodotus, was

first pointed out by de Rouge {Melanges d'Archeologie

,

i, 87), and is proved by variants of

the titles of Petese and his father Takelot,Mariette,>Scmpe7v?«, Pis. 24 and 26— Rcc. /rar.,xxir,

9-11. The first element in “gi*eat prince of the Ma”, usually written [^|
(in hieratic

e.g. Max Muller, Egyptological Besearches, i, PI. 88), was often read as see Serapeum,

no. 26=Eec. trai\, xxrr, 11: cf. Aiin, Sen\, v, 93. But it is very possibly the same Takelot

whose title is given on a coffin in Cairo as
(|]

A.Z., xxi (1883), 69, with

the Libyan word mess, “lord”, as Erman pointed out ibid., but without the epithet, “great ”.

In partial agreement with this, the prince Ankhhdr receives the title i^i one

inscription, A?in. Serv., ix, 278, and another. Bee. trav., xxxv, 136.

Ms r/ is found again on a dagger naming
fj]

Ann. Serv.,

VIII, 284.® On the other hand, ^ “gi’eat” is omitted in ^I^riette,

Serapeum, PL 27, top, corresponding to op. cit., PI. 26, 1. 9; cf. also

a A?m. Serv., xvi, 82. From this evidence I conclude that in these titles

was read vis or ur indifferently, just as we used to speak both of the “Emperor of

Germany” and of the “Kaiser''; and further that the epithet “great” was occasionally

omitted in either case. In other words, it appears to be the same princely rank, amounting

virtually to kingship, which is meant by all the four expressions icr r/, ivr, ms n, ins. Hence

we may take it that MAyheset in our inscription was a son of a ruling mess or prince of the

Meshwesh, whether of Nemrat, the father of Shoshenk I, or of some kinsman.

Spiegelberg points out that the various priesthoods held by ^Vayheset belong either to

the Oasis itself, or else to places in Egypt whence roads ran thither. Q ^n f ,
with Hathor

^ Ancient Records, re, § 725. ' Livre des rots, m, 307.

® Gottessfaat, Militdrherrschajf, und Standeivesen in Agypten, in Sitzb. d. Berl. Ak. d. ff iss. (1928),

513, n. 3. ^ Rec. trav., xxxvm. 10. ^ See Griffith, in the article quoted above, p. 19, n. 2.

® Daressy notes that the name is composed of elements found in Osorkon and

Masaherta. The two Twenty-first Dynasty personages of the latter name will

doubtless have had Libyan blood on their mother’s side.
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as its goddess, is definitely located at Diospolis Parva, the modem Hu. In the Goleniseheff

glossary, the Ahydos list, and the Medinet Habu cult-scenes is named as

the place almost immediately following to the north
;
it is the Coptic identified by

Daressy with Abu Shusha, on the west bank some five miles farther south than Abydos.

An inscription quoted by Spiegelberg gives Hathor as the goddess of Pi-djodj, but at

Medinet Habu {Bee. trav., xvii, 119) Horus and Sakhmet are the deities, as also perhaps on

our stela. Spiegelberg's reading impossible. The group here used is evidently the

same as that found in the vertical line of hieratic (see below. Fig. 1), and I can see no other

solution than which the correspondence with Medinet Habu renders very

tempting. Difficulties are not lacking, however. The supposed | would be different in form

from I
just before in the name of Diospolis Parva, where the shape closely resembles that of

the normal hieroglyphic sign. This disagreement could be got over by supposing that in the

latter case the sistrum ^ was intended, this being commonly used in that name. But

a further point is that one would expect vdth ^ and and it is perhaps also strange

that two divine names should be combined in the mention of a single priesthood.

For the other titles of Wayheset see Spiegelberg’s notes, to which my own are purely

supplementary. As Spiegelberg has rightly seen, “the two lands of the Oasis” are Khargah

and Dakhlah, the eastern and western parts of what was known in classical times as the

“Larger Oasis” (Oa^is Major), which the Egyptians called southern Oasis”.

3. misread by Spiegelberg here and for that reason VTongly interpreted by

him in its later occurrences 11. 5, 9, 10, 12, is evidently the ancient name of the modern

village of Mut where the stela was found. The other example of the name, quoted by Spiegel-

berg from a note of Maspero's, lacks the town-determinative.— [1
^ ^ “restore to order”,

,,,
“now when order had been restored”. Pap. Mayer M, 6. 9;

also Harris, 79, 2.

4. “war”, “rebellion”, see Pap. Br. Mns. 10052, 13. 24=Peet, Tomh Bobberies,

PI. 33.

5. The 77 preceding is clearly for is a writing of <=* found below in

I. 11 in “The flowing well of Weben-Rer” occurs again in 11. 6, 9, 10, and there is

ample room for its restoration here. The name appears to belong properly to the actual

flowing well in question, but the denial that there were two flowing wells belonging to

Weben-Rer in 1. 10 makes it necessary to extend the designation to the neighbouring irrigated

land as well.

6. In this line we encounter for the first time the name of the man on whose behalf the

stela was erected, a certain Xesubast, son of Pate. He was a priest of the local temple of

Setekh, a rank also enjoyed, doubtless ex officio, by the newly appointed governor Wayheset.

Correct hieratic writings of the name of Nesubast would have been

scribe has everywhere inserted the meaningless doubtless

by some confusion of thought. In the hieroglyphic legends at the top of the stela Q is used

without The father’s name is common in demotic, and as Griffith showed

me many years ago, occurs in Greek as nar7]s. The same spelling as here is found below in

II. 9, 14, but the variant occurs in 1. 16, cj. the same name in 11. 18, 19, 20.

The hieroglyphic legends above are so badly cut (see below, Fig. 1) that the signs are difficult

to interpret, but I believe is there the right reading.

simply is the same word as occurs below in the plural in 1. 12, where

the reading is the plural strokes alone being slightly doubtful. Spiegelberg read

aiid his failure to read the continuation in 1. 12 is responsible for his rendering
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there “sie sincl ererbt unci in Besitz genonimen^’. The metathesis for

Nineteenth Dynasty onwards is well authenticated, and I believe that we here have the

passive participle *‘let loose”, “released” in both cases; in 1. 12 the preposition tn must be

supplied before }u ivbn(yic), the omission of rn occurring elsewhere in our text, before dml,

1. 3 ;
S/-iaht, Ih 5, 10

;
p/ hrw, 11. 10, 18 : between hn-f and Sth, 1. IG.

6-7. For the restoration ‘ see below, 11. 9, 10, where

Pr-Rr occurs in apposition to jyij ^vhndjnmf Wbn-Rr and simply Wbn-Rr respectively. These

later passages show that is not mere anticipation of the nominal object following, after

the model familiar in Coptic. Sw refers back to pnj whn n Wbn-Rr^ and f^y hnmt }i Pr-Rr is

further elucidation of that expression. The topographical name Pr-Rr “Bi-Ber”

appears to refer to the entire neighbourhood to the west of Sa-wahet ; in 11. 10-11 we read

of “this cadastral register of the wells and orchards of Pi-Eer’h and the following line throws

light on its whereabouts.

7. It would appear that has slipped out after ij Q ^ I ^

I

similar sentence in 1. 12. [](? has doubtless subordinating force in

both places, and I translate it here as “ for ”
;
in the other instance it is better left untranslated.

8. The restoration uncertain, and based uj^on the supposition that st/

can have the meaning “to claim”. St/ r seems to have that technical sense in 11. 18-14, and

for the construction with direct object one may compare in the other Dakhleh stela 11. 12-18

^ " as sliall claim (
'?)

it, he (shall fall a victim to) the sword of Amen-Ber”, Rec, trar., xxv, 195. Spiegelberg there

rendered “ Jeder (aber) der es (das Dekret) beseitigen wird, soil dem Schwert des Amon-

Ber verfallen sein”, which is open to the double objection that the word for “decree’ is

feminine, ii:-^ 1. 11, and that no such meaning of st/ is recorded in the Berlin dictionary.

The suffix probably refers to the offerings mentioned in the broken lines at the beginning of

the decree.

The words beginning after this has been emended into are susceptible of

literal translation as follows: “on this day the priest of this noble land caused Sedekh, etc.

to appear on . . . (date) in his festival ‘Beauty of Daytime’.” However, a few small

details of orthography render this version suspect, apart from the superfluous — alrea<Iy

noted: the determinative after sljr and hm-nfr, and the abnormal position of the n under

U pn. It is strange, moreover, that hric pn should stand before a date and not after it. Now

we have seen that the scribe who designed the inscription was not above garbling a simple

name like Nesubast. May he not likewise have garbled a stereotyped formula of dating?

On the well-known “Stela of the Exiles” (Brugsch, Reise nncli tier yrossen Odse, PI. 22), we

find in 1. 9, after the date on “fourth month of summer, (in the) live epagomenal days, the

birth of Isis, corresponding to the festival of Amiin in the New Near d the words

P^f making to appear of the Majesty of this noble god”.

^ E. Meyer (Gottesstaaf, p. 6, n. 1) declares this dating to be ‘‘nach wie vor vollig dunkeP’. The text,

kindly verified for me by Blackman from squeeze and photograph, reads
^ ^ ^ ^ r^lil P j

not — as Breasted supposed. Weill, Chronologie (gyptienne, 64, has righth' seen that the last words signify

‘‘5 jours epagomenes. naissance dTsis’b though he wrongly translates what precedes as 4^' moi» (X Akhit

instead of "'fourth month of summer'’. The group is explained by the entry ^ n 1 1 1 _ I f^ i P

^ in a Turin papyrus (Botti-Peet, Giornale della SecwpoU. PL 4). What is really unique is (a) the

treatment of the epagomenal days as part of the last month of the year, instead of standing entircK outside

the year, and {6} the information that the feast of the New Tear commenced t^^o da\s before the actual

New Year’s dav. The “birth of Isis ’’ was the specific name of the fourth epagomenal da;\

.

E
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From this it appears to me ^\'ell-nigh certain that our passage is to be corrected into

causing to appear this noble god

Setekh”. We may go even farther, and place the date PJ etc. in front of ^
Probably there ^’as confusion in the original draft, the date having been added in the

interline.

The ^Titing At rather than makes it probable that the name of the festival was

I should not translate, with Spiegelberg, “at his beautiful Wrsiv-

feast”.

9. The word is the technical term with which juridical verdicts were announced,

the full formula being )iurtw X, rd/ Y ;
see C/?. Beattij J,

13. 2. which shows how is to be read in the same expression Pajp. Mooh, 2. 4=J.Z.,

Lxiii, 106
;
Pap. Berlin 97So, 17-18— J..Z., xliii, 39. Here the second half of the formula is

absent, the suit being against the Crown.

10. Setekh follows up his verdict with three more oracular pronouncements on the

same topic. The first of them has a close parallel, as we shall see, in the column of hieratic

at the top of the stela. Thence we learn that the word following icbn 2 is to be restored as

a substitute for the more frequently found after uiu “ there is (are) not ”, see

A.Z., Lxn, 6.

For 9

1

. common in documents of this period, see my note on Wenajnmi 2. 3. The read-

ing — ,7^, is certain, and agrees with the view of the Wdrierhiicli, i, 173 that in

TMes, X. 10 is not to be read urrt, as I had supposed in my note on that passage, but with

initial ^ We have here the feminine noun and it should not be confused with the

masculine word though this has a very similar sense.

11. Can the scribe have Avritten f]^

f

{see Bee. trai\, xxax 193)?

A list of controllers of wells is found on the verso of the Canon of Kings at Turin,

immediately before a tax-list relating to the Oases. On my showing the present passage to

Griffith some years ago, he at once recognized the common demotic preposition r-h “like” in

0,
the noun of Avhich is the Coptic ge. He quoted another early instance from the Piogers

Tablet (1. 15), where we read writings laid

before Amiin ”, Bee. trav., ii, 15. For
(]^ as a writing of see above, the note on 1. 5. I haA^e

already referred to Daressy's brilliant discoA^er}^ of King Psusennes in this sentence, see the

note on 1. 1.

12. The literal translation is: “As for eA’ery fioAAung well which is in the region of this

district, that Avhich ... in the region of the Avest of Sa-AA'ahet, they are heirs released [from]

the floAving Avells of Huy, as they are called.” The too general expression “ every . , . district
”

is qualified and limited by another relatWe clause introduced, quite in the Coptic fashion,

by p/, Avhich here implies selection out of a number, like p^ 7imh ini. 13. The Aurtual plural

7chn nh is then taken up by the plural pronoun AAdiich an 7n of equWalence has to

be supplied. The term translated “ derh^atKes ” is in the Egyptian literally “heirs”. As
applied to v ells, livriv can only be metaphorical. For hjy and for the preposition On) probably

to be supplied after it, see aboA’e, the note on 1. 6. The identity of the man Huy in the name
of the wells is unknoAvn; Huy is a familiar abbreviation of Amenhotpe.

12-13. The antithesis of 7nv: Pr-r/ “CroAvn AA^aters” and 7mv TimhyOv) “prWate AA^aters”

Avas discussed in an earlier part of this article.

The restoration
| re] ![<;=>]J ^1^)^ guaranteed by 1. 14, where the reading

is clear, despite Spiegelberg's notes of interrogation. Probably bit r hnr is the equivalent of

the modern technical term “ to lead off”, for Avhich I am indebted to Sir Henry Lyons. The
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phrase is unlikely to be a mere expression for “take possession of". Note that the preposi-
tion T is omitted here in the future relative uty tW'f (r) adfji, as often from the Twentieth
Dynasty onwards.^ So too in the non-relative use, 11. 14, lo.

13. Ij^ p X^ ^ I e I

Jibove on 1. 8. The god's statement that Nesubast
had claimed tio\\ing '^elL in the plural is not borne out by the words ot the petitioner in
1. 6, where reference is made only to the single well of Weben-Eer. Nevertheless, we can
hardly imagine that the oracle is according a right that had not been asked, and we shall

later lind, in the inscription at the top of the stela, a mysterious reference to a dewing well
of a different name.

14. I cannot restore the words before itn, and the traces before this word seem dcdiiiitely

to exclude as suggested by Spiegelberg.

The first snui is imperative, as above in 1. 10 . On n (?- see now Erman, Xcudyuptisclie
Grammatik-, § 522; also my note on We)iamiln 2. 54.

14—15. The expression “son to son, heir to heir" is known as far back as the Decree of

Antef from Koptos, 11. 6. 12, but occurs also in other inscriptions of this period, e,g. in the

Decree in favour of Isiemkheb, 1. 26==Maspero, Momies royales, p. TOG; the Decree of

Amenophis, son of Hapu, 1. 4.

15. Note the two virtual relative clauses introduced by
\

and

respectively, and referring to the indefinite subject Icij irl umh,
16. For the strange writing ^ni Griffith long ago quoted to me a Greek equivalent

opiraLs TOTraas* for but whether the assimilation of these two titles is respoiibible for

the presence of the p here I am unable to judge.

16-17. is an apparently military title common at this period, see Meyer, Gottes-

staat, Ac., p. 7, n. 9
;
p, 8, n. 1 ; it is thus quite distinct from the title which, as its exten-

sion in 1. 3 showed, refers to his governorship of the Oasis.

17. Spiegelberg failed to realize that maticalter—the vocalization here given to the word
is of course purely fictitious—is a title or name of some employment. The word looks Libyan
and the meaning is unknown.

18. For shieldbearer" see Worterhuch, v, 59. The title “captain of shield-

bearers" may possibly occur again in the address of a letter from El-Hibeh published by
Spiegelberg, where I read from the photograph liii, El. 2. Spiegelberg's

transcription gives (]^
|

and well illustrates the danger of the old and over-facile method
of transcription which represents by definite hieroglyphs what the Egyptians deliberately

made indefinite. This method could be safely adopted only if our knowledge of Late

Egyptian were perfect, which is far from being the case.-

There is reason to think, as Spiegelberg has pointed out M.Z., liii, 109, n. 2, that ^ ^
meant a military “recruit" or the like, who in peace time cultivated the land on behalf of

some estate-owner. In stating that the term was a designation of labourers and slaves, the

Berlin dictionary (ii, 83) accords to the mnh too low a rank.

^ I take this opportunity of again (see JournaL x^^:, 224, n. 1) emphasizing the fact that the future nty

iw-f sdm (or hr sdm for r Sfjm) is always future. Failure to observe this grammatical detail may lead to serious

historical misinterpretation. Thus the stela ilariette, Ahydos, ii, 30-7, does not refer, as Meyer {Gott€‘Si>taat,

p. 6) supposed, apparently on the basis of Breasted's translation {Ancietit Becords, rvv § 070), to the restoration

of the tomb of Nemrat which had been plundered, but merely threatens death to any men who might

plunder it—nty Iw Gy, 1- 3.

^ It is to be regretted that Erman, in the second edition of his Xeuagyptiseke Grammatik\ § 41, does not

lend the sanction of his weighty opinion to a method of transcription which every progressively minded

student must deem an essential reform.
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20. Spiegelberg translates the title of Penamiin as “ cler Priester vom Amonshause*', but

this Avoukl be a most unusual expression, the word lim-ntr being always combined with the

name of a god, not with that of a temple. We have seen in the note on 1. 6 that the engraver

regularly uses 0^ in place of J or . I hesitatingly suggest that here
^^^ 3n is written

for Amenape, the god of Luxor and of Djeme.

For the name Pn-Ghg Griffith compares the Greek transcriptions IlaKrjpKis, TlaKol^Kis,

variants of IJaKol^Lg. The end of this name and the wdiole of that following are now' lost and

are restored from Sir Henry Lyons's hand-copy (Spiegelberg, p. 20), supplemented by the

published photograph.

The expressions used in the inscription w'ere addressed to a public w'ell acquainted with

both the natural resources and the administrative practice of the Oasis. This knowiedge not

being vouchsafed to ourselves, w'e have to base our interpretation upon such information as

is available as to present-day conditions in the same region, supplementing it with a little

imagination. The picture thus disclosed is as follow's. At the end of the Tw'enty-first Dynasty

troubles had broken out in the Oasis, and the new^ Libyan Pharaoh Shoshenk I found himself

constrained to send thither as the new^ governor a close relative, the prince iYayheset. In

times of turmoil and civil disorder property is apt to be usurped and any title to it called in

question, so that one of iVayheset’s first acts w'ould naturally be to inspect the w'ells upon
wdiich the prosperity of the Oasis depended. When the prince w’as in the town of Sa-w^ahet,

a certain priest of Setekh named Xesubast petitioned him to look into the ownership of the

land adjacent to the flowing well of Weben-Per, alleging that this wHl had belonged to his

mother. The claim was based in the first instance upon the fact that a new' sheet of inunda-

tion water had appeared in the neighbourhood, and Xesubast contended that the area

covered by it w'as fed by the well of Weben-Eer and by no other. Judgements at this period

being delivered by oracle, Wayheset cited Xesubast to appear before Setekh, the god of the

Oasis, at his approaching festival. On the appointed day the prince himself put the questions to

the god, w'ho signified his verdict by movements visible to the various witnesses wdiose names
are appended at the end of the inscription. The shrine of the deity had doubtless been carried

from the Holy of Holies to the hypostyle hall, and there, resting on the shoulders of priests,

w'as jerked upw'ards or dowmwards in the prescribed manner to betoken the divine assent or

dissent. Xeedless to say, it w'as the prince Wayheset W'ho really determined the issue. None
of the parties can have been unaw'are of this fact, but nevertheless the verdict w'as devoutly

accepted as coming from the god.^ Probably Xesubast put forw'ard his claims in several

separate utterances, but after his first w'ords, Avhich are quoted in abbreviated form, only

the oracular responses are recorded. Some examination of documents, as w'e shall see, must

have preceded the trial. The decisions are given in four distinct oracles. The first declared

that the claim of Xesubast w'as just, and that the inundated ground to the north-west of the

flowing w'ell of Weben-Eer did in fact belong to his mother Tew'henut, the daughter of

Heiitentere. The second oracle stated the grounds for this judgement : only one flowing well

was connected with Weben-Eer in this tract of land known as Pi-Eer, and that single well

W'as found inscribed in Tew'henuPs name upon official records copied from others of the

nineteenth year of one of the tw'O kings named Psusennes, and published as authoritative by
the controller ^Onkhef

,
the son of Setnakhte. A third reply gave Xesubast yet further rights.

It appeared that all the flowing w'ells to the w'est of the towm of Sa-w'ahet, including of course

that of Weben-Eer, w'ere derivatives of the w’ells know'n as those of Huy, w'hich were not

^ See the interestmg analysis in Meyer, Gottesstaat, pp. 8 ff.
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Crown property and could therefore only belong to private individuals. For that reason

they were at the disposal of any citizen who might lead off their waters. In a fourth and last

utterance explicit authorization is given to Nesubast to take possession of all these wells,

in addition to that of Weben-Eer, and it is declared that any property thus acquired shall

be confirmed to Nesubast and his descendants for ever, Avithout right of participation being

ceded to any other son of TeAA’henut.

Whether the matter ended there is rendered doubtful by the scene and legends at the top

of the stela. In Fig. 1 is reproduced a draAving from the original by Mr. Kennedy North, Avho

has faithfully reproduced all that can be seen by the eye of

an artist unacquainted AA'ith hieroglyphs. In the centre is an

enigmatic structure, Avhich at first sight might appear to be

a shrine out of Avhich rises a garlanded pole carrying the so-

called wig of Osiris, the fetish of Abydos. Tavo figures of

the goddess Hathor decorate the Avails. But any connexion

with Osiris seems so out of harmony AA’ith the inscriptions that Ave may at once

rule out this possibility. At one moment I attempted to see in the structure \

the representation of a flowing well, but the accompanying legends and figures are against

this supposition. The only plausible vieAV is to regard the building as the shrine of Setekh

himself, though it remains utterly obscure Avhat the central image may mean and Avhat

Hathor is doing here. The first figure to the right, holding a lamp, is “prince Wayheset of

the Oasis-land’" himself Behind him, in an attitude

of adoration, stands H ! EJ
Nesubast, justified, the son of Pate “. To left of the shrine stands first an unnamed Avoman,

whom I conjecture to have been Nesubast 's mother TeAvhenut, and behind her another

described as P™"*woman,
, , , . .

Setekh Petebast, the sou of Pate, justified ’’.i M'ho can this Petebast be? Unless the name

is a mistake for Nesubast, a conjecture to Avhich an objection Avill be made farther doAvn, we

must suppose it to belong to a brother of the claimant, possibly deceased, since 1. 15 seems

to imply that TeAvhenut had no son except Nesubast. BeloAv, to the right, two Avomen are

^ The lower sign in ^ is possibly the surface out of which * was to have been subset] uently carved.

These legends are in high relief.
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shown playing tambourines. Their names were indicated in the accompanying legend, of

which only part is legible:

of the house, the songstress . .
.
justified, daughter of the songstress of Setekh . .

,
justified”.

The writing ^^’ith ^ pe{t) “heaven” instead of n ye(r) “house” is an enormity.

Mother and daughter appear to be here depicted, and the daughter seems likely to have

been the wife of ^iesubast. This would prohibit the figure in the upper register from being

the same man’s vTfe, unless, as is possible but improbable, two wives of his are shown, the

one living and the other dead, or both living or both dead. Xo great importance can be

attached to the epithet “justified” on so barbarous a monument.
The greatest puzzle of all is the hieratic legend before Tewhenut, if the first of the two

women in front of the shrine be she. This reads ^

!

“Tlie great god said; There are

not two fioving wells belonging to Tentsar, the wnll of the house of Horus and Sakhmet ( ?),^

but (only) one.” Here we have a further oracle, couched in almost the same terms as the

oracle of 1. 10. But the names of the fiowing well and of the subterranean waters whence it

flowed are different. Can it be that this legend alludes to a claim quite distinct from, but of

the same kind as, that concerning which the full details are narrated in the body of the stela ?

This seems an improbable hypothesis, but it is perhaps preferable to supposing that the well

of AVeben-Eer is here meant, though described under a whollv different name.

For the reading, and for Horus and Sakhmet as the deities of Phdjodj, see above, the note on 11, 1-3
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SOME EUKTHER NOTES ON A HARVESTING SCENE
By WINIFEED S. BLACKMAN

With Plate viii

In this Journah viii, 235 ff., I published a paper called Some Occurrences of the Corn'^aru^eh

in Ancient Egyptian Tomb Paintings. I pointed out that a particular figure, which was
apparently somewhat of a puzzle to Egyptologists, was most probably an ancient Aruset

el’hamh (bride of the corn), an object made of ears of corn which is to be found in Egypt

at the present day under this name.^ The loaves of bread represented in these ancient

pictures I also explained by the modern custom of placing loaves of bread in amongst the

grain after winnovdng, but at the time I had not actually seen this done. The following

information was given to me by three or four independent witnesses with regard to this

custom, and, as will be seen, the details vary slightly.

One informant told me that when the heaps of wheat, beans, and the like are standing

ready to be winnowed, the owner brings some loaves of bread, dates, and other foodstuffs

in the evening and puts them in among the grain. The men who winnow it on the following

day eat this food, together with any people who happen to be present. These gifts are

regarded as baraka and are believed to ensure plenty, both of the grain to be winnowed

and of the harvest in the following year. On the other hand, at El-Lahun I Avas told that

the bread was put in the heaps of Avheat only, and after, not before, it was winnowed
;
also

that the gift of liread was the perquisite of the man Avho did the Avinnowing and aams not

shared A\dth others.

Again, another man said that, in the case of beans, bread and cheese are brought by

the OAAmer just before simset, the beans having been already winnoAved. These gifts remain

thus buried all night, and the man aaTio removes the beans to the OAA’ner’s granaries eats this

food after he has completed his Avork. Should the OAvner remove the beans he himself Avill

eat the gifts of food.

The photographs reproduced here Avere taken by me at the time AAdien some ])eans Avere

being AvinnOAved. Avhen I myself saAv this ceremony. The gift of bread Avas placed on the

heap of beans (PI. viii, fig. 1) AAEen a certain amount had been AvinnoAved, in thv last process

of AAdiich they had been shaken in a sieve. The mound of beans A\^as flattened at the top,

and the owner placed the bread on this; the rest of the beans Avere then sieved over it.

The seiwant I had at the time, a Fayyumi Arab, told me that cheese also is sometimes placed

with the bread.

With regard to the kullah of water standing in a holloAv on the pile of l^eans (PL viii,

fig. 2), I Avas told that some of this Avater may be drunk during the night by mashdyikh

viin taht el-ard (sheikhs under the earth);- and that on the folloAving day^for the kudah

is placed on the mound before sunset AAdien the bread is placed inside the pile—any people

who happen to come to the spot and require a drink may refresh themselves from the

kullalu Moreover, the Avater, as Avell as the bread, is believed to ensure a plentiful harvest

1 N. de G. Davis, The Tomb of SaJeht at Thehes, C3 If., and PI. XAmi. See also W. S. Blackman. The

Pellahin of Upper Egypt, 171-2. - See W. Blackman, op. at., 104.
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in the ensuing year, as ^vell as a good supply for the current year, so that the owner may have

sufficient for all his needs.

Thus the three objects found in the harvest scenes as depicted in the Tomb of Xakht

at Thebes and in the New Kingdom Tombs Nos. 38 and 57, namely, the ancient “bride of

the corn“, the loaves of bread, and the vessel of w'ater, are found still to persist in modern

times in association with the harvest. What the water and loaves were used for in ancient

times must, I suppose, still remain problematical, though perhaps they were offerings to

the figure now called “bride of the corn”, or to the harvest goddess, Ernutet.



AN UNPUBLISHED ROCK-TOMB AT ASYUT
By EOSALIND MOSS

I SHOULD like to draw attention to a rock-tomb at Asyut which has not been published as

far as I am aware. It lies at the foot of the hill behind the modern slaughter-house (whence

its local name of “ Salkhana tomb and belonged to another Hepzefa, also nomarch of the

Lycopohte nome. Planned on the same colossal scale as that of his well-known namesake,

this tomb consists of an unfinished outer court with subsidiary tombs, a pillared hall, an

inner hall, and a vaulted passage, beyond which is the sanctuary with three niches in the

w^est wall. The large pillared hall is now roofless, but on the jambs of the doorvN^ay leading

to the interior are remains of titles of the deceased
»
part of an inscribed architrave is lying

on the ground, and the right (north-west) wall of the hall is still covered with inscriptions

to a great height. This, however, is so badly destroyed that it is impossible to make out

much, but the greater part consists of a long vertical text containing epithets of Hepzefa,

who apparently lived in the reign of Amenemhat II, and is described as hereditary prince

and overseer of prophets. Then follows the usual address to the living, and next to it is a

contract (^^8) iii tabular form. It was on the floor at the south-east end of this hall that

a large number of New Kingdom stelae leaning against the walls were found by Mr. M ain-

wright in 1922 when clearing the tomb for the Service des Antiquites; the demotic papyri

described by Sottas in Ann, Serv., xxiii, 34—46, were discovered at the same time high up

in the rubbish near the centre of the hall.

Opening out of the court are small tombs of one or two chambers, of about the same

date, three of which have inscribed doorways, while one has remains of painted scenes in

the interior. Of these, two on the north and south sides of the court belonged to overseers

of sealers, named Hepzefa son of Idi
(] ,

and Wepu \\J ^ whose mother was

Khety-ro respectively, and one on the west side to Idi 1]^^, son of Ipi lector

and prophet.

F



THE ADMISSION OF A PKIEST OF SOKNEBTYNIS
IN THE SECOND CENTURY b.c.

MERTON DEMOTIC PAPYRI I

By S. E. K. GLANVILLE

With Plate ix

About three years ago Mr. Wilfred Merton acquired, together with a number of early Greek

papyri, a single demotic document, the first in that script to be added to his collection of

manuscripts. I am greatly indebted to Mr. Merton for his invitation to publish it here

before its appearance in the projected catalogue of his collection.^

The papyrus itself consists of a single narrow strip, of average height 5| in. (14*2 cm.)

and width 11| in. (30*2 cm.). Worm-punctures and larger holes (in part due to the folding

of the papyrus) give a ragged appearance to the page,- but have not destroyed much of

the writing. The most damaged part, the left-hand edge, is so frayed that it looks at first

sight as if part of the document was missing from this end. But although the last signs of

two or even three lines are destroyed, the remaining lines seem to be complete, and probably

the most that has been lost is a J to a J in. of selvage. In any case we need expect no

margin, as only a narrow one—

^

inch—has been left at top, bottom, and right-hand edge.

The material has been economically used with long lines running right across the page.

The provenance of the papyrus is abundantly proved by internal evidence to be Tebtynis

(Umm el-Baragat ;
Umm el-Breigat) in the Fayyum.® It is dated in the 29th year of Ptolemy

Euergetes II (PI. ix).

Transcription

Becto

1. P(?) z n ivrb-w n Sbk-nb-T''-tn n ntr^w sn^w n ntr^w mnhiv^ n ntr-w mr-

yt‘W n ntV’W nt pr p ntr

2. yt’f n ntr-w mr-mict-ic n ntr-w mnhw hms^w n tvrb’W n Sbk-nb-T''4n hn t wshy^ p ry^

3. mnq mt ?i(‘?) Sbk-nb-T"4n^ P4e~Wsr P4e-WsT e-tbe n shw n ivrb-iv Sbk-nb-Tn e-w z

ICC sp mty-n^

^ The broken and somewhat faint signs after
|
are the of a redundant determinative cf. in

this line yt-w (where the two plural determinatives are separated by the sign for J), and the irregular

det. of yt'} in 1. 2. ^ Probably nothing lost beyond the last (incomplete) sign visible. ^ No fern, -t

in icshy as here written ; the final sign is the divine det., not the plural, c/. ^rpy 1. 7. ^ Probably nothing

lost after C as that word has clearly been crowded into the available space. ® The fragmentary signs

between mi and T^-tn can all be accounted for as part of Shk-nh, with the exception of a short straight stroke

which appears to have run into the beginning of Shk- ; this can only be r or n. ^ Probably nothing lost.

^ I have had constant opportunities to discuss the text with Sir Herbert Thompson
;
my obligation to him

is again much greater than would appear from the explicit acknowledgements that follow\

^ The papyrus w^as not in first-class condition when the document was written: a little to the left of the

centre a strip I in. wide had been tom from the surface for about 1J in. The text is written on the vertical

fibres. ® See below, p. 38.
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4. Pa-he s Pa-Hcp a 'r-fwrb ^wd n Sbk-nb-Tn h-sp 29 tp pr 5 p rn n tccb-ic s tpti P-te-Wsr
P-ie-Wsr [p

5. Hr-wd Pa-he s2 nw « P-mnh-SbkP-te-Mr-Rr(9y Sbk-hbi^) s 3 nw Wn-nfr-p-my(9)
Sbk’hb{?) Pa-he

6. Hm-hwy'^(9) Mr-Brs4 mv Wn-nfr Tse(?) Pa-Nt(^) p ro Wn-7ifr Sbk-}ib(?)-p-my(^) s 5-nw
Sblc-hb{?) P-te-Wsr

7. Sbk-hb{?) Tse(7) Pa-H(^p p ro Pa-he n wrb'W nt e myiq mt p Wpy hru
8. Sh P-te-Wsr P-te-Wsr nt n shw n wrb-w

Verso
. . • Pa-he Pa-Hrp . . . . .

™

s Apparently the w of wd written out
; not an elaborate det. of wrb

;

but the sign is damaged, ^ The
traces after the large lacuna suit s (“phyle ’) very well. ^ Probably only one name lost in the lacuna.
i Almost certain, cf. the clear reading Mr-Rr in the next line. ^ Very faint, but hwy at least is certain.
^ four or fi\e signs before Very faint trace of some six or seven signs after Pa-j^^p.

Translation

Recto

(1) The registration (‘?)i namely by the priests of Suchos, Lord of Tebtynis,^ and the
Brother Gods (Philadelphoi), the Beneficent Gods, the Father-loving Gods, the Gods who
appear, the God Who-honours- (2) his-Father, the Mother-loving Gods, and the Beneficent
Gods (Euergetes II and Cleopatra II and III) : there were assembled^ the priests of Suchos,
Lord of Tebtynis in the Court^ of the House (temple), (3) to take counseP with (9) Suchos,
Lord of Tebtynis, (and?) Petosiris (son of) Petosiris concerning the records of the priests

of Soknebtynis; they saying together {i,e. with one accord): “We are agreed (upon)® (4)

Pakhes son of Paapis, that he shall be’ a wd^ priest of Soknebtynis. Year 29, Tobi 5,^

in the name of the priests: 1st phyle—Petosiris (son of) Petosiris [the phyl-]arch (?),i®

(5) Haryothes (son of) Pakhes
; 2nd phyle (son of) Pemenkh-Sobek, Petemarres (?)

(son of) Sokonopis (?) 3rd phyle—Onnophris (son of) Pmois, (or *Onnophripmois^“ son

of) Sokonopis (?) (son of) Pakhes, (6) Hemkhuy (?)^^ (son of) Marres
; 4th phyle—Onnophris

(son of) Tse{?),^^ Pa-Net(p) the elder, (son of) Onnophris, Sokonopis (?) (son of) Pmois (or

(son of) Sokonoppmois) 5th phyle—Sokonopis (?) (son of) Petosiris, (7) Sokonopis (son of)

Tse^?),^^ Paapis the elder, (son of) Pakhes—(being) the councillor priests (of) the temple

aforesaid.”

(8) Written by Petosiris (son of) Petosiris w^ho keeps the records^^ of the priests.

Verso

Pakhes (son of) Paapis

Notes

1. I OW'G the suggested reading zlr before mt to Sir Herbert Thompson, but it is by no

means certain. Assuming p for the first sign of the line to be correct, only a bare trace of

the beginning of the next w^ord follows and little more than a trace at the end of the tear,

which might be the tail of <> in zlr. If that is so the word is here written without its

usuual determinative J (see references quoted in the next paragraph), the possible explana-

tion being that zlr-mt w^as regarded as one word, only requiring one det. after mt, since

both component parts take the same determinative, ^

.
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The reading zlr^ynt, if correct, makes good sense in the context. The compound word

means “record”, “contract” in general (= Canopus and Eosetta: Spiegel-

berg, Bern, Texte d, Priesterdekretey Gloss, no. 416 ; cf, Sethe, Bern. Urk , . .

.

Burgschaftsrechtey

111 and 135-6). Note also ry n zlc-mt in B.M. 10591, 3. 15, 10. 22, etc. (unpublished);

and, for the more restricted sense suggested here, the same papyrus 10. 17-19 and vs. 3. 19

zP t wpyy “to record or register the judgement” (I owe these references to Thompson). A
similar sense is perhaps to be found in P. Elephantine (ed. Spiegelberg) 7. 14, but it is not

possible to make anything of the signs immediately following zlr in that passage.

2. The writing of the god’s name and description shows two forms in this papyrus,

apparently used without any distinction of meaning. In the longer form the town is spelt

B’in, in the shorter it seems to be reduced to Tn, To preserve the distinction in the transla-

tion, I have called Sbk-nb’T^'-tn Suchos, Lord of Tebtynis, and Sbk-nb-Tn “ Soknebtunis

But in fact the pronunciation of both spellings was presumably the same. Compare the three

forms foimd in the demotic papyri at Cairo from Tebtynis (ed. Spiegelberg, Cat. Gen.):

Sbk-nb-Tn in Cairo 30612, a. 6 and b. 4; 30617, a. 4 and b. 4; 30622, 11 ; 30630, 6; 31223,

3 and 4 ; 50016, 1 and 4 ; Sbk-nb-T^-tn in 30620, 6 ; 30623, 5 ; 31212, 3 and 6 ; and Sbk4-nb-T^-

tri {cj, Spiegelberg, op. cit., p. 21, n. 5) in 30605, 4; 30606, 5; 30618, vs. 5 (?); 31179, 5.

There does not, however, seem to be any other example of the alternative spellings occurring

in the same papyrus.

3. hms in the technical sense of an assembly of priests is found in a number of papyri

from Tebtynis at Cairo; P. 30605, 4, 5; 30606, 4 and 6; 30619, 2 and 3; 31178, 3; and in

Griffith, ByJands Cat., Papyrus xxv, 4.

4. icshy{t) generally in demotic of the Halls of Osiris in the Underworld {e,g. II Khamuas,
2. 2-4; P. Berlin 8351 (ed. Spiegelberg), 4. 20; Paris, Todtenbuch (ed. Lexa), passim),

retains its classical use as “hall” or “court” of a temple in a building inscription from the

Serapeum, Brugsch, Thesaurus, p. 971, 11. 1 and 3, and in Griffith, ByL, P. xxv, 4, where

the same phrase {hms hnt wsht) is used as in the Merton papyrus, and of a similar assembly

of priests. (See Griffith, op. cit, 154, n. 3.)

5. For the meaning see the three passages in Canopus quoted by Spiegelberg, Priester-

dekrete, Gloss, no. 143. That this rather special use of mnq mi is required here is shown by
a second occurrence of the idiom below (1. 7) in almost precisely the same phrase as is found

in Canopus. The syntax in 1. 3 is, however, unexpected. Mng mt with this technical sense

in the examples quoted, including 1. 7 below in this papyrus, is always used intransitively,

without even an indirect object. At first sight, therefore, it seems hazardous to assume a

usage mng mirorn “to take counsel with” in the present passage, but the context demands it,

and some support is to be found in two demotic fragments in Cairo, P. 31123 and P. 50016. In

both these the last line contains enough to recognize the well-attested expression nwrPiv mnq
mt (as Spiegelberg, Cat., p. 309 notes) ;

but in addition the phrase mnq mt or fragments of it

occurs twice in P. 31223 and once in P. 50016 towards the beginning of the text, in the last

instance followed by and a personal name. Enough of these fragments is left to show
that they follow in the main the scheme of our text, and it is highly probable from its

position and especially from the occurrence of ^r-f ivrb Sbk-nb-Tn in the next line that

mnq 7nt e-"r N in P. Cairo 50016, 3 corresponds closely to mnq mt n Sbk-nb-B-tn in 1. 3 of the

Merton papyrus.

A more serious objection perhaps to this interpretation lies in the necessity to

insert “and” between “Suchos, Lord of Tebtynis” and “Petosiris”. Though by no
means impossible grammatically, this relationstdp between the god and the priest is

unexpected. But the only escape is to assume that a title of Petosiris has been lost before
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Tebtynis and is to be read instead of Sbk-nh
; and this seems against all reason in front of

the traces.

6. vity here apparently used transitively, without even a preposition before the object.
For only a small low sign could have been lost in the hole after rnty-n without leaving any
traces, and the scribe s pen had practically run dry on the last stroke of mty-n and had
been freshly filled at the beginning of the next line. Exactly the same use of nity is perhaps
to be found in P. Cairo 50016. 2 and 5, though in each case the context is insufficient to

give certainty as to the syntax, and mty here may even be a personal name.
The formula e-w ^ ur sp (for n wr sp—see Spiegelberg, Dem. Grawn, § 412—or g^ioycon)

occurs in the agreements of the priests’ associations for the provision of cults, P. Cairo

30605, 5, etc. (see exx. quoted in n. 3),

7. The classical use of with a title meaning ‘‘to be such and such (title)” is retained

in Demotic (Griffith, RyL, P. IX, 5, 16,^ etc. ; Spiegelberg, Petuhastis, 7,* e, e). The present

formula occurs in both the Cairo fragments, 31223, 3 Pa-mnh{'?) wrh Sbk- 7ih-tn

p run wrpit\ and 4 Pa- . . Y-/ ivrb Sbk-nb-Tn (rest lost); 50016, 4 Pa-Mr .... V-/ ivrb

Sbk-nb’Tn (rest lost), and is there taken to have its usual meaning by Spiegelberg,

Cat. Gen.y 333. Is it possible, however, to translate “we are agreed to make him a

priest ” ?

8. There can be no doubt of the reading ivd, but no use of the word in connexion with

the priesthood is knovm, nor any title. Thompson suggests a possible meaning “full”

(derived from the root “ be sound”), indicating that the priestship granted was the complete

office of wrb as opposed to minor posts in the temple service. Or could it mean that the

candidate was “sound”, i.e. that his claims were valid and that he had passed all the neces-

sary tests, e.g. proved his priestly descent, etc. ? We know very little of the requirements

demanded in Ptolemaic times, but for the first and second centuries a.d. a detailed picture

of the strict investigation of claims to the priesthood in this particular temple is to be

found in the Greek papyri (Grenfell, Hunt and Goodspeed, Tebtynis II, 54 ffi).

9. i.e. December 31, 142 b.c.

10. I have little doubt in my mind that s is the correct reading of the last word. If so

ro-n-s follows almost automatically as the restoration of the lacuna. Some title other than

“secretary” (nt V n sh-w, 1. 8) is needed to explain the very important position given to

Petosiris in 1. 3, and “great one of the phyle (? phylae)” is obviously suitable for the man
whose name heads the list of representatives and who is the only one accorded a title.

Whether phylarch is the correct equivalent of ro^n-s in this instance is perhaps questionable

(Otto, Priester u. Ternpel, i, 27). For although Canopus 1. 9 (dem. text— 1. 33 Greek) explicitly

states that each of the five phylae has (or is to have) an ro-n-s, which is there equated with

<f>vXapxos, in the Merton papyrus the implication is that Petosiris was the sole phylarch for

the five phylae represented.

11. The equation Sbk'hb{'?) — aoKovcorng is assumed with a query by Spiegelberg in

his catalogue of the Cairo papyri, where the name occurs very frequently (see under Soko-

nopis in the list of personal names). Both there and here the second part of the name in

demotic looks like Jib and nothing like Hrp, which is, however, presumably the origin of the

Greek form. [But cf. Ta-Sbk’Hrp in P, Cairo 30607, the mother of the first contracting

party, in whose name Hrp is written out in full as we should expect it. Spiegelberg suggests

the equation TaCTtydms‘(?).]

12. I cannot find any other example of this combination, but cf. the possible

^ Griffith, op. cii., 226, n. 5 suggests that in this passage ^ry ii<b might have the special sense qualify

as priest”, which would suit very well in P. Merton.
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Sokonoppmois in 1. 6, which certainly does exist—if not here, in P. Cairo 30613 (first party

to contract), etc. (Spiegelberg, op. cat., index of proper names, s.i\).

13. Though very faint and shghtly damaged by a worm-hole there can be little doubt

that this is the same name as occurs three times in the list of priests, P. Cairo 30605, 2. 3 and

6, and 3. 1. In the first two instances the affiliation is the same as in our papyrus, but the

former is distinguished as “the elder”. Spiegelberg suggests Hm-r as the first element of

the name (there is no doubt as to hwy) but Thompson points out that the curious sign is

really a det., and that Hm-hwy is probably the reading of the name.

14. The word occurs again, much more clearly written, in the next line, where tme seems

to be the obvious reading. But there is no place for the only known word tme, “village”,

“town”, etc., in this context. The alternatives are (1) it is an unkno^\Ti title preceding

“Pa-net the elder” in this case and “Pa-apis the elder” below, or (2) a phonetic variation

of the ending p-my which (perhaps) completes the name Sokonoppmois above (see note 12),

Some support is lent to this suggestion by the fact that tme in the only two cases where it

occurs follows immediately on the only two names to which pmy is also (perhaps) appended

;

and in each case the writing with tme occurs after the writing with pmy. If, however, Pmy
is a separate name in both cases (as seems most hkely) this hypothesis is put out of court.

The only other possibility, and the one adopted here, is that the word is another proper

name, namely one that is found (in the same affiliation: Onnophris s. T.) in P. Cairo 30605,

2. 30 and 30606, 2. 3 (Spiegelberg, Cat., pis. xii and xv respectively) and read by him Tse{^).

15. On this specialized use of '*r sh see Sethe, Burgs., 276.

16. A docket presumably stating the title of the document. The traces before the name

are ^ 5 those that follow are too faint to copy. The document appears to have
# • •

been first folded four or five times horizontally, and then not less than six times vertically.

Commentary
The general intention of this short document is quite evident. It is the record of the

admission, or election, of a new member to the priesthood of a temple. As such it is the only

complete example of its kind^ among Egyptian texts of any date. Unfortunately there are

important points of detail in the document the interpretation of which is uncertain.

The temple concerned is that of Suchos at Tebtynis. The lower course of this building

has recently been uncovered by Signori Anti and Bagnani for the Italian Archaeological

Mission,^ and it is highly probable that one of the courts of the sanctuary now visible is the

wshy mentioned in 1. 2 of the Merton papyrus. A considerable number of papyri were found

by the excavators, written in hieratic, demotic, and Greek. Of the last named some have

already been published ^ They are all of Roman Imperial date and of no help in the present

inquiry. Similarly the series of Greek papyri found by Grenfell and Hunt in the houses of

the priests of Soknebtunis^ are confined to the first two centuries of our era. But among

the large group of demotic papyri from their excavations now in the Cairo Museum, some

^ The only other similar material is that contained in the two Cairo fragments already referred to, P. 31223

and P. 50016. Spiegelberg had guessed their essential import {Cat. 333), from the hint contained in W-f u<b ii

Sbk-nb-Tn, but had naturally been unable to get more out of such fragmentary remains. But if the texts

were almost useless by themselves (Spiegelberg did not think them worth transcribing) they become intel-

ligible in the light of the Merton papyrus, and are in turn helpful for its elucidation.

^ C. Anti in Aegyptus, xi (1931), 389 ff.; Illustrated London Neu's, May 30, 1931, 808 ff.

^ Puhlicazioni della Societd Italiana. Papyri greci e x,fasc. 1, nos. 1129-49. (I owe the reference to

>Ir. T. C. Skeat.) ^ Tebtunis II, nos. 291-315.
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half-dozen^ are concerned with the organization of the priests of this temple during a period

from 180 b.c. (P. Cairo 31178) to 136 b.c. (P. 30618). The present text falls inside this period

of forty-four years, but towards the end of it (142 b.c.). Although none of the Cairo docu-

ments is of the same date—the closest to it are 31179 at 148/7 b.c. and 30619 at 138/7 b.c.

—

it might be expected that some of the persons mentioned in them—each contains a list of

priests’ names—should be found among the signatories to this deed. In fact, though all the

individual names which occur in it are found in one combination or another in the Cairo

papyri, most of them frequently, e.g. Sokonopis, in P. 31179, the one nearest in date to ours,

yet there are only three possible equations of persons identified by name and affiliation.

Hr-ivd (s) Pa-he in 1. 5 may be the man recorded in P. Cairo 30606, 2, last line (Spiegel-

berg, “Haryothes son of Pachois [Paches?]”); date 158 b.c. Hm-hivij (s) Mr-Rr (1. 6), in

view of the rarity of the first name—it is not recorded elsewhere—must surely be one of the

three following in P. Cairo 30605:- Hm-hivyj) ro (s) Mr-Rr (the superintendent of the temple

AejjtHH^e) 2. 2 ; Hm-hwy s Mr-Rr (title illegible but 7iot XeAiHHUje) 2. 6 ;
or Hm-hivy p hm

(affiliation illegible) 3. 1. The date of this text is 157/6 b.c., fifteen years before P. Merton

was written, so that ''Hm-hwy the elder” is the least likely possibility. Finally if Wn-nfr

(s) Tse is the correct reading in 1. 6 before Pa-Net^ a third equation may be found in “ Onno-

phris son of Th (*?)”, Cairo 30605, 2. 30, or in Onnophris son of Th the second ”, 30606, 2. 3.

It will be seen that all these suggested equations are roughly of the same date, but there

are none from the two papyri nearer in date to ours. Beyond supplying a hint for the reading

of Hm-hivy in 1. 6 and the possibility of Tse in 11. 6 and 7, these equations offer little help

towards the understanding of the document.

On examining the text in detail, it becomes clear that, apart from difficulties of actual

translation, the interpretation is often ambiguous at crucial points. Thus the key to the

precise nature of the document as such is lost in the lacuna at the beginning of 1. 1.^ If we

could with certainty restore zlr- before mt there would be no doubt that the text was the

official record to be filed in the temple archives.^ Since the restoration is not certain, the

most that can be said is that the missing word must have signified an occasion or statement

the sense of which would have been ampfified by the rest of the text, as indicated by the

introductory z* It might be a form of diploma actually given or sent to the new priest

;

or no more than a minute of proceedings in the court of the ^ovXevral though the

latter is unlikely in view of the docket on the verso and the folds already alluded to.®

Whatever the technical force of the introductory phrase, it is clearly implied in the words

immediately following that the event reported concerned the whole body of priests of

Soknebtunis and his cniwaLOL Oeot the deceased Ptolemies. For after the protocol in the

name of n ivrb-w n Shk-nh-T^4n, the protagonists of the story are carefully distinguished as

the ^ovXevral lepeXs of the temple.'^ (Even if they were not specified as such in 1. 7, the

unaccustomed use of 7nnq mt in 1. 3 would still be sufficient to proclaim the scribe’s intention

to indicate these priests as the formal governing body described in the Canopus inscription.)

It is there laid down^ that each of the five phylae should elect five representatives^ who

^ Those enumerated in n. 3, p. 36, and P. 30618 and 31179.

® See n. 13, p. 38 above. ^ 8ee n. 14, p. 38 above. * See n. 1, p. 35 above.

® Though the creases in the pap\Tus rather suggest that the document had been folded in the manner

of a letter (see Journal, xiv (1928), 302). In that case, would it be the letter to a royal or other civil official

giving formal notice of the admission of Pakhes ? (But the traces on the verso contain apparently no other

name than “Pakhes s. Paapis.’
)

* abo\e, n. 16, p. 38.

“ See n. 5, p. 36. ® Canopus, hierogl. text 15, 16 = demot. 8, 9 = Greek 29, 30.

® Otto, Priester und Tempel, i, 37, stresses the representational character of the councillors, implying

a much larger number of priests in each phyle.
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were to form this body of councillors. Was this number consistent for all the large temples,^

as Blackman seems to suggest Even if not, we should still expect each phyle to supply

the same number of representatives. Yet it is diflBcult to arrange the names here given so

as to discover an equal representation on this occasion. (It can be no more than a coincidence

that, if it is assumed that no affiliations were given (with the single exception of Petosiris

s. of Petosiris, from which there is no escape in view of his designation both before and after

his mention in the list of phyle priests), there are exactly twenty-five persons listed (i.e.

the number stipulated in Canopus) ; for they are quite unequally divided among the phylae.)

The first two phylae send tw^o priests each ; but to limit the number of the last three to tvro

eachalso,it is necessary to admit that in each of these phylae one man had to be distinguished

by the affiliation of his father as well as himself, and to consent to tme{?) in 11. 6, 7 being part

of the preceding name or a title before the name that follows.^ It may be simpler to suppose

that phylae 3-5 did in fact send three representatives apiece to the council. The hypothesis

provokes further questions: Was this disproportion accidental? Could it have been due to

the illness of some of the priests who should have been present ? Was attendance at these

council meetings not more compulsory than that of members of a club committee at the

election of a new candidate ? Is it conceivable that the full strength of the council was 20

or even 25 when only 13 at most were present?

The last and most interesting problem is the real nature of the admission to the priest-

hood which Pakhes received by virtue of the decision recorded in this document. It may be

that it is useless to conjecture further until w^e know the significance of the word wd which
qualifies ‘‘priest” in 1. 4. If ivd here implies some distinction vdthin the priesthood, then

the document is no more than the grant by the body of priests of certain privileges in their gift

to one who is already of their number. But this is not the impression given by the whole

text ;
nor would this explanation be applicable to the Cairo fragments, where there is never

any qualification of w<’b in the phrase Y-/ wrb and the word wd does not occur. We are

therefore thrown back on the assumption that this is the admission of a new' member to

the priesthood. But Blackman^ points out that the hieroglyphic text of Canopus (14 and
again 34-5) states (as it were in parenthesis) that the king admitted new" priests. However,
neither demotic nor Greek version mentions the king, and it is therefore reasonable to assume
that the hieroglyphic either preserves an archaic form of w"ords (which goes back to a time

w'hen the king as chief priest did induct new priests), or refers to a current fiction (derived

from the same source as the alternative above) that the king as head of the religion of the

country appointed all new members of the priesthood—a fiction w'hich would be most
appropriately expressed in the hieroglyphic account. This last procedure, however, would
have been difficult in practice. The king's authority in the matter may have been delegated

;

and in the case of the appointment of ordinary priests the council of the temple might

reasonably be entrusted w'ith the duty. On that hypothesis the Merton papyrus w^ould be
the official record, either for filing or for transmission to some other authority, of the actual

election or admission^ of Pakhes son of Paapis to the priesthood of the temple of Soknebtynis.

^ That of Soknebtynis is definitely stated to belong to the most important class of temple {Upa Adytpa)

in Roman times (Grenfell, Hunt, Goodspeed, Tebtunis II

^

no. 292, 1. 5), and we know it was one of the most
important temples of Suchos in the Fayyum in Ptolemaic times from Tebtunis i, no. 60, 10 (and elsewhere),

where the god is called Of6s pLcyas pLcyas.

^ Hastings, Encycl. Religion and Ethics; Priest, Priesthood (Egyptian), p. 298.

® See n. 14, p. 38.

Op. cit., 300.

® The wording of the document suggests that Pakhes had applied for admission rather than that he
was the only fortunate candidate among a number up for election. Examples of such applications are
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There is no indication of the tests he would have had to pass to qualify for the post. It is

likely that already by this time he would have had to prove his priestly descent,^ though

there is no evidence as to whether genealogical shortcomings could as yet be atoned for by a

competence in reading hieratic.^

recorded in Roman times {Tehtunis II, nos. 291 ff.). For the stages of procedure necessary to gain admission

to the priesthood of Soknebtynis in the second century a.d. see op. cit., introduction to no. 292, p. 59.

^ Blackman, op. cit., 299.

^ Tehtunis II, no. 291, 11. 40--3.

a



THE BULL STANDARDS OF EGYPT
By G. a. WAINWEIGHT

Four of the nomes of the Delta had standards displaying a hull accompanied by some other

object. They were the Sixth Xois the Tenth Athribis the Eleventh the Cabasite

and the Twelfth Sebennytus Newberry has already shown that the emblems on

these standards are the sacred objects of their districts, and that the symbol in front of the

bull in each case is not to be interpreted as an epithet, but is itself a sacred object,^ In fact

the c and ^ represent the capital cities of their respective nomes without the help of the

bull, and a god is known whose symbol was

The cult of the bull was, therefore, widely spread in the Delta, but Egyptology does not

of itself provide enough evidence to explain the meaning of the standards. Fortunately,

however, numerous parallels may be found in neighbouring lands with which to interpret

such scraps of information as Egypt affords. A study of these shows that throughout the

Near East the bull very commonly represents the sky- or storm-god. It is important,

therefore, to reahze that the and the ^ which represent him elsewhere in the Near

East also appear with his bull on the standards in Egypt. Moreover, the o, another of the

bull’s associates here, gives evidence of being a meteorite, the missile of the storm-god. The

bull standards of Egypt evidently show forth the majesty of the sky- and storm-god in his

various manifestations.

In the first place it is necessary to estabhsh the fact that, outside Egypt at any rate,

the bull very wddely represented the sky- or storm-god. In Mesopotamia from the time of

Hammurabi (2100 b.c.) onwards the bull often acts as a support for the Ughtning flashes^

and for the storm-god himself, Figs. 1, 2, 3.^ Similarly in Minoan and Mycenaean art he

^ Newberry in Ancient Egypt, i, 7, 8.

^ E,g., Sethe, Die altaeg. Pyramidentexte, § 1013; Griffith, in Davies, The Mastaha of Ptahketep and

Akhethetep, i, 26.

® Fig. 1 is drawn from Roscher, Lexikon, s.v. Pamman, col. 27, fig. 2; W. H. Ward, Seal Cylinders of

Western Asia, figs. 430, 468 ; again in the Kassite period, L. W. King, Babylonian Boundary Stones, etc,,

PL xci, from which Fig. 2 is drawn; de Morgan, Delegation en Perse, vn, fig. 455, no. 16. For a useful cata-

logue see Schlobies, Der akkadische Wettergott, 27 ff. (3Iitt, altor. Gesells,, i).

As will appear in the following pages. Fig. 3 is drawn from Ward, ap. cit,. Fig. 461.
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supports theJabrys or double axe (Fig. 4j.^ The weapon represented both the god and
the goddess,- just as in Babylonia the lightning had originally been held by a goddess^
but later passed to the god. In Crete the god was armed and descended from the sky,^
there was an omphalos,^ and double axes were dedicated in the Dictaean Cave^, a spot
sacred to Zeus, the storm-god. Elsewhere, both the double (Fig. 5) " and the single axe
(Fig. 6)^ are weapons of the storm-gods. The axe is. therefore, a skeuomorphic representa-
tion of the lightning, and with reason, for both it and the hghtningspUtw^hatever they strike.^

Fig. 4. Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

In fact the connexion between the bull and the lightning and the axe became so intimate

that implements have been found made in the form of a bull. In them the body of the

animal forms the socket while the blade occupies the space betw’een the legs, and on the

blade itself there is in each case a tripartite figure wiiich no doubt originated in the lightning

flashes.^® The thunderbolt is the meteorite. Hence it is significant that at Tyre Astarte

^ Fig 4 is drawn from Evans, Palace of Minos, n. Fig. 388. For others see Karo, Die Schachtgraher von

Mykenai, i, PL xliv, nos. 353-4, of which about fifty-six examples were found, Schuchhardt, Schliemann'

s

Excavations (Sellers’ transL), 249 ; A. S. Murray and others, Excavations in Cyprus, Fig. 67, no. 844; Evans,

op, cit,, I, Fig. 312 c shows the lahrys hanging above the bull’s head.

^ Though so common, it is only twice held by a deity, once by a winged god (from I\Ielos ?), Cook, Zeus,

n. Fig. 419, and once in Crete by the goddess, Evans, op, cit., i. Fig. 312 a. This would connect her with

the meteorite goddess Artemis, to whom double axes were dedicated at Ephesus (Hogarth, Excavs. at

Ephesus, 337, 338, and Index, s.v. Double Axe) and who carries the single one at Laodicea ad Mare (Wroth,

Cat. Greek Coins: Galatia, Cappadocia, Syria, PI. xxxi, fig. 5, and p. 263, no. 113). Evans quotes other

Artemis-like characteristics of hers, op, cit., n, 842 ff.

^ Ward, op. cit.. Figs. 127, 134, and 133?.
* Evans, op. cit., i. Fig. 115; n, Fig. 557, and Fig. 194 e from Mycenae.
® Id., op. cit., n, 838 iff. and Fig. 555. ® Hogarth in B.S.A., n, 1OS-9, 114.

^ Fig. 5 is drawn from Roscher, Lexikon, s.v. Dolichenus. Zeus carries the double axe on the coins of

many cities in Caria, and was god of Labranda “The City of the Labrys”, Cook, Zeus, n, 572 ff. and Figs.

492, 497. At the omphalos and meteorite city, Delphi, double axes were deposited in the foundations of

the temple and near the altar of ApoUo the light-god, Perdrizet, Fouilles de Delphes, v, 120, 121, cf. also p. 1

;

for those of Artemis at Ephesus see n. 2 supra.

® Fig. 6 is drawTi from Koldew^ey, Die hettitiscke Inschrift, PL i (iri55. VerofferitUchungen d. deutsch. or.

Gesdls. 1900, Heft i). Others are: von Luschan, Ausgrabungen in Sendschirli, m, PL xli; Layard, Nineveh

and its Remains, n, fig. facing p. 451 ; Th. Dangin in Syria, x, PL xxxii (following p. 200).

® Cf. also Zeus' eagle, which grasps the labrys instead of the usual lightning. Cook, op. cit., n, 573.

Cook, op. cit., n. Figs. 542, 543. Journal, xvui, 5 ff.
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set the head of a bull {ravpov) upon her own before going forth to find the meteorite, the

“star fallen from the sky {aepoTT^rrj daripa), which she took up and consecrated in the

holy island of Tyre”.^

In Babylonia Enlil was the storm-god,^ and is addressed in such terms as “the Bull to

his sanctuary”, “a sturdy mountain bull”, “a sturdy bull art thou”.^ A hymn apostro-

phizes him as him “who lies in the lands like a mighty steer”

A

Hadad or Kamman also has a bull, whether in Syria his original home or in Assyria his

adopted home. He appears in art about the time of Hammurabi, holding his lightning

flashes and riding on his bull,^ and may often be seen later.® In many cities throughout

North Syria a storm-god was worshipped in classical times whom there is every reason to

identify with Hadad, and a bull, or a pair of bulls, always accompanies him. At his own
city of Baalbek (Hehopolis) he was called Zeus Adados as well as Jupiter Heliopohtanus,

and here his bulls are shown as very young with their horns only just beginning to sprout.*^

At Dohche, modern Aintab, there was the famous thunder-god, who brandished the

double axe and thunderbolt, and was known to the classical world as Jupiter Dohchenus.

He regularly stands upon his bull (Fig. 5).® For the classical age the list might be greatly

lengthened, but this must suffice for the present. Finally attention should be drawn to the

two Assyrian words rimu, the one of which means “wild ox” and the other “thunder”.®

These can hardly be dissociated from Hadad’s other name Bamman “the Bellower”, which

is beheved to have been derived from the Babylonian root ramdmu, “to roar, bellow”.^®

Zeus, the Greek storm-god, was intimately related to the bull. He became one in order

to carry off Europa to Crete,^^ where later the bull-man, the Minotaur, was begotten by a bull

sent by the same god.^^ The “ shield ” found in Zeus* most holy sanctuary, the Idaean Cave

in Crete, shows the god stepping upon a bull.^^

Thus the bull commonly represented the sky- and storm-gods all round the eastern

Mediterranean. It is therefore hardly likely that so common an idea should have been

absent from Egypt. As a matter of fact there had been a bull in early Egypt, who, though

he soon lost his importance, was still prominent in the Pyramid Texts. He was ^ ^
“The Bull of the Sky”,^^ who is clearly the Egyptian representative of the foregoing bulls.

If confirmation of this innate probabiUty were required, it would be found in the curious

detail that the horn of the Bull of the Sky is said to “ shine ” just as in Babylonia the horn

of EnliTs bull is said to do.^® In Egypt the Bull of the Sky is first met in the middle of the

prehistoric period, for what must be his head is represented on a palette from Gerzah dating

^ Eusebius, Praep, Evang., i, x, 31.

^ M. Jastrow, Aspects of Religious Belief and Practice in Babylonia and Assyria, 68, 124 et passim.

^ Op. cit., 74, 75.
* Langdon, Sumerian and Babylonian Psalms, p. 221, no. xviii, 11. 1-8.

^ Ward, op. cit., Eigs. 338, 456-61, 463, 479, 482 ; Blinkenberg, The Thunderweapon, Fig. 13.

® de Morgan, Deleg. en Perse, i. Fig. 382; Th. Dangin, in Syria, x, PI. xxviii; von Luschan, op. cit.,

I, p. 18, fig. 4, and p. 23, fig. 8.

^ Dussaud in Syria, i, 3 ff. with plates. See, too. Cook, Zeus, i. Figs. 435-7, 441 and PI. xxxiii.

^ Cf. Cook, op. cit., I, Figs. 478, 480, etc. and PI. xxxiv.

® Muss-Amolt, Assyrian Dictionary, n, 969, 970. Cf. Cook, op. cit., i, 577, n. 4.

Dussaud, in Pauly-Wissowa, ReaUEncyclopddie, s.v. Hadad, col. 2158. Cook, op. cit., i, 464.

Op. cit., I, 467. Another version makes Poseidon send the bull, 464, and he is only a specialized form

of Zeus, op. cit., n, 582 ff. Op. cit., i, PI. xxxv (ninth or possibly eighth century).

Sethe. Die Pyramidentexte, §§ 280, 283, 293, 332, 397, 803, 1432, 2059, 2080. The last passage gives

his name

—

G}swt{i). Fyr., § 283. Cf. also below, p. 52.

S. Langdon, Sumerian and Babylonian Psalms, p. 221, no. xviii, 11. 3-8, where a Sumerian text with an
Assyrian translation likens the storm*god Enlil to ‘‘ a mighty steer, whose horns shine like the rays of the

sun-god, like the star of heaven, the herald Venus , .
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to s,D, 47-77.^ His horns and ears are decorated with stars, and one is set upon his fore-

head (Fig. 7). A protodynastic fragment from Hierakonpolis preserves the tip of one of

his horns with the star on it.^ After the Pyramid times the Bull of the Sky seems to have
sunk into obscurity, though the memory of him lasted on to the end. A sculpture of Necta-

nebo shows among other gods a bull called “ The Bull of the Sky x relic of him is to be

found in the New Kingdom name of one of the planets “Horus, Bull of the Sky’\,^ which

was still known in Graeco-Roman times as “Horus, the BulP'.^ In early times a divine

bull had been a synonym for Seth the storm-god,® and to the end the constellation of

Mshtyw, our Great Bear, which the Egyptians represented as the Foreleg of the Bull, was

considered to be the “ Soul of Typhon Tuthmosis III refers to “ Seth, the Bull in Nubt

and the “ Bull of Nubti” ^ or the “ Bull of Seth” is an epithet of valour. Just as Eamman
“The Bellower” is a name given to Hadad the storm-god of Syria and Assyria, so in Egypt

Seth the storm-god is said to roar and we read that in Palestine “ The Lord w ill roar from

Zion, and utter his voice from Jerusalem” (Amos i, 2). It is evident, therefore, that

originally there had been a sky-bull in Egypt and that he was related to the local god of

the storm just as his relatives elsewhere were to the storm-gods of their several countries.

As Seth, the storm-god, was almost certainly the patron deity of one of the Bull nomes,

the Eleventh, and the gods of two of the others, the Sixth and Tw'elfth, fall into the same

category of sky- or air-gods, it is probable that the bull displa^^ed on these standards was

the “Bull of the Sky”.

A study of the symbols which accompany the bull on three of these standards, the

and O, confirms the probability, and what little can be gathered about Athribis,

the Tenth nome, does nothing to contradict it. It will be well to begin with the calf of

Sebennytus, the Twelfth nome of the Delta.

On Babylonian sculptures of the fourteenth to twelfth centuries b.c. a hornless calf is

shown with the lightning flashes (Fig. 8),^“ and therefore represents Adad-Ramman. He is

^ WainwTight, in Petrie and others, The Lahyrinthy Gerzeh. and Mazghunehy PI. vi, 7, and p. 22. At that

time I supposed it to be a head of Hathor.

2 Quibell and Green, Hierakonpolis. ti, PI. lix, 5 and p. 48-=Quibell and Petrie, Hierakonpolis^ i, PI. xviii,

21 and p. 8. ^ Kaville. GosheUy PI. iv, second register.
^ Brugsch, Thesaurus, p. 65, Saturn.

® Op. cit., 67. For the fluctuation of these primitive sky-deities between Seth and Horus of historic

times, see pp. 51, 52, and Journal 170, 171. ® Pyr., § 418. ' Plutarch, Be Iside et Osiride^ § 21.

« Petrie, Saqadaand Balias, 68. ^ Rowe, The Unit, ofPennsylvania: The Museum Journal 96, 1 . 19.

Burton, Excerpta Hieroglyphica, PI. xxxix.

Pyr.y § 1150; Brugsch, Bee. de mon. eg., i, PL xlvi a, 11. 1, 2; Lanzone, Diz. rnit. egizia. PL ccclxxxi,

1. 11 ; de Rouge, Inscr. hierogl., PL cxliv, 11. 45, 46.

1- King, Bahylonian Boundary Stones, etc., PL xli, dating to about 1187 B.c., from which Fig. 8 is drawn;

de Morgan, op. cit., i, PL xvi, fourth register. Fig. 16 = n, PL xxiv. de Morgan dates to c. 1 140 b.c.
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shown again on another stone. Here, though the head is considerably damaged,i the text

makes up for any deficiencies in the sculpture, for it speaks of the “mighty calf of Adad”.-

On the seal dedicated by Esarhaddon early in the seventh century b.c. the compound god,

Marduk-Adad, is shown brandishing his lightning flashes, and at his feet he two animals,

one being the hornless calf.® Yet again on another cyhnder of Assyrian date a god is shown

fighting with a griffin. He is. therefore, probably the storm-god, and between the com-

batants hes a calf whose horns have not yet sprouted.*

A'ahweh himself had originally been a storm-god, who rained upon Sodom and Gomorrah

“fire from the Lord out of heaven”, appeared on Mount Sinai in “thunders and hghtnings,

and a thick cloud”, answered Elijah by fire on Mount Carmel, smote the offending captains

of fifties for bim with “fire from heaven”, and finally fetched him away to heaven with

a chariot of fire in a whirlwind. It is summed up magnificently in Psalm xviii, 7-15, and

by Ezekiel in his vision (i, 4, 26-8). Like Adad Yahweh also had a calf, for Aaron instituted

the worship of his Golden Calf by proclaiming “ Tomorrow is a feast to Yahweh” (Exod. xxxii,

5). Similarly Psalm cvi, 19, 20, explains the episode: “Thus they changed their glory into

the similitude of an ox that eateth grass.” Later on when Jeroboam wanted to keep the

people from going up to Jerusalem he substituted the worship of two calves for that at the

Temple (1 Kings xii, 28 ff.) Later again Jehu continued the worship of these Golden

Calves, though he stamped out false gods and their cult by slaughtering all the worshippers

of Baal, destroying his images, and laying waste his temples (2 Kings x, 25-9). The word

used in the Old Testament is regel, which means not only a young bull but also a calf, just

as it is translated, and in Arabic to-day the word retains both meanings. There was probably

some sort of difference between the hornless calf and the full-grown bull, for yet another

Babylonian stone shows both the one and what is evidently intended for the other.® They

represent Anu and Enlil respectively, the one the god of the heavenly expanse and father

of Adad the storm-god, and the other the old storm-god himself.®

Having discovered that not only the bull but also the calf is hable to represent the sky-

god, we find the symbolism of the standard intelhgible. Here both animals^

occur together just as they did in Babylonia, where they represented two different sky-gods.

That the calf was an independent deity is shown by the name of the capital city

Tb-ntr “The Divine Calf”. This suggestion, if accepted, will be found to explain many

difficulties. The title of the local high priest was rhnvty “ The Warrior ”,® and his cognizance

was not only a pair of arrows, but also a star.*® The same arrows have already

^ de Morgan, op. cit., i, PL xv = n, PL xix. de Morgan dates to c. 1330 B.c.

‘Scheil, Mem. deleg. en Perse, n, p. 90, col. 4, 1. 17. The word used is bum, which means “child, son,

offspring; the young of an animal; young wild bull”, Muss-Amolt, Assyrian Dictionary, i, 18/.

® Kolde^vey in Mitth. d. Orient-Gesdls. Nov. 1900, no. 5, p. 13, Fig. 2. Cf. Jastrow, Bildermappe, Fig.

15, where the essential particulars are given in the text. The inscription says it is “the Seal of the god

Adad”. For another, showing the calf only, see Delaporte, Cat. des cylindres, u, PL xciii, 16 and p. 180.

Ward, op. cit., Fig. 572.

^ King, op. cit., PL xix. The bull is winged, an early occurrence of this form. Date c. 1200 b.c.

® As indicated by the shrines beside which the creatures lie, for they are otherwiseknownto belong to these

gods,Hiiike,AA'ew‘5owndun^/S<one,88,96,n.2,nos.l3,14. A third is sometimes addedwhich stands forAsshur.

“ Xhe published drawings are uncertain in the sex, but Gauthier emphasizes the fact that the anima

is a bull and not a cow. Diet., vi, 74. See also Paget and Pirie, The Tomb of Ptah-hetep (in QuibeU, The Barnes-

seum), PL xxxiv, top left-hand corner. ® NaviUe, The Mound of the Jew, etc.. Pis. v, vi (Samanood).

® Brugsch, Diet, geogr., 1368. Op. cit., 1379.
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been seen as the insignia of the high priest of Letopolis/ and this place proves to have been

pre-eminently the “Thunderbolt-city” It is well known that arrows have been

widely considered to be the weapons of the storm-god,^ whether in Babylonia, Palestine,

or modern Europe and Xyassaland. Here at Sebennytus they were equivalent to a star,

and the shooting star or meteorite is equally the weapon of such gods.^ Shooting stars, and

especially the periodical fusillades of the Leonids, Perseids, and other star showers, gave rise

to the idea of war in high heaven,^ Hence, the local god, Onuris, was called “ The Good

Warrior”® and “Lord of the Lance”." His temple was “ The House of the Lance of Horus”®

and his sacred boat '‘The Warship”.® The equivalence of shooting stars and weapons at

Sebennytus shows once again that Egypt falls into line with the other countries of the

Near East.

Onuris-Shu^® was the god of the nome, and his nature was what would be expected under

such conditions. Shu was the air-god who supported the sky, and his sister-wife was Tfrvty

whose name is derived from tfn “to spit”.^^ By the time of the New Kingdom, and often

later, it is stated that what she spat was fire and flame.^“ The sky of course spits not only

lightning but also meteorites. She is, therefore, comparable to Cronus, who vomited forth

the famous meteorite at Delphi.^® Like Shu, Onuris was also an air-god. His name ^

was written with ^ the sky sign, and used to be read “Bringer of the Sky” or now “He

who hath brought the Distance In late times it was made to refer to the myth of the

Eye of Horns, but it seems not improbable that originally it may have referred to a meteorite

which fell and so brought the “ Distance ” or the “ Sky ” of which it was a piece. Meteorites

consist of hu, a substance whose name acquired many meanings, one of which was “to

depart from”. In any case the “Bringer of the Distance” was an air-god, for he wears the

stiff feathers of such gods.^^ These approximate him to the meteorite and thunderbolt gods

Min and Amun, while his high priest is related to the high priest at the thunderbolt city of

Letopohs. The bull and the calf at Sebennytus clearly represented the sky-god just as

they did elsewhere in the Near East.

The standard of Xois, the Sixth nome of the Delta, set a mountain beside the bull, and

it is already known that in many countries the storm-god was also the mountain-god. In

Babylonia Enlil, the Sumerian storm-god of Nippur, was addressed as “ The Great Moun-

tain’ and his temple was called E^Kur “The Mountain House”. Similarly his consort,

Ninlil, “The Lady of the Storm”, was also described as Ein^Kharsag, “The Lady of the

Mountain”.^® A Babylonian hymn says “ The great earth mountain is Enlil, the mountain

storm is he, etc.” In Assyria Adad or Eamman is designated “ The Great Mountain” just

as was Enlil in Babylonia.^® Eepresentations of Teshub as the axe- and club-god often show

“ Op, cit.y 159 ff.

5 Ibid,

Op. ciU 161, 162.
^ Op. ciL, 1377, and Journal, x\tii, 160.

Op. cit., xvin, 13.
, , X T - 7 -Di

' Lange, Der magische Papyrus Harris, \-in, 5, 6. C}. PiAl, Inscr. hierogl., i, PI. xxxv c.

’’ Jxmker, Die Onurislegende, 57, oS-yhanzone, Diz. rnit., n.
, r>-

.

tt iirq
1 a Brugsch, Eicf. n, 13b9.

® Duemichen, Geogr. Inschr., m, PI. xxx\in, i. o. 6 » »

Kaville, The Mound of the Jew, etc., Pis. v, vi.

Roeder in Roscher, Lexikon, s.v. Tefenet, col. 156.

Boeder in op. cit, cols. 167-9 ;
Junker, Die Onurislegende, pp. 96-9.

>3 Frazer, PaLnias^ Description of Greece, Bk. x, ch. 24, § 6, and notes thereon. The stone represent^

Zeus the sky.god, and was therefore another Zeus Kappotas “Zeus fallen down^^Jor

sky-god ^e Cook,
xvn, 194. Whereas the others only wear two feathers Onuris wears four.

” 221, no. xviii, 11. 1-8. Jastrow, op. cit, 120.
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him striding on the mountain tops,^ and an altar has been found dedicated “To the god

Adados of the Mountain-top”.^ As is well known, Zeus was also intimately connected with

the mountains. He dwelt on the top of Olympus, and watched the Trojan War from the

top of Mount Ida. Legends assign his birth, marriage, and death to the tops of innumerable

mountains.^ Greek lands are dotted over with “Thrones of Zeus” hewn on the highest

peaks of the mountains.^ At Emesa (Homs) in Central Syria the god was called Elagabalus,

whose name is a scarcely latinized form of the native Semitic Eldh-gabal meaning “The
God of the Mountain”.^ The description of his sacred object answers perfectly to that of

a meteorite,® which, as has so often been seen, is the missile of, or represents, the sky-god.

It has just been seen that Yahweh himself was one of these storm-gods, and he was as

closely identified with the mountain as the others. It was on the mountain-tops that he

issued his commandments and appeared to both Moses and Elijah (Exod. xix ff.; 1 Kings

xix, 8 ff.). It was on Mount Carmel that he manifested his power to send fire from heaven,

and after this it was “ up to the top of Carmel ” that Elijah went to pray for rain, the gift of the

sky-god. The Psalmist says (cxxi, 1) “I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills, from whence

cometh my help”, “The mountains shall bring peace to the people, and the little hills, by
righteousness” (Ixxii, 3). Similarly Jeremiah and Isaiah say “Truly in vain is salvation

hoped for from the hills, and from the multitude of mountains” (Jer. iii, 23), and “it is

a day of trouble, . . . and of crying to the mountains” (Isa. xxii, 5). The Syrians said of the

Hebrews “ Their gods are gods of the hills” (1 Kings xx, 23 ;
cj, 25, 28), and much else might

be added in the same strain. It is evident, therefore, that all round about Egypt the

mountain was symbolic of the sky- or storm-god, just as was the bull. Naturally Egypt
was no different from her neighbours. She had a god Hf, whose symbol was the mountain

Very little is known of him, but he was identified with Horus and associated

with Min and apparently with Amun also (P^r., §§ 1712, 1013). These were meteorite,

thunderbolt, and air-gods.

This makes it likely that the mountain and the bull of the Xoite nome would

indicate the devotion of the nome to the sky- or storm-god. Unfortunately, extremely

fittie is known about the worship of this district, and that only from the latest times.

However, there is plenty of evidence that at that date its patron god was Amen-re^,'^ one

of the gods who may have been anciently associated with H/ the mountain-god.® The

^ Ward, op. cit.y Figs. 883, 885, 887, 895 ?, 913, 926. Cf. Fig. 470 a, and also p. 387. Figs. 878 and 897

show him with the buU.

^ Cook, ZeuSy I, 551. ® Op. cit.^ i, 148-63. ^ Op. cit., i, 135-^8.

® Pauly-Wissowa, ReahEncyclopddie, s.v. col. 2219. He was identified with Jupiter the storm-god, but

by this time the solarization of religion had become almost complete. Hence, his name Elagabalus was
changed to Heliogabalus, and he was called “Invictus Sol”, just as Hadad had become Zeus Adados and
finally Jupiter Heliopolitanus.

® “. . . its colour [is] black. They solemnly assert it to have fallen from the sky (StoTrer^) and they

point out certain small excrescences and marks . . . Herodianus, v, 3, 5. A pitch-black surface is character-

istic of the stone meteorites, and the iron ones are only less black. The surface of all is also rough and
irregular in varying degrees.

^ Couyat and Montet, Harwmdmdt, PL ix, no. 30 =:p. 45 ;
Brugsch, Bid. geogr., 1367 ;

Id., ThesauruSy 620,

no. 6, 624, no. 6, where the names of the capital city are given instead of that of the nome. Rer had been

established there since the Twentieth Dynasty.
® Curiously enough is not yet known from Xois, but from Metelis its neighbour, Brugsch, Did. geogr.,

1366. Id., Thesaurus, 620, no. 7, Duemichen, Geogr. Inschr., i, PI. Ixii, no. 7 ? ; The City of '’the Mountain”
is named at yet another place. Tell Mukdam, Brugsch, Did. geogr., 1026.
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nome coinage tells the same tale, showing as it does either a ram. or else a figure of Hercules
holding a ram in his hand.^ The ram was Amim’s sacred animal. Again, as Amun was
derived from Min, it is perhaps significant that the bull and the mountain appear with
the latter, and in very early times. They are carved on one of his archaic statues from
Koptos, when the bull is shown striding on the mountain-tops (Fig. 9).- Another proto-

dynastic carving shows the bulFs head above the mountain.^ Hence, in early Egypt the

bull and the mountain had some quite definite relationship the one to the

other. Further, Amun s presence at Xois shows that there, at any rate,

they had the same significance as in other lands of the Near East.

We now come to the Eleventh nome, the Cabasite, which in late

times bore as its standard. The bull elsewhere has proved to be

symbolic of the storm- or sky-god, as have the otlnu' objects on the

standards hitherto studied. A very little inquiry serves to establish the

suitability of Q to appear among such emblems. It stood for the word lish which

either replaces it or is determined by it. Thus the tribute presented by the nome on

one occasion was its and the name of the capital city might be Avritten

IPJ® means “to break up’\^ an action essentially characteristic of meteorites

and thunderbolts, things Avhich are not distinguished the one from the other.' The meteorite

itself often breaks to pieces Avith a loud report on approaching the ground® and the thunder-

bolt rends and tears to pieces anything it strikes. The sign Avas used as a determinative of

the word bb,^ Thus, there is in the Coffin Textsd® and J(|§ in the Xineteenth

Dynasty. Bb Avas the thunderbolt material obtained from meteorites and used magically

by the priests for breaking open the mouth Avhich Avas closed in death, o Avas therefore

a sign eminently suitable to accompany the bull.

At present this form is not knoAAm earlier than the time of Piankhi,^- and it differs from

the^ and the already discussed, for Avhile they Avere pictures of objects the Avas only

a hieroglyph representing the name of an object. Thus, “its |Pjo Mb’" AA^as the offering

brought by the nome in one scene. This difference in expression Avould explain tlu* dis-

crepancy betAATen the late form and the early one, Avhich is so great that it is only by a process

^ Feuardent, Xumismafique: Egypte ancienne, ii, 321,

^ Though in our present ignorance the A'alue of this piece of e\idence may be reduced by the fact that a

elephant and a hyena
( ?) are also shoAATi there in similar fashion, Petrie, Koptos, Pis. iii, iv, 3, from which

our Fig, 9 is taken. Can they also be ‘'storm '’-animals ? The elephant is again shown on the mountain-tops,

Quibell and Petrie, Hierakonpolis, i, PI. xau, 4. ^ Op. fit., 7 and PI. xvii.

* Duemichen, Geogr. Inschr., i, PI, Ixxii, no. 11. ^ Gauthier, Diet, des noms geogr., iv, 42.

^ A.Z., XLix, 116 ^ ^^ee e.g. Journal, XAni, 189; xauii, 5, 7, 8.

® E.g. Xakhla near Alexandria, of which it is said “ this explosion was followed by vapour and by a fall

of black stones'’, Hume in the Cairo Sci. Journal, 1911, 212 ;
Pultusk in Poland, which produced detonations

and a shower of stones, G. T. Prior, Cat. of Meteorites (1923), 144, s.v.
;
Ornans in France, "after detonations

a stone of about 6 kg. fell and broke into tAvo pieces", op. at., 133, s.v.; Bath Furnace in America, of which

“the noise made by the 'explosion'" and "the singing of the fragments as they hurtle<i through the air'’

are emphasized, O. C. Farrington, Cat. of the Meteorites of X. America (Washington, 1915), ,50.

® Journal^ xatii, 9, 10.

Chassinat and Palanque, Assiout, 74, 1. 9 ; 104, 1. 9 ; 1.51, 1. 9 ; 201, I. 9. Cf. also :\Iaspero, Troi^ annees

defouille.s, etc., plate showing the ‘'paroi ouest" of Le tomheaii de Horhotpou = no, 11,5 in the table facing

p. 144 (piibl. in Mem. miss. arch. fr. au Caire, i).

Schiaparelli, 11 Libro dei Funerali, PI. Ivii 6, 6, PI. i\dii #7, 3, see also PI. Ix.

Schafer, L rk. der alteren Athiopenkdnige, i, 11. 10, 46. 116.

Duemichen, Geogr. Inschr. i, PI. Ixxii, no, 11.

H

Fig. 9
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of elimination that the two can be connected. Each of the three others is already knownd but

a standard bearing Q is not to be found. Instead, the form shown in Fig. 10 is seen quite

commonly. This, therefore, must be the standard of the Cabasite nome, and it is w^ell

known in the Fifth Dynasty.- The object that in later times is replaced

by the hieroglyph is sickle-shaped, and has not yet been explained. It

is fixed to the standard by what looks like a handle in this case but like

a block in the others. It neither looks like, nor is there reason to suppose

it to be, either the sdsd of Wepwawet or the feather such as that of the

Third nome of the Delta. It is, therefore, a significant fact that, although

meteorites are of any and every shape, a number are known which have this sickle-shape

or one very like it (Fig. 11).^ More significant still, they are all iron meteorites. The
reason has been much canvassed why this “jaw” or “sickle"' shape should be so common,

Chanaral Kokstad Hex River

Fig. 11

and it is generally accepted that such meteorites as Tucson and Joe Wright Mountain

supply the answer.^ The former is ring-shaped,^ and the latter is also pierced, but only

by a small hole.® Like those under discussion both are of iron. Hence, if Tucson were

snapped, it would provide pieces of metal of the shape of these meteorites and of the object

on the Cabasite nome-standard. Seeing, therefore, w^hat is already known of the symbolism

of this standard and the similar ones, it is extremely probable that the sacred object here

represented was one of the sickle-shaped meteorites. If so, it would undoubtedly have

been of iron. Iron was bb, and was connected with the Cabasite standard through this

word also, for the sign o was common to both. The shape of this iron meteorite would make

it specially acceptable to the Egyptians as the missile of the sky-god, for it is very like that

^ Xois, Sethe, Urk. des aeg. Altertums, i, 1, 16 and often; Athribis, Borchardt, Das Crrahdenicmal des K.

Sa^hure^, n, PI. xxxi, middle register; Davies and Griffith, The Mastaha of Ptahhetep and AkhetJietep, i,

PL vi, 79; Sebennytus, op. cit., PL vi, 66.

- Op. cit.y I, PL vi, 77 and p. 18 = Paget and Pirie, The Tomb of Ptak-hetep (in Quibell, The Ramesseum),

PL XXXV, upper half, middle register ; Davies and Griffith, op. cit., ii, PL x, upper register, three times, lower

register, twice (= PL iv, lowest register), PL xiii, lowest register four times (= PL xv); Borchardt, ibid.,

though much damaged. WTiat is the unique standard in which a double rod sticks up in front of the bull ?

Quibell, Excavs. at Saqqara, 1907-8, PL liv, no. 4.

^ The figures are dravTi from the following publications; Chanaral, Proc. Rochester Ac. Science, iv (1906),

PL XXV ; Kokstad, Schriften des Vereines zur Verbreitung nat. Kenninisse (Vienna, 1894), xxxrv, 269,

Fig. 26; Hex River, op. cit., 270, Fig. 27; Matatiela, S. African Mus. (Capetown), n, 11, and PL iv;

Bacubirito, Proc. Roch. Ac. Sci., rv (1902), PL ii.

E.g., Verhandl. k, k. geolog. Reichsanstalt (Vienna, 1887), 288, 289.

° After Schriften etc., 268, Fig. 25.

® Hidden in Journal of Science, 3rcl ser., xxxi, Fig. 1, and p. 461.
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of the throwing stick which they used from the earliest times (Figs. 12-14).^ Elsewhere

the simile did actually occur to them. Thus, they gaye the name of “Throwing Sticks” to

the diyine weapons at Letopolis, the Thunderbolt city,- and used the hieroglyph of the

throwing stick in spelling the word ^nit *‘hail”,^ a substance also cast by the

sky-god.

The sacred meteorite of the Cabasite nome was clearly called Hsb, “The Breaker”,

and this is the sort of name commonly giyen to sky-gods and their weapons. The epithet

given to the thunderbolt- and meteorite-god at ^Seleucia

Pieria in North Syria was /cdmos*,^ which probably originated

in the Semitic root Jcdsas, hdsaJi, when it would mean “ The

Cutter, Breaker”.^ Cronus vomited forth the meteorite of

Delphi,^ and his name is said to be very likely derived from

the same root as /cetpco, “I cut”. If so, Cronus would have

been nothing but '‘The Cutter, Chopper”.' Similarly in

Scandinavia Thor’s thiindersveapon was called Mjolnir, a

word which only means “ Crusher”.^

O was characteristic of the thunderbolt material hb,

iron, “which came forth out of Setesh”,® or. as Plutarch puts it, “iron they call Bone of

Typhon”’.io It was therefore reasonable for the Egyptians to use the sign Q in writing

about Seth. In late days the Enemies of Horus, i.r, Seth and his Company, are sometimes

ritten
J , ^ ,

employing"this sign.ii The ordinary " Mshtijw of Seth" is sometimes called “ the

MsJityiv of B The sign occurs again in the spelling of the name of this god, who

was a form of Seth.^'^ It is, therefore, pecuharly suitable that Seth should seem to ha\ e been

the original god of the nome, wliich displayed Ci on its standard representing an iron

meteorite.^^ The view is founded upon the strange treatment the nome receives in the lists

both at Edfu^® and at Denderah. In one of these latter, SetlTs victorious enemy, Horus, is

inserted, but without titles of any sort such as all the other gods ha\ e.^' In anothei the nome

is omitted altogether.^^ In yet another the name of the capital city. H^ht. is replaced by that of

a different city, Sdnf^ and the god named is not Seth but Horus. The full name of Horus

“Lordof SJiF’ was“Horus of the Two Eyes” This epithet suggeststhat the new

god was related to HornMij-lrUj whose name likewise had reference to his eyes.

Hoxm-lintij-irtij was god of the thunderbolt city of Letopolis, and in some ways approxim-

ated to Seth.-^ Sdn also worshipped a bull,“- who was “ The Strong Bull of the Gods and

^ Badarian, Brunton and Caton-Thompson, The Badarian Civil isaiion, PI. xxiii, 29 = Pi. xxv, 1. 2, and

p. 32, unless they are castanets; Protohistoric, Legge in P.S.B.A,. xxii, PI. ii = xxxi, PI. xlv, from yhich

Figs. 12, 13, aretown; Djti. Ill, Petrie, Medum, PI. xvii; Dyn, XII, Petrie, Kahuiu Curoh, and Haicara,

PI. ix, 30 and p. 29, from which Fig. 14 is drawn. " Pyr., § 90S. Cf. Journal, xvm, m2,
^

^ Py/-.,

^

lloO.

^ Wroth, Cat, of the Greek Coins in the Brit. Mus.: Galatia, CappadocAa, aiul ^yria, 2/2 if., nos. 29, 30,

30-45 47,

= Roscher, Lexikon, s.v. Kasios. col. 970. ^ See p. 47 and n. 13. ' Cook, Zeus. il. 549 and n. (>

" Blinkenberg, The Thundenceapon in Beligion and Folklore, 60. Fig. 32 shows Bjolnir to have been

shaped like the lahrys, as does Fig. 31 to a lesser extent.

9 Pyr., § 14. Plutarch. Be hide et Osiride, § 02.

ChampoUion, Sot. descr., ii. 646, Tomb of Karaesses, vi.

Duemichen, Geogr. Inschr.. i, PI. Ixxxi, no. 20.

Brugsch, Aegyptologie, p. 450. '' Id.. Bid. geogr., n, 1366-73.

Id., op. cit., 620. Cf. also 747, 748.

Mariette, Benderah, iv, PI. Ixxv, 11. 15, 16.

Journal, xvin, 170, 171. 193 B.

Brugsch, Thesaurus, 6, no. 26.

]r6. d. aeg. iSpr., i, 410, s.v. B.

Id., Thesaurus, 622, no. 11.

Brug&ch, Bid. geogr., ii, 805.

Op. cit., 193.
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was “shining in heaven and giving light on earth

“

The Bull of the Gods’" is ancient, for

he was known to the Pyramid Texts, where he appears in a celestial not solar, context (§ 925).

The Bull of Sdn was therefore a relative of the “Bull of Heaven”, who, as has been seen,

belonged peculiarly to Seth but sometimes to Horns (p. 45). In any case his presence made
Sdn peculiarly suitable to become the capital of one of the Bull nomes. Apparently, there-

fore, in suppressing Seth in the Cabasite nome the Osiris worshippers were able to supply

his place with a form of Horus who was not too unlike him in nature. In view of these

sectarians' horror of Seth, these wilful suppressions make strong presumptive evidence for

the worship of the storm-god in the Eleventh nome. This in its turn provides evidence that

the symbols on its standard have been rightly interpreted as the bull of the Sky-god and

a meteorite his weapon.

The standard of the Tenth nome, Athribis, should be mentioned to round off

the inquiry. It is, therefore, the more unfortunate that so little should be known. The fact

that the other standards which displayed the bull prove to have been connected with the

sky- or storm-gods suggests a priori that the Tenth nome will also. The god was Hnt-hty,

and he seems to have been a bull-god. An inscription, probably of Twelfth Dynasty date,

calls him “Lord of the Bull”,- and Tuthmosis III calls him “Horus-Hnf-/zi^, the Bull in

Athribis”.^ In historic times he was identified with Horus and was, therefore, generally

given the falcon's head,^ and to this Eamesses III twice adds his bull’s horns.^ But once'lie

is merely given a human head,® and late pictures sometimes give him that of the crocodile,”

which was a Sethian creature. Hnt-hty, therefore, did not fit very well into the religious

system of the historic period, but vacillated between Horus and ^eth.® In this he was like

the “Horuses” of Letopolis and Sdn^ and was, therefore, no doubt one of the primitive

sky-gods.

Studying the standard of the nome Newberry proposed to see in the Z3 not the picture

of the object itself but the hieroglyph for its name.^ In this it would be comparable to the

O of the Cabasite standard, though, unlike it, it had taken this form from the beginning.^®

He points out that on several occasions in the Pyramid Texts z] replaces a sign which

Sethe draws as a long narrow oval
[j

(§ 252, 431), and that the latter occurs with a bull

(§ 227). [],
therefore, seems to be reasonably connected with Athribis. As hm is the

reading of zn and ihn is the name of a shield, Newberry suggests that the
[]

was a narrow

parrying shield, and that this was the sacred object of Athribis.^^ If it was, it would be

suitable for a nome devoted to a sky-god, for such gods are commonl}^ armed (pp. 43,

47, 51, above). Moreover, the young warrior-god in Mycenae is to be seen descending

from the sky in the form of a shield,^- and other such shields were known; they were the

ancilia at Borne, the original of which had fallen from the skies to Numa.

^ Op. cif., 194, no. 7. ^ A.Z., XL, 145, but cf. Rec. trav., xxix, 53, n. 5.

^ Drioton, MMamoud (1926), p. 54, 1. 21.

^ Gardiner and Peet, The Inscr. of Sinai, Pis. xliii, xlv, nos. 120, 122; Lanzone, Diz. mit. eg., PL xiv,

left jamb top register (= Pierret, Rec. T inscr. du Louvre, i, p. 74); Wiedemann in Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch.,

xxm, 272.

® Champollion, Sot. descr., i, 416, 737. ® Vvse, Pyramids, m, plate to p. 95.

^ Lanzone, op. cit., PL xvii, 621, 988; Brugsch, Thesaurus, 747.

® For Dyn. XX unifications of Horus and Seth, see Champ., op. cit., i, 420, L., D., m PL ccxxxiv c.

^ Ancient Egypt, i, 8. See p. 50, n. 1.

Xewberry in op. cit., p. 7. It is similar to the early form of Neith’s shield, which, however, is shghtly

hollow sided, e.g. Petrie, Royal Tombs, i, Frontispiece.

Evans, Palace of Minos, n, Fig. 194 e.







A STATUE AND A SCARAB

By PERCY E. NEWBERRY

With Plate x

M. Clermoxt-Gaxneau discovered in 1907 at Elephantine a black granite statue which is

entered in the Cairo Museum Journal d'entree. No. 89749, as a “Statue de Thoutmose III'\

and it is so described in Maspero’s Guide du Visiteur fl91o), p. IbG, No. 5b0. The statue,

however, is not of Tuthmosis III but of the King's-son Nehi, a Ctovernor of the Southern

Countries who served under Tuthmosis IIIP and has long been known from inscriptions at

Ellesiyah- near Ibrim, at Semnah,^ at Wadi Halfa,^ and in the island of Sai.^ A sandstone

stela with an inscription naming him is at Chicago his sarco})hagus is in the Berlin Musiaim

and a sandstone pyramidion from his torn!) is at Elorence.^ Two of his shawabti figures

are also known ;
one, found by Petrie^ at Thebes, is of wood ;

the other, in the Cairo Museumd^

is of black dolerite.

The Cairo Museum statue (El. x, fig. 1) seems never to have been published, yet,

even though the head is broken off and lost, it is a fine monument of the art of the New

Kingdom. It represents Nehi kneeling on a fiat rectangular pedestal, holding in front of

him a massive Hathor-headed sistrum. In the small shrine at the top of the sistrum there

is carved in relief a figure between two
[

signs Avith the prenomen of Tuthmosis III in

a cartouche above it. On the front of the handle of the sistrum is incised a vtu'tical

column of hieroglyphs:

On either side of the small shrine are papyrus flowers surmounted by erect uraei crowned

with disk and horns. Between the body of Nehi and the sistrum are large cartouches ;
that

on the right gWes the prenomen of Tuthmosis III, that on the left his nomen:

^ See Reisner, Journal, au, 30-1.

2 ChampoUion, Notice^s descriptive^, i, 80 ;
L., /)., in, 40 c ; Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 083. ^ Op. cit., 085-7.

^ RandalPMacIver, Buhen, 25, 27; Sethe. i rk., iv, 800, 985. ^ Sethe, Urk., iv, 08th

® From Kummah; Breasted, Amer. Journ. of Semitic Langs, and Lit., 1008, 10a.

' Boeder, Aegyptische Inschriften aus den Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin, No. 17895, p. 597.

® Schiaparelli, Catalogo generale dei Musei di antichitd di Firenze, i, No. 1676.

® Petrie, Six Temples at Thebes, PI. ii, fig. 1.

Newberry, Catalogue gOierale des antiqiiitts egyptiennes du Musce du Caire: Funerary Statuettes and

Model Sarayphagi, No. 47624.
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Nehi ^vears a short wig and a loin-cloth fastened by a belt. At the back of the figure is

a narrow plinth ininning from below the wig to the pedestal. On it is incised a vertical

column of hieroglyphs :
^

D

<0
I ra I £-

^ ©o g
I I ft—J1

On the pedestal are two incised inscriptions, each beginning in the centre of the front

and continuing along its sides, reading:

d\'':
^

n
(3)^

'=0'

. .0 u ^
ft—^ ft ^/vvsw\

w^n^nrmirAk
{2}

A

1

“^®^
^T^ J T ^ III

A.

In this Joi/rnaZ, XIV, 109,1 published two scarab-seals of a Mayor of Byblos named
that were probably derived from the French excavations at Byblos. M. Montet has since

pubhshed {Kemi, 1
, 91) a monument naming this Mayor, which he discovered at Byblos,

and which fixes his date to the period of the Neferhotep group of kings in the Second Inter-

mediate Period. The scarab-seal of another Mayor of the same city named 'Ihhuv

or lbs, probably from the same source, is in the Blanchard Collection at Cairo (PI. x,

figs. 2-5). It is very finely carved, and has a human face with bovine ears, a
|
between tw^o

fish above the face, and a ^ flanked by two uraei on the back. This Mayor vras already

known from a monument found at Byblos and pubhshed by Montet in his Byhlos et VEgypte,

Xo. 653. He dates from the latter part of the Twelfth Dynasty
;
Montet gives his name

as Ibsmic, but it more probably reads lbs and may be compared with the well-known

lbs of Beni Hasan. {Beni Hasan, i, PI. xxviii; c/. Max Burchardt, Die altlianaandischen

Freindicorte und Eigennamen im Aegyptischen, ii (Leipzig, 1910), p. 2, No. 29.)

^ I owe the original copy of these inscriptions to my student, Pahor Effendi Labib,





Plate XI

2

3

I. l^redynastic forked lancehead of flint, ^taie j : 12

2-3. Prcdynastic bowl of red-polished ware with design

in white. Scale 6.2:5



TWO PREHISTORIC OBJECTS
By 0. H. MYEES

^Yitll Plate xi

Dr. H. E. Y'IXlock has kindly given me permission to publish the three photographs of

objects from Predynastic Egypt, now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

which are shown on PI, xi. Figs. 2 and 3 are Uvo views of a red-polished bowl with designs

in white, no. 12. 182. 15. The figures undoubtedly represent a man “standing left*’ and

facing two hippopotami who are “standing or advancing right”. The interest of this

specimen lies in the behaviour of the leading hippopotamus and the man. A wavy line

descends from each hand of the man to each nostril of the animal. The impression given is

that of vapour rising from the nostrils of the animal and being caught by the man, but, even

allowing for a magical interpretation, this seems to be an unlikely hypothesis. It might

represent a man feeding the hippopotami, but in that case there is no purpose in the wavy
lines ascending from the second beast. There is another possible explanation; that the

ovals projecting from the animals' noses may not be nostrils—though such would appear to

be probable from the style of the drawing—but rings, and that the Avavy lines are ropes by

which the hippopotami are being led.

Also Avorthy of notice is the man's tail, clearly AA^orn in addition to and not to be confused

with the cod-piece, AAdiich is apparent. In the painted house, or tomb, at Hierakonpolis men
are shown wearing leopard skins Avith tails, but this is much later in date. Possibly the lump

behind the shoulders is the beginning of the Egyptian technique of shoAAung the upper part

of the body in full vieAv.

Eig. 1 of the plate shoAvs one of the so-called forked lances, or instruments, the finely

serrated end being enclosed in a sheath, made, apparently, of reeds and grass. Presuming

the instrument to liaA'e had a handle, as Ave may by analogy AAuth the specimen published

in the Cairo Catalogue of Stone Implements, PL xhdi, object no. 64868, it Avould haA^e been

impossible to AAdthdraAV it, eA'en if the end of the sheath Avere unlaced. This suggests an

object of considerable importance and for occasional use only, as the sheath Avould liaA'e to

be destroyed and a neAv one made each time that the instrument Avas used. The lance-head

is 12 cm. in length.



THE ASTAETE PAPYRUS AND THE LEGEND OF THE SEA

By a. H. SAYCE

In Studies presented to F, LL Griffith, 74-85, Dr. Gardiner has an interesting article on The

Astarte Papyrus of which, unfortunately, only fragments exist. They are sufficient, however,

to show that the subject of the work was an epic in which the Sea appeared in a mythological

form and took his place by the side of the other deities of the Egyptian Pantheon. The

story at its beginning, says Dr. Gardiner, “seems cosmogonic in character”, Ptah watching
“ over all as the supreme creator”. Mention is made of “the tribute (received by) the Sea”,

whom Dr. Gardiner would identify with “the Euler” who is stated to have his seat upon

a “ throne ”. To the Sea, accordingly, Astarte the daughter of Ptah was sent as intermediary

between him and the gods of heaven and earth. The Sea, it appears, then demanded that

Astarte should be given him as a wife along with other “tribute”, the result being that he

withdrew his threat “ to cover the earth and the mountains ” and so to fight against the gods

who represented them. The papyrus was probably written at the beginning of the Nine-

teenth Dynasty.

A very remarkable parallel exists between this Egyptian legend and a Hittite legend

which also relates to the deified Sea. Like the Egyptian papyrus the Hittite tablet is

unfortunately only a fragment, one paragraph alone being preserved. It is sufficient,

however, to establish a relationship of some kind between the Egyptian and the Hittite

stories.

Here is what remains of the Hittite text (Ja.U'.E., xii, 49):

1 [ud-da-]«r is-me na-as sa-ra-a

2

KAS-an i-ya-at na-an AX-MES-as AX TJD-us [da-Ja-ir

3

a-rU'ui hat-ta-an-da pa-it

4. AX Mu-Jxi-sa-nu-us AX Kii-mar-hi-ija-as ud-da-a-ar a-ru-ni EGIB-pa me-mi-is^ki-u-

ica-an da-a-[ir].

5. e-khu khal-ziAs-sa-i~ica-aiAa AX-MES-as at-ta-as AX Ku-mar-bi-is ud-da-ni-ma-iva-

at-ta . . .

G. ku-e-da-ni Jchakzi-is-sa-i nu-ica ud-tar UAi-iva^an nu-ica khu-U'da^ak e-khu

7. e-khu-ma-iva-gan ID<a dag-na-za kat-ta-an ar-kha nu-ica-at-ta AX-MES-as AN
UD-us

8. dag-na-aS'Sa AX-ilES-mu-us li-e u-iva-an-zi ma-a-an salAUis a-ru-na^as ud-da-ar

is-me

9. na-as-gan sa-ra-a khu-u-da-ak a-ra-a~is na-as-gan dag-na-as ID-as-sa KAS-an GUB-
an ar-kha [i-ija-at]

10. AX-Kl-ga-as sar-ra-at-ta-at na-as-gan a-na AX Ku-mar-bi sar-khu-la-az dag-na-za

GIS SU-A . . .

11. kat-ta-an sa-ra-a u-it a-sa-an-na-as-si GIS SU-A-an a-ru-ni ti-i-e-ir nn-za-gan

sal-Ii-is . . .

12. GIS SU-A-si e-sa-at GIS BAXSVB-un-si ii-nu-ica-an-da-an a-da-an-na [a^-]

zi-ik-ki-iz<i , . .

13. AMEL QA-SU-GAB-A-as-ma-as-si ni iva-an-na bi-€S-ki-iz-[zi]
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14. -4A' Ku-mar-hi-is-gan AI\-HES-as [at-ta-as] sal-li-is-sa a-TU- 7ia-[as]

15. nu-za az-zi-ig-gan-zi [ak-kus] gan<i
16. AsS Ku-mar-bi-is ud-da-a^lar me-miAs~ki~u-ica~an~da~a-is^

17. AN Mu-ki-sa'Ui AHEL ^]’GAL \_ku-ga me-nii-is-ki-mi]

18. la-ga-a-an khar-ak GIS [SU-A~7na-za SU-ESIB-KHI A-du~us Jidi-ica‘an’du-ns]

19. GIS za-ak-ki-is-ma bi‘-es-se{?) . .
.
[JX Ir-si~ir-ra'as GIM-an Eit]

20. ica-ar-su-Ia-as GIM^an
21. [niL-ica{}y'\ si bu-us-bu-si-in

Translation

1. . . . the word he heard; up he [rose]

2. . . . the road he took; the Sun-gods [greeted] him;

3. . . . down to the sea he went.

4. The gods of the land of Mukis repeated the word of Kumarbis to the sea

;

5. “Up!’' the father gods shouted to thee, 0 Kumarbis, and at the word to thee . . . .

6. which they shouted, the word hastened and soon it was “Up!”
7. So it was “Up” down from river and earth away. But to thee the Sun-gods

8. and gods of earth came not. When the great sea heard the word

9. he at once rose up. Down the road to earth and river away [he went].

10. The universe was broken (in two). Then he to Kumarbis from the heart of the earth

[and his] throne . . .

11. below came up. To the sea as he sat on (his) throne they approached. So the great

[sea]

12. sat on his throne. An offering-table was furnished for him and the food he ate . . .

13. while the ^vine-giver gave him wine and ....

14. So Kumarbis, the father gods and the great sea [sat together].

15. Then they ate and drank.

16. Kumarbis [spoke] the word

17. to the god of the land of Mukis the man of the palace .... [I say]

18. “Make a bow”
;
[then the strappings of the throne were dispatched]

19. and the bolt(*?) . . .

20. thirsty thereupon

Notes

1. 4. Mukis adjoined the territory of Carchemish. A Hittite cosmogonic epic published

by Forrer informs us that Kumarbis or Kuwarbis was the supreme god of Urkis,

which Forrer identifies with Kermanshah,^ and at the head of the gods of Lrkis made

war on Tessup of Qummiya “the head of all the gods of Akkad”, The Hittite form of

the legend, it is clear, must go back to the period when the dynasty of Gutium had con-

quered and were ruling over Babylonia (2550-2426 b.c.), and the names of Akkad (L ri) and

Armenia (Tilla) were denoted by the same ideograph {BUR-BUR), Another Hittite

legend, erroneously ascribed to the Hittite version of the epic of Gilgames {K,Jj,B.,

VIII, 62 and 63) mentions Kumarbis in connexion with Gilgames (62. i, K. 15) as well

as with Khamsas, wiio may possibly represent the Hittite hero of the Deluge (63, i, 4, 5:

“When Khamsas had [heard] the words of Kumarbis he repeated them to his son

Adram-Khasis ”
; so also 63, iv. E. 2, 11.)

^ It must be remembered, however, that Urkis is coupled with Xamar or Xawar (see Speiser, Mesopo-

tamian Origins, p. 130).

l
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1. 5. “The father gods” are mentioned in K.TJ.B,, xx, 93, E. 8, one of them being

Nibina. In JuZJ.B., xvii, 7, Col. iii, 13, AN-MES-as addas must be “father of the gods”.

1. 8. Ehelolf has sho\sTi that AN-MES-mus must be read karimmus {Zeitschr. f, Assyrio-

logie, 1925, p. 313.) Karim is evidently related to Kiurum^ which is stated to have been the

Lulubian word for “god”.

1. 12. Some verb has been omitted governing the accusative BAKSUR-un. It is

possible, however, that in the follovdng line the illegible character preceding zi is an

erased az which the scribe incorrectly wrote, and that we should read zikkizzi, “he

sets”, the translation being: “a furnished table and food he places”.

1. 14. Or, in view of K.TJ.B., xvii, 7, 14, perhaps “father of the gods”.

I. 18. In K.U.B., VIII, 36, 9, 10, we have mdn-gan antukJisas lagdri nas-mas-gan GIS-RU-

az katta ynduszi, “Again when a man stoops and down from the pole (?) he falls” (c/.

KJj.B., v, 7, 18, lagan lagaittari). In K.U,B,, xii, 26, 11 laganas appears to signify

“bent”.

II. 16-19. The words in brackets are supplied from the fragmentary text described

below.

1. 19. Forrer suggests “bolt” as the signification of GIS zakkis. In K.U.B,, viii, 6,

E. 3, 4, however, we have: damhu[bis~\ ana KUR AMEL KUR-ka zakkiyas iivar tiyazi,

“the barbarian (or vagrant) approaches the land of thy enemy like a zakkis”. Zakkies

“the unclean” {K.U.B., xiii, 1, 25) belongs to a different root, and is connected with

zakkar, explained by the Assyrian ziiu and zinkhu),

1. 20. ivarsulas signifies “thirsty” ;

“ Yuzgat” Tablet 1. 11 {icarsulas SE-MES paisgataru

“let them plant the thirsty seed”); KJJ,B., xxiv, 14, 22-3 {ivarsulan aivan arkha

barkhun, “I have banished (?) the thirst”)
;
KM,B., xvii, 35, i, 33 {AMEL-MES SU-GI

icarsulis [sic!] KAK-zi, “the thirsty elders drink”; KJJ,B,, xx, 99, 21 {ivarsuli, “(Tessub)

drinks like a thirsty man”).

It is unfortunate that the Hittite story is broken off before the result of the banquet

of the “Father” or primeval gods and the subsequent war of the allies against the Sun-gods

of heaven and the gods of earth is made known to us. But the outlines of the Egyptian and

Hittite legends are remarkably similar. Kumarbis corresponds with Ptah, and “the word”

of the “Mukis gods” takes the place of Astarte in the Egyptian account, while in both

accounts mention is made of the throne upon which “the Sea” took its place.

There seems to have been more than one version of the Hittite legend. In K.U.B.,

XVII, no. 7, Dr. Ehelolf has published two fragments of it which present a somewhat variant

text. In my transliteration and translation I have made use of one of these (11. 16-19) and

so filled up some of the missing words of the story. Elsewhere, however, there appear to be

variations in the text between the copy represented by the two fragments and the copy

published above.

The two fragments are as follows

:

Fragment I {Obv. col. II)

6

[Ay-]MES-as ad-da-as e-es-zi 6. . . .
[Kumarbis] is father of the gods

7

AN Ku-mar-bi4n a-usAa 7. ... he saw Kumarbis

8

a-ru-ni i-ya-an-ni-es 8. ... to the sea he made his way.

9

KA-MES-ar a-ru-ni EGIR-PA 9. . . . the word to the sea again

10

[da?]-a-i.s EN-YA-mu-gan ku-it 10 he repeated(?). Then my lord to

me what

11

at nU’Za-gan a-ru-na-an 11. ... so then the sea
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Fragment I {Ohi\ col II)—

12. . . . gan sa u{9 '?yiva-an-nu-un

13

[^4jV Jaw-] mar-bi-is AX-MES-as
ad-da-as e-es-zi

14

ri-ya-as KA-MES-ar is-me

15

EGIR-PA me-mi-is-ki-u-iva-an

da-is

16

ar-ta 'ku-i-is

17. . . . . ica-an jpa-ra-a

18 da-assa-u-iva

Fragment II {Rev. col. Ill)

2

u-ica-an-zi

3

UR-SAK-li-us SARBU-us

4

[a-ru-na ?-]aw a-us<i

5

gan-ta-as SAL-as

6

GlM-an ar-kJia U~e[uicanzi]

7

lUDD-]ar me-miAs'ki-u-iva-an

da-a-is

8

ku-ya yne-mi-is-kEmi

9

la-ga-a-an khar-ak SU-A

10

su{sic)-ma-za SU-E-SIR-

KHIA-us lidi-ica-an-du-us

11

AX Ir-si-ir-ra-as GUR-an i-it

12

KA-MES-ar AX Ir-si-ra-as

bi-an me-rni

13

[k}ialzis]-sa-Eiva-as-ma-a$ AX
Ku-ynar-bi-is AX-MES-as ad-da-as

14

ku-iva-as-yna-as ku-e-da-yii khal-zi-

es-sa-i

15

nu-iva khu-u-da-ak ku-iva-at-tm

16

us da-ayi-zi TUR-ayi yia-ayi

a-bu-U’US

17

ikibi AX Ir-si-ir-ri-us-yyia-gayi

18

[UR-] SAK-li-{KHI-i-A)-us

U-UL-ma-as sal-la-ya-as

12 I caused to come (?)

18. . .
.
[Kujmarbis is father of the gods.

14

heard the word

15

afterwards took up the speech

16

who

17

forward

IS strong (?)

2

come not

3

hero kings

4

sees the sea (?)

5

the women

6

thereupon do not come away
7. ... the word he spoke

8 I say

9. . . . make obeisance, a throne

10. ... Then the leathers of the throne being

dispatched

11

The god Irsirras went down

12

the word I Irsirras speak out

13

Kumarbis shouted to them: the

father gods

14 what he shouted

15

so (come) soon wherever you are.

16

takes the boy; him they

17

Then the belongings of the god

Irsirras

IS the heroes, but not the great ones.

The Sea-god {AX Arunas) is mentioned in a ritual text {K.U.B., xx. 1) together with

god Khutumas and the city of Tyana (Tiiwaniiwa). As for ‘‘the Father gods’’, we may

perhaps find a reference to the attas AX-MES-[as], which could be read kariyywiiyas, in the

legend of the dream of the hero Kissis or Kissiyas (JaTF.B., xvii, 1. 7: V-ayma-za-gayi

ZaskUn austa [nu] Kissiya fee (?‘?) attas AX-MES-[as]pak}ikhar lapyiuskiuivayi ddir; “Then

a fifth dream he saw: for Kissis the father gods kindled a fire.” Lap-niu “cause to burn”

or “shine”, claims relationship with the Greek XdfXTTOjy Xafirras)*



A STELA OF SETI I IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM
By ALAN W. SHORTEE

The inscription of which a hand-copy appears in Fig. 1 is to be found upon a sandstone

stela (No. 1665) acquired by the British Museum in 1930, and I am indebted to the

Keeper of the Department for permission to publish it.

The object in its present condition is only a fragment of the original stela, a very con-

siderable portion being missing. The surviving portion, which measures 68-7 cm. (27 in.)

1 .

1 .

3 .

V.

s.

L

1.

8 .

I

in height by 56*6 cm. (2*2J in.) in breadth, contains the bottom right-hand corner of the

scene and parts of all the nine lines of hierogl^^phic inscription beneath, the amount of

the lines preserved increasing in length as we descend. It is impossible to tell what was
the nature of the scene, but presumably it was of the usual kind, showing the king in the

presence of the gods. The remnant of text may be translated as follows:

(1) given life, stability and well-being ( ?) like Eer for ever

f2) the Chief of their princes being fallen upon

(6) of the Sttijic, making them as that which exists not.

(4) [be]fore the hawk, every one who escapes his fingers
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(5)

life from him. Lo, His Majesty causes the charioteers to become
(6)

he causes them to enter upon the labour of Month, leading (them)

as far as

(7)

like a hawk, their colours are mingled in the sight so that one

knowest not

(8)

His Majesty commanded (?) that there should be performed anew the

custom of the festival which takes place on the tenth day of the fourth month of

Prt in Thebes

(9)

Seti-mer-en-Ptah, beloved of Amen-Pier King of Gods, given life,

stabihty, and well-being ( ?) like Eei' for ever.

Notes on the text

Line 1. The missing portion of this line contained, of course, the date and the names

of Seti I.

2. hr. Old Perfective ? After hr restore “ or similar ?

4-5. Compare the passage in the Karnak reliefs of Seti (L., H., iii, 126 a) ;
wh nh hr^tp

db/wj hr dd etc. nih rn-r*f in line 5 of our stela seems to conclude the speech of the

fugitives. After hr-tp dbnvf hr restore
p (5) [£ 4 ^] or some more likely verb.

must be a mistake for hn*f.

6. The ‘‘labour of Month” is a poetic expression for “battle”, “fighting”.

7. The general sense of the sentence Iwnivsn hr rb etc. must be: “the confusion into

which the enemy is thrown is so great that it is impossible to distinguish the various tribes”.

8. Restore [icd hm^J?
As far as can be guessed from the text in its present incomplete state lines 1-7 and part

of 8 consist of a eulogistic description of the Pharaoh’s warlike attainments in general,

without reference to a particular campaign. The main object of the inscription will then

be the recording, in line 8, of the re-establishment of some festival which, at present, I

cannot identify.



THE CLASSIFICATION OF EGYPTIAN POTTERY

By T. EEIC feet

The moment when the Egyptologists of five countries are launching a scheme for an

International Corpus of Egyptian Pottery seems a good occasion to plead once more

for the adoption of a more intelhgible and scientific system of classification and nomen-

clature than that which at present prevails, especially for the Predynastic period. Pre-

dynastic pottery is still, by most writers, classified under the headings Bed Polished Ware,

Black Topped Ware, Cross Line Ware, Black Incised Ware, Decorated Ware, Wavy-
Handled Ware, Bough Ware, Late Ware, and Fancy Forms. These terms were for the most

part evolved nearly forty years ago in camp at Balias, and no doubt formed convenient

labels for use on the spot.^ But they should never have got into print. The classification

to which they belong is everything which a classification ought not to be. A sound classifica-

tion of pottery should as a rule be based primarily on one principle, preferably that of

material, and the classes so formed should be subdivided by secondary principles, such as

nature of surface or decoration, after which such elements as form, or shape of handles,

may be brought in to complete the task.

The classification of Predynastic pottery complained of above is based on no one prin-

ciple of division. Shape, handles, material, decoration, surface, and even date are all used

indiscriminately. We are told, however, that these names have been in use so long that it

is too late to alter them. But surely it is never too late to put wrong right, and never will

there be a better opportunity to do so than in the forthcoming Corpus. We are told, too,

that the names are expressive. Why, so they may be
; but they mostly express the wrong

thing. To give the name Cross Line” to a vase which bears a hippopotamus and two trees

may be expressive, but it is not descriptive, and, except to him who has an intimate know-

ledge of the Egyptian Predynastic period, it is misleading. We want names that will help

the general archaeologist, not names which are only intelligible—and that merely by

association of ideas—to two Egyptologists exchanging dig memories of thirty years ago.

And Decorated”. Is this expressive too? Was ever name worse chosen? Here are three

classes of pottery in all of which designs are applied to the prepared surface of the vase.

The first is—not unreasonably—called Black Incised; the second has designs in white

paint on a polished red ground ; the third has designs in reddish-brown on a buff or grey

background, and we are asked to believe that the most expressive name that can be found

for it is Decorated Ware. Are not all three decorated? And what claim has the last to be

called Decorated par excellence^

But why analyse this faulty classification farther. Its defects are apparent to the

^ In the plates of the Balias volume ‘‘Cross Line” ware was described as “Polished red pottery, white

cross lines”. Recent wTiters, however, seem to have dropped even the word “white”. The term “Cross Line”

was originally adopted because one characteristic of this pottery was the use—occasional, not invariable

—

of hatching to fill in the surfaces of units of the design, especially when these were animals. The adoption

of this characteristic, seen only on a small proportion of these vases, as a label for the ware as a whole, was
unfortunate. If a shorthand name was needed—and such names are convenient for speech and even for

writing
—“white-on-red” wotild have served the turn. Similarly “Decorated” ware might have been

spoken of as “red-on-buff”.
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schoolboy. The mistake lies not in the fact of its coming into existence. We can see how
it arose: among the first white-on-red pots found were some which showed the use of crossed
fines to fill up the bodies of animals and other units of design, and the first red-on-buff
vases found would naturally strike their finders as being, in contradistinction to other
vases of the same body material, decorated. The names suggested themselves naturally

as the excavation proceeded, and at the time and in the circumstances they were expressive

and had a value. The mistake lay not in the invention of these names, but in their being

allowed to pass into the literature of Egyptian archaeology. The chronological classification

of which they were ultimately made to form a part, due to the genius of Sir Flinders Petrie,

is one of the finest examples in the history of archaeology of the application of the typological

method.^ If any improvement could have been suggested in it it would have been the re-

placement of the rough useful type-names of the dig- by others more accurately descriptive

and scientific. Yet can we blame Petrie for failing in this ? All of us who dig know how
natural it is for the jargon of the camp dinner-table, sanctified by sunshine, healthy open-

air fife, and good fellowship, to become fixed so firmly in our minds that it obtrudes itself

into the cold severity of our reports, so that what was Cross Line in sunny Nakadah remains

Cross Line in the fog of Gower Street.

This tendency to use “expressive"’ rather than intelligible names for classes of pottery

has unfortunately persisted in Egypt, though it has never again bloomed so luxuriantly as

in the Predynastic period. Soberer counsels came into play. Reisner and Mace, for instance,

in the archaic cemeteries of Xag‘ ed-Der applied to Egyptian p)ottery the scientific principles

^yhich outside Egypt had long been part of the training of every beginner in the art of

excavation. The examples set by these pioneers have not been thrown away, and it may
be said that pottery now generally receives adequate treatment in Egypt, even when found

in the disparaging proximity of “pretty-pretties” of gold, carnelian, and alabaster.

Then must we still carry the burden of Cross Line, Decorated, Fancy Forms, and the rest

of that monstrous brood ? Must they continue to arouse the smiles of our colleagues who
dig in Greece and Mesopotamia ? Has Egyptology no limbo to which they can be consigned,

or must we be as conservative as the ancient people who made these very pots *? Can we

not apply to the Predynastic period the same principles of classification which we now apply

almost universally to the other periods of Egyptian history?

As long ago as 1914 Professor J. P. Droop and the writer, publishing the pottery which

we had found in certain excavations at Abydos, pointed out the defects of the old classifica-

tion, and, after very careful examination of our finds, suggested a new one based on more

scientific principles of division,^ principles which we had both been taught on various sites

outside Egypt as part of the ordinary routine of excavation. ^Ye did not suppose that our

scheme was perfect, that it was incapable of being improved, or that it would not be

modified by later discoveries. But, in our innocence, we did at least believe that the defects

of the old system had only to be pointed out for it to be abandoned in favour either of our

scheme or of another based on similar fines. But we had reckoned without the force of

tradition. Xo one paid the slightest attention to our protest, and to-day, nearly twenty

years later, white hippopotami and trees on a red polished vase are “ Cross Line’
,
pots with

red designs on buff alone may rank as ‘'Decorated’, and “Fancy Forms” still have a

corner to themselves in the hearts of their finders as well as in the show-cases of certain

museums.

^ Petrie, DiospoUs Parra, 4 ff.

2 For an amusing example of such names see J. P. Droop, Archaeological Excavation (Cambridge,

1915), p. 28.
^ Cemeteries of AbgdoSj ii, 10-13.
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How much longer must this go on ? How much longer shall we give outsiders the excuse

for the wholly unfair charge that in Egypt we only play at archaeology ?

The answer seems to the writer to lie in the hands of those responsible for the Inter-

national Corpus of Egyptian Pottery referred to above. The catalogue slips sent out to

contributors have been drawn up in such a way that, if properly filled in, they will provide

a sound scientific description of each vase, and render a proper classification possible. We
have every confidence that the classification will be worthy of the magnitude of the scheme,

that the pottery of the various periods will be classified by its essential, not its accidental,

characteristics, and that to the vaiious types there will be given names ^vhich, if not

‘‘expressive'', will at least be suitable and descriptive. To the dogs with expressiveness!

Cross Line and Decorated and Fancy Forms are the paraphernalia of the Dark Ages. Let

us have none of them.



ARCHIBALD HENRY SAYCE

Archibald Henry Say^ce, who died on February 4 of this year, was born on September 5,

1845, and thus, having studied Oriental languages when very young, formed a connecting

link between the early decipherers of lost languages of the Near East and the most recent

writers on the grammar and ancient history of the same region. His name appears on the

Committee of the Egypt Exploration Fund at its first general meeting, in 1883, along with

those of Sir Erasmus Wilson (President), Miss Amelia B. Edwards and Eeginald Stuart

Poole (Hon. Secretaries), Sir Charles Newton, and other famous people. At that time the

Egypt Exploration Fund was especially devoted to the excavation of biblical sites, a field

of exploration which is no longer fashionable. Indeed, as everybody knows now, the chosen

people were so few and weak by the side of the great powers of the Near East that their

material monuments, even in their own country of Palestine, hardly affect the general view,

and their ancient presence in Egypt has left scarcely a mark of any kind, however great has

been their religious and literary influence on the whole world in comparatively recent days.

Sayce was never an enthusiast for exploration of biblical sites, his orthodox}^ even was

questionable, but having been a member of the Pievision Committee of the Old Testament

(1874-81) it is not surprising to find that he served on the Committee of the Palestine

Exploration Fund at least as early as 1890. He was also among the earliest members of

the Society of Biblical Archaeology.

Sayce had an amazing visual memory, so that a tablet or a page of text once read was as

it were photographed on his mind, and though the photograph might fade after a few days,

the leading features of it would remain. His delightful Beyninisceiices, published in 1923,

show how vivid and picturesque was his memory of far-off things, and incidentally what

a happy life was his, in spite of weak lungs and eyes. His health compelled him to winter

in the sunny south, and he loved travel and meeting with people on his travels; and, since

he possessed an adequate income, to which he added by his constant writing, in part as

fellow of The Queen's College, there was nothing to prevent his indulging his love of travel

to the full. In his early years he confined bis wanderings to the Mediterranean shores and

hinterlands. Italy, Greece, and Asia Minor he visited time after time with kindred souls,

and saw all the famous ruins, and the ancient sites which were beginning to be opened up

by Schliemann and a few other explorers. His first landing in Egypt appears to have been

in the year 1879, and in the genial climate of Upper Egypt he tells us that he experienced

for the first time a sensation of pleasure in mere existence. In the course of his long life he

seems to have seen everything and everybody that was interesting, and having an unlimited

capacity for assimilating knowledge, must have acquired a vast experience of men and things

and places. One cannot but feel that his marvellous gifts were out of proportion to his

accomplishment. His vivid imagination and insight framed pictures of events and of

interpretation in which he too often mistook the sharp lines of the picture for fact, and before

he could establish or subvert his discoveries by argument, he had passed to some other field

of research. His was the joyful existence of a brilliant butterfly tasting the delicious flowers

of a great garden but never dwelling long enough in one spot to realize wholly its sweetness.

His width of knowledge and interests was amazing, and he had little liking for the laborious-

ness of a specialist. Thus he attacked or swept aside the fine scholarship of the Higher

K
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Critics of the Bible by arguments which perhaps satisfied himself, but did not touch the real

matter of their criticism, although the results of archaeological research could well have been

utilized for improving the background of their knowledge and the detail of their discoveries.

At the same time he could at a stroke open up vistas in Oriental History as by the inspiration

of a Prophet, as when he recognized in 1879 that the so-called Hamathite inscriptions were

to be found throughout Asia Minor and that the Hit tit es, their authors, had once formed

a great empire in the Near East, a conclusion which has since been fully confirmed. In his

early days he was more like a specialist, and did very remarkable work in deciphering the

Vannic and Elamite inscriptions as well as in interpreting the religious and astronomical

texts of Assyria and Babylonia. Only twenty years ago, too, he attacked the Meroitic

inscriptions with marvellous acumen and considerable success. But it was fortunate that

when he edited the Aramaic papyri of Elephantine, his insight and strange learning were

directed and controlled by the fine judgement and scholarship of the late Sir Arthur Cowley.

Sayce's life was both laborious and joyous ; his disposition was eminently kindly and on

the whole optimistic. His attitude to life was that of a fastidious ascetic, almost one may
say of an austere sybarite. He had no inclination for games, yet his spare figure had great

powers of endurance, and he could support the hardships of travel without a murmur. In

bad Oxford weather he would never drive, but preferred walking in goloshes. Quick and

generous in recognition of merit in younger men, he was impatient of the claims, the pride,

and the reticence of exact scholarship. He was himself quite accustomed to making mistakes,

for progress in new fields is only possible by the process of trial and error. If Sayce ever had

enemies, he ignored their enmity and seldom wrote a harsh word in answer to attacks. The

final pages of his Beminiscences, however, express more doubt of his own infallibility than

might perhaps have been expected, and reveal a consciousness of failings. He has left no

lasting monument either in the laborious edition of a text or in any school of disciples. His

true function was to break new ground, to excite public interest in exploration, to divert

attention from the beaten paths of learning to its beauteous side-walks, and to keep the world

informed of new developments in the archaeology of all lands. He was an ardent collector

of ostraca in Egypt (at a time when their importance was as yet unrecognized), and of

Chinese and Japanese works of art. Some Egyptian antiquities he presented to the Cairo

Museum, when he gave up his dahabiya on the Nile. The rest of his collections, and his

library, including notebooks filled with hard-won copies of inscriptions, he has given or

bequeathed to his College and his University.

F. LI. G.
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Rev, d, anc, ~ Revue dudes anciemies.

Rev, et, gr, ~ Revue des etudes grecques.

Rev, hist, dr, — Revue historique de droit franga is et

eiranger.

Rev, hist, rel, = Revue de Vhistoire des religimis.

Rhein, Mus, — Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie,

Riv, di.fil, ~ Rivista di filologia dassica,

Riv. Star. Dir. Ital. — Rivista di storia del diritto

italiano.

Sitzungsh, . , . = Sitzungsherichte , . .

Symb, Oslo, — Symbolae Osloenses,

Theol. Lit.-Z, = Theologische Literaturzeitung.

Z.f. Kirchengesch. — Zeitschriftfur Kirchengesckichte.

Z.f. ^umism, — Zeitsckrift fur Nnmismatik,

Z.f. vergleich. Rechtsiv. = Zeitschriftfiir vergleichende

Rechtswissenschaft.

Z, neut, = Zeitschriftfurneutestamentliche Wis-

senschaft.

Z. Sav. — Zeitschrift der Savigny^Stiftung (Roma-

nist ische Ahteilung),

1. Literary" Texts.

General. First of ali we must greet the new series of Rainer Pap^^Ti, Mitteilungen aus der Papyrussamm-

lung der yationalbiUiothek in Wien, under the editorship of Haxs Gerstixger. The first issue promises well,

and includes : Stereometry, Homer, epic and bucolic frs., Aeolic scrap, History’’ of the Diadoehi, Demosthenes,

Lysias, Isaeus, Encomia, philosophy, mjdhology, schoolboy essay on preliminaries to the Trojan war, gram-

mar, metrics, notes on later dith\T:ambs, scholia to Pindar’s Pythian i. 87, tragic commentary, and com-

mentary to De Pals. Leg. Reviewed by Powell in Cl. Rev., XL^^[ (1932), 262-3.

P.8J. X, fasc. 2 (see §3 below), consists of literary texts, nos. 1163-81, viz.: Job, Jonah, Acts of

Apostles (xxiii. 11—29, Western Text, in hand similar to Brit. Mus. Dio Chrysostom), Apocalj^pse, Iliad,

Herodotus, Aristophanes (Suhes, 577-635), Argonautica (i. 1195-1221, 1 cent.). Scholia to Odyssey, [Corinna

(Orestas), Old Comedy, Xew Comedy, Romance (Antonius Diogenes ?)], Manuals of augury. Medical Receipts

from Tebtunis, Odes (Bacchylides ?). Nos. in square brackets already published. The richness of Ox^Thyn-

chus as a literary site is again upheld.

A new publication. Etudes de Papyrologie, was launched in 1932 by the Soc. Royale Egj'ptienne de

Papyrologie, forming a complement to the “Textes et Documents” of the same Society.

In Bursian, 236 (1932), 115-226, A. Debruxner wTites a ‘'Bericht fiber die Literatur zum nachklass.

Griechisch, 1904-29’’. Korte continues his report on Literary Texts in Archiv, x, 217-37. In Etudes de

Papyrologie, i (1932), 11-18, W. G. Waddell publishes "'Some Literary Papyri from OxAu-hynchus ” in the

Cairo collection, viz.: frs. of Iliad, XAH, xxm, xxrv" ; Odyssey, xm ; Callimachus, H. to Artemis, 46-84 with

scholia ;
Thucydides, i; Euripides, Orestes, 754-64; three texts for school use. P. CoLLOarp in Chron. d'Eg.,

vn (1932), 237—42, avrites on La Critique Textuelle et la Papyrologie. Ibid,, 243-55, G. vox Maxteufeel dis-

cusses Die Papyri als Zeugen Griech. Kleinliteratur. Powell has edited a Third 8eries of Sew Chapters in

the History of Greek Literature, 1933, with chapters by various authors on Earlier L^-ric and Elegiac, Tragedy,

Comedy, Later Elegy, etc., Romance, and Appendix.

Epic and Elegiac. In Cl. Phil., xx\"ii (1932), 151-5, Barbara P. McCarthy writes on Lme Omissions in

Homeric Papyri since 192o, i.e, since Bolling's External Evidence.

P. Collart discusses the papa-ri of the Iliad in Rev. de Phil., 3 ser., vi (1932), 315-49, xn (1933), 33-61.

A. SeverYXS A\Tites on P. Ryl. 22 and the Little Iliad in Serta Leodiensia, 1930, 305-26.

Wessely is represented in Griffith Studies by an article De Callimacho BibUothecario, 38—41.

In the Festschrift Richard Reitzenstein, 1931, 23-69, E. Reitzexsteix discusses passages from the Aitia.

R. Pfeiffer writes on Berenikes Plokamos in Philologus, lxxxvii (1932), 179-228. Rev. by G. Coppola

in Boll, di Fil. Class., N.S., ii (1932), 272-5.

^SIiLXE in Cl. Rev., xlah (1932), 250, regards XcvKas ryx^pas in the Iambi scholia (P.S.I. 1094), 1. 39, as

certainly a lemma. Incidentally, is not eV 'Ax^povri in 1. 38 simply a gloss on the unusual [geVov ’4xc-]

povros ?

R. Key"DELL in Hermes, lxate (1932), 240-1, finds remains also of a Gigantias in the Brit. Mus. Bassarica.

A. Wifstraxd edits two Argonautica fragments from Berlin in Eranos, xxx (1932), 1-6. The second

consists of scholia to iii, 1075-1127, and contains interesting readings.

Tyrtaeus forms the subject of an article by F. Schachermeyr in Rh. Mus., Lxxxi (1932), 129-42.

W. Jaeger also wxites on Tyrtaeus in Sitzungsh. Berl, Ak., 1932, 537-68.

T. W. Allex inter alia discusses Hesiod, fr. 96 (P. Berol. 10560) in Cl. Quart., 1932, 82-7.

In Chron. d'Eg., vu (1932), 256-7, G. Mealtis writes on Une reminiscence Homerique dans un Pap.

d'Oxyrhynchus, i.e. P. Oxy, 1794. Thinks the author a disciple of Callimachus.



§ 1. LITERARY TEXTS

Sc^-BABT republishes as PoskUppu., Bed ivivu-s an elejiiac poem from a waxed tablet in Berlin, in Hymholae
O. A, Danielsson dicatae, 1932, 290-8.

. ^ d Alex., vm (1932), 53 62 W, Peek restores GriechUche Epigramme a us AegypteUy
with 6 plates.

P. Maas in Zeitschr. f, lergleich, ^prachforschnngy 60, 286, interprets rrpoprideaaL in P. Brit. Mus. Lit. 54 as
aorist imperative of TrpopT^^eaao^at.

Lyric, B. Skell identifies P. Oxy. 426 as a Paean of Bacchylides in Hermes, LX^^I (1932), 1-13. ^Lias,
ibid,, 469-71, discusses the metrical aspects.

B^ Lavagniki restores Sappho e, 5 (Lobel) in Biv. Indo-Greco-Italica, xxi (1932), 1-5. In 1. 19 vpLwvepos =
vpoi avcpos is nearer the traces than L.’s T/x'^vao?. L. has also published a X uova Aniologia deiJrammenti della
lirica greca, Turin, 1932.

A new scrap of Corinna is published by G. Coppola in his Introduzione a Pindaro, 1931, 231-42. The end
of one poem and the first lines with title (Orestas) of a second are preser\-ed. The new Bacchylides (?), P,SJ.
1181, consists of two fragmentary odes, the second entitled Leucippides, These W'ere the wives of the Dioscuri,
whose legend (or something similar) is obviously referred to in 11. 27-9 of the first ode. In 11. 13-14 read:
Al pev a#ca[tpoj/] Xnrapip

j

KL^^rav At[/xei^a„ and in 1. 17 €vav9eo[s e]?apo[s‘ dva]0eVtas’. The end of the poem, 11. 21-37,
can be restored with practical certainty. In 1. 3b read 77pt]a/xi6[es^ ?, and in 1. 20 cv'qparlov dv\aLa\y h^opojv ?

K. Latte in Philologus, lxxx\ti (1932), 271-2, interprets Bacchylides xvi, 112.

In Phil. B och.y 52 (1932), 87-102, K. MiixscHER WTites on the new Hymns from Epidaurus.
Drama, etc. Three new fragments of Aeschylus have been found bv the Italians at Ox\Thynchus; tw'o,

from the ^lobe and the Dictyoulkoi, are published by Xorsa and Vitelli in Bull. Soc. Arch, d'Alex'.

,

28,
107-21.

G. vox Maxterffel writes on Drobne Gatunki Mimiczne iv Swietle Papyrusow in the Acts of the Second
Congress of Slav Classical Philologists, Prague, 1931.

I learn from Cl. Bev., xl\t; (1932), 145, of tw^o studies of Menander by Tsereteli.
In Xeophilologus, xyil (1932), 144-52, W. E. J. Kxiper makes a study of De Verfoeide van Menander

{Miaovpcvos).

Korte in Hermes, lx\’II (1932), 367—8, restores 1. 397 of the HepiKeipopevri, and assigns an iambic verse

in Vol. HercuL, xi, 160, 9, to the Dikiys of Euripides.

Q. Cataedella in Biv. difiL, ix (1931), 509-11, makes restorations in the choliambics of P. Heidel. 310.

History. G. be Saxctis WTites on the Oxyrhynchus Hellenica in Atti della Beale Accad. d. Scienze di

Torino, lx\t (1931), 157-94, and A. MomCLiAXO, ibid., 29-49, argues for Androtion as the author.

A. V. Premersteix writes on Das Datum des Prozesses des Isidoros in den sogenannten heidnischen Mdr~
tyrerakien, in Hermes, lx\t[ (1932), 174-96. He also review's Uxkull-Gy^llexbaxd’s “Xew' fragment”, in

Gnomon, yjh (1932), 201-6.

Oratory. The new' Favorinus is treated at length by A. Wifstraxd in Eikota, n (1932), 1-16. Also by
G. M. Lattaxzi, 11 proemio del Trepl 4)vyrjs, in Biv. diflL, x (1932), 499-500.

There is a long review of F. by K. Praechter in Giiomon, vni (1932), 561-72.

P. CoLLART also WTites on Favorinus in Bull. Ass. Guillauyne Bude. xxxrv (1932), 23-31 ; B. Lavagxixi

in Biv. Indo-Greco-Italica, xvi (1932), 122—4.

I learn from Cl. Bev., p. 145, that Tsereteli has published a pap\Tus of Isocrates, Ad Demonicum.

F. SoLMSEX in Hermes, Lxra (1932), 141-3, essays Bekonstruktionen zur aniiken Bheiorik und Poetik.

Philosophy. K. v. Fritz reviews in detail Vogliaxo's Epicuri et Epicureorum Scripta, in Gnomon, \tii

(1932), 65-84.

VoGLiAXo in Festschrift zu F. Polands 75, Geburtstag (nos. 35-8 of Phil. Woch.), 111-14, discusses col. 13

of P. Hercul. 1005 under the title Vox Philodemi.

W. G. Waddell wTites On the Oxy. Papyrus of Philo in Etudes de Papyrologie, i (1932), 1-6, and identifies

the unplaced fragments.

In Sitzungsb. Berl. Ak., 1932, 23-84, Haxs Lewy writes on Xeue Philontexte in der Uberarbeitung des

Ambrosins with an appendix of new' Greek frs.

In Phil. Woch., 1932, 1458-61, K. Phujppsox replies to criticisms of K. v. Fritz on Book 28 of Epicurus,

TT€pl <l>Va€OJS.

E. Orth in Phil. Woch., 1932, 1315-17, proposes restorations in Philodemus.

R. Cantarella in Biv. difiL, x (1932), 359-68, w'rites on La Ofpcina dei Papiri Ercolanesi dal 1923 al

1931, w'ith list of relative publications.
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Romance. F. Zlmmeriviann in Hermes, Lxvn (1932), 91-116, restores two columns of the Ninos

romance*

In Festschrift filr G. Leidinger, 1930, 102-8, A. Hartmann publishes from a Munich papyrus of the

fourth century a drawing representing a dramatic scene. Cf. § 3.

2, Religion, Magic, Astrology.

(Including Texts.)

General. The new volume of Papiri greet e latini (P.S.I. x, 1932) includes 1 147, a census record of priests of

the temple of Seknebtynis at Tebtunis (a.d. 202/3) ; 1161, a fourth-century Christian letter ; 1162 (“ ? 3rd cent.

a.D. ’) a very curious oath to preserve ra ptra- (rather irapa-) 8]cSo/AeVa p.oi p-vcnripia, and mentioning a Trar-qp and

a UpoKjjpv^, clearly the oath of a cult society of an esoteric kind, not unlike the sort of society which might

have arisen in connexion with Hermetic literature (the opening formula has the Jewish tinge which we find

in C.H.I.). [For some Bibhcal texts, see § 1 above.

—

Ed.]

P. Jouguet, Inscription de Deir-Chelouit (Griffith Studies, 241^, pi. 24a), is a re-edition of S.B. 4023,

a graffito by a stolistes with a notable use of cis ala>va after the Imperial names w hich date it 15 June 200.

G. Klaffenbach, Fine Weikung an Isis (Archiv, x (1932), 215-16), gives a curious text from Antinoopolis.

The phrase *Ayad6^ Aalpcov ^[aL *A]ya6T) Tvxg [• • •] rrjv Kvplav *Iolv is thought by K.. to indicate that these

deities, perhaps represented on the relief, were regarded as interceding with Isis for the dedicant. But it

is just possible, if unlikely, that *A.A. and ^A.T. are both personal names.

Fr. \V. von Bissing, Fine ''''pantheistische^' Bronze in der dgyptischen Sammlung zu Florenz (Aegyptus,

xn (1932), 339-45), publishes a puzzling Ptolemaic representation of a human-headed bird, with long tad,

its feet on two small rams, a uraeus crowm, etc.

J. G. Milne, Arsinoe and Ammon (Griffith Studies, 13-15), makes the interesting suggestion that the doc-

trine that Alexander w as son of Ammon was developed into a popular romance by Lysimaehus and brought

to Egypt by his widow Arsinoe.

Herbert Thompson, Eponymous Priests under the Ptolemies (Griffith Studies, 16-37), is an invaluable

supplement to Plaumann s article Hiereis in Pauly-Wissou'a.

O. Montevecchi, rpa(f>al lepecov (Aegyptus, xn (1932), 317-28), deals with the personal lists annually

presented to the civil authority by temples.

Ch. Picard, Les influences etrangeres au tomheau de Petosiris: Grece ou Perse? (Melanges V. Loret; Bull.

lnst.fr. arch, orient., xxx (1930), 201-27), confirms excellently the hypothesis of Greek influence in the relief

decorating of this tomb, as against the hypothesis of Persian influence, and shows new points of contact with

Hellenistic art.

L. Gernet-A. Boulanger, Le Genie grec dans la Religion (Bibliotheque de synthese historique, 11 ; La

renaissance du livre. Paris. 1932. Pp. xlii-h528. 40fr.), includes by the second of its two authors, pp. 393-

517, an excellent survey of the religious history of the Hellenistic period. The warning, p. 461, against belief

in the supposed Mithraeum at Eleusis will be noted.

Fritz Saxl, Mithras. Typologische Untersuchungen (Verlag Heinrich Keller, Berlin. 1931. Pp. xi-hl25

with 43 plates), is as useful and important a book as it is beautiful. It is a very serious contribution to the

study of the interplay of Greek and Eastern factors as well as to art-history. The fresco from Pneferos,

which is so instructive a parallel to that from Karanis, is discussed p. 21 and figured Abb. 62.

H. Mattingly, A Mithraic tessera from Verulam (Num. Chron.. 5th ser., xn (1932), 54-7), publishes a

queer disk showing the birth of Mithras from a rock (produced by altering the Tarpeia type on a denarius of

Augustus), and on the other side MIQPAF QPOMAFAHF read in a circle with 0PHN across the circle, which

indicates a curious blending of Egyptian and Persian elements.

Hans Herter, De Priapo (Religionsgeschichtliche Versuche und Vorarheiten, xxm (1932). Pp. 334 with

3 plates. Topelmann, Giessen), is another admirable study, giving as it does a complete collection of the

material literary and monumental, and throwing light on the general processes of Hellenistic development.

Theologisches Worterbuch zum Neuen Testament in Verhindung mit . .

.

herausgegeben von Gerhard Kjttel

(Kohlhammer, Stuttgart. 1932. 7 parts published at RM 2.90 each, 64 pp. each) is an outstanding enterprise.

Intended to take the place of Cremer, it is the product of intimate collaboration by a staff of specialists, and

gives a unique series of monographs on w ords of interest for religious history
; it is already indispensable to

all workers in this field. In this connexion I may mention E. von Dobschutz, Zur Lexikographie des Neuen

Testaments und seiner Umwelt (Theol. Stud. u. Krit., civ (1932), 238-54), which sur\^eys recent work and
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remarks, p. 240, on the notable phenomenon of the development of specific Jewish terminology between

the LXX and the N.T.

J. Bidez, La cite du monde et la cite dii soldi {Bull. acad. roy. Behj.. 5th ser. 18 (1932), nos. 7-9, pp. 244-94

;

also issued separately by Les Belles Lettres, Paris), is an eloquent and illuminating study of the interpretation

of Greek and Eastern idea in Stoicism. B. has also produced Vol. 1, pt. 1 of his Bude edition of Julian,

including the political speeches; this fulfils a long -felt need.

Fr. Cemont, Tde de marbre figurant la Lyhie {Mon. Piot. xxxii (1932), 1-10 with 1 pi. and 3 figs.),

incidentally explains a torso from Cyrene as Isis or an Isis priestess and remarks on a gem signed by Lyco-

medes as showing a princess reigning at Cyrene with the attributes of Isis. In his Uadoration des mages et

Vart triomphal de Rome {Mem. pont. Accad. Rom. di Arch., Ser. Ill, 3 (1932), 81-109 with 9 pis.), he proves

conclusively that a group of reliefs wrongly connected with Magi comes from a triumphal arch set up to

celebrate a victory over the Parthians and decorated in a traditional style, shows the effect of this tradition

on later Christian representations of the adoration of Christ by the Magi, and gives a new and illuminating

discussion of the custom of veiling the hands which we know in monuments illustrating Egyptian worships

as pra<}tised in the Graeco-Roman world at large (not in ancient Egypt).

H. J. Rose, Mithra-Phaethon chez Nonnus {Rev. hist, rel., cv (1932), 88-101), and Cumont’s postscript,

ibid., 102-3, are supplementary to the paper by C. on La jin du monde noticed in Journal^ X\Tii (1932), 81.

W. W. Tarn, Alexander Helios and the Golden Age {J.R.S. xxii (1932), 135-60), argues that Orac. Sib..

Ill, 350 ff. is a prophecy relating to what was expected of Cleopatra, and notes, 139 ff., parallels with the

Praises of Isis. He explains the fourth Eclogue, convincingly to my mind, as a prophecy connected with

the son expected from Antony and Octavia.

G. ^Lvnteuffel, In Oraculum jiguli observationes {Eos, xxxin (1930/1), 391-4), supplies parallels from

the Old Testament.

B. Olsson, Zwei Papyrusstellen besprochen {Aegyjjtus, xii (1932), 355 ff.), handles secondly an extra leaf

of P. Holmiensis, a formula for seeing the Sungod.

L. R. Tayxor, The divinity of the Roman Emperor, is reviewed by A. D, Xock, Gnomon, (1932),

513-18; what is there said about Agathos Daimon should be supplemented by reference to the remarks of

M. P. Nilsson, Die Gotter des Symposions {Symholae philologicae O. A. Danielsson octogenario dicatae.

Uppsala 1932, 218-30) about Zeus Philios, whom he regards with reason as little more than a Iconkretisierter

Begrijf, taking shape in the time of the Peloponnesian war as an outgrowth of the rise of individualism, and

about the toast of Agathos Daimon himself; also G. H. Macurdy, The grammar of drinking healths (d//<.

Joum. Phil., Lin (1932), 168-71).

S. Eitrem, Zur Apotheose {Symb. Oslo., x (1932), 31-56; xi (1932), 11-34; to be cont.), is illuminating on

the assumption of divine costume by rulers, etc., on the Gytheion inscription, on Caligula, and on ‘ Die

heihge Ehe”.

K. Scott, The significance of statues in precious metals in Emperor Worship {Trans. Am. Phil. A 5.5 ., Lxii

(1931), 101-23), also bears on this topic.

G. A. S. Snijder, Ein Priester der Magna Mater aus Smyrna (Oudheidkundige Mededeelingen nit's

Rijksmusemn va7i Oudheden te Leiden; Xuntii ex miiseo anfiquario Leidensi, Nieuwe Reeks, xm, i (1932), 1-13),

deals with priestly crowns in general. His very interesting Antique and inediaeval gems on bookcavers at

Utrecht (Art Bulletin, xiv (1932), 5-52) includes p. 36 remarks on Egyptian and other types of Bacchus.

O. Weinreich's survey, Volkskunde (1925-31) (Arch. f. ReL. xxix (1931), 44-84), should be consulted for

parallels to the popular tales of the Empire, on which there are valuable observations in the brilliant paper

of E. Schwartz, Unzeitgemdsse Beohachtungen zu den ClemenUnen {Z. yieut. 11 iss., xxxn (1932), 151—99). On

one folk-tale which comes into our period there are excellent observations by \\ . Kroll, Das Mdrchen von

Amor und Psyche {Padagogisches Zentralblatt, Heft 5 (1932), 253-6; valuable criticisms of Reitzenstein s

view's).

F. J. Dolger, Drei Theta als Schatzsicherung u. ihre Deutung durch den Bischof Theophil von Alexandrien

(Aniike «. Christentum,m (1932). 189-91), treats the legend of the treasure in Alexander s tomb. In the same

journal he discusses a head of an Isis priest w ith a cross on his forehead, and decides that it is a scar (u (1930),

291-6).

H. Kees, Die Himmelsreise im dgyptischen Totenglauben (Vortrdge Bibliothek Warburg, 1928/9, pub.

1930), 1-20, is of use to students of tliis period. The same volume includes R. Reitzenstein, Heilige

Handlung (21-41), which sums up the Vorgeschkhte der ckristlichen Taufe of the great scholar whom we all

mourn.
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In the previous volume (1927-8, pub. 1930) we may note J. Kroll, Zar Geschickte des Spieles von Christi

Hollenfahrt (257-301).

A. D. XocK, Crtmaiion and burial in the Roman Empire (Hari\ TheoL Rev., xxv (1932), 321-59), argues

that the change from cremation to burial which took place in Italy and the West in the second century a.d,

was due not to religious changes but to the fact that the sarcophagus became fashionable and thus made

burial customary. He further draws conclusions as to the character of the hellenization of Egyptian and other

Eastern cults in the Graeco-Roman world.

O. Lassally, Amulette u. Tatoivierungen in Agypten (Arch.f. ReL, xxix (1931), 130-8), may be mentioned

although not bearing directly on these times.

A. Storch-F. Heichelheim, Zum Traumglauhen u. Traumverstdndniss in der Antike auf Grand

urknndlicher Traumherichte aus der Ptolemderzeit {ZentralbL f. Psychotherapie u, ihre Grenzgebiete, iv (1932),

550-60), is known to me from Aeg. xn (1932), 417, no. 87.

WiLAiiowiTZ-MOELLENDOEF, Der Glaube der Hellenen, i, is reviewed by Fe. Pfister, TheoL Lit.-Z.^ latt

( 1932), 148-53; n by M. P. Xelsson, D. Lit.-Z,, 3 F., m (1932), 2065-74, which includes a reference to a

stele inscribed ^Qpov found at Goritsa in Thessaly (B.C.H., LV (1931), 487 £P.) near a building which may be

a sanctuary.

Graeco-Jexcish literature. H. Lewy% Hekataios von Abdera Trept Povhaiojv (Z. neut. ir/^^., xxxn (1932),

116-32), gives a powerful defence of the authenticity of the excerpt in Joseph. C. Ap. 183,

R. !M\ecus, Divine naxnes and attributes in Hellenistic Jewish literature (Proc. Amer. Acad, for Jeivish

Research, 1931-2, 43-120), is a very valuable piece of lexicographical investigation.

J. S. Boughton, The idea of progress in Philo Judaeus (New York, 1932. Distributed by the Jewish

Publication Society of America; pp. 292. $1.50), shoAvs a close acquaintance with Philo and his modern

interpreters, and emphasizes well the peculiarly Jewish element in his work and the definite point of Anew to

which Philo adapts the concepts of popular philosophy, E. R. Goodenough, A Seopythagorean source in

Philo Judaeus {Yale Classical Studies, m (1932), 117-64), gives an excellent analysis of quis rerum diuinaruyn

heres, 130 ff.

Baudissin, Kyrios, is reAuewed by Beetholet, TheoL Lit.-Z., lati (1932), 52-7; G. Kehemann, Theo-

logia naturalis bei Pkilon und bei Paulus (Xeut.-Forsch., i, 7, 1930) b^" H. Windisch, ibid., 9-12; R. Teamon-

TANO, La lettera di Aristea e Filocrate by Feveiee, Rev. et.juives, xcn (1932), 214-17.

Magic, etc. A. S. Hunt, The Warren magical papyrus (Griffith Studies, 233-40), is a text of the third

century a.d. and has on the recto a fine amatory spell (with 20 <5 To-nvp da^earov St’ alwvos irapaKiTai cf. P. gr.mag.

IA', 3069, ip TO da^€(Trov Trvp Std Travros alwvog TTpoaTrapaKaGrai), and On the verso three horoscopes and a spell.

H. I. Bell-A. D. Nock-Herbeet Thoaipson, Magical texts froxn a hiluigual papyrus in the British

Museum (Pp. 55 Avith facsimile. Proc. Brit. Acad., xati and separately, Oxf. Univ. Pr. 75. 6J.), publish a

document partly in Greek and partly in Demotic, probably from the Anastasi group, with translations and

commentary. RevieAvs by H, J. Rose, CL Rev., xlat: (1932), 180; W. T. P., J.H.S. nn (1932), 166; Fr.

Pfister, D.L.Z., 1932, 1165-6; N. J. Reich, Mizraim, i (1933), 193-1.

K. Pbeisendanz, Amuletum ineditum (Phil. Woch., 1932, nos. 35-38, 101-8, in a number described as

Festschrift fiir Franz Poland, who has deserved so well of the journal) publishes a Berlin haematite probably

meant to be heart-shaped inscr. with a spell and a drawing of an anchor. P. has published also Mtimien-

amulett auf Papyrus (Etudes de papyrologie, i (1932), 19-22) which is notable because apXavadavaXpa and

cLKpappaxapapcL have passed from being nomina to being gods. His Papyri graecae magicae,\, has been reAuewed

by K. Fk. W. Schmidt, G.G.A., cxcm (1931), 441-50; n by H. J. Rose, CL Rev., xlat: (1932), 84-5, A.

Calderlnt, Aegyptus, xn (1932), 80-1, Fr. Pfister, Phil. Woch., 1932, 916-26, M. Norsa, Boll. fiL class.,

xxxATn (1932), 365 If., Th. Hopfner, Gnomon, vm (1932), 393-5.

For rcATews of P. Oslo, ii, see § 3.

A. Jacoba^ Zu Pap. graec. mag., m, 479 f. (Arch. f. ReL, xxix (1931), 204-5), explains what appeared

to be 7wmina as Coptic. S. Eitreai emends xn, 255, xm, 434 in his Varia, no. 67 (Symb. Oslo., x (1932),

155). [Cf. too (op. cit., XI, 112 f.), no. 70 on the lizard and frog, and (114) no. 72, partly on Bell-Nock-
Thompson's Magical Texts and partly on Hunt’s Warren papATus.

—

Ed.l K. Peeisendanz discusses rv',

3024, in his article Tanit (Paidy-Wissoiva, rv a, 2180).

A. Del.atte, La catoptrcmiancie grecque et ses derives (Bihl. fac. phiL lett. Univ. Liege, Fasc. 48. Imp.
H. Vaillant-Carmanne, Liege, and E. Droz, Paris, 1932. Pp. 221 and 13 pi.), is a most important study of

this method of diAunation, distinguishing betM'een it and lecanomancy, and inA^estigating fully the Oriental

connexions and medieval and modern surAUARls. It is a thoroughly illuminating and interesting piece of
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research. The same writer in his Faha Pythagorae cognafa {Serta Leodiensia. in the same Bill., xliv fl03U),

33-57) has a noteworthy explanation of tliat well-known superstition and rapprochements with mairical

practice. His first topic is handled also by Th. Hopfner, Mittel- und neugriechische Lekano-, Lychno-,
Kaioptro- und Onyckomantien {Griffith Studies, 21S-32), with ^veat knowled<^e.

Campbell Boxxer, Demons of the hath {ibid,, 203-8), gives an interesting collection and discus-don of

material bearing on this superstition.

In his Liturgical fragments on Gnostic amulets {Harv. Theol. Rev., xxv (1932), 362-7), he publishes an
amulet with part of the hymn which closes Corp. Herm. i and another of Chnubis with the phrase vBojp BLipij

apros TT€ivrj 'nvp pLyol which is presumably a series of dSet-ara.

For an analogy to the usage of magical papyri cf, Heinrich Lewy, Beifrage zur Religionsgeschichte und

^ olkskunde {Arch. f. Bel., xxix (1931), 187-99), pp. 189-93, on naming after the mother in prayers.

A. M. Kropp, Ausgeudhlte koptische Zauhertexte (3 vols. Fondation egyptologique Reine Elisabeth.

Brussels. 1930-1) is reviewed by W. E. Crum, Journal, xviii (1932), 115; \V. Bauer, Theol. Lit.-Z., lvii

(1932), 516—17 ; K. Preisendanz, Phil. Woch., 1932, 571-2. On this topic reference may be made to

H. Leclerq’s articles Magie in Diet. arch, chre't, et de lit., x, 1067-1114, esp. 1100-14, and MaUficCy

1288-92.

S. Eitrem's excellent article Moira {PuuhjAV issoiva, xv, 2449-97), handles, 2473-5, the relevant passages

in the magic pap\Ti.

Outside Egypt we may note K. Latte, Randhemerkungen {Philologus, lxxxvii (1932), 265-76), for

remarks, 274-6, on the section of Hippolytus against magicians
; a reference which J. Toutain makes.

Rev. hist, rel., cii (1931), 114, to new tahellae produced by Audollent \\hich were put in a spring to stop

its use for a bath; Viellefond's edition of Jules Africain ;
Fragments des Cestes (Les belles-lettres; Paris;

1932); Fr. Pfister's review of L. Radermacher, Griechische Quellen zur Faustsage in B.Z.. xxxii, 82-5;

and G. Walter, Die babylonische Gebefsbeschivdrung, reviewed by A. Gustavs, Theol. Lit.-Z., lvii (1932),

481-2.

J. Freundorfer, Die Apokalypse des Apostels Johannes und die hellenistische Kosmologie und Astrologie,

is reviewed by H. Windisch, Theol. Lit.-Z., l\ti (1932), 81-3.

C. 0. Zuretti, Catalogus codicum astrologorum graecorum, xi, 1 {Codices Hispanienses: pars prior. Codices

Scotialenses), published shortly after its author was taken from us, is noticed by Fr. Cumont, Bull, {classe

lettres) acad. roy. Belg., 5® ser., xvni, nos. 7-9 (1932), 241-2.

Christian. F. G. Kenyon, The Chester Beatty biblical papyri {Gnomon, ^^;II (1932), 46-9). A. Merk, Sovi

codices S. Scripturae {Biblica, xm (1932), 118-20). S. New, The new Chester Beatty papyrus {Journal of

Biblical Literature, Li (1932), 73—4. Campbell Bonner, iSew biblical papyri at the University of Michigan

{Harv. Theol. Rev., xxv (1932), 205-6), aU handle the new^ find, the last recording six leaves of a codex

containing the latter part of Enoch and an unidentified Christian work, typological in tendency (date of

WTiting not later than fourth century). C. Schmidt, Die neuesten Bibelfunden aus Agypten {Z. neut. Wiss.,

xxx (1931), 285-93), gives a very convenient survey of the contents of the find.

A. Bludau, Die dgyptischen libelli u. die Christenverfolgung des Kaisers Decius {Rom. Quaitalschr., Suppl.

27) is reviewed by K. Heussi, Theol. Lit.-Z., l\hi (1932), 495. [C/. also § 3.]

H. I. Bell, A Christian stele from Qau el-Kebir {Griffith Studies, 199-202, pi. 22), publishes an interesting

text opening with the Trisagion and including the phrase s KvpiaKTj ^/ r rjs/ dvaardaecog of Holy

Saturday, probably in a.d. 601.

S. G. MercATI, Osservazioni sul testo e sulla metrica di alcuni papiri cristiani {Chron. d' Eg., vii (1932),

183-201).

P. G. Rabeau, Les enseignements des papyrus; Christianisme et sociologie {Rev. Thomiste, xxxvi (1931),

865-73), discusses Arangio-Ruiz, Lineamenti del sistema contrattuale, and Ghedini, Letiere cristiane.

C. Schmidt, Das Kloster des Apa Mena (A. Z., Lxvm (1932), 60-8), publishes a Coptic legal document.

Ev. Breccia, Dans le desert de Kitrie (Bull. Soc. Arch. d'Alex., xxvn, 17-26, pis. i-vii), H. Sawyer, The

first monasteries {Antiquity, iv (1930), 316-26), A. Tulli, Ampolle inedite di S. Mena net Museo Egizio della

Cittd del Vaticano {Aegyptus, xn (1932), 230-42), may also be noted.

Herbert Thompson, The Coptic Version of the Ad5 of the Apostles and the Pauline EpiMes in the Sahidic

dialect (Cambridge, 1932) is reviewed by F. C. Burkitt, J. Theol. Stud., xxxiii (1932), 441—1.

E. Peterson, Die Hdretiker der Philippus-Akten {Z, neut. H iss., xxxi (1932), 97-111), and Zum 3/e?-

salianisnius der Phihppus-Akten {Oriens Chri^tianus, 1932, 172-9) do not touch Egypt directly but are to

be commended to the attention of all students of Christian asceticism.

L
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3. Publications of Nok-Literary" Texts.'

(N.B. Notes on and corrections of miscellaneous documents previously published are referred to in § 9.

Notes on single documents ivill he found here; so too all reviews^ when sufficiently important for mention.)

General. I have not at the time of writing had an opportunity of seeing what is certain to prove a very

important and interesting addition to the well-known Loeb series, namely a selection of the more noteworthy

papyrus texts chosen and edited by Hunt and Edgar. Apparently only the first of two volumes, by the

latter, has yet appeared. Select Papyri. With an English Translation. By A. S. Hunt and C. C. Edgar.

2 vols. I. Private Affairs. London, Heinemann; Xew York, Putnam, 1932. Pp. xx+452. Cloth, lOs.

(leather, 12s. Qd.).

P. Oslo, n {Journal, xvm, 83) has been reviewed by H. C. Youtie (Cl. Phil., xxvn (1932), 86-95; rather

unsympathetic); K. Preisendanz {O.L.Z., xxxv (1932), 554-5; Phil. Woch., lh (1932), 227-34); K. Fr. W.
ScECMiDT {G.G.A., cxcrv (1932), 279-86

;
detailed, many suggestions) ; and H. I. Bell (Cl. Rev., xl\t; (1932),

23-1; Mizrairn, i (1933), 190-1).

Buttner's edition of papyrus letters from the collection of the Giessen University Library (Journal,

x\T[i, 84) has been reviewed by B. Olsson (D. Lit.-Z., 1932, 879-80) ; F. Z[ucker] (B.Z., xxxn (1932), 158)

;

WiLCKEN (Archir, x, 273-5); and Schubart (Gnomon, vm (1932), 552).

During the year under review a whole new volume of P.S.I., issued in tw^o parts, has appeared, and it

ranks among the most important of the series, despite the fact that, unlike several of its predecessors, it

contains no texts from the Zenon archive. The second part (pp, 105-232), which included the indices and

a graceful dedicatory poem in Greek elegiacs by V[itelli] to Wilcken on his seventieth birthday, consists

entirely of literary or theological texts, and therefore does not fall wdthin the scope of this section ; but the

first is purely documentary. There are tw o texts of the Ptolemaic period, but the rest are Roman or Byzantine

(almost entirely the former), and they include some very interesting documents, e.g. 1100, an extract from the

vTToyLvriiiariaiioi of the epistrategus Vedius Faustus; 1103, in w^hich a man of over seventy asks for relief

from a liturgy on that ground and also because his eyesight is weak; 1105, a petition wLich throw^s light on

the position of the nomographos; 1119, an interesting sale of live stock [in the subscription only ravpiKa koI

^oiKOL are mentioned, whereas oi/ca occur in 1. 8; should we therefore read 11. 7 f. ray-]
|

piKa and in 1. 12 (e.g.)

[TravTOJv Twv rav] ptKcpy ?] ; 1123, important for the cvOeveta of Alexandria; 1125, a letter-book of the procura-

tor usiacus; 1128, an interesting agreement for a temple oath, one party being a tcpoveiKT]? 1132,

an apprenticeship to a mat-maker [Mr. Tait, for the note on 1. 1, refers to his note on Ostr. Petrie, 288];

1146, important for the poll-tax of priests; 1149, a very interesting but unfortunately very imperfect

document about priests; 1161, a moving Christian (?) letter; and 1162, a most notable oath of a probably

pagan mystes.^ A review’ of the second part of vol. ix by P. Collart has appeared in Rev. de phil., ser. 3, vi

(1932), 77-8. The first part of x has been reviewed by Wilcken (Archiv, x, 249-59; very important as usual)

and F. Zucker (B.Z., xxxn (1932), 408).

Ptolemaic. P. Cairo Zenon, iv (Journal, x\Tii, 84) has been reviewed by Wilcken (Archiv, x, 238^1)
and P. Mich. Zenon (Journal, ibid.) by P. Collart (Rev. de phil., ser. 3, vi(1932), 41 1-12) ; W. L. Westermann
(A.J.A., xxxvT (1932), 75-6); H. I. Bell (Mizraim, i (1933), 186-7) and anonymously (J.H.8., Ln (1932),

145). Two articles which deal wdth the Zenon papyri may here be mentioned. Elizabeth Grier (Accounting

in the Zenon Papyri, in Cl. Phil., xxvtl (1932), 222-31) discusses the methods of account-keeping illustrated

by some of the documents from the archive, and W. Schubart publishes translations of seven letters from it,

with a general introduction and some explanatory comment (Griechische Briefe aus Agypten, in Die Antike,

vin(1932), 113-37).

O. Guerai^d’s masterly w’ork, (Journal, xviii, 84), has been completed by the appearance

during the year of the second part, containing (pp. 129-296) the concluding portion of no. 52, nos. 53-113,

an appendix containing four fragments which, though of a different character from the are of

juristic interest, and the indices, additions, and corrections, etc. The whole volume is a work of the first

importance, and its merits have been generally recognized. Part I has been reviewed by W. Schubart
(O.L.Z., xxxv (1932), 106-9) ; P. Collo3IP (Rev. et. anc., xxxiv (1932), 83-7); K. Preisendanz (Phil. Woch.,

1932, 609-13) ;
P. Chantraine (Rev. crit., Lxvi (1932), 103-5) ; M. Hombert (Rev. beige, xi (1932), 231-2 ;

not

seen); P. Collart (Rev. de phil., ser. 3, \i (1932), 413-14); part II by Wuxken (Archiv, x, 241-8).

C. C. Edgar, continuing his valuable studies of the Petrie Pap^Ti, has published much improved texts

^ In 1126, 15, qu. ws 5c Kojla (or Ka§*) vlolQeaLav ’/at8[c6/)oy] ?
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of four of them, viz. P. Petr, n, 4, 9 (
= m, 42 C, 2); n, 4, 8 (

= iii, 42 C, 1); ii. 4, 1 (
- iii, 42, C, 3);

n, 4, 6 (
= III, 42 C, 11). All refer to the quarrymen, and the Jast two were amony; those which were lost and

only recently found again. Four Petrie Papyri Revised, in Griffith Studies, 209-13.
For Westermann’s Lpon Slavery in Ptolemaic Egypt see below, § b, B. ii.

^

N. J. Reich comments, republishing the texts, on V.P,Z. 12 and 13: The viol and their Quarrel
with Apollonios in Mizraim, i (1933), 147-77 (seen as this goes to press). Reich also reviews U.P.Z. {ibid.,

191-3).

\arious reviews of the Loeb demotic papyri [Journal, x\Tii, 85) have appeared. The following call for

mention: by L. Wenger and E. Seidl (Z. Sav., lii (1932), 430-8)
;
E. Seidl [K. V.G.R., xxv (1932), 297-306

[see also § 6]) ; \\ ilcken (Archiv, x, 248-9)
; F. Ll. Griffith (Journal, x^^^ (1932), 194-5) ;

and A. Calderini
[Aegyptus, xn (1932), 78-9). Seidl has, further, published a separate article on no. 12 (see §6 below):

Zu Pap. Strassh. dem. 12, in Z. Sav., lh (1932), 326-8.

A reference must here be inserted to what is evidently an important article, seen as this goes to press

:

N. J. Reich, New Documents from the Serapeum of Memphis, in Mizraim, i (1933), 9-129 (to be
continued).

Roman. Johnson and \an Hoesen’s P. Princ. Univ. (Journal, xvm, 85) has been reviewed by H. A.
Sanders (A.J.A., xxx\t: (1932), 209) ; P. Collomp (Rev. et. anc., xxxni (1931), 398-9) ; M. Norsa (Boll. Fil.

CL, xxx\Tn (1932), 190-3); M. Hombeet (Musee beige, xi (1932), 140-1); and H. I. Bell (Cl. Rev., xl\t

(1932), 22-3, and Mizraim, i (1933), 189-90). Collaet's P. Achmim (Journal, x\Tir, 85) has been reviewed

by Wilcken (Archiv, x, 261-7).

P. Collart has found among the Reinach PapjTi (now belonging to the Paris Faculte des Lettres and
housed in the Institut de PapjTologie) the lost beginning of P. Ryl. 178, and publishes the complete document
(a.d. 26). Un papyrus Reinach hiedit et P. Rylands 17S, in Melanges Glotz, i (1932), 241-7.

Reviews of Losch’s Epistula Claudiana continue to appear. In the year under review I have noted the

following: by G. Hoennicke (O.L.Z., xxxv (1932), 310-11); G. Ghedini (Aegyptus, xii (1932), 72); and
P. BE Labriolle (Rev. dephil., ser. 3, vi (1932), 418-20).

H. Janne in an article on the concluding section of the letter of Claudius (P. Bond. 1912) brings new
arguments, by no means conclusive indeed but certainly interesting, in favour of S. Reinach’s view of that

passage as containing a reference to Christian propaganda at Alexandria. He differs from Reinach on one

point: for him the ‘"Jews from SjT’ia” were not Christian missionaries but anti-Christian emissaries of the

Pharisees. Un passage controverse de la lettre de Claude aux Alexandrins, in Rev. Arch., ser. 5, xxxv (1932),

268-81. See also § 4 below.

Uxkull-Gyllenband’s fragment of the Acta Isidori (Journal, x\Ti, 126) has been reviewed by A. voN

Peemeestein (Gnomon, mu (1932), 201-6), who attacks his view that the trial occurred in a.d. 41 ; for

a fuller statement of the same point of view by the same scholar see § 1 above and § 4 below. The fragment

published by H. I. Bell (Journal, xvin, 86) is the subject of an article by A. Xeppi Modona, who reprints

the text: II nuovo frammento di una redazione variata degli “A/0' di lsidoro'\ in Aegyptus, xii (1932), 333-8.

With which fragment A. Moshgliano deals in an article, not yet accessible to me, entitled Un nuovo fram-

mento dei cosidetti Atti dei martiri paganU (Rend. Pont. Acc. Arch., vii (1932), 119 f. ; see Aegyptus, xn, 291,

no. 9711), I am unable to say.

V. Martin publishes a small fragment of a land-tax register (P. Genev. Inv. no. 125) which seems to date

from the end of the first centur\" and the names in which are mostly those of Romans. Proprittaires romains

€71 Egypte sous VEmpire, in Melanges Glotz, 551-5.

An important volume published by W. L. Westermann and C. W. Keyes is to be known as P. Columbia,

n, vol. I being Westermann's Upon Slavery in Ptolemaic Egypt. This volume contains the texts of a group

of six papjTi dating from the first half and middle of the second century and all of them, according to the

editors (but see Wilcken, Archiv, x, 272 f.), from Theadelphia. The first three are taxation rolls, relating

mostly to poll-tax and the related taxes, the fourth is a series of receipts for payments for transport service,

etc., from the same roll as Frisk’s Bankakten (Westermann on an inserted slip explains that his and Keyes's

work was done independently but that on becoming acquainted with Frisk’s volume he was able to make the

necessary alterations in their own transcripts in proof), the fifth is a list of donkey-drivers, the sixth is an

account of taxes in kind. It wiU be seen that there is much material of a useful if not sensational character, and

it is handled with the editors’ usual care and provided with an elaborate commentary. Tax Iistsand trarisporta-

tion receiptsfro77i Theadelphia. Kew York, Columbia University Press, 1932. Pp. xi-r -19, 2 plates. Reviewed

by Wilcken (Archiv, x, 276-3).
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Sa:nders*s articles on birth-certificates, etc., in the American Academy’s Memoirs (Journal, x^T[I, 86)

have been reviewed by Wilckex (Archiv, x, 276-8).

E. Korxemaxx publishes an interesting example of an Elterliche Teilung fur den Todesfall (Archiv, x,

213-15) from the Giessen collection (P. Giss. Inv. Nr. 255). It is a notarial homologia, with six witnesses,

from Tebtunis, and is dated in a.d. 139.

H. Kortexbeutel, who is working in the papyrus collection at Berlin, has published from that collection

an oath document of a somewhat noteworthy character. Dated in a.d. 153, it is a deposition to witnessing

the scourging of a Roman citizen by order of Hierax, strategus of the Heraclides Division. It is a double

deed, wuth six witnesses. Kortenbeutel adds a valuable commentary on the many interesting questions

which it raises. Ein Kaisereid, in Aegyptus, xn (1932), 129-40, with facsimile.

A private letter published by Viteixi seems to prove that T. Flavius Victorinus entered Alexandria as

prefect on 10 July a.d. 159. It adds a new street-name to those already known at Alexandria, pvfir} "Qpcyhovsy

and is addressed to ypap-p-arevs yephiwv. Lettera di Maximos a Chairemon ed Eudaimon suoi jigliuoli, in Stud.

Hal. di fil. cL, N.S., ix (1932), fasc. iv, 4 pages of off-print. In a brief notice (Archiv, x, 276) Wilcken agrees

with ViteUi's inference.

The Vatican roll, edited by Norsa and Vitelli, which contains on one side Favorinus’s TIcpX fftvyrjs and

on the other land registers from the Marmarica (Journal, xvm, 79, 87) has received notice from several

reviewers. The following may be noted here, the first of which, as the review' is not accessible to me, I take

from the bibliography in Aegyptus, xn (1932): C. Gallavotti, II papiro Vaticano greco 11, in Histcrria, v

(1921; sic. L 1931 ?), 64i^7 (see p. 84, no. 9112); and A. G. Aaiatucci (Boll, fil. cl., xxxvm (1931), 4-7).

See too § 1 above, and Aegyptus. xn, 82, Intorno al papiro Vaticano Greco II.

W. L. Westermaxx, publishing a contract between a group of professional musicians and two residents

of Alabastrine, appends, besides a brief discussion of the document itself, an interesting and useful appendix

on “The Pleasure Clubs of Common People in Egypt”. Entertainment in the Villages of Graeco-Roman

Egypt, in Journal, x\^n (1932), 16-27.

A. E. R. BoAX publishes a noteworthy appeal by an Antinoite for relief from a guardianship, which

offers several points of special interest. It includes copies of judgements bearing on the case. Boak takes the

date as a.d. 172-3. [I may say that I cannot believe in Boak's interpretation of 11. 35-8; Htjkt’s view,

quoted in the note, seems much more probable.] A petition for relieffrom a guardianship: P. Mich. Inv. No.

2922, in Journal, XYm (1932), 69-76.

An important pap^Tus of the Geneva collection published by V. IVIartix throw's new' Light on the arrange-

ments for entry among the Alexandrian ephebi. It dates from about the end of the second century and
appears to be an extract from the protocol of the proceedings preliminary to such entry. It consists of a

series of questions addressed to the candidate. It is interesting to note what these questions are; and
furthermore the text is of value as proving that, whatever the TrXdyiov so often mentioned in connexion with

ephebi may have been, it W'as not the detachment to w’hich the new ephebe W'as assigned, for the boy here

interrogated names the TrXdyiov to w'hich he (already) belonged. It is further interpreted, both by the editor

and by Wilckex in a review' (Archiv, x, 275-6), as proving that enrolment in a deme preceded, and did not

follow', admission to the ephebate ; but I am not convinced that this is a necessary inference. It is true that

the boy is here called EcoaiKoopios 6 [/cat] ZiJvet[o]?, but these w'ords occur in the heading. The text is an

extract, and the heading may have been no part of the original protocol and may refer to the ephebe at the

time (perhaps considerably later) when the extract w'as made. I should therefore prefer to regard the evidence

of this papyrus as neutral on the point. Un document relatif d Veph^ie, in Chron. JEg., vu (1932), 300-10,

with facsimile.

S. Eitrem contributes to the volume, Griffith Studies (Tivo Greek Papyri, pp. 211—17), copies of two
pap\'ri from his own collection. The first is a second-century list of names, of no great importance,

but offering some intriguing problems
; the second, of the third century, is a customs receipt for Xipivos

issued at the ttvXti of Philadelphia, and it gives Eitrem occasion for an interesting excursus on such

receipts, on the “harbour of Memphis”, and on the mysterious *EppTjs w'hich occurs in certain customs
registers.

L. Amuxdsex has published from the Oslo collection a Latin military papyrus which he regards as a

brevis or matricula. The unit to which it refers w'as probably an ala but is unidentified. Amundsen takes

the date as probably c. a.d. 238-42. A Latin Papijrus in the Oslo Collection, in Syrnb. Oslo., x (1932), 16-30.

Reviewed by MTlckex (Archiv, x, 279), who also reviews (ibid., 278-9) Sanders's Papyrus ISOI (Journal,

xvnj, 87-8).
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Blubau's Die dgypt. Libelli {Journal, xvm, 88) is reviewed bv E. Groag {Hist, V ierteljahrsschr,, xxvii

(1932), 631-3. [C/. also § 2.]

An exceptionalh' interesting private letter, dating from the third century, is published by V. Martin
from the Geneva collection. Its value lies in its pronounced literary flavour and its educational interest.

The writer, after preliminary greetings, falls into a somewhat sententious reflection on the advantages of

a liberal education and refers in a remarkable phrase to those rwy M[o]vacbv ra fivcmfjpia TeAo[un'€?]. Here

unfortunately the fragment breaks off, but even what remains makes it a notable addition to the remains

of ancient epistolography as revealed b}^ the papjTi. A Greek Papyrus Letter to a Student, in Griffith Studies,

245-7, plate 246,

Poman^Byzantine, An important volume of nonditerary texts comes from the University of Uppsala

and illustrates the value of co-operation both between individual scholars and between institutions. During

the years 1920-5 a collection of fifty-eight pap^Ti was deposited on loan by the Staatliche Museen at Berlin

in the Greek seminar at Uppsala, for the purpose of papyrological study. As explained by the general

editor, T. Kalen, the original idea of publishing the whole collection in a single volume was abandoned

owing to various circumstances, the literary texts in particular being reserved for later treatment. The

volume now issued, which is the joint work of the seminar under the direction of Kalen (who has himself

contributed very largely to the whole), contains tw^enty-five texts, ranging in date from the second to the

fourth century. To the last century indeed (a.d. 309) only one text belongs, all the others being of the Roman
period. The first four are the rolls previously published by Thunell in his Sitologen-Papyri, They are

published unchanged as regards the text (corrections being relegated to the commentary or the Berkhtigungen

und Nachtrdge) but with a new commentary (of course founded on Thunell’ s) by Kalen. The other texts

are of various types but with a preponderance of official documents or documents of a semi-official character

(returns, etc.). There are the usual indices and three excellent facsimiles. Berliner Leihgahe griechischer

Papyri: herausgegeben vom griechischen Seminar der Universitat Uppsala. I. Uppsala, A.-B, Lunde-

quistska Bokhandeha, 1932. (Upps. Universitets Arsskrift 1932.) Pp. viii-i~363, 3 plates.

Another important publication is that of the third volume of P. Ross-Georg., edited by G, Zereteli and

P. Jernstedt, which embraces texts of the late Roman and Byzantine periods. It contains a wealth of

interesting and valuable material, and the names of the editors are sufficient warrant for the merits of the

commentary. The first tw^enty-three texts are letters, the remaining thirty-four private contracts or official

documents. In the first class may be mentioned tw'o very interesting letters to a certain Antonia, the first,

from a physician named Marcus, referring to a battle {p6.xr]) in wffiich the Roman army had suffered appre-

ciable loss; and, at the other end of the series, to a letter from the well-knowm Arab pagarch ‘Atiyyah to the

riparius of Arsinoe bidding him bring certain exmopoi. In the second part may be mentioned nos. 28, a mar-

riage contract of a.d. 343 or 358 ; 34, a receipt from the defensor of Antaeopolis to the protoconieiae of Aphro-

dite for ovv-qdeLai
; 35, another receipt from the same to the same which furnishes the editors w ith the occasion

for a discussion of the ordinarius ; and 46, a receipt from a TTpipaKripios rov o-So^ou TTpairwpiov. Papyri russischer

und georgischer Sammlungen [P. Ross. -Georg.]. III. Spatromische und hyzantinische Texts. Bearbeitet von

G. Zereteli und P. Jernstedt. Titiis, Universitat slithographie, 1930. Pp. 3(X), 4 plates. Reviewed by

F. Zucker {B.Z., XXXII (1932), 85-9, and Wilcken {Archiv, x, 259-61).

Frisk's Bankakien (Journal xvm, 88) has been reviewed by AVilcken {Archiv, x, 267-70); M. San

Nicolo (O.L.Z.s xxxv (1932), 464-6); K. Fr. W. Schmidt {Phil. Woch., 1932, 562-5); and P. Collart {Rev,

de phil., ser. 3, \i (1932), 410).

G. Zereteli publishes a list of corrections to vol. xx of Wessely’s Siudien: Berichtigung zu Wessely,

Studien zur Palaeographie und Papyruskunde xx, in AegyjAus, xii (1032), 372-i.

Byzantine and Arab. V. Caeocci publishes an interesting article on the two Melitian letters, P. Lond.

1915 and 1916, reproducing the texts, with translations, and discussing the case to wdiich these letters refer.

Alcune osservazioni sui papiri Londinesi 1915 e 1916, in Rend. Pont. Rom. Arch., vi, 1927-9 (1930), 97—107.

B. Olsson confirms the correctness of IManteuffel's explanation of deiov- rpovd [. . .] yiya. as = d>6v

<{ayrpovd[i6v] fieya in no. 1 of his Epistulae privatae ineditae {Zivei Papyrusstellen hesprochen. in Aegyptus,

xn (1932), 355),

W. G. Waddell has done a useful piece of work in examining some of those papyri in P. Oxy. x\T of

which the texts, because the originals were at Cairo, could not be checked when the volume wrs being

prepared, and he publishes the results of his collation {Some Cairo Papyri in P. Oxy. xvi) in the new Etudes

de papyrologie, i (1932), 7-9.

A fragment of papyrus at Munich bears an interesting drawing which represents a w^oman with a Phrygian
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cap led away by a man with a staff, while a second man lays hold of her; there are slight remains of a third

male figure. A. Hartman, who publishes the drawing in facsimile, together with what remains of a sixth-

century letter on the verso, thinks the drawing may represent a scene from the Trojan cycle ; he inclines to

date it in the fourth century, which involves an unusually (but not unprecedentedly) long interval between

the use of recto and verso. Fine Federzeichnung auf einem Miinchener Papyrus, in Festschrift fiir Georg

Leidinger (1930), 103-8, Pis. xvii, x^iii.

A brief reference may here be made to C. ScHAnoT’s Das Klosier des Apa Mena (A.Z., lx\tii (1932), 60-8),

and H. I. Bell’s A Christian stelefrom Qau el-Kebir {Griffith Studies, 199-202, pL 22), for which see above, § 2.

Reference must also be made to a volume by A. Arthur Schiller which, though it includes only Coptic

documents, is of great importance to jurists and papyrologists generally: Ten Coptic legal texts. New York,

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1932. Pp. xiii+lOS, 7 plates. Reviewed by W. E. Crum (Journal, xvrn

(1932), 196-7).

Lastly, A. Grohmann's Aper<;u de papyrologie arahe (Etudes de papyrologie, i (1932), 23-95, pis. i—ix), calls

for attention here also because Grohmann publishes in it not only a Greek-Arabic protocol (p. 33, pi. iv) but

(pp. 41-6) three Greek or bilingual papyri from the Rainer collection. The first is the famous receipt issued

by the general ‘Abdallah in the year 22 of the Hegira, during the very conquest of Eg}q)t
; aU three are of great

interest, and Grohmann deserves hearty thanks for making them generally accessible,^

4. Political History, Biography, Administration, Topography, and Chronology.

General. j\I. Cary's History of the Greek World from 323 to 146, London, 1932, pp. xvi+448, gives due

attention to the Egyptian part of the question. It is reviewed by W. W. Tarn in Cl. Rev., xlvi (1932),

217-18.

A review of Bevan's History of Egypt (see Journal, xvi, 128) by J. A. O. Larsen appears in Cl. Phil.,

xxra (1932), 314^15.

As last year, reference may be made to L. Wenger’s Juristische Literaturubersicht in Archiv, x (1932),

279-313, for notices of many works mentioned in this and previous Bibliographies.

Political History. Radet’s Alexandre le Grand (see Journal, xvm, 89) is reviewed by P. Roussel in

Joum. Sav., 1932, 49-60, and by W. W. Tarn in Cl. Rev., xl\t; (1932), 16-17 : and Wilcken’s Alexander der

Grosse (see Journal, x^^^, 89) by Roussel in the article cited, by F, Schachermeyr in Hist. Vierteljahrsch.,

xx\Ti (1932), 208-9, by C. A. Robinson in Am. Joum. Phil., i.rn (1932), 383-5, by J. A. O. Larsen in CL

^ I have considerable doubts as to the correctness of some of Grohmann’s readings, extensions, or interpretations,

and think it well to record them here. No. 1 (p. 41) he interprets as a receipt for supplies obtained for the army,

which, instead of making them an extra charge on the inhabitants, ‘Abdallah credits to their tax quota. “En
d'autres termes: le general nourrit ses soldats sur le tresor public” ; and Grohmann uses the text as evidence for

the humanity and clemency of the conquerors. It certainly would be if his interpretation were correct, but I can

see no warrant for it in the endorsement, on which it rests. Grohmann translates this: “Document concemant la

remise de brebis aux Magarites et a d’autres gens qui arriverent, a titre d'accompte sur les impots de la premiere

indiction.” I should myself render it :
‘ Receipt for sheep delivered to the Magarites and others who came up to collect

the taxes of the first indiction”, and explain the transaction as an instance of the use of troops (common even

under Byzantine rule) to collect the taxes, their maintenance being charged on the taxpayers. The Arab invaders

had taken the precaution to secure the taxes due to the government against which they were fighting.

In no. 2 (p. 44), 1. 2, for Grohmann’s oi}al(as) read presumably ovai: not “de mon train” but “accompanying

me”.
In no. 3 (p. 45) Grohmann finds evidence for the rule (agreed to by the Copts in their treaty with the Arab

conquerors) by which troops passing through a district were entitled to three days’ maintenance. This view rests

on his reading in 1. 3, h]a7T[dv]r)v rpiwv 7raiXLK(wv) eKacrrw, which he renders “im [re]pas de trois plats” (he has to

admit in another document ''des repas de 4 plats chacun”, which weakens the case for his version here). In the

absence of a facsimile it would be rash to be dogmatic, but I feel fairly certain that the true reading is TraXXiK(aplcov),

for which see P. Lond. 1447, 13, note. In the endorsement I suggest for Grohmann’s Kcopi(ri)K( either Ku)ixi.(ruiv)

(“villagers”) or (more probably) K<jip.i(Ti.K<hv) (“village dues”) the first t being in either case for 17; in 1. 3 read

dprfd^Tjv), in 1. 2 (f>vX( rjs) and, possibly, for €k(da)t(w), €k(da

)

t(ov) or eK r(ov vop.iap.aTos

)

followed by dpov(pas). The
meaning of 1. 2 is not entirely clear to me, but I suggest as the probable rendering of the whole: “Sell to ‘Amir

b. Asla‘ of the tribe Kouta [or is it possible to read Kovpa and explain as “of the Kuraish” ?] for three solidi hay
at the rate of two arourae per solidus and stabling ( ?) and maintenance of three attendants at the rate of one artaba

of bread per month to each.” The endorsement may be rendered “By the people of Sophthis for village dues three

solidi and (maintenance of) three attendants'’.
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Phil,, xxvn (1932), 97-9, and by T. Lenschau in Phil, Woch., 1932, 13, 365-70. An English translation of

WiLCKEx’s book, by G. C. Richards, has been published by Chatto and Windus (London, 1932, pp. ix-r337,

frontispiece and map) : it is reviewed by W. W. Tarn in Cl. Rev., XL^^ (1932), 216-17. Further contributions

to the discussion on Alexander’s action in Egj'pt are made by J. A. O. Larsen, Alexander at the oracle of

Ammon, in Cl. Phil,, xxvn (1932), 70-5, and Aw additional note on Alexander at the oracle of Amnion, ibid.,

274—5, and by T>. Cohen, Alexander de Groote en Egypte, in Tijdschr. voor Geschiedenis, xlvi (1931), 226-34.

Fr. Heichelheem has discussed Strukturprobleme des Alexanderreiches und des Reiches der ersten Kalifen,

Chron. d'Eg., vn (1932), 172-82. He draws a parallel, and at the same time points out contrasts, between the

tw'o empires, finding the essential unity between them in the conception of a maritime empire round the

Mediterranean and a maritime empire round the Indian Ocean connected by a land-bridge through Nearer

Asia. The Khalifs can be regarded as in a sense executing the political and to some extent also the cultural

testament of Alexander.

G. Oliverio’s La stele di Tolomeo Neoteros, re di Cirene, Bergamo, 1932, is review'ed by E. Bickermann

in Gnomon, (1932), 424:-30, by E. Breccia in Bull. Soc. Arch. Alex., \iii (1932), 88-90, by C. Buzio in

Aegyptus, xn (1932), 271-2, and by F. Cumont in Joum. Sav., 1932, 168-71. The subject of the inscription

is also treated by G. de Sanctis, II prirno testamento regio a favore dei Romani, in Riv. Fil. CL, lx (1932),

59 f., by S, Ferri, Evergete II promise VEgitto ai Romani? in Historia, \i (1932), 422—4, by A. Gitti, Sid

rescritto tolemaico di Cirene, in Aegyptus, xn (1932), 145-60, by W. Schebart, Ein Testament Euergefes' II,

in Gnomon, vttt (1932), 283, and by U. WTlcken, Das Testament des Ptolemaios von Kyrene vom Jahre loo

V. Chr., in Sitzungsb. Preuss. AA*., Phil.-Hist. Kl., 1932, 317-36.

Contributions to Ptolemaic history will be found in 0. Neppi Modona, Studi Diadochei, I. Chi fu \l

primo vero reggente"" dopo la morie di Alessandro Magno? in Athenaeum (Pavia), N.S., x (1932), 22-36;

B. A. VAN Groningen, Iterum de Cleomene Xaucratita, in Mnemosyne, lix (1931), 366-8 ; G. de Sanctis, I na

lettera a Demetrio Poliorceie, in Riv. fil. cl., lix (1931), 330 f.; J. G. Milne, Arsinoe and Ammon, in Griffith

Studies, 13-15 [see also §2]; Cl. Preaux, La valeur historique des papyrus de Ztnon, in Chron. d'Eg., vn

(1932), 291-9; A. Pridik, Weiteres zum Miiregenten des Ptolemaios 11 Philadelphos, in Klio, xxv (1932), 72-

85; and A. Momjgllvno, Per la data e la caratteristica della lettera di Arisiea, in Aegyptus, xii (1932), 161-72.

Graindor’s La guerre d?Alexandrie (see Journal, xvin, 89) is reviewed by T. Lenschau in Phil. li^ocA.,

1932, 17, 479-82.

In the Roman period, the chief matters of interest have been the Alexandrian Senate and the Jewish

question. The former is discussed by M. Norsa and G. Vitelli, Sul papiro della BOYAH d'Alessandria, in

Bull. Soc. Arch. Alex., \Tn (1932), 1-16 ; by H. I. Bell, The problem of the Alexandrian Senate, in Aegyptus, xii

(1932), 173-84; byG. de Sanctis in Riv.fil.cl.,^^. (1932), 126 f. ; by P. Xiiirbck,

X

ocheinmal die BOYAH von

Alexandreia, in Aegyptus, xn (1932), 210-16; and by A. Momigliano, Uopera delV imperatore Claudio

(Firenze, 1932), which is reviewed by E. Groag in Gnomon, vni (1932), 610-12, b\^ H. Last in J.R.S., xxn

(1932), 230-3, and by E. Hohl in Phil. Woch., 1932, 48, 1487-90. Both subjects are noticed by P. M.

Meyer in Z. Sav., lii (1932), 370-1. Contributions to the literature on the latter are H. Janne, Vn ptissage

ccmtroverse de la lettre de Claude aux Alexandrins, in Rev. Arch., 5. xxxv (1932), 268-81 ;
A. Neppi Modona,

11 nuovo frammento berluiese degli Atti dei Mariiri Alessandrini in Aegyptus, xn (1932), 1^—24. and II

nuovo frammento di una redazione variata degli ‘^^Atti di Isidoro , ibid., 333—8; J. C. Naber, De Judaeo

Agrippa et Judaea Salome, ibid., 329-32; A. von Premerstein, Das Datum des Prozesses des Isidoros in den

sogenannten heidnischen Mdrtyrakten, in Hermes, lx\t;i (1932), 1/4—96; and S. R[einach], A propos de la

lettre de Claude, and Encore la lettre de Claude, in Rev. Arch., 5. xxxv (1932), 152—3.

P. JouGUET s paper entitled Inscription de Deir-Chelouif in Griffith Studies, 241-4, is historically useful

for the reign of Septimius Severus. [See also § 2.]

Biography. More than half of Grace H. Macurdy’s Hellenistic Queens, Baltimore, 1932, is taken up

w'ith the Ptolemaic Queens. It is reviewed by M . W . Tarn in Cl. Rev., xlvi (1932), 167, and J. A. O. Larsen

in Cl. Phil., xxra (1932), 315-16.

Administration. A. Calderini has published Le schede di censimento dell'Egitto rornano secondo le

scoperte pin recenti, Roma, 1932, pp. 26; and Xuove schede del censimento rornano d'Egitto, in Aegyptus, xii

(1932), 346-54.

XI . Schebart discusses HapaKaTarldeodai ill der hellenistischen Amtssprache in Festschrift furFranz Poland,

133-40-

O. W. Reinmeth, of the University of Nebraska, has wTitten a Thesis on the Prefect of Egypt from

Augustus to Diocletian,
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Further reviews of works already noticed in the Journal are; of Jouguet’s Politique interieure (see x\Ta,

89), by P. CoLLART in Pev, de pML, 3. \i (1932), 415; and of Goodexough’s Jeivish Courts (see xvui, 89), by
M. Sax Nicolo in Journal, xvni (1932), 116-18, and by E. Seidl in Z. Sai\, lh (1932), 428-30. [See also § 6.]

E. R. Hardy, Jr., The large estates of Byzantine Egypt (JoumaU xviu, 90) has been reviewed by H. I. Bell
in CL Rei\, XL^^: (1932), 236.

G. Roeillard, Vadministration civile de VEgypte hyzantine has been reviewed by [J. G. Milne] in

Ln(1932), 161-2.

A. Grohmann, Griechische und lateinische Verivaltungstermini im arahischen Aegypten in Chron. d'Eg.^

\'ii (1932) 275-84, traces the survival of several administrative technical terms in Arabic. Two of the most

noteworthy are dimusiya (ST^/xoata) and usiya (apparently ovala). The last is particularly interesting, as it

seems to indicate the survival of the great domains into the Arab period, and Usiya LAhd al-Malik may, as

Grohmann remarks, be compared with {e.g.) ovala Tlrov,

A. GROHiiANN, Aper^u de papyrologie arahe. Etudes de papyrologie, i (1932), 23-75, pis. i-ix, contains

much matter of historical importance ; for this see § 3.

Topography, For reviews of Boak and Peterson’s Karanis (see Journal, xvin, 89), see § 10.

The second part has appeared of the publication of the results of the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s

Eg^-ptian Expedition to The Monasteries of the Wadi 'n Xatrun: The History of the Monasteries of Xitria and

of Sceiis by H. G. Evelyex White edited by alter Hauser, New York, 1932. Pp. xliv, 495, 8 plates.

Section I. The Roman period, a.d. 315-451. (i) The origins of monasticism; (ii) The topography of the

mount of Nitria and Scetis
;
(iii) The foundation of the monastic settlement at the mount of Nitria

;
(iv) The

foundation and early history of Scetis; (v) The mount of Nitria and Scetis in the Arian period; (vi) The
mount of Nitria during the last quarter of the fourth century

;
(vii) The rise of the four monasteries of Scetis

and the close of the fourth century
;

(viii) The Origenist and the anthropomorphic strife at the mount of

Nitria and in Scetis; (ix) The mount of Nitria during the first half of the fifth century; (x) Scetis in the

first half of the fifth centurj^; (xi) The monastic system during the fourth and early fifth centuries; (xii)

Particular aspects of monastic life during the fourth and early fifth centuries. Section II. The Byzantine

period: a.d. 451-641. (i) The Monophysite schism and the monasteries
;

(ii) The Gaianite heresy and the rise of

the Theotokos monasteries; (iii) Scetis as the metropolis of the Monophysite church; (iv) The life and times

of Daniel the Hegumen; (v) The HeracHan persecution (a.d. 631-41); (vi) The mount of Nitria, CeUia and
Scetis in the Byzantine period. Section III. The early Arab period a.d. 641-880 etc. This citation of chapter

headings will give some idea of the scope of this important work so far as this bibliography is concerned.

Chronology, H. Thompson has collected the evidence supplementary to previous lists of Eponymous
priests under the Ptolemies in Griffith Studies, 16-37. [See also § 2.]

Reference may be made here to W. Reusch, Zur datierung des papyrus Giessensis 40. 1, in Hermes,

LXVJi (1932), 473-7.

Scott's Honorific Months (see Journal, x^^II, 89) is reviewed by G. Corradi in Boll. fil. cl,, xxxvin

(1932), 218-20.

G. Vitelli's Lettera di Maximos a Chairemon ed Eudaimon suoi figliuoli, in Stud. it. di fil. cl., N.S., ix

(1932), fasc. iv, is of value for the chronology of the reign of Antoninus Pius. It is reviewed by U. Wilcken
in Archil', x, 276. [See also § 3.]

5. Social Life, Education, Art, EcoNomc History, Nuihsmatics, and IVIetrology.

General. Rosto\tzeff’s Social and Economic History (see Journal, xatt, 129) has been published in

a German translation by L. Wickert under the title Gesellschaft und Wirtschaft in der romischen Kaiserzeit:

the translation is reviewed by E. Hohl in D. Lit.-Z., 1932, 4, 179-80.

M. Guidi has published a useful Bolletiino Bizantino-Arabico in Byzantion, vii (1932), 396-432, and
P. Collinet a Chronique du droit hyzantin, ibid., 489-94. It is serviceable to have all the pap\Tological

articles which have appeared in the Journal of Theological Studies collected s. vv. Papyrus and Oxyrhynchus

Sayhigs in the Index to the J.T.S. vols. I-XXX published in October 1932. 21.5.

Social Life. Ender this head reference may be made to W. F. Edgerton, Notes on Egyptian marriage,

chiefly in the Ptolemaic period, Chicago, 1931 (see Journal, xvin, 95, § 6): it is reviewed by J. A. O. Larsen
in Cl. Phil., xxMLi (1932), 110.

A. CAmeron, writing on The exposure of children and Greek ethics in Cl. Rev., xl\t: (1932), 105-14, uses

some papyrus evidence.
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W. L. \\ ESTERMANN deals with Entertainment in the villages of Graeco-Roman Egypt in Journal, xviii
(1932), 16-27. [See §3,]

C. Gini, La pigmentazione degli ahitanti delVEgitto nelVetd greco-ronuina, may be noted in this connexion.
A. Tulli, Ampolle inedite di S. J'lena nel J^Iuseo Egizio della Citta del Vaticano, in Aegyptns, xii (1932),

230-42 publishes these Ampolle ’ with photographs: they are of the “Kleiner Typ ’ of Kaufmann's classi-

fication save one which is of larger dimensions than any yet found. T. considers that the mysterious animals
represented on the ampolle are to be interpreted as an attempt to reproduce the ‘‘animali orribili dal
collo alto e lungo con una testa simile a quella dei camelli” of the legend “chc dopo es.sersi inchinati
davanti al Santo ripresero la loro via ’ (see Chaine, Bull. Arch. Crist., 1909, 71 ff.). On one ampulla S. Menas
is shown as a negro— ’the representative of the black race'’ (Kaufmann).

A. Steixwenter, Byzantinische ^Idnchstestamente, in Aegyptus, xii (1932). 55—64, is a very interesting

paper read at the International Byzantine Congress (1930). Particularly suggestive is the treatment of the
wills of Hegumenoi of monasteries which in the form of a p^i^'ate testament devise the monastery as a w'hole,

and thereby appoint a successor to the headship of the monastery. [See also § 6, B, vi.] With these wills Bruck
{Totenteil mid Seelgerdt im griech. Recht. 330 f.) has compared the wills of the heads of Greek schools of

philosophy. His paper on Das Erbrecht der hyzantimschen Kirche (brief resume in Actes dii lllrne Congres inter-

national d Etudes hyzantines, ed. A, C. Orlaxdos, Athens, Imprimerie Hestia, 1932, 191-2) will appear in the
Siudi Riccobono. S. stresses the need for co-operation between students of history and pap\Tology in conjunction
with jurists and canonists: only so can a new history of the Institutions of Byzantine law^ be constructed.

For monasticism in Egypt see also § 4, Topography.

Finance, Agriculture, Industry. M. Rostovtzeef has an article on Foreign Commerce of Ptolemaic Egypt
in Joum. of Econ. and Business Hist., iv (1932), 728-69: it is reviewed by J. G. M[ilxe] in J.R.S., xxii

(1932), 246-7.

W. Peremaxs WTites on De Handelsbetrekkingen van Egypte met hct Middellandsche-zeegebied in de 3®

eeuw V. C. De verhandelde ivaren, in Philologische Studien, ii (1931-2), 3-21, Sl-94.

Reference may further be made here to H. Kortexbeutel's study Der agyptische Sad- und Osthandel in

der Politik der Ptolemder und romischen Kaiser, Hoffmann, Berlin-Charlottenburg, 1931, pp. 80, which covers

the whole period of the Roman Empire down to the Arab conquest of Egypt, and to a useful bibliographical

summary of recent criticism of Les travaux de 3/. Henri Pirenne sur la fin du monde antique et les dGmts dit

moyen age, in Byzantion, \ti (1932), 495-509 compiled by H. Laurext : this is important for the consideration

of the extent of Egyptian trade connexions.

Other articles wKich have reference to Egyptian trade are M. Rostovtzeff, Seleucid Babylonia. Bullae

and seals of clay with Greek inscriptions, in Yale Class. Studies, iii (1932), 1-114 (with discussion of Ptolemaic

parallels); R. Exgelbach, Myos Hormos and the Imperial porphyry quarries, in Serv., xxxi (1931),

137^3; and A. Lucas, The occurrence of natron in ancient Egypt, in Journal, xvin (1932), 62-6.

Elizabeth Grier discusses Accounting in the Zenon papyri, in CL Phil., xxvii (1932), 222-31. [See also

§3.]

G. 3Iickwitz has published a monograph on Geld und Wirtschaft ini romischen Reich des vlerten Jahr-

hunderts n.Chr. Societas Scientiarum Fennica, Commentationes Humanarum Litterarum iv. 2. Akademische

Buchhandlung, Helsingfors, 1932, pp. xV”f232. It may be useful to cite the headings of the chapters: (i)

Has Miinzw^esen bis zu Hiokletians Hochstpreisedikt
;

(ii) Die Entwicklung des Diokletianisch-Konstaii-

tinischen Miinzsystems
;
(iii) Her Geldw^ert in Ag}q)ten nach 301 n. Chr.

;
(iv) Die Wirkungen der Wahrungs-

krisen in Agypten; (v) Die Privatw^irtschaft ausser Agypten; (vi) Die staatliche Xaturalwirtschaft und ihre

Folgen. Beilage: Zusammenstellung der Angaben uber Bodenpacht, 3Iieten, Anleihen und Lohne in den

Papyri.

With this study should be compared the article by G. Ostrogorsky on Lohne und Preise in Byzanz,

B.Z., xxxn (1932) 293-333: the titles of the sections of this article are (i) Arbeitslohne
;

(ii) Beamten- und
Offiziersgehalter

;
(iii) Geldstrafen. Amter- und Titelkauf. Der Zinsfuss; (iv) Bodenpreise (Acker-, Wein-

und OUand)
;
(v) Getreidepreise

;
(vi) Verschiedene Preisangaben

;
(vii) Preise fur Hausticre.

Further reviews of W’orks already noticed in the Journal are: of Heichelheim's irtschaftliche Schwan-

kungen (see x\th, 90) by T. Fraxe in Am. Journ. Phil., liii (1932), 181-3, and by K. Reglixo in Z. f.

Xumism., xli (1931), 117-20; of Frisks Bankakten (see xvm, 88) by K. F. W. Schmidt in Phil. Woch.,

1932, 20/21, 562-5, by V. Wilckex in Archiv, x (1932), 267-70, and by P. Collart in Rev. de phiL, 3. vi

(1932), 410; and of Jouguet's Dtdicace de Me'damoud (see xvm, 90) by P. Collart in Rev. de phil., 3. vi

(1932), 415-16.

M
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For the adrainistration of the great estates of Byzantine Eg\'pt and other matters bearing on economics

see § 4, Adyninistration,

Education, Sdeyice, and Art. Here may be noted G. vox Maxteuffel's Die Papyri als Zeugen griecfiisclier

Kleinliteratur in Ckron. d'Eg., 1932, 243-55. [See also § L]

Nuynismatics ayid Metrology. W. Giesecke discusses II trichryson'' egiziano in Pass. Xumisrn., xx\t;i

(1931), 289-96.

E. Cavaigxac deals withUargent et le cuiire sous les deryiiers Ptoleynees in Chroyi. d''Eg.y 'vn (1932), 288-90.

J. G. Hilxe writes on The nome corns of Egyp>t in Ancient Egypt, 1932, 73-8, and on Coin-moulds for

Egyptian Feudal currency, ibid., 1931, 73—4.

W. Giesecke's Pfoleyyidergeld (see Journal, xvni, 90) is reviewed by F. Heichelhelm in D. Lit. Z., 1932,

20, 942-5; by E. S. G. Robixsox in CL Rev., xl\t; (1932), 87 ; by S. Cohex in Riv. Xuynisyn., xxvxn (1931),

393; by \V. Schwabacher in Phil. Woch., 1932, 291-5; and by V. T[ourxetjr] in Rev. Beige de Xuinism.,

Lxxxn (1930), 285-6.

A. Segre has articles on Xuove misure nel P. Zen. Cairo IV in Stud. it. fil. cl., X.S. ix (1932), 337-9,

and Su alciuie yyiisure degli ostraka di Taif, ibid., 111-15.

6. Law.
A. Geyieral.

i. Bibliography. P. 5L Meyer, Juristische Papijrusherkht, VII {Okt. 1929-Okt, 1931), Z. Sai\, Ln (1932),

356-411. V. 'WiLCKEX, Urkiniden-Referaf, Archiv, x (1931-2), 237-79. L. Wexger, Juristische Literaturuber-

sicht IV (1914—32), Archiv. x (1931-2), 279-313. F. OLmER-MARTTX and R. Besxier, Rev. hist, dr., xi

(1932). suppl. with fasc. 3, Bibliographic courante—1930, 38 pp., especially pp. 5*-13*. S. Romaxo, Bidl.

1st. Dir. Royn., xl (1932), 253-378 (especially 302-38), completes the bibliography of Roman law, 1924-30,

begun last year; very comprehensive. A. Calderixi, Testi recentemente pubblicati, Aegyptus, xi (1930-1),

399—405, 497-500; xn (1932), 65-70, 256-69, 365—9. Aggiunte, correzioni, riedizioni di papiri e di ostraka,

XI, 406-7; xn, 71, 270, 370-7, Bihliografia metodica, xi, 418-31 (especially 424-5), 517-21; xn, 83-110,

282-306, 408-25 (especially 99-101, 296-7, 416-17). B.Z., xxxn (1932), 146-256, 395-480 (especially 157-9,

242-50, 406-9, 471-6). Byz. neugr. Jahrb., vm (1931), 387^80 (especially 408-14, 462 ff.). ’Apyctov

BvtavTLvov AUaLov, I, 441-67 : bibliography by G. Petropoulos : Roman law, 441-56 ; Greek, papjTological and
Byzantine law, v'ith Greek economic history, 457—67. (This new periodical, edited by I. Chr. Tornarttes,

is devoted to Greek legal history from the earliest times to the present day. Foreign subscription per vol.

:

£1.) M. Hosibert, Bulletin pap., \ (1930), in Byzantion, vi (1931), 722-36 (especially 730-3); vi (1931-2),

ibid., vn (1932), 433-56 (especially 446-9). P. Collixet, Chronique du droit byz., in Byzantion, vu (1932),

489-94. E. Sachers has issued an elaborate Index-Volume covering Z. Sav., i—l.

51. Hombert, Chroyi. d'Eg.. Xos. 13-14 (1932), 227-36, announces the project of a general bibliography

of Egyptian papyrology widely understood. He is also responsible for a very comprehensive current card-

index, which has been in circulation for about a year. Cf. L. Wexger, Archiv, x (1931-2), 293^.
E. Albertario, Arch. Giurid., cyn (1932), 88-95, at the end of a necrology of S. Perozzi, gives his

bibliography.

ii. Miscellaneous revieivs. In Z. Sav., Lii (1932), 523-9, E. Levy gives an appreciative account of

Ferrixt's work as contained in the five volumes of Opere di Contardo Ferriyii (Journal, xvn (1931), 130).

Studi P. Bonfante (f) (Jouryial, ibid.): in Rev. hist, dr., xi (1932), 516-38, J.-B. Paris gives short summaries

of the four volumes ; vols. n, m, and iv are reviewed in Arch. Giurid., c^t; (1931), 245-56, era (1932), 96-111,

cyju (1932), 131-45, by G. Scherillo, G. Grosso, and S. Roilaxo respectively.

iii. Legal history of antiquity. An admirable general orientation continues to be given by L. Wexger in

his above-mentioned Literalurubersicht. The problems of method and scientific aim are discussed by M. 8ax
XicoLO in a reply to W. Filers’ criticism (Journal, xvxn (1932), 91-2), Z. Sav., lh (1932), 328-33, and also

in a Rektoratsrede of 23 Xov. 1931 (cf. Forschungen u. Fortschritten, 1931, 140 ff.). He insists on the necessity

of studying as a whole the legal history, as well as the other aspects, of the cultural unity which we call

antiquity. See also J. G. Lautxer, Die methoden emer antikrechtlichen Forschung, Z.f. vergleich. Rechtsiv.,

XLra (1932), 27-76.

Cuneiform laiv. It would be out of place to repeat here what can be found in the general reviews of

L. Wexger, Archiv. x (1931-2), 283-5, and P. 51. 5Ieyer, Z. Sav., lh (1932), 379-81. The latter announces

that the Z. Sav. will in future provide a regular Bericht on the literature of this department. A clear, brief

and thoroughly readable account of problems and results so far reached is given by G. Boyer, Les etudes
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d assyriologie jundiqiiey Rev. hist, dr.^ xi (1932), 501-15, A very interesting beginning of the study of Hittite
private law has been made by V. Korosec, Z. Sav., lii (1932), 156-69: Beitr. z. hethitischen Privatrecht.

Jewish law. We note A, Gulak, Rechtsverghich. Stud, zu Talmud u. Papyri. Et. de pap., i (1932), 07-104
(not seen), and reviews of E. R. Goodexough, The Jurisprudence of the Jewish Courts in Egypt {Journal,

xvn (1931), 131 ; xvin, 94) by E. Seibl, Z. Sav., lii (1932), 428-30 and by M. Sax Nicolo, Journal, x\aii

(1932), 116—18. The former, though appreciative, thinks that the author goes too far in the view that Philo

reflects the lai-v of the contemporary Jewish courts in Alexandria
; such reflection as there is, is uncon.'scious,

Greek law. W hat is evidently an important book (not seen), U. E. Paoli's Studi di diritto attico (Florence,

1930), containing studies of the Attic maritime loan, vrroSiqKri—a-rrori^riiJia. and citizenship, is highly praised

by E. W Eiss, Z. Sav., lii (1932), 441-7. The reviewer, who has himself published a short characterization of

Greek law in the Encycl. of the Social Sciences (New York, 1931-), considers Paoh’s separate treatment of

Attic law to be justifiable, provided that, like him, one relates it to the laws of the other cities. A". Araxuio-
Ruiz, Arch. Giurid., c^^I (1932), 245-53, is equally laudatory, especially of the third study, in which a new'

view of Attic marriage is proposed, but differs from the author as to vTTod'qKrj and d7TOTL{j.rjfia. The next volume
of the Arch. Giurid., 161-78, however, publishes a remarkable answ er by Paoli.

Demotic law. E. Seidl, K.Y.G.R., xxv (1931-2), 219—49, continues his Sammelhcricht {Journal, xvii

(1931), 131), the first part of w'hich has been welcomed by L. Wenger, ibid., 285-6, and P. Meyer, ibid.,

360. Here he completes and brings up to date his previous article, and then deals with public law and
administration. He considers that M. JSan Nicolo's Beifrdge {Journal, xvm (1932), 91-2) have opened up
to Egyptologists the best comparative material, but takes exception to his chronological table, in w'hich

the column Egypt ought to begin not with 1400 or even 710, but with the Fourth Dynasty (2720-2560).

In Zu Pap. Strassb. dem. 12, Z. Sav., lii (1932), 326-8, E. Seidl disagrees with W. Kunkel's interpretation

of this pap;vTus {Journal, xvin (1932), 93, 99). L. Wenger and E. Seidl, Z. Sav.. lii, 430-8, and E. Seidl

alone, K. V.G.R., xxv (1931-2), 297-306, review' W. Spiegelberg's Die dem. Papyri Loeb {cj. F. Ll. Griffith,

Journal,xvm (1932), 194-5). In both review s attention is drawn to Pap. 43 as throw'ing light on the Ptolemaic

ovyypa<j)rj dTroaramov
; both in fact lay stress on points of demotic law' elucidating the Ptolemaic and Roman

periods, and this is e.v professo the aim of E. Seidl’s Die de7n. Zivilprozessordnung und die griech. Rechts-

urkunden, Chron. d^Eg.. Nos. 13-14 (1932), 210-26. to which, space forbidding details, the attention of

students of the Greek Ptolemaic texts is strongly recommended. Cf. L. Wenger, Archiv, x (1931-2), 286;

U. WiLCKEN, ibid., 248-9.

Coptic law. A. A. Schiller, K.Y.G.R.. xxv (1931-2), 250-96, begins a general survey of the sources and

literature for Coptic law' (sixth to tenth centuries). He treats of the general problems, legal sources, docu-

ments, and the law' of persons, property, succession, and obligations, reserving for a future article civil

procedure and criminal law' and procedure. Cj. Journal, x^^^ (1932), 93; W. E. Cf.vm, ibid., 196-7, and

L. Wenger, ibid., 287-8.

Eastern Hellenistic law. P. Koschaker's important book {Journal, xvm (1932), 93, 94, 96-7) is reviewed

by M. San NicolO, Z. Sav., lii (1932), 460-6 [cf. O.L.Z.. xxxiv (1931), 1015-18), by F. de Zulueta, Law
Quart. Rev., XLvn (1932), 275-6, and by L. Wenger, Archiv, x (1931-2), 289-90. The fundamental question

raised by the A%T'oman and Dura finds, namely how' far Hellenistic law' took effect in the interior of Asia,

which is touched on by San Nicolo in hi^ review', is the subject of P. Koschaker's Leyden address; Die

rechtsgeschtliche Bedeutung der griech. Pergamenturkundeii aus Dura. Chron. d^Eg., Nos. 13-14 (1932), 202-9.

There is a gap of about 200 years betw een the earliest Greek texts and the latest cuneiform. The private law'

of a Greek croAts-like Dura w'as doubtless at first Greek {cf. P. Dura 5, Journal, xvm (1932), 98), but how' long

did it remain pure, and how' far w'as it received by the mixed native population of the district ? In P. Dura

10 and in the Avroman parchments W'e find, as in Egypt, Greek documentation extended to non-CJ reeks, but

is this only form ? The question is difficult, bec*ause we do not know' the contemporary native law and because

Greek law has not the specific, easily distinguishable quality of Roman law'. From P. Dura 10 the natural

conclusion is that Greek law' is applied to oriental parties, but antichrestic self-pledge is also found in cunei-

form sources from 2000 B.C., and probably the native institution persisted. Thus we cannot infer reception

of Greek law*; still, Greek juristic thought and form are dominant. But in Z. Sav.. Lii (1932). 340-2, Zu

P. Dura 10, E. Schonbauer denies the cogency of the oriental parallels, earlier by centuries, and maintains

that P. Dura 10 exhibits pure Greek law', antichrestic debtor-bondage, which is a common Indo-Germanic

institution, and the best parallel to which is the Roman jnancipii causa, etc. He develops this view' further

in an article in Archiv, x (1931-2), 201-10, to which w'e shall return (below B ii and C) ; L. Wenger is not

unfavourable, Archiv, X, 289. E. Bickermann, reviewing Yale Class. Stud., ii (1931), in Gnomon, xiii
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(1932), 572-7, regards P. Dura 10 as a diplomatic hybrid, in form neither Greek nor Babylonian, but Parthian,

like the two other Greek documents from Parthia. The witnesses are to the transaction, not to the document,

which therefore, unlike the cuneiform document, is simply evidentiary. The combination with the sealed

double form is due to reception. C/. Jeremiah, xxxii, 9 f. It is suggested that the borrower, since he retains

property of his own, is to be the lender’s military retainer, more, Parthico^ rather than his serf.

The Berytus question. Byzantine lau\ The Milan Cmiferenze (Joumah xrai (1932), 92) are reviewed by
F. DE ZULUETA, Law Quart. Rev., XLVU (1932), 272-4. See also L. Wenger, Archiv, x (1931-2), 291 and
A. Levet, Rev. hist, dr., xi (1932), 539—43. H. F. Jolowticz, Academic Elements in Roman Law, Law Quart.

Rev., XLvn, 171-90, maintains that till after the end of the classical period academic influence is negligible,

but that in the later period it is a factor, the results of which have in a number of points been demonstrated.

F. PRINGSHEI3I, Bonum et aequum, Z. Sav., Ln (1932), 78—155, argues that the phrase was hardly ever used

by the classical jurists save with reference to thG formulae in which it occurred, whereas in interpolated texts

of Justinian it appears almost always in the form ex hono et aequo, as an expression of the new Byzantine

equity. E. Levy, Zur Infamie im rom. Strafrecht, Studi in onore di Salvatore Riccohono, n, 79-100 (Palermo,

1932, offprint), shows the effect on the classical edictal principle, which made iyifamia an automatic con-

sequence of condemnation in certain cases, first of the extension of the cognitio and secondly of the late

imperial tendency to remove the penalty from the discretion of the judge. Incidentally he reveals a poignant

page in the life of Papinian and a characteristic piece of Byzantine scholasticism. F. Dolger, B.Z., xxxii

(1932), 2-45-fi, announces the publication (Athens, 1931, edd. J. and P. Zeros) of eight volumes which are

mainly a reprint of Zacharlve von Lingenthal's scarce Ius graeco-romanum, but contain interesting

additions. Although Dolger does not praise the execution of the work highly, he considers it useful, as

does L. Wenger, Archiv, x (1931-2), 292. In fasc. 2 (1931) of the new B.A. (above i), 437-40,

I. C. Tornarites, reviewing G. Ferrari, Diritto Bizantino, Encicl. Ital., \ii (1930), 141-8 (not seen),

contends that in spite of its Roman skeleton the spirit and social character of the Byzantine law is Greek,

Apart from this dissent, the review is favourable. There is a discussion of the meaning of eVircActa in

medieval texts.

iv. Juristic texts. J. C. Xaber, Scholia ad Pandectas Graecas in integrum restituta tria, Studi in memoria di

Aldo Albertoni, i, 21-3 (Padua, 1932, offprint), after announcing a forthcoming demonstration that certain

fragments published by Seymour de Ricci in Et. Girard, i, 273 ff. (1913) give a text from the first edition

of the Cod. Just., attempts, by the aid of scholia on the Basilica, a conjectural restoration of other fragments

published in the same place. They are Greek scholia on D. 19, 2, 54, 1 ; 55, 1.3, written later than Nov. 120

(544). The discovery of a scholium on L. 55, 3 is of interest, because this text is omitted by the Florentine

MS. of the Digest, though its existence has been inferred from Greek sources.

V. Diplomatic. B. Kubler, Pariculum exemplum, St. Riccohono, i, 437-53 (Palermo, 1932, offprint),

finds the clue to the enigmatic word periculum in the rubric De sententiis ex periculo recitandis of C. Theod.

4, 17 and C. Just. 7, 44, and in Cic. II in Verrem, m, 183. It is a mistake lot pariculum and should properly

mean duplicate {Iootvttov of the Novels, laov of the papyri), but in the slang of the chanceries, which was
inheritt^d by the Middle Ages, it meant the final draft sententia drawn up by the scrihae. which was corrected

and subscribed by the magistrate and, Avhen read to the parties, became unalterable. Parties were provided

with a duplicate, mundum, which also was an authentic original, a duplicate as opposed to a mere copy
(exemplum, avTLypa(j>ov). The question of duplicate originals is further considered in relation, inter alia, to

imperial enactments and to wills. It is unfortunate that in this fascinating study the printing of the Greek
text on p. 439 seems to have gone awry.

At the very last moment W. Kunkel kindly sends Zur Grdko-agypiischen Doppelurkunde, St. Riccohono.

I, 415-33 (Palermo, 1932, offprint).

B. Law of persons.

i. Juristic persons. New documents: P. M. Meyer, Z. Sav.. LXi (1932), 363. G. Beseler, ihid., 284-7,

Zu dem Briefe Hadrians an Plotina vom Jahre 121. returns to a subject recently treated of by A. Steinwenter
(Journal, x\tii (1932), 94). He interprets Hadrian s letter as a permission to a Roman citizen, Theotimus,

to make a will in Greek and according to Greek law, and thereby to regulate the succession to the headship

of the Epicurean School, which was corporative owner of the School property, and as an Athenian corpora-

tion was subject to Greek law. Hadrian may or may not have doubted the capacity of a diadochus, who
happened to be a Roman citizen, to act under Athenian law ; at any rate, he removed all doubt in the present

case. See below, vi.
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ii. Slavery and bondage. E. Seidl, K.V.G.R., xxv (1931-2), 300-13, reviewing V. Araxgio-Ruiz, Persone

efamiglia, etc, (Journal, xvn (1931), 135, 136) adduces in confirmation of the author s conception of Oraeco-

slavery (possibility of half-freedom) E. Weiss, Communio pro indiviso und pro divim, Archiv, iv

(1908), 330 If. and P. dem. Loeb 41 and 47. He also states that Egyptian law permitted sale of self and sale

of one’s children into slavery, a point on which P. Koschaker had expressed doubt. As noted here last

year (p. 94), there is a dilierence of opinion with regard to the efiect on this question of P. Colomb. 480,

published by W. L. Westermanx, Vpon Slavery in Ptolemaic Egypt (summarized by P. M. Meyer, Z. Sav..

Lii (1932), 367-8, and reviewed, chiefly with reference to its fiscal side, by F. Oertel. Gnomon, viii (1932),

647-56), E. ScHONBAUER, Archil', x (1931-2), 182-5, produces very strong confirmation of KoscHAKER*^

interpretation, which is that 11. 23 ff. of the papyrus are not concerned with bondage or enslavement of free

persons, but with slaves given as security. The contrast between vTToxp^a adjpara and eX^vOepa is between

slaves already pledged and those clear of encumbrance (dve-Tra^a). This involves tliat the editorial completion

is \\Tong, and another is proposed. The royal ordinance as a whole thus dealt with the accpiij^ition of slaves

by private purchase (11. 1-14), with auction-sales by the State and its organs (11. 15-22), and with lu potheca-

tion and forfeiture (11. 23 ff.). On the other hand, as noted above (A. iii. Eastern Hellenistic luiv), Schoxbauer

in the same article dilfers from Koschaker with regard to P. Dura 10. Sec also below, C’.

Colonate, F. Zecker, B.Z.. xxxn (1932), 85-9, reviewing P. Boss. Georg. HI, draws attention to the

importance of Pap. 8 for the history of patrocinium.

iii. Civitas. See P. M. Meyer, Z. Sav., lii (1932), 368-70; U. E. Paoli, Studl di diritto attko, no. 3

(above, A iii, Greek law).

iv. Family. E. Seidl, in the review of V. Arangio-Roz just mentioned (ii), while approving of the

author’s conception of the proprietary organization of the Egyptian family (children have expectant iura

ad rem), observes that this conclusion rests on particular marriage-contracts, and that we do not know the

common law. He thinks that there is demotic evidence of a far-reaching patria putestas (P. Louvre E.

7832 = Corp. Pap. I, 8).

With reference to the Karanis diptych published by H. A. Saxders, A.J .A., xxxii, 309-29 (Journal,

XYi (1930), 135; xvn, 136), V. Wilckex, Arckiv, x (1931-2), 276-7, withdraws his own exiiaiision of

deereehts in favour of Dittmaxn's.

R. Taubexschlag, "Ewopos 'HXiKia nel diritto papiri. Aegyptus, xii (1932), 141-4, inquires into the age

of majority in Graeco-Eg\q)tian law, which, as A. Berger in his important recent article Minores in Pauly

-

Wissoiva (cols. 1883-4) observes, is uncertain, Taubexschlag shows that the evidence has greatly increased

since his article Die patria potestas im Becht der Papyri, Z. Sav., xxxvii (1916), 177-230, where he had con-

cluded that the age was 18, though for Hepcat rrjs eViyoty? it was probably 20. P. Oxy. 2134 (a.d. 1 *0) with

B.G.U. 1068 (a.d. 101) perhaps reduces the former figure to 14. For Romans the 25 years of the 1. Phietoria

were kept to: P. Oxy. 2111 (a.d. 135), but after the Const. Antoniniana there is trace of persistence for a time

of the Graeco-Egyptian age; the Byzantine P. Bond. 1, 113 (p. 201), however, shows that ultimately the

official law here won the day. To the recently pubhshed documents concerning guanlianship and minority

recorded by P. M. Meyer, Z. Sav., lh (1932), 373-4, should now be added P. Mich. Inv. 2922 (r. a.d. 172 3)

published bv A. E. R. Boak, Journal, xviii (1932), 69-76. It is a petition for excnsatio tutelae, on which

some further slight juristic commentary might be desirable; but the most interesting point, the citation of

precedents (cf. e.g. M., Chr. 85), is obvious.

R. Taubexschlag, Die Alimentationspflicht im Bechte der Papyri, Studi i, 507-18 (Palermo,

1932, offprint), contributes a systematic study of the papyri in which any sort of duty of maintenance

appears. As between parents there seems to have been no such duty apart from contract in national Egyptian

lawq but only a social duty. After the Const. Antoniniana the case was altered: e.g. P, Bond. 1708 (a.d. 567),

from which it mav further be inferred that the law^ of Justinian imposed no duty as between brother and

sister. There may have been one in respect of a wdfe divorced w'hen pregnant: P. Fay. 22 (M.. Chr. 291,

first centurv b.c.) and P. Flor. 93 (a.d. 567). But the most frequent source of the duty is contract, either

as an incident of service-contracts of all kinds, including Trapagoty, or as a principal term in faimly-contracts

on marriage or adoption, or parental divisions of property. e find, in particular, cases in w hich a parent

parting w'ith property to a child imposes a duty of yr^po^oaKeia. Rcser\ations of life-rents for maintenance

are also common in wills. A curious case is seen in B.G.U. 1024 (fourth century): the mother of a murdered

girl is aw'arded one-tenth of the murderer s property in lieu of her lost right to maintenance, an idea w hich

recurs in late Byzantine law\ With this study may usefully be compared Cn contratto vitalizio del tempo di

Dario /, Aegyptus. xii (1032), 35-47, in wffiich M. Sax Nicolo expounds a neo-Babylonian gift of a temple-
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prebend made in consideration of a defined aliment to be rendered periodically. Such agreements are common
in Babylonian documents of all periods, and recall both the vT^pojSoaKcta of the Greek papyri and the demotic

papyri published by W. Spiegelberg. iSitzungsb. Heidelberg. 1923, b.

V. Marriage. A condensed summary of W. F. EDGERTO^^’s Sotes on Egyptian Marriage chiefly in the

PtoL Period {Journal, (1932), 95)^is given by P. M. Meyer, Z. Sav., Lii (1932), 374-5, and 420-8, E.

Seidl reviews the work. The principal question is of the interpretation of the demotic marriage-contracts,

which EdgertOX regards as purely patrimonial, the marriage itself being in Egyptian law simply consensual.

Seidl, on the other hand, thinks that they at any rate strengthened the marriage by securing almost penal

advantages for the wife in the event of undeserved divorce, and that they perhaps even indicated marriage

as against concubinage. There are parallels in Hammurapi and the Syro-Boman Laicbook. But he does not

regard these patrimonial contracts as essential to marriage, so that he is prepared to admit that the ydyos

dypa(f>os of Roman times may be a survival of national custom. At any rate the distinction €yypa<j>os and

dypa<i>os does not occur in Egyptian documents, and there is there no sure trace of grades of marriage. Seidl

ends by discussing the reading and interpretation of P. Tor. 18 {U.P.Z. 118). In his review of V, Arangio-

Ruiz (above, B ii) he is of opinion that this writer's discussion of Eg;v’ptian marriage is superseded by

Edgertojs's.

F. ZuCKER, in his already mentioned (B ii) review of P. Boss. Georg. Ill, comments on Pap. 28, which is

the first fourth-century marriage-contract to come to light.

vi. Monks. P. Collinet, La regie de saint Benoit et la legislation de Justinien, Rev. hist, rel., cn^ (1931),

272-8, draws attention to ch. 2 of Abbot Chapma^t's Saint Benedict and the sixth century (London, 1929), in

which the relation of the Rule to Justinian's legislation Avas first observed and the conclusion drawm that the

Rule must precede C. 1, 3, 46 (a.d. 530). Justinian, a western Christian like Justin, was in close relations

Avith the Pope eA^en before the reconquest of Italy; he may haA^e obtained the Rule from the Pope or from

St. Benedict; as for jurisprudence, so for the reform of eastern monasticism, the indefatigable legislator

turned to the IN'est.

A. Steinaventer, Byz. Monchstestamente, Aegyptus, xn (1932), 55-64, develops in greater detail one

of the topics of his Die Bechtsstellung der Kirchen u. Kldster nach den Papyri, Z. Sav. {Kan. Abt.), xix (1930),

1-50 {Journal, xahi (1931), 135; xatii, 94, 96). Byzantine legislation did not entirely deprive monks of

poAver to dispose of their property mortis causa, and in any case only applied to regular coenobites in the

full sense. It is clear that monks did make Avills, for there are precedents in the Byzantine formularies,

though examples of actual practice are feAV. The Egyptian examples are not against the laAV, because they

are either anterior to Justinian or made by hermits; seldom by coenobites. In the tAV’elfth to fourteenth

centuries there are many Byzantine wills of monks, but nearly all in faA'^our of the monastery. The wills

of Superiors shoAv a patrimonial conception of their rights OA'er the monastery, but they may also be regarded,

like the philosopher's Avills, as exhibiting the birth-struggle of juristic personality (see aboA^e, B i).

C. Laiv of property. See P. M. Meaner, Z. Sav., lii (1932), 391-4.

Conveyance. The most important Avork for papATologists is E. Schoxbauer's Bechtshistorische Urkunden-

studien. Archil', x (1931-2), 177-210; cf. Z. Sav., lii (1932), 340-2. Its accessibility justifies brcAuty here.

The four sections deal respecthxly Avith P. Colomb. 480, P. Freib. Ill, 36/7, P. Ent. 14 and 15, and P, Dura

10, the connecting thread, apart from incidental excursus (B ii above), being the explanation of the prob-

lematic dvaveojoLs by the doctrine of Karaypacfi't] Avhich AA’as propounded by the author in his Beitr. z. Gesch.

d. Liegenschaffsrechtes im Altertuni (1924). Karaypaff)ri is based on the Greek principle that for the sale of

certain kinds of property, regarded as of special social importance, the co-operation of the community

through its organs Avas necessary. It Avas therefore not a mere registration of a priA-ate act, AAritten or oral,

but a registration of the seller's declarations to Achich the State gh^es its co-operation. The form is derived

from the opLoXoyiai of a party to a dispute made before the magistrate, Avhich put an end to contentious

procedure, but Avhich, as P- Ent, I shoAvs, Avere enforceable by execution. Compare (and contrast) in iure

cessio. This requirement of public co-operation applied equally to h^^pothecation of catagraphable property,

and hypothecation Avas at the date of P. Ent. I, 15 (P. Magd. 31) only alloAved for a fixed term, probably one

year. The creditor, if unpaid on the due date, could claim the thing as forfeit {iTTiKara^oXrj) without regard

to excess-A^alue, if any. But if he failed to exercise his right, the property AA'ould be freed, and he Avould be

remitted to the ordinary process of execution of debt. Thus, if both creditor and debtor Avished to adjourn

the due date, either or both might haA^e an interest in reneAAung the hypothec, ReneAval Avas dvavewais,

w’hich, like the original hAq)othecation, required an act of public co-operation in the nature of /caraypa^^.
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This would not be given without the agoranomus having satisfied himself of the existence of the antecedent

hypothec between the parties and of the consent of both to renewal, P. Freib. Ill, 36-7 are documents

of an avavioiOLs; the reason for the petition to the king in P. Ent. 1, 15 is that there was no time for avavenjai^y

to which both creditor and debtor’s heir were agreeable. P. Ent. 1, 1-4 is a case in which eVtK'ara^oA^ had taken

place upon property on which the petitioner’s horse had happened to be quartered. In P. Dura 10 the

h3rpothec of property is not general; it may be that it was of the debtor’s invecia et illata (L. Wexger,
Archiv, x (1931-2), 133). The avaveo^ai^ clause, which probably covered the Trapa/ior^ as weU as the liypothoc

of property, can be explained quite simply by this doctrine of Ptolemaic dvave<jj€n5 . The Egyptian papyri

of the Roman period suggest that the doctrine had been modified in certain respects.

In Zur Frage der Eigentumsiihergang heim Kauf, Z. Sai\, va (1932), 195-250, E. Schonbauer uses his

publicity principle for the solution of a vexed question of Roman law. F. Prixgsheem, as is well known,

holds that the rule, that ownership of a thing sold did not pass to the buyer unless the price had been paid,

was introduced into Roman law in the early Byzantine period, by reception from Greek law. As Schoxbal'ER

remarks elsewhere, the burning question of the Roman or Graeco-oriental character of Justinian s law can

only be settled by further study of Greek law. Here he denies that the rule Avas Greek. A seller who allowed

Karaypa<f>'q to take place before being paid must provide himself with an actionable acknowledgement of debt

in the form of a fictitious loan. Mandpatio, like K-araypa^i?, embodied social control of alienation, but in it

the exchange of the thing against aes weighed out was essential. But later Roman law diverged from Greek.

The 12 Tables allowed expromissio (probably sponsio of a third party) as a substitute for pajunent ; then the

creation of the consensual contract of sale made the buyer debtor of the price, and the expromi'^sor came to

be regarded as security; expromissio was then generalized as any form of satisfaction and finally, not later

than Diocletian, property was allowed to pass if seller chose to rely merely on buyer s personal credit (fidem

eynptoris sequi). In Inst. 2, 1, -41 Justinian combines various strata of texts, but substantially he adopts the

latest development. The original rule of the 12 Tables and its developments appear to have been applied

to traditio.

Still more purely Romanistic are three articles on the problem of the causal or abstract character of

traditio (cf. Journal, xyn (1931), 137): J. Hupka, Z. Sav., lh (1932), 1-30 (very conservative); F. Schulz,

ibid., 535-49 (reviewing five recent works; radical); and E. Schoxbauer, K.V.O.B., xxv (1931-2), 136-218

(not yet digested ; seems conservative).

G. Ferrari, La donazione nei papiri di Bavenna. St. Biccohouo. i, 457-83 (Palermo, 1932, offprint),

reacts against some of H. Steixacker’s doctrines in Die antiken Grundlageti der fruhmittehdiedichen Privat-

urkunde. In these documents, which date from the end of the fifth century, as in P. Lond. Ill, p. 254 (51.. Ckr

367, sixth century), even nominal reservation of usufruct rendered traditio rei unnecessary for conveyance;

this is Theodosian and earlier law, not a Byzantine anomaly. 5\ hen usufruct was not reserved, traditio

necessary, but in Justinian s sense there was donatio perfecta by mere agreement to give, which was enforce-

able by personal action i^lnst. 2, 7, 2). Traditio cartae cannot be explained by the absolutio of Xov. 44, for

it is found earlier. The fact that this act. put in high relief by the Ravenna documents, is not mentioned

in eastern documents, does not prove that it did not take place in the East. It is a natural act in man\ cases.

€.g. when the document is epistolary. Again, observance of the law of insinuatio at Ravenna and in 3>g}* pt

does not prove that donation was perfected by insinuatio alone. Cf. Journal, XM (1930), 138; x^^I, 134.

P. T(ORELLi) also, in Stiidi 2Iedievali, nuova ser.. 604-8 (offprint, n.d.). is decidedly critical of Steixacker.

The study of the function of writing in legal life is beyond the scope of diplomatic, Avhich is merely an

auxiliarv discipline. So long as Gxeist s doctrine of the pure consensuality of Greek contract and Braxdi-

leoxe’s {Biv, Stor. Dir. Ital., i and ii) of the persistence of true stipulation in the 5\est are unrefuted, the

question of the dispositive nature of the Roman document is open. So also is that whether the exceptio non

Tiumerafae pecimiae is purely Roman or only a Roman formidation of a Greek idea {rf. J. C . ^aber, Aegyptus,

xn (1932), 247-8). There are other criticisms, but final judgement must be deferred till we have heard

Steixacker on the medieval period.

P. S. Leicht, Le ultime vicende della mancipatio in Italia. Biv. Sfor. Dir. Ital.. \ (1932), 19—2^, contend’s

that the continuance of mention of mancipatio in Italy, according to locality, tiU the Bolognese renaissance,

is a pure matter of routine and ignorance, and no proof that mancipatio and the distinction between res

fnancipi and nee w. survived after their suppression by Justinian and indeed b\ earlier desuetude.

Beal security. 51. Sax Xicolo, Parergn Babylonica, i-v, Archiv Orientdlni {Journ. Czechoslovak Oriental

Inst., Prague), iv (1932), 34-40, 179-92. The second of these studies (38-40) offers some material for com-

parison; it notes the relative rarity in late Babylonian law of real security being substituted for personal
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liability
;
real security tends, in fact, to become mere security, additional to personal liability. Further and

less remote material is supplied by the second of U. E. Paoli’s studies in Attic law mentioned above (A hi,

Greek law),

D. Law of obligations.

i. General, E. Levy, Z. Sav.^ lii (1932), 512-23, in a review of the Freiburg collection of Partsch’s

posthumous and smaller works {JournaU x\Tii (1931 ), 91), treats chiefly of the unfinished study of Synallagma.

A very careful account of Partsch's views is given, and the conclusion is reached that the developed Byzan-

tine theory of synallagma had onl^^ a very limited importance.

F. Weber, UntersucJiungen zum grdko-agyptischeii Ohligationenrecht. Modalitdten der Leistung im Becht

der Papyri (Miinch, Beitr., Heft 15, 1932), starts from the position (A. B. Schwarz’s against A. Segre’s)

that in Graeco-Egyptian law performance of an obligation was a discharge of liability without further

formality, and considers the question: when was performance effective ? Must it be rendered to the creditor,

by the debtor, and at what time and place ? What was the effect of partial performance ? To which of several

obligations of the same debtor to the same creditor was a performance, which did not satisfy them all, to be

appropriated ? These Modalitdten form the subject of successive sections, which are preceded by a survey of

sources and followed by a summary of conclusions, with excellent indexes. A cursory examination of the

book makes a good impression. The conclusion is that the Gr.-Eg. law of contract w^as modern in character,

and that the Romans found in Egypt substantially the same commercial law^ as their own. The solutions,

for example, as to performance by a third party, or as to appropriation of pa^unents are the same, and

theie is the same tendency to construe pa^unent by a third party as purchase of the debt. In short, w^e have

in Egypt a continuous development, to which neither the Roman conquest nor the A made
much difference ;

divergences betw^een local and imperial law are only occasional. Special attention is drawn

to new' conclusions in regard to depositum and to leases at wdll in late law^ (Journal, xrv' (1928), 154).

The third of M. San Xicolo’s above-mentioned (C, Z.c., 179-88) Parerga Bahylonica illustrates from late

Babylonian documents the construction of substituted performance, datio in solutum, as sale, a construction

which is found also in HeUenistic law', though some of the pap^'ri, w'hich are our chief evidence, have given

rise to controversy as to what the underlying transaction reaUy w'as: datio in solutum, sale with price prepaid,

or a form of usuiw". Cf. F. Weber, op. cit., 14 and R. Taubenschlag, St. Bonfante, i, 420. The construction

as sale was ultimately admitted by Justinian, and the importance of the late Babylonian documents is that

they suggest a persistence in nearer Asia of Babylonian ideas even through Roman times. HeUenization

was probably superficial and temporary. Cf. above, A iii. Eastern Hellenistic law,

ii. Sale. See above, C. Conveyance ; also P. M. Meyer, Z. Sav., lii (1932), 386-8, noting new documents.

M. San Xicolo. Parerga Bab., i (above, C, l.c., 34-8) announces the discovery in one or two Cappadocian

documents (Eisser-Lewy) of a w'ord,used in connexion with pledge, related to the Hebraic '‘erahon, which,

in spite of the traditionally Semitic origin of dppa^cov (arrha), has up to the present been the only parallel.

It is suggested that the term may have been specially western Semitic.

F. WiEACKER, Lex Conimissoria, Erfkllungszwang u. Widerruf im rom. KaufrecJit (Freih. Bechtsgesch,

Ahh., rrr, Berlin, 1932). This book, treating of the very difficult subject of reser\'ation hy seller of right to

call the sale off, if not paid by a certain date, has not yet been reviewed, but certainly it show's real talent

and thorough training in modern critical methods. The conclusions w'ith regard to the main lines of the

Roman evolution do not appear to be revolutionary, but the handling of the embarrassing collection of texts

in the Corpus Juris is original. What most concerns us here is that the ultimate state of Roman law is

explained as a result of Hellenistic influence (79-115). Hence a considerable treatment of Greek sale (89-103),

which is mainly papyrological, but is too technically expressed for rapid summarization. The author follows

Pringsheim's doctrine as to the introduction of the rule in Inst, 2, 1, 41, but unfortunately he could not

join issue w'ith E. Schonbager's article in Z. Sav., lh (1932), 195-250 (above, C. Conveyance).

No papyri appear to be cited by H. Scheuer, Die Laesio eywrmis im rom. u. im modernen Rkcht, i,

Z.f. vergleich. Bechtsw., XLvn (1932), 77-117.

iii. Societas. Tw'o important articles are to be noted: R. Tagbenschlag, Die societas negotiationis im
Rechte der Papyri, Z. Sav., lh (1932), 64-77, and A. Steinwenter, Aus dem Gesellschaftsrechte der Papyri,

St. Biccobono, i, 487-504 (Palermo, 1932, offprint). The first is a systematic survey of the sources, the second

raises special points. Both deal w'ith partnership for the farming of public taxes and land, for farming

private land, and for trade and handicraft. Steinwenter differs from M. Rostovtzeff, GescJi. der Staats-

pacht (Philologus, Suppl. IX, 1902) as to the relation of the peroxoi of the dpxdvrjs to the Ptolemaic State,
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holding that they were directly liable to the State and distinct from the lyyuot. He aUo draws attention

to a group of cases in which it is difficult to say whether there was partnership, colonia jxiriiarta, or both.

In the Byzantine partnerships between artisans he notes the express mention of affectus societatis and the

fact that the standard of care is culpa hi ahstrncto.

iv. Depositiniu In Phil. Woch., Ln (1932), 1078-84 {Fe.stschr. Poland. 133-40). W. Schubart summons
the use of TTapaKararlB^aBai and related terms in the papyri to the aid of the interpretation of the will of

Ptolemy the Younger of C\Tene (below, H). C. Spicq, Pei\ hihl. xl (1931), 481-502, adopts the same course

in regard to the rrapaBi^Kr) of 1 Tim. vi, 20; 2 Tim. i, 12, 14, but carries his point too far.

V. Dialysis. A. Steixwvexter, Das hyz. Diahjsis^Fortnular. St. Albertoni. i, 73-94 (Padua, 1932, offprint),

applies the diplomatic method recommended by H. Steixacker to dialysis, which for his purpose he under'

stands with Partsch primarily in the sense of contract for ending or avoiding a lawsuit. Such contract>.

in sixth-seventh century papyri, agree in external form with early (Justinian) and later Byzantine law.

They agree also in style with the Byzantine literary formularies {scholia of Basilica), but the coincidence

does not extend equall}' to the substantive P v. What is the source of the documentary unity ? Hardly

imitation by the eastern Empire generally of the practice in Egypt, as supposed by A. Segre in sale, nor

yet imperial constitutions, but rather the influence of the law schools, which is seen, for example, in the

Byzantine formulary of the stipulatio Aquiliana {cf. P. Lond. 2017). We must omit many interesting details.

vi. Delict. E. Rabel, Z. Sac.. Lii (1932), 466-81, in the course of a dissenting but appreciative review

of F. De Visscher's Etudes de droit romain {Journal^ x\t;i (1931), 138 ; xviii. 98), difl’ers from him both as to

the interpretation of P. Hal. I and as to the development of the actio iniurianun noxalis. The book is

favourably reviewed by B, Bioxdi, Bull. 1st. Dir. Rom., xl (1932), 225^1 (see 236 ff.), and by R, 5Ioxier,

Rev. hist, dr., xi (1932), 161-3. The connexion between the ^Ikt] alKias and the actio iniuriarinn {aeAimatio

in honum et aequum) is considered by F. Prixgsheim. Z. Sai\. i.n (1932), 86 ff.

E. Law of succession.

See P, 51. 5Ieyer, Z. Sav.. Ln (1932), 375-7, especially for new documents; also above, B i and vi.

E. Korxemaxx, Elterliche Teilung f. d. Todesfcdl. Archie, x (1931-2), 213-15, publishes P. Gis». Inv.

255 in advance of P, Giss. II. Of the reign of Hadrian, it is a division of property (gcptria: cf. H. Kreller,

Erhrechtliche Entersuchungen, 242; 51., Chr.. 306) made by a mother between her two sons, with effect post

mortem. F. de Zdlueta, Reichsrecht on Volhsrecht dans le P.S.I. 1027?. Rev. hist. dr., xi (1932), 491-501,

accepts H. A. Sanders’s view that the tablet is the first of a diptych (Journal, xviii (1932), 98), and contends

that the testatio in question is a record of proceedings which can be explained by pure Roman law. His

chief point is that very young children were allowed to make cretio, of course with auctoritas, as soon they

could speak, before they could understand (D. 20, 2, 9).

51. Da\yd, Vber die Form des ordentlichen. schriftlich ahgefnssten Privatiesfaments zur Zeit des Dominates,

Z. Sav., LTi (1932), 31-1^25, deals with a neglected subject. In the legal texts of the period we find civil and

praetorian wiUs distinguished. It is explicable by classical law that the former require 5 and the latter 7

witnesses, but what was the determining difference? Xot the solemnization of the 7nancipatio famihae.

w^hich ^vas quite dead, but possibly that the civil will was holograph and the praetorian allograph. The

papyrological evidence is assembled p. 318, n. 1. The same writer s Studien zur heredis uistitufio ex rc certa

(Leipzig, 1930) are briefly summarized by R. 5Ioxiek, Rev. hid. dr., xi (1932), 163-4. and pap\Dological points

in them are picked out by P. 51. 51ea^er, Z. Sav., lh (1932), 377.

F. Lawcourts atid pi'ocednre.

See P. 51. 5Ieyer, Z. Sav.. lu (1932), 395—407, where a full account is given of E. Berxeker's and

E. Seidl’s books (both Journal, xvm (1932), 99). Attention has been drawn (Aiii, Demotic lair
)
above to

the latter’s Die demotische Zivilprozessordnnng, etc. A point of procedural terminology is cleared up by

U. 5Vilckex, Archil', x (1931-2), 246-7, in his Referat of P. Ent. II, 64 (^Ikt^v ypdipaaBai) and 74 {blK7]v Xeyetv).

R. DiiLL, Der Giitegedanke im rom. Zivilprozessrecht (Journal, xvm (1932), 99), has been reviewed shortly

by E. Grepe, Phil, ^yoch.. Ln (1932), 843-5, and F. J. Kleix, Archiv R. u. Ik., xxv (1931-2), 567-8.

H. Levy-Brehl, Rev. hist. dr., xi (1932), 777-81, is more critical; indeed the conception of the praetor's

function advanced byhim in various ^^eU-kno^\m studies is diametricallyopposed to Dell's. E. Sciioxbauer's

article, Z. Sav.. Ln (1932), 251-81, bears the same title as this book, and is in part a review of it. While

agreeing that the original role played by the State in private suits was not that of the hracchium saeculare

of the private interest and that cases were more often than not settled in ivre. Schoxbaeer holds that the

State’s purpose was not conciliation (GiUegedanke% but order. Dell carries Wlassak’s doctrine of the
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original nature of the exceptio too far and too late. There is no parallel between the intermediate arbitral

sentence of the index in an actio arbitraria (which is the peculiar feature of such actions) and the decision of

the Greek hiairrirris, which was finah though subject to e(f>€ais.

R. Dull, tJher die Bedeuhaig des Verfahrens de piano ini rom. Zivilprozess, Z, Sai\, lit (1932), 170-94,

combats the idea that de piano means simply not pro iribimali, and that de piano and in transitu (Gaius, 1,

20) are interchangeable. The sources show that de piano is connected with minor matters delegated to

the court-staff; it developed ultimately into the institution of indices pedanei (xapaihiKaoraC, x°-t^dL0ev, de

piano).

P. CoLLiNET, La procedure par lihelle. Et. hist, sur le droit de Justinkn, iv, Paris. 1932. This substantial

volume, which is the first detailed study of the libellary procedure as a Avhole since Bethmann-Hollweg,

requires a special revdew. We note here the emphasis laid on the new evidence, especially the documents of

P. Oxy. XVI and P. Lips. 33 and 38. The conclusions are not lacking in originality and will provoke discus-

sion; they are the fruit of much reflexion and meticulous study of the texts. Undoubtedly the book fills

a long-felt ivant.

G. Criminal laic.

See P. Mevek, Z. Sav.y Lii (1932), 394-5, and M. San Nicolo, ibid., 295-6, noting P, Oslo. Ii, 17

(a.d. 136) as new evidence of the application of flogging even to free persons in criminal procedure; c/.

P. Oxy. 1186 (fourth century B.C.).

E. CuQ, Le rescrit d'Auguste sur les violations de sepultures. Rev. hist, dr., xi (1932), 109-26, maintains his

interpretation of the Xazareth (?) inscription against L. Wenger's [Journal, x\Tn: (1932), 100, etc.); see

now the mainlv summarizing article {tv,'o textual suggestions; full literature) of F. de Zulueta, J.R.S.,

XXII (1932), 184-97.

H. Public laic.

That the organization of the ^Macedonian army throws light on the early Ptolemaic constitution was

maintained by E. Schonbauer, Z. Sav., xLix (1929), 345 ff. [Journal. x\'i (1930), 134). E. Granier’s Die

Jlakedonische Heeresversammlung [Miinch. Beitr., Heft 15, 1931, not seen) has had several short reviews.

P. Treves, Biv. di fiL, lx (1932), 397—402, does not accept the contention that the original constitution

survived in the orientalized monarchies of the Diadochi. U. Kahestedt, G.G.A., cxcrv (1932), 208-11,

makes the same criticism, but regards the collection of materials as valuable, as does W. W. T[arn], J.H.S.,

LI (1931), 307.

C. Olivebio, La Stele di Tolomeo Xeoieros re di Cirene [Documenfi antichi delVAfrica italiana, i, Cirenaica,

1.

Bergamo, 1932). The interest of this inscription is political: cf. §4, but because of its form it has an

accidental legal interest. On this aspect see L. Wenger, Ziim Testamente des Ptolemaios Xeoieros voii

Kyrene. St. Riccohono. i (?), 529-48 (Palermo, 1932, offprint), E. Bickermann’s review in Gnomon,

(1932), 424-30, and U. Ratti (f), Xote sul testamento di Tolomeo Xeotero, Riv. di fiL, lx (1932), 375-7. Cf.

above D iii. The only substantial question is whether the Trapa/cara^TyV-r? was meant to and did take effect in

Ptolemy’s lifetime. The legal answer can only be negative: so Wenger, though U. Ratti, in a very sensible

argument, dissents. But this is a political gesture, not a legal act.

On the ^ovXyj-papyTu^. P.SJ., x, 1160, see § 4.

J. Stroux and L- Wenger's book on the Augustan Cyrenean inscription [Journal, xviii (1930), 100, etc.)

is the subject of a learned review by A. Pliniaux, Rev. hist. dr., x (1931), 715-24.

E. Levy\ Zirei Inschriften auf den Jurist Maecianus, Z. Sav., lii (1932), 352-5, draws attention to

XIV, 5347, 5348, which confirm the fact, already practically proved by papyri, that the jurist L. Volusius

^laecianus Avas prefect of Eg;v"pt at the end of Pius’ reign and at the beginning of the next. His interesting

career is commented on.

P. M. ]Meyer, Z. Sav., hi (1932), 381, cites new documents and literature (including Ehrenberg,

Hermes, lxv, 337 ff., not seen) on the Ptolemaic terms hidypappa and TTpoaraypa. Cf. E. Schonbauer, Archiv,

X (1931-2), 199.

7. Palaeography and Diplomatic.

E. G. Kenyon’s Books and readers in ancient Greece and Rome (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1932, pp. vii+

136) is the outcome of three lectures delivered at King’s College in 1932. He deals with the use of books in

Greece and Rome, the history of the roll and codex, and the use of papyrus and vellum as materials. There

are several good photographs.
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W. W einberger in Bursiaiiy 230 (1932), 85-113, Bericht uber Paldographie u. Hskunde 1926-1930, gives
a detailed review of contributions to the palaeography of papyri \^'hich have been made during this period.
He discusses particularly the various studies of tachygraphy. From this article I learn for the first time
of C, JOHXEN, Allgemeine Gesckichte d, Kurzschrijt (Berlin, 1928), which apparently contains a section on
Greek stenography.

K. Ohly’s Stichometrische Untersuchungen ia reviewed by F. Zccker in Gnomon, vui (1932), 383-3.
I have not yet been able to see this.

A. BdiiER, Die Schrift und ihre Entwkklung (Handh. d. Bihl!otheh->u'U^., i (1931), cap. II, 27-149 is al^o
inaccessible to me.

8. Lexicography and (tRammar.

Preisigke’s If orterhuch is reviewed by C. J. Kkae3ier in CL Meekly^ xxiv (1931). 149 f. (not accessible

to me). Liddell and Scott Part \ I. A-oI, pp. 1021-1209, has appeared; Parts V and VI are reviewed by
P. Maas in J Ln (1932), 150-2, Part V by P. Shorey in CL PhiL. xx\t:i (1932), 177-8. Oradenwitz's
Heidelberger Kontrdrindex der griechischen Papyrusurkunden is reviewed by \V. Schubart in O.L.Z.^ 1932,

770-1 ; by H. I. Bell in CL Rev.. xl\t: (1932), 44; by G. Coppola in Boll. fil. class, xxxrai (1932), 193 f.

;

by K. F. W\ Schmidt in PhiL IPoc/l, 1932, 322-5; by P. Collart in Rev. de pJiiL, ser. 3, (1932), 405-C:
and by W . Baver in TkeoL Lit.-Z., l\ti (1932), 73, H. Wethnow's BemitiscJie Menschennamen is reviewed

by M. Engers in 2^1useuin, xxxix (1931), 59-60. E. Mayser's Cramtnatik der griechischen Papyri I and II 1

is reviewed by G. X. Hatzidakis in Byz.-Xeugriech. Jahrbacher. ix (1932), 203—1.

A. Grohmann s article, Griechi'^che und lateinische Venraltungdennini itn arahischen Aegypten, in Chron.

d'Eg., VII (1932), 275-84, is not accessible to me (see § 4). D'Arcy W\ Thompson has contributed an essay

Oil Some Greco-Egyptian Bird and Beast Xames to Griffith Studies, 249-53. \V. SSchcbart’s article,

napaKaTaTLdcaSat in der hellenistischen Amtssprache, in the Festschrift fur Franz Poland ~ PhiL Woch.,

1932, 35(8), 133—40, is a discussion of the meaning of this word in the testament of Ptolemy Euergetes II

and of the purport of the whole document (see also §§ 4, 6, D iv). In ( 7. Rev., xl3T (1932), 12, W\ B. Sedgwick
discusses the phrase TroAAa 77oAAc!jv (Pap. Oxy. 744) without being aware that his conclusions were anticipated

by Einar Heikel in Eranos, x3Ti (1917), 91-6.

The complete title of the dissertation by H. Glitsch which was mentioned in Joimiul, xvn (1931), 141

is De Ptolernaei et Apollonii, Glauciae filiorum, chartis qunestiones linguisticae, and it is a study of papyri

contained in WTlcken's Vrkunden der Ptolemaerzeit, vol. i. F. Zccker has reviewed it in Gnomon, viii

(1932), 577-84.

H, LjrNG\TK, Beitrdge zur Syntax der Spatgrieckischen Volkssprache (Skrifter utg. av K. Humanist.

Vetenskaps-Samfundet i Uppsala, 27 : 3), Uppsala and Leipzig, 1932, is not yet accessible to me. It is

favourably reviewed by G. Ghedini in Aegyptus, xii (1932), 381-2; by R. M, Dawkins in CL Rev., xiat

(1932), 236; by P. S. Costas in Cl. PhiL. xxvii (1932), 293-4, and l>y A. Debrcnner in Indogermanische

Forschungen, L (1932), 255.

E. C. Colwell, The Greek of the Fourth Gospel. Chicago. 1031, is devoted to proving that the idioms of

this gospel which have been claimed as Aramaisms are foun<l in papyri which are free from Aramaic influence

and must be admitted to be genuine Greek. The book is favourably reviewed by P. 8. C’ostas in Cl. PhiL,

xxra (1932), 193-5.

G. Ghedini reviews, in ScuoJa CattoUca, L\Hn (1930), 81-90, lix (1931), 315-24, several works on the

Greek of the X.T. or on similar subjects.

In Byz.-Xeugriech. Jahrhucher. vrii (1931), 317-26 the late Carl Wessely has given a sketch of the

language of the Zenon Papyri, with the object of showing that tlie beginnings of many modern Greek

developments can be observed in them.

K. F. W. Schmidt mentions in PhiL Woch., 1932, 323, footnote, that he has long been engaged on a

Kontrdrindex der griechischen Sprache arranged on the same plan as Pape's Etymologisches Worterhuch der

griechischen Sprache. i.e. by grammatical categories, and within tliese by alphabetical order beginning from

the end of the word,

9. General Works, Bibliography, Miscellaneous Notes on Papyrus Texts.

W. G. Waddell has published a very pleasant paper on The lighter side of the Greek papyri: A talk to the

St, Andreivs Society. Cairo, Egypt (C. F. Cutter, Low Fell, near Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1932. Bp. 21, 1 plate).

J. Manteuepel publishes, in Polish, another article of a general character: Rozuvj i potrzelz papyrologji, in
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^,auJci PohkieJ, xv (1932), 287-90. For an article by P. G. Rabeau on Les enseignemenis des papyrus:
Christianisine et sociologie see § 2, Christian.

Reviews of the Kontrarindex are referred to in § 8 above.

M. Hombert has continued his excellent Bidletin papyrologique in Byznniion, vi (1931), 722-36 (part v,

for 1930) and \'ii (1932), 433-56 (part vi, for 1931-2). The bibliography in B.Z., xxxii (1932), 146-251,
valuable as usual; papyri are dealt with on pp. 157-9 and 406-9. K. Preisandanz’s Zur

Papyruskuyide {Handbucli der Bibliothekswissenschaft, ed. Fritz Milkau, i (1931), cap. v, pp. 300-31) will

be found useful not only as a general survey but in particular from a bibliographical point of view. M. Hoxc-
BERT in his Projets de hihliographie papyrologique {Chron. d'Eg., vu (1932), 227-36), read to the Section of
Papyrolog\" at the Leyden Congress of Orientalists, sketches the plans formed by himself and Van Hoesen,
with the collaboration of S. de Ricci, for the projected international bibliography on slips, which, I am
glad to be able to record, has now become a. reality. See too Bihliograpkie papyrologique sur fickes in JRev.

helge, xi (1932), 393-4 (not accessible to me).

Bilabel's Berichtigungslisten, n, 1, and Sanunelhuch, iv, are reviewed together by E. Kiessling in
D. Lit.-Z.. 1932, 1499-1503.

In his \ ana [^ynih. Oslo.y x (1932), 153—6) S. Eitrem deals with the following documentarv papyri:
63. S.B. 6944; 64. B.G.U. 372; 65. P.S.I. 1055; 68. P. Oxy. 119; 72. P. Oxy. 44 = W. Chrest. 275. J. C.
Xaber proposes new readings for several of the Cairo Zenon pap\Ti in Ad papyros quosdam Cairo-Zenonianos
{Aegyptus, xn (1932), 48-54, 243-9); but Edgar, on the strength of an examination of the originals by
Gl erald, points out {ibid.. 3/1) that many of these suggestions are irreconcilable with the papyrus evidence.

10. ^llSCELLANEOUS, EXCAVATIONS, PERSONAL.

In Z. Sav., Ln (1932), 552-5, E. Seidl publishes a Bericht uber den IS. iniernationalen Orientalisien-
kongress zii Leiden (7-12 Sept. 1931), following this with the Entschliessung uber die Edition koptischer
Papyri und Ostraka. The papers read in the papyrological section are published in Chron. PEg., vn (1932),
and several of them have already been referred to in their proper place. The following general surveys of
Avork done or in contemplation call for mention here: X. Hohlavein, Xotes sur quelques papyrus inediis du
Cane, 317-23; H. I. Bell, Papyrology in England, 134-6; K. Kalbfleisch, Die Fortschritte der Arbeit an
den Giessener Papyri, 151-2 ; Fr. Bilabel, Uber den Fortschritt der Arbeiten an neuen Heidelberger Papyrus-
L nternehmungen, 311-16; L. V enger, TMitteilimg uber den Stand der Munchner Papyrussammlungen, 335—
48; L. Aaiundsen, Papyri and papyrology in the Scandinavian countries, 324-31; A, Calderini, Proposta
per la compilazione di iin censimento delle persone nominate nei documenii delVEgitto greco-romano, 258-61;
Fr. Heichelheeh, Bericht uber ein Papyrusverzeichnis nach Gauen, Archiven und Jahrhunderten geordnef,
137-50; A. Steinaa^enter, Ein Vorschlag zur Publikaiion koptischer Rechtsurkunden, 153-6. With these
articles maj be classed, though it appeared elseAAKere, a survey by M. Ho^mbert of papA^rolosA" in the Lmited
States of America: Les Etudes papyrologiques aux Etats-Unis, in Bull, des Alumni, iii (1932), 229-34.

The same number of Chron. d Eg. contained (262—9) B. A. van Groningen’s Projet d' unijication des
systemes de signes critiques, in Avhich, folloAving up the brochure of Bidez and Dracilmann on the unification
of editorial usage- in the matter of critical signs and apparatus criticus, he outlines a scheme suitable for use
alike in papyri, inscriptions and literary texts. ElseAvhere in the number H. I. Bell (Eote on methods of
publication, 27U-1) accepts al\n Groningen s scheme and pleads for greater uniformity in certain other
matters of editorial usage; and A. S. Hunt (A note on the transliteration ofpapyri, 272—4) unfavourably (and,
in the present writer's opinion, very justly) criticizes the practices of (a) dotting letters Avithin square
brackets, (6) underlining broken letters. On pp. 285-7 (Essai d' unification des methodes employees dans les
editions de papyrus) are stated the conclusions arrived at by the Congress. Wilcken in Archiv, x, 211-12,
Das Leydener Klammersystem

,

accepts the ncAv system, and so does A. Calderini in Aegyptus, xn (1932),
276-9

( Un ificazione dei metodi usati nelVedizione dei papiri). The proposals are also stated by \l\n Groningen
in Mnemosyne, lix (1931), 362-5 (De signis criticis in edendo adhibendis).

Ea . Breccla. has published a very useful sur\^ey of the museum over which he presides : Le musee greco-
roniain 192j-1931 (Miinicipalite d’Alexandrie, Istituto italiano d'arti grafiche, Bergamo, 1932, pp 102
62 plates).

Boak and Peterson's Karanis (JournaL xatti, 103) has been revieAved by J. A. 0. Larsen (CL Phil.,
xxvii (1932), 420); Ev. Brecxta (Bull. Soc. Arch. FAlex., 27, 78-83); D. Zuntz (Gnomon, atii (1932),
10/-9); D, M. Robinson (Joum. Am. Or. Soc., lu (1932), 63-5); and H. I. Bell (Mizraim, i (1933), 187-8).
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Ev. Breccia has published {Ann, Seri\, xxxi (1931), 19-24) a Rapport sur hs foulUes de la

lialianaper la ricerca dei papiri greci e latinr a Oxyrhynckos et d Tehtynis (19'^S-19oO),

Several obituaries have been mentioned in § 6 above. The following call for mention here: On
ilamowitz-Moellendoepf by Wilcken (Archii\ x, 314); on Wessely by H. Gerstinger (Aegyptus,

xn (1932), 2o(>-5), Wilcken (Archir, x, 314-15), and J. Capart [Chron, d'£g., \ii (1932), 115-10); on
Spiegelberg by J. Capart (ihid,, 116-17) and Cl. P[REArx] [ibid., 117-18); and on Dessau by A. Stein
{Klio, XXV (1932), 226-44),
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The year 193*2 brought the fiftieth anniversary of the foundation of the Egypt Explora-

tion Fund, which was the parent of the present Society. To mark this occasion, by the

courtesy of the Trustees, an impressive exhibition was arranged in the British Museum to

display the objects Avhich have been added to the National Collections by the Society's

excavations, and the many visitors found convincing evidence in the exhibits of the good

work wrought by the Society during the first half-century of its career.

In addition to this, a special Jubilee Meeting was held in the rooms of the Eoyal Society

at Burlington House on October 31, 1932. The proceedings were designed to provide a brief

reminder of the Society's history and of its achievements as a Avhole. The President. Sir

Eobert Mond, who took the Chair, recalled the many generous benefactors on whom the

Society had largely depended, and paid special tributes to some of the most outstanding.

The various branches of the Society's activities were surveyed in greater detail by three

special papers offered by Professor F. LI. Griffith on the Excavations, by Professor P. E.

Newberry (in whose absence his contribution was read by Sir H. G. Lyons) on the Archaeo-

logical Survey, and by Professor A. S. Hunt on the work of the Graeco-Eoman Branch.

Work began at El-'Amarnah on December 1, 1932, and continued until January 25, 1933.

Though a very short season, it was a most successful one, and the results and finds exceeded

the most sanguine expectations.

Throughout the season the main work was concentrated on the Great Temple of the

Aten, and the store-houses to the north of Hat-Aten. In spite of the exceedingly difficult

nature of the work, a work which was rendered all the more difficult by the fact that the

original destroyers of the Temple had sealed in the whole area with a layer of concrete, the

plan and a reconstruction of the greater part of the temple area have been obtained. The

excavated area consists mainly of two high, pillared
2^

1atforms leading to a series of

sunken courts, which were open to the sky, and were surrounded and traversed by promen-

ades at a higher level. The courts themselves were originally filled with a very large number

of stone bases for offerings. The names of these two sections of the Temple appear to be

“The House of Eejoicing of the Aten” and “ Gem-Aten”. The actual finds were somewhat

disappointing, but included two magnificent trial pieces. Next season it is hoped to undertake

the final clearance of the Sanctuary, which lies at the eastern end of the temenos.

The most profitable part of the season’s work was the outcome of a chance discovery in

the course of the survey linking up the previous work of the Society with that of the German
expedition. In the grounds of a house excavated by Petrie, which had themselves been

2)artially cleared by the Germans, a j^laster mask of Nefretit i was found lying quite un-

covered on the toj) of a wall. As the complete plan of the house and grounds was necessary

for the survey a small party of men was set to work. The result was the discovery of another

sculptor's workshop, and a large number of objects which do not compare at all unfavourably

with the best that have ever been found at El-'Amarnah. Among the most notable pieces

were jdaster masks of the king and queen, an exquisitely modelled sandstone inlay head of

Akhenaten, and a magnificent but incomidete portrait head of Nefretiti.

Photographs, plans, reconstructions, and casts of all the objects will be shown at the
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Summer Exhibition. In addition it is hoped to arrange for a special Exhibition illustrating

the architecture of Eh'Amarnah, to be held in June at the Architectural Association.

The first of the winter lectures was given on December 14 by Mr. Alan W. Shorter on
religion at the end of the Xew Kingdom'’. The lecturer traced brietiy

the gradual development and expansion of religious beliefs down to the time of Akhenaten.

On January 25 Mr. B. E. K. Glanville gave an interesting description of “The beginning of

building in Ancient Egypt”, illustrating how the Egyptians had begun to build with wattle

and daub, and though discovering new materials in which they could work, yet carried on

the traditions of the earlier material, imitating features of the older buildings even when they

had become structurally unnecessary. He also pointed out that some of these traditions

are still traceable in the stone buildings being erected to-day. The next lecture was on

March 29 by Mr. E. W. Sloley entitled “Thoth. the Great Magician”. He explained that

Thoth was originally a moon-god and hence the measurer of time
;
he was represented by

a dog-headed ape—a particularly astute animal—as the patron deity of learning, and by
the ibis suggestive of research and wisdom. Knowledge is power, and hence he came to be

regarded as the Master of Magic, and the books of Thoth were supposed to contain all learn-

ing and magic.

Once again, by the courtesy of the Council of the Eoyal Society, the lectures were all

held in its Meeting Eoom at Burlington House. All were illustrated by lantern slides.

The present year, in which the Society enters on the second half-century of its existence,

will be marked by a change in its address. The lease of the premises in Tavistock Square

which have been its home since 1918 is due to expire in June
;
and, as the lilmiry has long

outgrown the available accommodation, the Committee decided to seek more suitable head-

quarters without delay. Fortunately, it has proved possible to secure a lease of the first

floor and front basement of No. 2 Hinde Street, Manchester Square, W. 1, a house which

belongs to the Palestine Exploration Fund and contains its offices and library. This will be

the Society's address from June 25. 1933. It is the hope of the Committee that the presence

under a single roof of the large and growing libraries of the two Societies will provide a

useful centre in London at which students of the history and antiquities of the X(\irer East

may carry on their work.

The fifth and not improbably last memoir of the Theban Tombs Series will have been

published before this number of the Journal appears. It deals with four tombs of the

Eighteenth Dynasty, two of them belonging to the High Priest of Amun Menkheperrasonb,

and the other two belonging to less well-known personages. The line plates and the coloured

frontispiece are from the skilful hand of Mrs. Davies, the explanatory text being by Xorman

de Garis Davies, whose editions of other Theban tombs are famous. Of altogether excep-

tional interest are the scenes of foreigners in the upper tomb of Menkheperrasonb, here

reproduced with complete fidelity for the first time. The tomb of Ameiimose is remarkable

for the unique picture of a castle in the licbanon. while the anonymous owner of the much

destroyed but beautifully painted tomb Xo. 22(3 was the tutor of four royal princes, quaintly

depicted sitting on his lap. They were probably four sons of Amenophis III, who is shown

seated in a magnificently decorated baldachin. As with other volumes of this series, this one

is offered for a limited period to members and associates of our Society at the special price

of 28s. The price to the public generally will be two guineas.
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The Editor regrets that this number is late in appearing. The delay has been caused

by a change in the arrangements for the printing of the Journal, which will in future be

done by the Oxford University Press.

Beginning with this number there will be a return to the custom of giving a certain

number of free offprints to authors of articles. Each author ^vill receive twenty free copies of

his contribution
;
an offprint of four pages or less will be issued without cover, and the grey

cover issued with a longer article vd\l bear not the title of the separate article but merely the

title and date of the number of the Journal in which it appeared.

The hope expressed in Notes and News of Journal, xvii, 108, that the financial stringency

would not cause any very serious reduction in the size of the Journal has been partly realized.

It has been found possible to reduce costs so considerably that the quantity and quality of

the Journal will both remain practically unaltered. Part of the saving is due to the kind

response of contributors to the appeal made to them to reduce corrections and additions in

proof to a minimum. The Editor thanks them for this response and hopes for their continued

collaboration in this matter.

In Journah xvii, 254, we wrote of a circular letter sent out by Mr. 0. H. Myers, the

Society's Director of Excavations at Armant. to all excavators in Egypt, calling attention to

the need for a Corpus of Graeco'Eoman pottery in Egypt. The scheme then envisaged by

Mr. Myers is now in being. Two meetings were held in Cairo, one on November 11, 1931, and

the other on March 2, 1932, and at these the formation of an International Corpus of

Egyptian Pottery was decided on. A Committee consisting of Messrs. Brunton, Gauthier,

Junker, and Myers was appointed on November 11, 1931, to consider the details of the

scheme, and the report made by it was accepted by the full meeting on March 2, 1932.

The material for the Corpus is to be collected by asking all excavators to provide draw-

ings to certain specified scales of their pottery finds, both future and, so far as possible, past.

Printed cards have been issued on which the drawings are to be made and the required

information about the size, material, provenance, Ac., of each pot filled in. Mr. Lankester

Harding has undertaken to act as Honorary Editor of the Corpus. Several of the institutions

which conduct excavations in Egypt have already agreed to collaborate, each paying a share

of the cost proportionate to the material it provides, and it is hoped that others will eventu-

ally find themselves able to come into line.

Publication will be made from time to time according as the Editor considers that he has

sufficient material from a particular period to justify it.

Some such scheme for the classification of Egyptian pottery has long been needed. The

one now promulgated promises to be adequate in scope and sound in detail.

The following is the distribution of the tomb-groups found at Armant in the season

1930-1
;
see Journal, xvii, 223 ff.

B = Chadwick Museiun, Bolton; Br = Musees JRoyaux du Cinquanienaire, Brussels;

C = Egyptian Museum, Cairo; L — Free Public Museums, Liverpool; M ~ Manchester

Museum, University, Manchester; T ~ Toronto University Museum; W = Welcome Historical

Medical Museuyn, London,

103, 110. 112. textiles, B. 200, bronze stylus, ear-rings, and bangles, TU. 201, Kohl pot

and beads, L; flint mauls, TU. 202, beads, flint mauls, M; flint mauls, T. 203, limestone

bulFs-head, beads, amulet, T. 204, bronze ring, beads, L. 205, necklace with bulTs-head

amulets, C; clay figurines, beads, amulets, TT^. 206, Sekhmet and Taurt, beads, L. 207,

bronze armour scales, iron nails, T. 208, bronze armour scales, seals, weight, bangles, rings,
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amulets, W. 214. glass bottle, ^veight, alab. foot, beads, rings, L. 210, beads. L, 404,
textiles, B

;

beads, T. 501 , bronze and bone pins, B)\ GOO, shells and beads, T. 009. beads. 3/,
700, bronze rings, bangle, amulets, Tf; Inonze pin. silver ring, amulets, T. 720, l)eads. If.
729, siher ring, L. mo. alabaster pot, L. 700. amulet. T7. 770, silver ring, 3/. 771. arcdiaic
terra-cotta coffin, T7. 790. Phrygion terra-cotta horseman, M. 819. amulet and bead^, W,
823, bronze and iron bangle, L. 85G, bead, TP. SSO, beads. T. SOO, silver ear-rings, T.
900, glass bangles, bronze ear-rings, TP.

The death of Professor Sayce deprives the Society of one of its oldest and most valued
members, and Egyptology of one whose acquaintance with Egypt covers the whole period of

systematic excavation there. He had become so much a part of Egypt that it is difficult to
beheve that we can never again happen upon him in the Cataracts Hotel, on the shore at

Kamleh, or in some desolate tomb in Upper Egypt. 3\ e publish in this numl^er an appreciation
of his work and scholarship by a friend and colleague of his. Professor F. LI. Griffith, who is an
Honorary Fellow of the same college of which Sayce was a Fellow for no less than sixty-two
years.

3\ e learn from Professor Griffith that 3Iattha Efendi, who has been studying Demotic
under him at Oxford for some time past, now has two years extension of his 3Iission from the

Egyptian Government to enable him to read for the degree of D.Phil. It is hoped that this

will give him opportunity to publish a large monograph on Demotic ostraca. more particu-

larly on the good collections of these in Oxford made by Sayce, Petrie, and others.

Professor F. LI. Griffith writes

:

“It might interest some of your readers to know that the Dodgson Demotic Papyrus is

now in the Ashmolean iluseum. having been presented by the family of its former owner,

3Ir. Aquila Dodgson.”

We learn that the Institut francais d'Archeologie orientate will dedicate a volume of its

Memoires to the memory of Gaston 3Iaspero and of his son Jean 3Iaspero, who was killed at

Vauquois in 1915. The volume is to appear in 1934 and will bear the title Melanges Maspero.

The post of Assistant Keeper in charge of the Egyptian collections in the Manchester

Museum, left vacant by the death of 3Iiss Crompton, has been filled by 31iss 3Iary Shaw.
Miss Shaw was granted her 31.A. some time ago at 3Ianchester University for a thesis dealing

with an Egyptological subject. Since then she has been engaged in Egyptological researdi

in Oxford and in Liverpool.

Among books which have been sent to us and which we are glad to be able to notice here,

though their content is not sufficiently Eg;\^ptological to enable us, with our limited space,

to give them a full review, are the following

:

A History of Israel. Vol. i, from the Exodus to the Fall of Jerusalem, by T. H.

Robinson; vol. ir, from the Fall of Jerusalem to the Bar-Kokhba revolt, by W. 0. E.

Oesterley. Oxford, 1932.

Caravan Cities. By 31. Eostovtzeff. Translated by D. and T. Talbot Rice. Oxford, 1932.

The Lighter Side of the Greek Papyri. A Talk to the St. Andrew's Society, Cairo. By
33L G. Waddell. Low Fell, 1932. See above, p. 91.

Journal of the Manchester Egyptian and Oriental Society, So. xvii. 3Ianchester, 1932.

A. Lucas's valuable book, Antiques, their Restoration and Preservation, has reached a

second (revised) edition bearing the date 1932.

o
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Professor A. H. Gardiner writes:

It may be remembered that I recently sought to interpret the so-called Astarte papyrus

as a story about the inexorable demands of the Sea {Crri-ffith Studies, 74 ff.). Towards the end

of the tale the name of Seth appears for the first time, and it is not unreasonable to suppose

that the gods, at a loss for any other remedy, may haye called upon the strongest amongst

themselyes to put an end to the intolerable tyranny. This possibility was suggested in a

letter from Professor Sethe, who reminded me of the well-known scene of Seth spearing a

human-headed monster with a waye-Hke body on a Leyden stela republished not long ago by

^L Xagel {Bulletin, xxviii, 38). I am not at all certain that the curves of the body represent

a wave, for they might be a rather clumsy depiction of the coils of the serpent Apopis ; this

is, indeed, the usual explanation. However, the conjecture was interesting enough to send

me on a search for confirmation, and I was fortunate enough to light upon a passage in the

Hearst Medical Papyrus where a conflict between Seth and the Sea is explicitly mentioned.

This occurs in a spell directed against a malady called the Asiatic malady, which reads as

follows (Hearst Pap., 11. 12-14) :
‘ Who is knowing like Ber? Who is knowinglike Bee? Blacken

the body with charcoal so as to capture the god on high,

contended with the Sea, so doth Seth con-

tend with thee, thou Asiatic one, so that thou shalt not pervade the limbs ofX, the son of Y.’ Specu-

lation about so damaged a papyrus as the Astarte Papyrus is naturally very problematic,

but it cannot be gainsaid that Professor Sethe’s suggestion obtains considerable plausi-

bility from the passage above quoted.’'



NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS
The Large Estates of Byzantine Egypt. By Edward Rochie Hardy, Jr., Ph.D.. Studies in history, economics,

and public law, edited by the Faculty of Political Science of Columbia University, Xo. 354. Xew York,

Columbia University Press, 1931. 8vo. 162 pp., 1 pi.

Unter der FuUe neuer Anschaulichkeit, durch die uns die Pap\Ti bereits bekannte Erscheinungen le-

bendig gemacht haben, waren von vornherein besonders eindrucksvoll die Bilder, die uns eine standig wach-

sende Anzahl von Urkunden aus den Verwaltungen agyptischer Grossgrimdbesitzer byzantinischer Zeit vor

Augen gefuhrt hat. Vor allem lernten wir in den Apionen mehrere Generationen einer Familie kennen mit

einem sich auf mindestens drei Gaue erstreckenden, zu einem erheblichen Teil von horigen Kolonen bewirt-

schafteten Landbesitz von imponierendem Ausmass, mit einer Lebenshaltung in grosstem Stil, mit einem

grossen Apparat von Verwaltungsbeamten, mit eigener Schnellpost, eigener Transportflotte, eigener be-

waffneter Truppe, mit dem Recht der avTOTTpayia, die sich am deutlichsten in der selbstandigen Erhebung

und Entrichtung der Steuern aussert—kurz eine Art Staat im Staate trat uns da entgegen.

Der Eindruck dieser Bilder war so stark, dass die Beurteilung der Gesamterscheinung und dieses und

jenes einzelnen Zuges der Gefahr der Einseitigkeit und Ubertreibung nicht immcr ganz entging. Daher war

es ein treffender Cledanke von E. R. Hardy, eine DarsteUung zu geben nnt dem Hauptzweck ‘Ho collect

material on which may be based a judgment as to the nature of these estates” (p, 17).

Kap. I “Byzantine Egypt” skizziert in knappster Form die Verwaltungsorganisation, die Bedeutung des

erstarkten nationalag3."ptischen Elements und als entscheidende Faktoren der sozialen Ordnung, Kolonat

und Patrocinium. Es sei bier bemerkt, dass Verf. mit dem Ausdruck “Byzantine Egypt” die Zeit zwischen

dem Ende des 5. Jahrhunderts und der arabischen Eroberung im Auge hat.

In Kap. II “The Apion family” hat Verf. die Geschichte der Apionen unter Zugnmdelegung der zu

P. Oxy. XVI, 1829 von den Herausgebern gemachten Feststcllungen durch Heranziehung der literarischen

Quellen ausgebaut, die iiber das Wirken einzelner Familienmitglieder im Reichsdienst unterrichten. Wenn
ihm dies nur moglich war unter Verzicht auf die Zuruckhaltung, die die'Herausgeber von Oxy. 1829 in zwei

Fallen hinsichtlich von Identifikationen geubt haben, so glaube ich ihm nicht unrecht geben zu sollen. Auf

Grund der somit wesentlich bereicherten Familiengeschichte w-erden die Apionen in ihren Beziehungen zu

Staat und Kirche zusammenfassend gewiirdigt (pp. 36

Kap. Ill “Other proprietors of the period” schliesst eine Aufzahlung von Grossgrundbesitzern an, die

vrir ausser den Apionen kennen; ich w'erde nachher einige Personlichkeiten auffuhren, die, "wie mirschi'int,

der Liste hinzuzufiigen sind. Verf. spricht hierauf iiber den Grossgrundbesitz des Kaisers, der Kirche und

der Kloster. Auf den Exkurs “the oIkol at Oxyrhynchus” w’erde ich unter Modifikation der darin vor-

getragenen Ansicht ebenfalls nachher eingehen.

Kap. IV “Feudalism and serfdom” umfasst, wie die Uberschrift andcutet, zwei Abschnitte. Im ersten

wird dargelegt, inwuefem die Grossgrimdbesitzer Funktionen ausuben und Einrichtungen durchfuhren, die

ihrer Xatur nach dem Staat zustehen und die der Staat jedenfalls nur teilweise unter ausdrucklichor Sanktion

preisgegeben hat. Verf. beginnt, wie naturlich, mit der avroTTpayia. Diesen Ausdruck ubersetzt er unrichtig

mit “self-collection” (p, 51) und operiert infolgedessen auch nicht korrekt mit ihm, obwohl die an<;c-

fiihrten Einzeltatsachen richtig sind. Das Entscheidende ist nicht das selbstandige Eintreiben, sondern das

selbstandige Bezahlen der Steuern als Ausdruck des “Zustandes, in dem man selbstandig handelt”. Das

Richtige bei Gelzer, Archiv, iv, 188 ff. (ubrigens von H. 54, n. 5 selbst zitiert) und Wilcken, ibid. 283

Wichtig ist H.s Darlegung, dass nicht alie Grossgrundbesitzer autoprakt ivaren.

Nach einem Hinweis auf die Wahrscheinlichkeit, dass im Bereich der Bewasserungsarbeiten Aufgaben der

Regierung von den Verwaltungen der grossen Guter iibernommen ivorden sind. wird die Venvendung der

famosen buceUarii geschildert; ich benutze die Gelegenheit an die Verrautungen zu erinnerii, die ich B. Z.,

^ Ich mochte nicht versaumen, auf das Konsulardiptychon des Apiou II v. J. 539 aufmerksam zu machen,

dessen schone Abbildung als frontispiece beigegeben ist.

2 Belege fur avTonpayla — free, independent action bei Liddell-Scott aus philosophise her Literatur.
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xxvni, I'lS zu P. S. L, yuJ, 953 vorgctragen habe. Sodann folgt die Behandlung einer besonders charakte-

ristischen Erscheinung, der von den Gutsvenvaltungen eingericbteten Gefangnisse; iiber ihre \erwendung

lusst das Material nur unzureichende Vorsteliungen gewinnen. In gewissem Umfang wurde von den grossen

Hcrren ausseramtliehe Polizeigewalt ausgeiibt und in kriminellen Angelegenheiten und in privatreehtlichen

kStreitfallen eine Art friedensrichterlicher Tatigkeit entfaltet ; auch hier ist uns genauere Information vorlaufig

versagt. Hinweise auf den Gebrauch eigener Masse und Gevichte im Bereich der grossen Gutsvervraltungen

techliessen den ersten Teil des Kap.

In dem weit kiirzeren zweiten Teil wird die SteUung der ei'a7T6ypa<f>ot yeojpyol = coloni adscripticii

beleuchtet. insbesondere dureh die aus Ox;vcrhynchus vorliegenden Burgscliaftsurkunden—den Rechtsbuchern

etwas Unbekanntes—und diirch Berichte iiber Flucht von der Scholle.

Kap. V ‘'Estate management ” beschreibt, haiiptsachlich auf Grund der Apionen-Dokumente, eingehend

den grossen Apparat an lioheren und niederen Beamten und Angestehten ; die Organisation der Finanzen

und die Verwaltung des Xaturaleinkommens, wobei A>rf. p. 52 und lUO die bedeutsame FeststeUung macht

dass die Apionen auf Uberschuss an Korn Avenig AVert legen und die Geldeinkiinfte bevorzugen; die Ein-

riclitung der Transportdienste und der Schnellpost.

Kap. A"I * The estates in the social and economic life of Egypt" teilt sich wieder in zwei Abschnitte. Der

erste untersucht das Verhaltnis der grossen Gutsverwaltungen zum Betrieb der einzelnen Wirtschaftszweige

;

zunachst also die unmittelbare Betiitigung im Betrieb der verschiedenen ZAA'eige der Bodenkultur und der

A iehA^'irtschaft. A\ as die Beziehiingen zum Handwerk betriiit, so tritt uns einerseits das A orhandensein

standiger Lohnangesteilter der CutsverAvaltungcn entgegen, andrerseits die Heranziehung unabhangiger

Handworker, und zwar dieses letztere, AA'ie H. p. 129 als interessantes Ergebnis findet, im allgemeinen fur

qualifizierte Arbeit, Avie Avir sagen A^'u^den. Bader, Olpressen, Aluhlen und Backereien Averden teils in eigener

Regie betrieben, teils A^erpachtet.

Der ZAveite Abschnitt handelt A^on dem A'erhaltnis der Gutslandereien zu den Dorflandereien und der

GutsverAvaltungen zu den BorfA'erAvaltungen soAvie zu den A^’enA altungen der Gaue und ProAunzen. \"on der

einen Seite her Avirkt sich die Avirtschaftliche und soziale Praponderanz der Grossgrundbesitzer aus, A^on der

andern her AAird das A'erhaltnis dadurch bestimmt, dass eben diese "Feudalherren”^ haufig die Amter eines

Pagarchen oder Tribunen oder ProA^inzialstatthalters bekleiden. In Auelfachen Beziehungen zur Kirche

linden aalt in den LTkunden die Grossgrundbesitzer, die Beurteilung der liberaus haufigen ZuAvendungen an

Kirchen und Kloster unterliegt aber noch manchen ZAA eifeln,

Das ganz kurze Kap. ATI ''Epilogue'’ enthalt den HinAv^eis auf das ATrschAvinden der grossen Giiter des

C. Jahrh.s nach der arabischen Eroberung und einige Bemerkungen zur Gesamtbeurteilung der so interes-

santen Erscheinung aus der Geschichte des beginnenden iMittelalters.

Der ATrf. hat mit griindlicher Ausnutzung des Alaterials gearbeitet und bietet eine detaiHierte, aber aUe

Umstandhchkeit A^ermeidende Einfuhrung in den Aveiten Tatsachenkomplex. Im Einzelnen und im Ganzen

bewahrt er eine niichtern kritische Haltung. TrefPcnd Avarnt er (S. 50 und 79) A’or Angleichung an das Feudal-

system des Alittelalters, treffend Avendet er sich (S. 145) gegen die Anschauung Amn der AA^irtschaftlichen

Autarkie der grossen Guter. Die Einzelerkcnntnis ist Auelfach gefdrdert ; einige erhebliche Alomente habe ich

bereits in der Inhaltsiibersicht bezeichnet.

So berechtigt nun die eingangs zitierte Formulierung des HauptzA\^ecks der Schrift ist, so notAvendig

scheint mir energiseh eindringende Detailforschung und statistische Aufarbeitung als naehste Aufgabe, und

auch dafur bildet H.s ziu'erlassiue Zusammenfassung einen brauchbaren Ausgangspunkt. Der ATrf. hat

ubrigeiis sclbst A\iederholt auf die Unsicherheiten und Unklarheiten iinserer bisherigen Erkenntnis hinge-

Aviesen. Daruber hinausgehend mochte ich im Folgenden einige m. E. A^ordringliche Aufgaben kenntlich

machen. Ich A ersuche Grund^atzliches herauszuheben und dureh Beispiele zu beleuchten, Av^obei mir Hin-

Aveise auf die Arbeitsmethode bc.-5onders Avichtig sind. An den Schluss meiner Besprechung Averde ich einige

Berichtigungen und Erganzungen stellcn,^ die Another keinen Platz gefunden haben.

Zunachst einiges A’on dem, Avas ich ‘'statistische Aufarbeitung" genannt habe. AA'ir brauchen eine TabeUe

der KT-qixara der Apionen und der ubrigen yeouxot (die ap.7r€\<2)v€s der Apionen hat A^erf. p. 318 zusam-

mengestellt) soAAue der zu den grossen oXkol irgendAvie in Beziehung stehenden, aber nicht zuihnen gehorenden

Durfer; ferner eine Prosopographie der Beamten und Angestellten—beider haufigen Namensgleichheit umso

^ Ich gebrauche den Ausdruck nur mit A’orbehalt.

- Druckfehler, deren mir inchrere aufgefdllen sind, und Unnclitigkeiten untergeordneter Art wie in der AAde-

dergabe von Eigcnnamen erwahne ich nicht im Einzelnen.
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notwendiger ; sodann cine Klas^ifikation der Verwaltungsdokiimente. in^besonderc der grossen Rechnungs-

aufstellungen und eine t? berjsicht uber deren Anlage.

Grundsatzlich wichtig scheint inir die Feststellung der Tcrminologie, die frcilich infolge vielfachen

Schwankens starke Sciiwierigkeiten maeht. Wann kommt in der Bedeutung ''Grossgrundbesitzer*'^

auf ? Das Wort, schon in ptolemaischer Zeit begegnend. bezeiclmet den Eigenbauern im Gcgensatz zuin

Pachter, und yeovxeLv kann noch im 4. imd 5. Jahrh. mit Bezug auf einen beliebigen Eigenbauer gebrauclit

werden. Einstweilen weise ich auf P.SJ.^ 94S v. J. 345-6 hin, eine Abrechniing uber Wcintransporte,

die von Krrjfiara in verschiedenen Dorfbezirken des Arsinoites austzehen. Ich habe diese Abrechnuiig bchon

friiher auf einen Grossgrundbositz zuruckgefiihrt {B. Z., xxviu, 177), da bei jedem Transport ein y€ovxt-Kov

'ttXolov, einnial ein yeovxiKos vavrr]? erscheint. Trifft meine Ansicht zu, so ware die Urkunde fur die ^ or-

stufen der byzantinischcn oUol zu vcrwertcn. Xebenbci: Wilekens Benicrkung zii Chrest. 3S3, 27, da^s der

yeovx^Kos Aoyo? das Pendant zum KvpiaKos Aoyos- ist, hatte der Verf. um der Anschauliehkeit widen ebeiiso

erwahnen miissen wie sonstige Parallelismon der Tcrminologie der staatliehen und '’feudalen ’ Einrich-

tungen (z. B. hn-dyta^ Wilcken, ibid.^ Eink).^

Zur Bezeichnung des Gesaintbesitzes eines yeouxo? und seiner ATrwaltung dient olkos ‘'Haiishalt

und zw'ar scheint o eVSofo? oIkos der nicht nur in der Korrespondenz des oLKog selb>st angewendcte

offizielle Titcl zu sein;^ z. B. Wilcken. Chrest,, 471, bitten die priores Transtigritanorum um Zuruckweisung

der bucellarii (1. 8) rod ivho^ov olkov tov 7TaTpi\_Kiov—Xame; nochmals 1. 13. Auf Grund die&cs Titcls rechiie

ich P. Oxy., I, 127 (spates 6. Jahrh.), eine Aufstelliing uber Getreidelieferungen v(7Tkp) ip.^oX^g und uber

Geidzahlungen, zu den Dokumenten der Apionen: awr^Xei 6 ev6o^(og) olk(os) 'Oivpvyx(ov)'* resp.

Kwcolv] (1. 1 resp. 7). Die iDrtsbezeiehnung bedeutet ‘dm Bereich von U. resp. Kynopolis ’ oder ‘Tiir den

Bereich”. Ich kann es nicht fur richtig halten, mit den Herausgebern oIkos fur ttoAis- zu iiehmen (Zehetmair,

I.c,, DO ‘‘curia Ox^Thynchi’’) ; demi es kommt noch hinzu, dass MT]i'dg vrjrdp(Los) K(al) 7TapaTTop.7T(o5), der die

Geldbetrage nach Alexandria bringt, doch wohl nicht ein ^Staatsbeamter oder Kurialbeainter ist. Es handelt

sich also um Xatural- und Geldsteuern aus deni m Oxyrhynchites und Kynopolites gelegenen Teilen der

Besitzungen der Apionen und um einen Hirer Beamten.

Die oTkol von Oxyrhynchus, die der Verf. in dem Exkurs, p. 47-9 behandelt, erklart er fiir Unterbezirke

des Gaues ;
wie kommen sie aber zu ihren Xamen ? In Alodifikation der von den Herausgebern zu P. Ox\ .,

1887 vorgetragenen Auffas^ungen halte ich Theon und Timagenes fiir yeovxoL, deren oIkol nach ihrem Tod in

Staatsbesitz ubergingen, Des Verf. Bemerkung zu iTTLpLeXrjTTjg olkov Qecvvog ist nicht richtig.

Ausser olkos wird auch noch ovata gebraucht wie fur die grossen Guter der Zeit der rdmischen Herrschaft,

die meist kaiserlicher Besitz geworden waren. Stud. Pal., xx, 129 (497 n. Chr.) 7rapaA^[/x77]Tou ovalas ’Att/coi-o?,

ibid. 209 v. J. 625 ( ?) eVt/cet/ieVou ovdag lirparriyLOV, P. Oxy., 1931 (5. Jahrh.) 1. 2 Tp[a]7T€^iT7]S—T0d xpvfjiov

rrjg ovolag [rjou pLaKaplo[v] "I[a]KOv^ov, WO daiin weiter VOn TrpovorjTaL die Rede ist.®

Zu der haufigen Formel Bed olKerov rod (Artikcl fehlt vereinzelt) eVepwrJiyros K-al ^poa^optCovrog rw Ibioj

beaTTOTT) Tw avra> TravevSijpLLp dvbpl ri)v dycoy^v Kal ivoxT]v ist Folgendes ZU bemerken: 1. AA enger, SleUie/tretung,

262 ff. (indem Abschnitt: Vertragsabschluss durch Sklaven) ;
Alitteis, 6>r/r., 263; P. AI. Meyer, Jurist. Pap.,

p. 167 (Einl. zu Xr. 51) fassen mit aller Entschiedenheit oLKerrjg als “Sklave ’ auf; ich wusste nicht, A\as

dagegen mit Erfolg geltend gemacht werden konnte. Es ist hdehst beachtenswert, dass ein Sklave

sozuragen General-Procura fur die grossen Besitzungen der Apionen in den Gauen von Oxyrhynchos und

Kvnopolis hat und dass Angehorige einer Sklavcnfamilie etwa 100 Jahre lang diese Vertrauenssteliung

innehaben. Der Verf. musste, pp. 84 uiid 112, entweder die Tatsaehe des Sklavenstandes gebuhrend hervor-

heben oder etwaige Zweifel oder eine gegeiiteilige Ansicht kenntlieh machen.' 2. Die Ubersetziing der Formei,

wie sie zuerst im I. Bd. der P. Oxy., erseheint, ist von den Herausgebern des x^^. Bdes und so aueh von H.

beibehalten worden, obwohl schon AVenger die prazise juristisehe Bedeutung der einzeliieii termini klar

1 Hardy, p. 40: “the title is that regularly used for estate o\^Tiers.”

- Alerkwiirdig ibid. 1. 20 if. der br]{j.6aiog vavrs^g tov eybo^ov olkov. Alan denkt an einen mit der A erschiffiing der

brjpLdoLa Beauftragten.
^ -oAccos,

—’AiTuoeojv, OClos —

.

Zehetmair, De appdlatlonibus honorific^. 33: domus Apionum semiier kvbo^og in papyris dosignata est.

® Herauso^eber : ’O^epuyxferdjr^- Saehlieh kein T ntersehied.

6 Auch KTfims scheint statt oIkos oder oCaia zu stehen: l\ Oxy., 1902 (fruhes 0. Jahrh.) 1. 2, 3 v-ip k-ttjcuoj tov

avTov y€Ov^<o>u (-sf*. 0XavLOV \A.davaoLov).
'
Der I’erf. erwahnt »elbst, p. 112. a f-l.n e of the patrician Athana.',iiis in the Thehaid holdiiifr a government

position'—Die Ubersetzung von olK^T-r,^. die Preisigke. WB, s.v., 2 gibt •Gut^veIwaIter etc. im Dienst des Grund-

herrn", ist offenbar ad hoc ausgedacht.
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herausgestellt unci (p. 2t)2, n. 3) die verallgemeinernde englische Uber&etzung als nicht befriedigend bezeichnet

hat. Ich mochte fur das Recht der auch von P. M. Meyer ubernommenen und durch Parallelen erlauterten

{Lc, Einl. und n. ad L 6 ff.) juristischen Interpretation umsomehr eintreten, als die in Preisigkes TVR.

gebotenen Erklarungen wenig glucklich sind.

Die besonderen Interpretationsschwierigkeiten des einschlagigen Urkundenmaterials werden deutlich,

^venn man dem Verhaltnis zwdschen oIkos und K<nfj.7] genauer nachgeht. Ich wahle diese Aufgabe an zweiter

Stelle, um Andeiitungen fiir die weitere Detailforschung zu machen. Grundsatzlich sind drei Moglichkeiten

ins Auge zu fassen: ein Dorf kann als Ganzes oder teihveise zu den Landereien eines oIkos gehoren oder es

kann dem Haupt eines oIkos in seiner Eigenschaft als Pagarch unterstehen. Der Wortlaut der Wendungen,

durch die die Stellung des Dorfes bezeichnet wird, ist nun vieKach nicht eindeutig, und zwar muss man sich

oft gerade davor hiiten, ohne weiteres den dem Wortlaut nach nachstliegenden Sachverhalt anzunehmen.

1. P. Oxy. 2027 (6. Jahrh.), Recto I, 1—6 v7Tobox(T]) • • • ^7roiK(Lov) KrTjoccjs . . . Aoiaideov

. . . enoiKLov MdrTov . . . : ist die Stellung des Dorfes, wie es dem Wortlaut nach scheinen konnte, in seiner

Gesamtheit die gleiche wie die der beiden eVotVta oder erstreckt sich die vnoSoxv in diesem Fall

nur auf innerhalb der Dorflandereien gelegene Besitzstucke des oIkos ? Da als Betrag fur das Dorf nur etwa

J des Betrages fiir das eVotw. Kr, und nur etwa r desjenigen fiir das eVoi/c. M. angegeben ist, so wird man das

Letztere annehmen;^ der Ausweg, dass es sich um Teilzahlungen handeln konnte, wird durch die nachfol-

gende Abrechnung iiber die Ausgaben verschlossen.

2. P. Oxy. 1894 v. J. 573. Der Aussteller der Urkunde verpflichtet sich gegeniiber einem Trpovorjr^s ri^s

dyias €KKXr]aLas den Posten eines Lohnhilfsbeamten fiir die TTpovoriral zu ubernehmen eV irpooTaaia rijs KcdpTjs

—Name—und alle Natural- und Geldabgaben abzuliefern, die er empfangt Trapd rdiv vTT€vdvvojv y^wpywv rCov

v7t6 rT)v oT}v davpLaatorrjra eV rfj €lp7jp.(ivj}) KwpLr}. Der Wortlaut weist gewiss, um mit den Herausgebern zu reden,

auf '‘the management of a whole village, evidently included in the domain of the church*’. Werden wir

aber im Hinblick auf Zeugnisse wie sub 1 nicht einen Vorbehalt machen miissen, da die iibrigens unvoll-

standig erhaltene Urkunde keinen Sachverhalt als KontroUe liefert ? Jloglich ist jedenfaUs dem Wortlaut

nach, dass es sich nur um einen Teil der Dorfbewohner handelt.

3. P. Oxy. 1855 (6. oder 7. Jahrh.). Viktor, chartularius in der Verwaltung der Apionen, hat unter

seinem Siegel eine Steuersumme dem des Dorfes Muchis ubergeben. Gehorte das ganze Dorf dem
oIkos oder gehorten ihm nur Teile, deren Bewirtschafter unter einem standen ? Oder war das Dorf

irayapxovpivr} und trifft die vom Verf., p. 54, fiir unsere Urkunde aufgestelite Vermutung das Richtige,

"that some member of the Apion family was pagarch at that moment and used estate officials for public

business?” Notwendig ist diese Erklarung fur den vorliegenden Fall nicht, den wir unentschieden lassen

miissen ; in anderen Fallen gibt sie die zutreffende Lcisung.

4. Ein lehrreiches Problem bieten einige an Apion II und III gerichtete Schriftstucke, in denen einzelne

Dorfer bezeichnet werden als Trayapxovpdvy} vtto tou oIkov rijs vfidtv ^I’So^orrjroSi—jrapd tov ou oikov

oder—VTTO (Trapd) rijs vperepas vTT€p<j>v€Las. Vom offentlichrechtlichen Standpunkt aus ist Trayapx'^IoQo.L vtto rod

oIkov rov helva y€ovxov eine contradictio in adiecto. Ich glaubte die Untersuchung in dieser Besprechung

fuhren zu konnen, musste sie aber als zu vervsickelt zuriickstellen, und so kann ich nur eben auf das

Problem hinweisen.

Vielleicht am wichtigsten ist genauere Aufklarung Tiber das Verhaltnis zwischen der Gutsherrschaft und

den hdrigen Kolonen und iiber die Formen, unter denen sich die Bewirtschaftung durch die letzteren voU-

zieht ; dicsen Aufgabenkomplex nenne ich an dritter Stelle- Wie sind die Biirgschaften fiir das Verbleiben

der Kolonen auf dem Krrjpa zu beurteilen, die wir einstweilen mit Sicherheit nur aus dem Bereich der Apionen-

Besitziingen im Ox\Thynchites kennen ? Der Wortlaut zeigt, dass sie nicht etwa beim Eintritt in den Horig-

keitsstand geleistet wurden. Darf man vermuten, dass sie nach Bedarf erneuert wurden, wenn etwa der

Burge nicht mehr genugend Sicherheit zu bieten schien oder aus irgend einem Grund ausfiel ? Es wird sich

empfehlen auch auf die Burgen zu achten: teils sind sie selbst Horige, gegebenen Falls vom selben eTroUiov

wie der, fiir den gebiirgt wird, teils sind es Leute ausserhalb des Horigkeitsverhaltnisses. Interessant

I, 52 (6. Jahrh.?): dem Pagarchen von Ox\Thynchos burgen zwei Leute aus einem (sonst im Besitz der

Apionen erscheinenden) Krrjpa fiir standiges Verbleiben einer Frau auf dem gleichen Krijpa: weder die

Burgen noch die, fur die geburgt wird, sind als iva7T6ypa<f>0L bezeichnet.

In P. Oxy. 1896 v. J. 577 verpfliehten sich 8 coloni adscript icii eines dem Apion II gehorenden €ttolkiov

^ Also ist H., p. 80, im Recht, wenn er die Urkunde als Beispiel dafiir anfiihrt, dass ‘'each pronoetes had under his

charge one or more /cTiJgara of the Apion family, to which would often be attached their scattered property in

villages.*’
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unter Korrealhaftung ziir Abheferung von 3,000 Krugen Wcin aus der kommenden Ernte, einschlief^slicli der
Begleichung des Riickstandes aus der vorausgegangenen Ernte. Man fragt : inwieweit wurden die Forderun-
gen der Gutsherrschaft an die Kolonen in Vertragsform festgelegt, inwdeweit rein veru'altungsmassig in
Yerordnungsform^. Bedeutet die Vertragsform nur, dass der status libertatis der Kolonen zum Ausdruek
gebracht werden soil Ich darf mieh mit diesen Andeutungen fiir die sich hier aufdrangenden Frairen
begniigen und fiige nur hinzu, dass in den grossen Einnahmeaufstellungen a Is Kontribuenten schr viele
Einzelpersonen neben /<otm y^o^py^v und kleineren Compagnons^Gesellsohaften- erscheinen und dass nicht
zu vergessen ist, dass aiisser den Kolonen zahlreiclie \ ollfreie an der Bewirtschaftung der Latifundien be-
teiligt sind.

Den Schluss soUen, wie angekiindigt, noch einige Erganzungen und Beriohtigungen biiden. Es ware
wiinschenswert gewesen, auf p. 41 aus den Listen P. Oxy. 2020 und 2040^ alle Personen aufzufuhren. die als
yeouxot anzusprechen sind. Ich glaube ausserdem noch folgende Personen namhaft machen zu sollcn: 1. den
unbekannten Besitzer der Kny/xara P.SJ. 948 v. J. 345 6, s. o. meine Bemerkungen uber yeouyo?. 2. VczKoujSo?

(o- Jahrh.), s. o. iiber ouaia. Der Kassenbeamte und die TrpovoTirai sichern wohl dem, wie es scheint, sonst
unbekannten ^Ukov^os einen Platz unter den yeouyot. 3. 0X(dovios) "Icodv'y rjs XapLTTpforaros) P.S.J., viii, 935
(5—6. Jahrh.) aus Aphrodito; 1. 6 ausdrucklich als yeovxo^ bezeichnet, ein TrpofvorjT'qg) quittiert fur ihn.
Besitz in der Gemarkung des Dorfes ^dXa wo wir nach seineni Tod seinen Sohn noch als Besitzer finden
(P. Flor. 281 V. J. 517). 4. 0Xdovto^ 'IcodwT]^ 6 teal Aap.7TdBL0s P.S.I. 963 v. J. 581 ; 1. 9 ff. tco ao(f>ajTdTcp x-at

€XXoyLp.(wTaT<p) cr7y/x[€ia-?]^opoi; {sic) ravTijs rrjs ApKa^wv iTrap^ifas) Kat dyro dpxdvrwv . . , yeovxovvri #cat evraWa
rij Xap^TTpa 'Oivpvyx(irwv) 7t6X(€l). \ gl. meine Bemerkung B.Z., xxviii, 178 ; die Anzweiflung von <rqpL[€ia-^

4>6pos kann ich freilich nicht mehr aufrecht erhalten. Xun erscheint P. Oxy. 2020 [cu, 570 nach Hardy.
p.41, n. 1) 1. 39 Tou €vhQ^(o)T(dTov) 'Imdvvov cro^tCTTou. Ich bin sicher, dass die beiden zu identifizieren

sind. Johannes ist offenbar als philosophisch gebildeter Rhetor anzusehen; beachte auch P.8J. 963. 18
[. . . t5/x?]ajv oo^ia. Er hat Grundbesitz auch ausserhalb des Oxyrhynchites. 5. Flavius Athanasius.
P. Oxy. 1902 (friihes 6. Jahrh.)

; ausdrucklich als ycou;^os bezeichnet (1. 3) ; sein Vertreter ein rrpovorjT'qs (1. 2).

An Identitat nut dem patricius Athanasius, dux und Augustalis der Thebais, kann wegen des Zeitunter-
schiedes nicht gedacht werden. Ubrigens miisste der letztere doch wohl auch in der Reihe der Grossgrund-
besitzer des Sudens, p. 43 bei H., erscheinen; vg. pp. Ill f. und 138. Sollte die Anwesenheit des patricius

und seines grossen Gefolges in Oxyrhynchus (P. Oxy. 1920) mit dem Vorhandensein von Grundbesitz im
Oxyrh^Tichites zusammenhangen ?

Zu p. 75 : bei der Erwahnung von P. Oxy. 1900 sollte es statt the church of Oxyrhynchus ” genauer heissen
“the cathedral church” oder “the principal church”, da im Text (1. 3, 9 f.) KadoXcKij ^KKX-gaia steht. wie 1. 7

KaBoXiKos olKovopLos “the principal steward”
; s. tlbersetzung und Note ad 1. - Zu p. 140: hier ist u. a. von

den Zuwendungen “to the churches of the district'"’ die Rede, die regelmassig in den Abrechnungen der
7rpovoT]Tai erscheinen. Vielleicht ware es nicht iiberfliissig hervorzuheben, dass es sich in der Regel offenbar

um kleine Kapellen handelt, die die meist kleinen Zuwendungen erhalten. Und vieUeicht w aren da auch
Bewihigungen zu erwahnen wie (P. Oxy. 1910, 4) els t6 p.apTvp(iov) toO airr(ov) KT'qp.(aTos) Aewvlhov also die

im Bereich des KT^ju-a liegende Martyrerbegrabnisstatte
; deutlicher P. Oxy. 1911, 92, wo der hi. Serenus

als Inhaber des fiapruptov genannt ist. Heutzutage entspricht einem solchen pLaprvptov etwa ein Sehgrab.

Friedrich Zucker.

The Plural and Dual in Old Egyptian, By Raymond 0. Faulkner. Published by the Fondation Egj'pto-

logique Reine Elisabeth, Brussels, 1929. Pp. 70.

In this excellent book Mr. Faulkner has analysed, in great detail but with equal clarity, the various w ays
in w hich plurals and dual are found wTitten in texts from Dyn. I to the end of the Old Kingdom, w ith some
illustrative examples from the Coffin Texts. The Old Kingdom was indeed, as the author says, the formative
period of the orthography, but its texts {outside the Pyramids) have a delusive appearance of greater con-

sistency than they really possess. To the reviewer, who thought he knew a little about Old Eg\T)tian, the

seemingly endless variety of expedients for expressing plurals and duals set forth in this book came as a great

^ In diesem Zusammenhang sei auch daran erinnert. dass z. B. in P. Oxy. 1982 v. J. 497 anlassUch einer Quittimg
iiber den Empfang eines Rades fiir eine Saqije der Kolone Erfullung aller Obliegenheiten verspricht.

- sirke (societas) ist in primitiver Form auch heute unter den Fellachen gang und gabe.
® Beide Listen erfreulicherw'eise vom Verf., p, 41, n, 1, genauer auf etwa 570 n. Chr. datiert.
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surprise, and near the end he found himself murmuring the well-knou-n statement that there are nine-and-
sixty ways of constructing tribal lays, and every single one of them is right. Nine-and-sixty would, however,
be an understatement applied to ifr. Faulkner’s material. One is tempted at first to think that, like the
redactors of the Graeco-Roman temple texts with words in general, the Old Kingdom scribes took a pleasurem vTiting these grammatical forms in as many ways as possible ; the truth is of course that they found or
devised numerous means of expressing them, and did not, by selection, develop any consistent rule. You
coidd gain your end by repetition of the phonetic elements (if anv), or some of them, or by repetition of the
ideogram, or the determinative, or by the use of one of the various forms of the specific determinatives of
pl^urahty or duality, or even (for this seems to have been less favoured) by VTiting out the respective endings
phonetically

; or by various combinations and permutations of these devices. The reviewer, originaUy for 1^
own amusement, VTote out the subjoined table, putting a single plural word through as many as possible

IS

§

1

§

8.

IZ

§
164-

18cl

§

22

p- z 8 17

z
/3/4/4”°° ISc lAl/3/4S^ 24

5 p=p==-p=. 11 18c P^/4/1/3
5,

9i- i-iiA# 13 18c
(1-=^ 26
1 .SksS +20

At AI ' 6 CL.

1/41/41/3 13a 20 PS°°° +ZQ

111/4/4/3 134
p

o o o 20

7a ^•^0 0 0 15 20
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7^ /^'^ = oo 15 p—

^

20 BE REPLACED BY 1 1 1

0 1 ,

7c i 6 22

OR\nn or o or I OR. ,

o 1 I t

RARELY ALSO BY oooo

OR \\\\

.

of the paces marked out by 4Ir. Faulkner, with references to the book. It is of course merely schematic,
nearly all the vTitmgs, as regards anc, being theoretical; still, it may give a not misleading idea of the
extraordinary fluidity, as well as the ingenuity, of Old Kingdom orthography. And although it comprises
(having regard to the various forms of the “plural determinative”) 109 possibilities, it omits a number of
combinations possible with words vritten in a different way in the singular, e.g., those containing, biliteral
phonograms with phonetic complements.

”

Special studies of this sort, in which a clearly-demarcated group of phenomena in a given period is ana-
lysed exhaustively, are of much value in our science, and it is to be hoped that ^Ir. Faulkner will give us
more of them. The form of the book leaves nothing to be desired; although autographed, the text is as clear
as print, and the hierogh^phic wTiting is very pleasing.

The following are observations on various points in the volume wdiich seem to call for criticism or other
comment

:

§ 2 a, e. The vritings Jl •administrators of the necropolis”, ^ ,

;

“embalmers”, should hardly have
been quoted without it, being pointed out that they evidently result from mechanical suppression' of the
determmatives in each case. Similarly, no doubt, with in 2 c. The factor of superstitious
suppression of signs has hardly been given its due importance in this book.

§ 4. The use of singular nouns denoting parts of the body or the like before plurals in the genitive is
found also in >Semitic: Akkadian, zumur^iuiu "their body", pwjar hurddimnu "the corpse of their'warriors

”
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(Ungnad, Bab. Ass. Gramm., §§ 25 g, 24 i); Hebrew, e.g. cai,;! ‘-their throat”, CrrS "their tongue”,
Ps. 6, 10. In the ex. from Pyr. 262 a, the Ennead is perhaps personified as one woman; cf. sueh writings as

2 Lacau. Textes religieux, r\-, D. 195.

§ 9 e. It is notewortht- that when the suffix precedes the triple determinative (another ex. Teti Cem., 155,
n. 1) the plural ending is not -nTitten, as though the triple determinatives served to indicate the plurals
snw’f. mhrws of mhrs.

§ 10. ^ is probably ideogram.

§ 11. These exx. might have been subdivided. In the first the determinatives are replaced by the picture
below; in the third and fifth there is suppression of the determinatives; the fourth has no deterrainativ’e in
any case.

§ 12. The word
| ij( U U was perhaps so \sTitten because the latter part of it, was pronounced

similarly to the plural of LJ . So also ^ where perhaps ~rjiv was pronounced like the plural of

mouth . If this surmise be correct we have in these \\Titings interesting sporadic attempts to indicate
vocalization.^

§§ I'i? Ifi' It seems more likely that rivt 2 ‘‘2 false doors” is to be read than the dual rivfj.

§ 19. I think that the one-sidedness of our material leads us to over-estimate the intiuence exerted by
the graphic peculiarities of religious texts upon the secular script. It seems likely that the use of the ‘'deter-

minatives of number found already in Dyn. I, first became common in hieratic, in which their great con-

venience would very naturally secure them an extended use,* which would then have invaded hieroglyphic

through hieratic drafts of inscriptions. It is indeed possible that their use in the P^Tamids came from this

source, and that the singular signs o, replacing harmful determinatives, were secondary creations from
o o o, \\\, and o o, \\.

§ 20. The writings of schw., nhiv, msic, have had their determinatives suppressed; ^pdivt has the picture

below.

§ 25. It is noteworthy that there are no determinatives in four out of the five exx. given with plural ending

U' following the singular ending u'; without the plural ending there w'ould be no indication that the plural

was intended.

§ 27, Gmkiv 2 ‘'2 door-jambs” is the reading more probably than the dual, since s/t I “ 1 offering-tablet”

follows.

§§ 27, 33, 43, 47, 50, 51, 55, 56, 61, 62, 66. It is a striking feature of Old Egyptian orthography' that it

usually omits an ending j also w'hen foUow^ed by the plural it*

—

e.g. in the dual, masculine and feminine (some-

times written in the latter as the only indication of the dual), nisha-forms (except often in masc. pL), sdintj-fj,

prospective relative form, old perfective, sj dependent pronoun, tj (later tic) ‘‘one”, and the suffix 1. sing.

Is this because the Old Kingdom scribes felt it to be more vocalic than consonantal, or had it indeed already

disappeared, the wTitings in ]\Iiddle Egyptian (and to some extent in Old Egy'ptian) with (|,
i,

indicating the final vow'el rather than the consonant ?

§ 30. The reading of the word for “man”, usually wTitten is not given by Mr. Faulkner. We have

the choice between s and rnd ; in view* of the rarity in Old Egyptian of the former W’ord (an ex. Pijr. 231 c),

it would seem that ^ is usually to be read rmf. which word will then not be so rare in the singular as is

asserted in § 31.

§ 32. The not infrequent association of jwJ and^ ^,so wTitten,may express tw'o different constructions,

privj nbw “two houses of gold”, and pr-hduj “tw'o white-houses”, pr-hd having on this view' become virtually

one word, cf. the oft-cited khd-sn “their white-bread”.

§ 34. In wTiting collective nouns, grammatically singular, the scribes W'ere faced with a dilemma ; they

had the alternatives either (a) of writing a triple determmative, as in the exx. quoted in this section, which

made the words look like grammatical plurals, or (6) of wTiting one determinative only, as in the

normal writing of fsf, “troop” (references Ann. du Serv., xxv, 248), which made the word appear to denote

a single person.

§ 36. is CsWy not Csnic, the OOO being taken over from the w'ood Cd.

^ The same is possibly the case with the writing of dmict {dinjivt ?) given in § 26, hardly, how'ever, w ith that of

dinniv there quoted.

2 The plural determinative is almost the only way of expressing the plural in the hieratic documents of Dyn. VI
published in Berl. Hier. Pap.y in.

P
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§ 37. The Tvriting of nisba-forms of feminine words as though they were feminine duals, g and the like,

was perhaps actuated by a similarity not only of the consonants but of the vocalization. Xjnij “two towns”

would, on the analogy of oyepHTe [^werCetej) “two legs”, be vocalized nejwHej; and tijwtj “one who is of

a toTO”, would, on the analogy of ^eniHT (*sepjetej), nisha of *iepjd, be vocalized nejwetej also. The

data bearing on this question are unfortunately scanty.^

§ 38. “An adjective . . . cannot be represented in hieroglyphic by a picture or an ideogram.” But what

of e.g. “pure”, “eldest”, “small” ?

§§ 53, 54. “Adjectives used attributivel^"”, “participles used adjectivally”, “adjectives used as nouns

substantive", "participles used as nouns”. For this deplorable terminology, with its implication that we

could parse a given word as a participle used as an adjective used as a noun substantive, the author is not

responsible, for he is but using terms and ideas which are common in general grammar, but which certainly

do not suit Egyptian. When the student is told in a text-book, for example, that wi.56u-forms are adjectives,^

and is then told that many examples of them are adjectives used as nouns, it is too much like telling a

student of zoology that cattle are bulls, but that bulls often take the form of cows. Mhtj “northern(er)” is

not more “adjective” than “noun” or “substantive” ; nor is nfr “good (one)” ; nor are the participles. Our

classification here clamours for reform. Excepting those the use of which is solely attributive (nh "every”

is the only one I can think of), I suggest that Egyptian words now called adjectives be called nouns, or

quality-nouns when it is required to distinguish them from other nouns. Such words differ from other

nouns in the respect that, in addition to their independent use, they, by their nature as expressing primarily

a quality or attribute, are frequently used in apposition. When used independently {nfr “good one ") they are

used substantivally
;
-when used in apposition (pr nfr “house, good-one”, i.e. “good house”) they are used

attributively, or adjectivally, the difference between the independent and attributive uses being obviously

one of function, not of nature. The same point of view holds good of participles. This is not the place to

inquire how far some such revision of terms would be of value in the grammar of some other languages.

In Eg\q)tian grammar, however, its introduction would have far more than theoretic importance, for it would

much facilitate the learning and teaching of the language.

^ Urh., I, 134, 10, is, I think, not the dual. In the same inscription we have {op. cit.,

133, 13) and in the passage cited by the author
| (|j

It

looks to me as if there had been in each case a faulty resolution of an accolade of a common t}q>e

:

\ O

§ 57. The evidence seems to be aU against the word (1
(|
being an “adjective”. In all occurrences of

the word knowm to me, other than the one quoted here, it precedes a verb in sdni-f, sdm-n-foT sdmt-f; in the

Pyramids it varies with and it is to me indistinguishable from the latter in meaning and function.®

I therefore take it as a negative particle, not used predicatively, and I take here as a verb in sdm'f.

Battiscombe Gunn.

Magical Texts fram a hilingual Papyrus in the British Museum, edited A^dth translations, commentary, and
facsimiles by H. I. Bell, A. D. Nock, Herbert Thompson. From the Proceedings of the British

Academy, vol. xvii. London (1932). 8vo, pp. 55, and three large folded photographic plates.

This is an extensive and somewhat surprising addition to the knowm magical texts, coming from the

Eg^^ptian Department of the British Museum amongst the valuable acquisitions purchased from the collec-

tion made in Egypt by the Swedish Consul Anastasi a full century ago. It appears to have been in the same
group as the well-known magical papyri of Paris, London, and Leyden, and is thus datable about the third

century a.d., when magic was most widely practised and creeds had become strangely mixed. Such magical

1 See Sethe's articles (where, however, the above combination is not suggested) in A.Z., xliv, 93 ff. ; XLvn, 42 ff.

^ It need hardly be pointed out that by the etymology of the word, the grammarians’ definitions, and such
phrases as "adjective used as noun”, the attributive use is the distinguishing feature of the "adjective”.

® Note further that the author can point to no feminine forms of the w^ord, and has to assume that the w'ritings

of masc. sing, and masc. pi. are identical.
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remains are of special value for the religious ideas and superstitions embodied in them at a time when
Christianity was gradually permeating the lands of the Xear East, and for the light they throw on the

psychology of the peoples under the Roman Empire.

The roll contains Greek texts on the verso

^

demotic on the recto
;
the committee which has edited the roll

combines the best scholarship necessary to deal with it in all its aspects. The demotic is not only admirably

transcribed and translated by Sir Herbert Thompson but is also reproduced entire on the plates, while for

the Greek we have to depend on a transcription by the impeccable ^Ir. Bell, though a small sample is seen

in the photographs of the recto.

The magical pap^Ti often contain vocalized transcripts of demotic words in Greek characters. Unluckily

there is nothing of the kind in this pap\TU3, and even all the gibberish ‘’words of power", though they

comprise several hitherto unknown, have but the very slenderest Eg\"ptological interest. On the other

hand there is the usual amount of superstition in the miscellaneous spells (few of Avhich are incomplete) to

attract or repel lovers, to win favour and praise and so forth, and the pamphlet forms a valuable addition

to the literature of the subject.

E. Ll. Griffith.

Koftische Dialektgrarnmatik mit Lesestucken und Worterhuch, von Walter Till, C. H. Beck’sche Verlags-

buchhandlung, Miinchen, 1931. Pp. 91 and 48.

Dr. Till has made his great reputation by a number of publications of texts and grammatical works on

Coptic, especially concerning the less-known dialects, Faijuimic and Achmimic. He has now given us a very

handy little book, a comparative grammar of all the dialects, summarized in 91 pages of print, followed by

a chrestomathy on 29 pages and a glossary in 19 pages, all autographed. Such a work has long been a

desideratum and will be welcomed accordingly. The variable and strange Old Coptic” of the pagan period

is not here dealt with. Readers should be warned against the impossible extension (in Bohairic) of (5'oic

for (5'c on p. 4. It should of course be (S'coic. Such a lapsus calami is an isolated blemish; but here and

there in his desire for extreme conciseness Till allows a misleading phrase, such as on p. 7 in ou- “in”

(seltener julu), which seems to imply that iXii- was a form of the preposition oil-; “seltener in aaii”

would have been quite clear and not too long. On p. 84 is an obvious misprint for eqyoii.

As a complement to Till’s work Professor Worrell’s Coptic Sounds, Part I, The Main Currents of their

History, ought here to be mentioned. For the first time it brings a s^'stematic treatment of Coptic phonetics

to bear upon the subject of the dialects, and it reaches very valuable results.

F. Ll. Griffith.

The Ephemerides of Alexander's Expedition. By Charles Alexander Robinson, Jr. Brown University,

Providence, 1932. Pp. 81, 4to, 1 map. $3.00.

It is generally agreed that the Ephemerides (Official Journal) of Alexander w'ere the original source of

much or most of what is credible in the history of his conquests ; but the extent to which each of our surviving

sources has dravTi upon them remains a matter for discussion. In the present volume Professor Robinson

has thrown new light upon this question by tabulating in parallel columns the place-names by which various

authors mark the stages of Alexander s progress. From this concordance he demonstrates that dovm to the

summer of 327 b.c. the order and spelling of these names is almost identical, and that from the summer of

326 they are set forth in substantially the same form and sequence ; but that in the inter^^ening period the

lists show considerable discrepancies. He concludes that all our extant sources derived their account of the

earlier campaigns of Alexander from the court historian Callisthenes, who no doubt made systematic use of

the Journal; for the interval from 327 to 326 they fell back upon a variety of other sources, because at this

point Callisthenes’ work came to a stop and the Journal itself was destroyed by fire (Plutarch, Eumenes,

ch. 2) ; for the remaining years of Alexander s reign a new Journal was compiled and preserved, but was not

thrown into historical shape by a single standard authority like Callisthenes, and therefore filtered through

to our surviving sources by difierent channels.

The key which Professor Robinson has thus ingeniously applied might be used to resolve other problems.

It might serve to explain the sudden gap in our best and fullest authority, Arrian, for the years 328-327,

and the unusual wealth of detail with which that very inferior VTiter, Quintus Curtius, fills the gap.

Professor Robinson discusses in an appendix the chief chronological difficulty in the history of Alexander's

campaigns. Putting together the time-data supplied by various ancient authors, we arrive at the conclusion

that in the summer and autumn of 330 Alexander moved from the Caspian to Cabul, say 1,300 miles in 100
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marching days. This feat, though not quite incredible—Lord Roberts covered 313 difficult miles from Cabul

to Candahar in 22 days—appears impossible to Professor Robinson. But instead of prolonging Alexander's

march into 329 (as is done by some modern scholars), he gives it an earlier start, in the spring of 330. This

compels him to reject Plutarch's remark that Alexander spent four months at the beginning of 330 in

Persepolis, and Arrian's statement that the death of Darius (which befell a few days after Alexander’s start

from the Caspian) took place in midsummer. We need not hesitate to reject Plutarch's unsupported asser-

tion, which indeed is highly improbable on the face of it. If it can be shown that Arrian's date does not

derive from Callisthenes and the Ephemerides, we need not scruple to reject this also.

Professor Robinson's monograph makes us look forward to his forthcoming larger Avork on the sources for

the history of Alexander.
31. CARY.

Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Texts^ Beliefs, and Paintings. III. ^lemphis (Ahu Bawash

to Dahshur). By Bertha Porter and Rosalind L. B. Moss, B.Sc., Oxon., Clarendon Press, 1931.

Pp. xxi and 254.

Those who, as makers of books, are sensitive to the verdict of those who use them would do Avell, unless

themselves already experts in the difficult art, to study this Avork as a model of its kind, both for fastidious

correctness, clarity of presentment, solicitude for aU possible requirements of readers, yet with CA^ery valid

economy of space and diagram. It is a technical as Avell as a bibliographical achievement in no less degree

than the preceding A^olumes, and this in spite of the hampering condition that most of the monuments that

it records are buried beyond consultation, sometimes unpublished, or described Avdth exasperating disregard

of the precision in Avhich the authors take pride.

]Miss Moss speaks of the fire of queries under Avhich she has brought the still liA^ing archaeologists con-

cerned with this section of the prolific valley of the Nile. >She has in truth forced us to regard it as a point of

military honour to acquit us valiantly under this fusillade and to silence it if aa'c can ; for our AATitings stand

or fall at this analytical test of a practised reader.

It would be a prolonged task to probe this haystack of references for the sharp prick of an error; ten to

one it Avould, if found, pro\^e to be a A^isitation of the sins of the forefathers. It is better to giA'e some con-

sideration to AAffiat the volume as a aaLoIb reveals.

The mass of material wffiich this one of seA^eral sections records for us AA’iU, I think, come even to most

Egyptologists first as a surprise and then as an oppressive weight. One feels as Khufu should have felt, in

anticipation of his burial under that almost incalculable number of blocks. The items still to be discovered

and recorded in EgAq)t are not likely to proA^e less in bulk than those that haA^e already been noted or adum-

brated. Ought Ave not to resolve that this bibliography of Egyptian publications must be folloA\ ed up as soon

as possible by a still greater feat of compression and orderly survey ? If M e are not to miss the use and

beauty of the Avood by reason of the number of the trees in it, ought we not to set about the compilation of

a Subject Catalogue, no less clearly demarcated and organized than this, of all the human thoughts, hopes,

and fears, and the consequent rites and practices AAffiich Ancient Egypt reveals ? It Avould be like the gift

of an alphabet to the Chinese, and afford to the narroAA’, book-sodden specialist some hope of finding sufficient

time and elasticity of spirit to be a humanist as well.

The coming Oriental Congress at Rome might aA^ert all danger of futility if some such scheme could be

Avorked out beforehand and participation in it invited. The vast utility of the present publication at least

suggests the inquiry whether there is not another, or other directions in AA'hich mere organization of the

material amassed up to noAA^ Avould be the best endoAA^ment of our science. The moment Avhen the stream of

discoA'ery and books tends to run low under economic stress is one for taking intelligent and accurate stock

of AA’hat AA'e have.
X. DE G. Daa^es.

^Ei't€v^€is, requites et plaintes adressees au roi d'Egypte an IIP siecle avant J.C. Par Octaa’e Gueraud.
Fascicules 1 et 2. Imprimerie de Tlnstitut fran9ais d'Archeologie orientate, le Caire, 1931-2. Pp. xcv-j-

290. PI. xiii.

This magnificent A^olume, dedicated to King Fuad, forms the first publication of the Societe ro3"ale

egA'ptienne de papATologie, latel^^ founded bA" His Majest^N A preface b^^ M. Jouguet explains the aims and
projects of the societA^ of which he is the actKe president. As he Avas also, along Avith M. Lefebvre, the

discoverer and to a large extent first editor of the texts here printed, w^e can appreciate his pleasure in seeing

his OAA’n admirable w'ork so brilliant I3" completed after thirty’ }'ears b}' a member of his OAvn school.
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The texts, both the new and the old, consist of the petitions found b3" Jouguet and Lefebvre at Ghoran
and Magdola. Fiftj’ of the latter were published bj^ the finders and re-edited by the late J. Lesquier in

Vol. n of the Papyrus grecs de Lille. M. Gueraud by carefulK" working through the remaining material has

now succeeded in completing not a few of those already'" published and in adding sixt}’ new pieces, whole
or fragmentary'. He has also improved upon the readings of his predecessors in many' passages, especially

in the very' difficult dockets. In many' cases the papyuri are badly' preserved and hard to read, and I doubt
if any' one else could have deciphered so much as he has done

;
one cannot but admire the skill and scrupulous

care with which the text has been established.

Apart from their legal interest the Magdola petitions are among the most attractive and picturesque of

Greek papy'ri, and the newly' recovered pieces are not inferior to the old. To give the reader a specimen I

select, almost at random, the complaint of the Arab barber (no. 47) about a client called Halichos, evidently'

another Semite, on whom he had practised his art for several y'ears for a fixed annual fee. A cpiestion having

arisen about the last y'ear’s pay'ment, Malichos made him swear in a temple of Athena (no doubt in this case

an Egy'ptian goddess) that he had not received it. But though the barber took the reepnred oath to the

disagreeable surprise of his client, he failed to obtain his money'; hence his request for an inquiry' and, if

necessary', for a trial and judgement. What an odd mixture of Greek, Egy'ptian, and Asiatic elements in

this little problem

!

M. Gueraud remarks, what is evidently' true, that in the matter of commentary' liis edition does not aim

at superseding that of Lesquier, but merely' at correcting and completing it. But this modest claim scarcely'

prepares us for the great amount of original comment contained in the introduction and notes. In the former

the author discusses (1) the formal characteristics of the petitions, (2) the method of presentins: them, (3) the

consequent procedure, administrative and legal, and (4) the relative positions of the various orparriyoL who
appear in these and other contemporary documents ; and all these questions, by' a careful analvsis of the

material, he has undoubtedly' made far clearer than they' were before. The notes also are full of interesting

remarks and show a delicate appreciation of the language used by' the scribes. Very' instructive, for instance,

is the w'ay in which he brings out the implications of such common words as avvaTroorelXaL and KaTa<l>dapi]vaL.

There is no important point on which I find it possible to dispute the views of the editor, but here are

a few trivial suggestions with regard to the text. Xo. 6, 6: depending on a aa in the writer's

mind (c/. P. Cairo Zen. o93ol. 5, Kal c5 . . . T^rev^dis without La), seems preferable to crL’rTe[Aou]iTai in the

sense of GwreXead^aovTai. Xo. 26, 6-7: the textual note suggests that we might read €pyalop4vri\i\

which seems a more natural phrase than ipya^opLevr] avryi, Xo. 4S, 3 : it is difficult to see how ^aaiXea nToX€fxaiov

can be attached to ovyypat^riv^ and as the letter after the lacuna is very' doubtful, [ttjv KeipevT^v 7Ta]pd nroX^pLaCwt

strikes one as a possible alternative. The fact that in the next line the editor does not incorporate in the text

the very probable restoration which he himself suggests, tou pe avrov /caTjaar-^cai, is an instance of his

care to admit nothing that is at aU doubtful, Xo. 63, 10: I should prefer KaraAeAeij/igeiwt to reTaJyjLieVcui,

especially' as the letter after the lacuna is said to suggest p ; for KaraXeXeLppevos is the correct epithet for a

deputy' left in temporary' charge {e.g. P. Petrie, ii, 13, 19, 1. 11, O.G.I.S., 773, 2), whereas r^raypevos is more

appropriate to a permanent appointment. Xo. 80, 9-10: perhaps [eV 6iqK7]L] KojviKrjL, a conical storage-bin

below the level of the floor, like those found at Karanis ; it would have made a convenient hiding-place for the

terrifiedladv. In 48, 7 KaTa<f>po[va)y pov^r-^s da^ereias'W'ould be more normal than Std] rijs dadeveias ; sotooin26, 9.

The new documents contain a few more of the remarkable double dates which have given rise to so much

discussion. The editor does not comment on these except incidentally'; but ho rightly notes that “Year 24,

Gorpiaios 22^Choiach 22’’ agrees very closely with the double dates of year 25 on the assumption that an

intercalary month had intervened
;
and from other evidence it seems probable that there was an intercalation

at the end of year 24 (see P. Mich. Zenon, p. 55). More disturbing and quite irreconcilable with the theories

of Beloch and Ernst Mey'er are “Y>ar 26, Daisios 23= Phaophi 5” and “Panemos 7--Phaophi 2 which

at first sight seem to make the chronology of Euergetes' reign more unintelligible than evfT. The main

difi&culty would be removed if we could suppose that the year employed by the writers of the dockets was

the financial year; unfortunately the datings of Philopator seem to form a decisive argument a<:ainst such

a supposition. But any'thing that I could say on this question would merely prove that it would have been

wiser to follow M. Gueraud’s example and say' nothing.

May the succeeding volumes of this series of Textes ei Documents come up to the high standard set by'

the first, and may AI. Gueraud soon have another opportunity' of exercising his exceptional skill as decipherer

and editor.

C, C. Edgar.
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Tax Lists and Transportation Receipts from Theadelphia. Edited with Introductions and Notes by Wiluaai

Linn Westermann and Clinton Walker Keyes. New- York: Columbia University Press, 1932.

Pp. xi, 219. 2 facsimiles.

This, the second pap}Tological work that has issued from the Columbia University Press, is a publication

of a group of pap\Ti acquired by the library of Columbia University in 1923. There are six roUs, all dated

between the years a.d. 130 and 160, and aU apparently filed together in the office of the pL^XLodrjKT} STjfjLoaiojv

Xoyoiv at Theadelphia. Although they can hardly be said to be an epoch-making contribution to our knowledge

of taxation in Roman Egj-pt, they clear up one or tw^o previously doubtful points.

The first four rolls deal with payments of Xaoypaj>ta, The editors have demonstrated that the poU-tax

w'as itself a p^piafios. The poll-tax payments of 134-5 aU fall within the months Phaophi and Hathju', so

RabeFs view (P. Basel, pp. 48-9) that all payments in the first five months of the year are arrears needs

revision. Prom the summary statement of receipts of poU-tax and p.epLap.oL for half a year it appears probable

that only half the normal sum was paid on behalf of men who died during the first five months of the year.

This would explain the rather puzzling 1254 men in B.G.U., i, 21.

A group of receipts of wages by guards and transport men (a.d, 155) w^as pasted together into a roll

and sent in to the pLpXLoBrjKT] Xoywv, It is interesting to observe that aU the police officials W'ho figure

in it are illiterate. A new w^ord—dvSpa>^L-Aa^ (if indeed this is an admissible reading)—should be noted by

lexicographers.

The last tw^o documents in this group are a list of donkey-drivers and numbers of donkeys used in the

state transport of grain (136-50) and sitologus-records of pajunent in kind, w'hich give the relative values

for official purposes of wheat, barley, and lentils.

This book has been produced wdth great care and accuracy. Some of the details, such as the reconstruc-

tion of the ledger from the journal entries {recto 1 a) might perhaps have been omitted without great loss.

The two facsimiles are good.

M. E. Dicker.

Constantine the Great and the Christian Church, By Norman H. Baynes, F.B.A. (The Raleigh Lecture on

History.) British Academy, 1929.

Professor Ba\Ties has a peculiar right to speak on Constantine the Great, for he has studied the man
and his times with a sympathetic yet critical understanding and a fullness of knowiedge w^hich there are

few wffio w^ould not envy. In this lecture he deals not with Constantine’s career as a wffiole, but with one

aspect of it, his attitude to the Christian Church. He claims, and the claim seems justified, to have rid his

mind as far as possible of prepossessions and to have based his study on Constantine’s owm letters and edicts.

To this resolute refusal to be misled by a priori considerations as to what, from the point of view of a modern

critic, Constantine ought or might be expected to have said, done, or thought is no doubt to be attributed

the convincing nature of the portrait which he drawls. Many modem view's of Constantine, some of them
presented by historians of the first rank, have erred by over-simplification. ‘‘Der WiUe zur Macht”,

hT^q)ocrisy, an astute use of the Christian Church to forward his political ends—it is tempting for men imbued

W'ith modern rationalism to seek in such conceptions the explanation of his career. It is tempting, but, when
we remember the part which religion played, with pagans and Christians alike, in that world of the early fourth

century, it is very dangerous. Professor Baynes seems to the present reviewer perfectly right in refusing

such facile theories and in recognizing in Constantine’s religious policy an essential sincerity. Masterly

soldier, forceful man of action, far-sighted statesman, Constantine w'as yet a man of his time, a time when
religion was inextricably w^orked into the fabric of life, and he can never be properly explained on a merely

rationalistic basis.

The lecture would be noteworthy if it did no more than state thus brilliantly and convincingly the above

conception of Constantine; but its value is enormously increased by the remarkably fuU critical bibliography

W'ith W'hich Professor Ba\Ties has furnished it. This w'ill be a mine of information for students of the period.

H. I. Bell.
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Amama in Religion und Kunst. By Heinrich Schafer. 7te Sendschrift der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft,
1931.

Between the covers of this little book Dr. Schafer has succeeded in compressin,^ the stor}^ of the 'Amarnah
period, and in doing so has robbed the subject of none of its interest. On the contrary his account is infused

with life from beginning to end, and the full significance of Akhenaten’s revolution, both religious and
artistic, has been brought out with great skill. The essay is complemented by 64 plates illustrating the

finest works of art discovered at El-‘An>arnah, each being accompanied by a short description, and reference

to these plates being made throughout the text.

To the reviewer the most interesting among the questions raised by this essay is the much vexed one of

Akhenaten’s beliefs concerning the nature of Aten. From the over-romantic ideas of earlier writers on the

subject the pendulum has swmng away very far indeed, and it is now customary" for us to see in the Aten an

entirely materialistic conception, the physical disk of the sun and nothing more. Dr. Schafer, however, holds

to the view that the Aten was essentially a spiritual being, whose soul dwelt in the sun-disk and through

this manifested his power. “Fin Mann wie Echnaton”, he says ‘*ist kein Materialist.’' Without further

discussion of the question, which would be out of place here, may one suggest that a careful reconsideration

of the evidence may lead us to modify our opinion, at least to some extent, in favour of this view ?

A. W. Shorter.

Mycerinus. The Temples of the Third Pyramid at Giza. By G. A. Reisner, Ph.D. Harvard University Press,

1931 ; London, Humphrey Milford. £9 16<!>‘.

This monumental work gives the results of excavations at Gizeh conducted by Dr. Reisner between

1906 and 1924 on behalf of the Joint Egyptian Expedition of Harvard University and the Boston Museum
of Fine Arts, and is stated to be the first of a series of reports on this expedition's work. The present

volume is concerned ^vith the clearing of the p\Tamid temple of Mycerinus, the valley temple of the same

king, and the temples of the three small p^Tamids within his precinct, and each of these sites has a chapter

devoted to it describing the course of theexcavations and disentangling the history of the buildings concerned,

while a chapter on the building materials and the methods of construction forms a valuable contribution to

the study of Egyptian architecture.

The discussion and classification of the objects found occupy the next five chapters. The most remark-

able finds were the already well-known statuary groups of the king with his queen and of the king with

the nome-deities, many of which are in an excellent state of preservation. A large number of stone and

pottery vessels came to light and are dealt with at considerable length, besides being fully illustrated with

figures in the text and photographic plates. The inscriptions found consisted mainly of the remains of

five royal decrees of the tjq)e already made familiar by Weill, apart from the numerous builders' marks

and gang-names 'WTitten on the blocks of stone employed in the constructions. A portion of the pATamid

temple had been utilized in the Roman period as a communal burial-place, whence came a large number of

beads, amulets, and other small objects; these are catalogued in the second of six appendices, two others

being devoted respectively to the builders' marks and to the other inscriptions.

The last chapter is occupied with a discussion of the family history of the Fourth Dynasty and the

succession of its kings. On the latter point Dr. Reisner follows the order of the Abydos king- list in placing

Dedefre^ before Chephren, but in order to find a place for the otherwise unknown kings named by Manetho

Bikheris, Thamphthis, and Seberkheres (who, as R. points out, can hardly be Shepseskaf) he conjectures

that these personages belonged to a secondary branch of the family headed by Dedefref' and at feud with the

direct line, and that they came to the throne as pretenders whom the later annalists did not recognize as

legitimate rulers. His theory is admitted to be conjectural and is certainly a possibility, but the caution must

be added that there does not seem to be a particle of real evidence pointing in that direction; in the first

place, until the parentage of Dedefref is known with certainty it is impossible to say whether he was of the

full blood royal or not, and secondh^ there is nothing whatever to show the connexion, if any, between this

king and the three unknowns of Manetho' s list.

The text is completed by six appendices. In addition to the three already mentioned, one is concerned

with a discussion of the word gs found in the expression Urk. i, IS, 11 in the inscription of

Debehen. In view of his identification of the name of the Third Pyramid as A7r, Reisner reject^? the usual

rendering ‘'beside the pyramid Hr'" and renders ‘*to the works of the pyramid cemetery", regarding gs
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as a word for "works'*, "administration" and the like, and hr as a word akin to hrt ‘'tomb". He bases his

rendering of gs on evidence afforded by quarry-marks, but the reviewer must confess to remaining uncon-

vinced. The crux of the passage is the interpretation of hr. If this be no longer regarded as a name of

a pjTamid but either as a name of the pvramid cemetery (Reisner) or of the plateau on which the pyramids

stand {Wb. d. aeg. Spr., in, 143), then there would appear to be no difficulty in giving to r gs the rendering

‘‘beside’\ which one would normally expect it to have. Of the two appendices not yet mentioned, one

consists of a "provenience-list" of the objects from the vaUey-temple ; the other, which is supplementary

to the chapter on building materials and constructions, is concerned with a discussion of the building opera-

tions on the Second P}Tamid in opposition to Holscher's reconstruction of the methods employed. The

book is completed by an index and seventy-eight photographic plates, while twelve excellent plans are

supplied loose in a pocket, an arrangement w'hich adds materially to the convenience of the reader.

The full publication of these important excavations has been long awaited, and Dr. Reisner is to be con-

gratulated on having now achieved it, but there is one respect in which his book is open to serious criticism.

While all will agree that the results of excavations should be published as fully as possible, it is equally

important that such publications should be produced at a price within the means of those who are likely

to use them, even, at the cost, if necessary, of some condensation of matter and sacrifice of appearance. The

present volume is excellently printed and produced, but its bulk is somewhat unwieldy and, what is worse,

its heavy cost puts it beyond the reach of the great majority of scholars and students, the very public for

which it is presumably intended, and thus to a large extent stultifies the value of the work. There can be

no doubt that considerable economies in the cost of production could have been made Avithout loss of scientific

value ; is there, for instance, any real gain in devoting fifteen photographs on six plates (N^os. 55-60) to the

illustration of one statuary group ? Is it too much to ask that this matter of cost may receive fuller considera-

tion in any future reports on the expedition's work ?

R. 0. Faulkner.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE EXCAVATIONS AT
TELL EL-‘AMARNAH, 1932-1933

By J. D. S. PENDLEBURY

With Plates xii-xix

The season was a short one, lasting only from December 1 to January 25. For it we have

mainly to thank the Brooklyn Museum, Xew York, although Mrs. Hubbard by another

generous donation has made possible the publication of City of Akhenaten, ii, without

which we should not have been justified in continued excavation.

The staff was the same as last year with the exception of Mrs. Pendlebury and Miss Chubb,

but with the addition of Mr. P. B. Chubb, who was responsible for the photography, and

Mr. C. Brasch. Mr. J. H. S. Waddington, now with the Antiquities Department of Palestine,

very generously spent his leave in doing the much needed tying up of the plans of the 1924

season, while Mrs. Waddington was directly responsible for the discovery of the sculptor's

workshop, to be described below.

It is again my pleasant duty to thank the whole of the staff for their untiring work, with-

out which the solution of the many problems connected with the Temple would never have

been achieved. An excavator is indeed fortunate when he is presented with the plan

complete of one of the most difficult buildings at ‘Amarnah.

Thanks are also due to ‘Abd el-Monim Efendi Mustapha, ‘omdah of Tell el-‘Amarnah,

now a member of the Society, for the help and support which he continues to give us.

The Great Temple

The first intention of the expedition was to clear the Sanctuary of the Great Temple,

already worked by Petrie, on which Dr. Frankfort had also spent part of a season. Prior to

the arrival from Armant of the light railway, however, it was decided to begin work on the

west end of the vast enclosure, where, except for trial pits by Petrie, no work had been done.

By the time this part was cleared the season was well advanced, and it was therefore

decided to leave the Sanctuary for another year in the hopes that further study, criticisms,

and suggestions would assist us to disentangle what was after all the centre of the life of the

whole city. The latter part of the season was, therefore, spent in linking up the Temple with

the Eoyal Estate to the south.

The results here given are our conclusions. The steps by which we arrived at them and

the plan of the existing remains are more suitable to the final publication mCityof Akhenaten,

III. Mr. Lavers’s plan shows, beyond doubt, I think, the correct restoration. We were further

fortunate this year in that we were able to correct last year's plan of Hat Aten, for the deep

depressions in the inner court of that building, which we had taken to indicate square piers

fronted by statues, must on analogy have received the bases of offering tables in an open

court ;
the columns of which we found traces there must then have been confined to a small

colonnade preceding the inner court, as they are here.

Mr. Lavers has convincingly made out the history of the building. Before any construc-

tion was set up, before the temenos wall was built, there must have been some foundation

Q
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cert-uionv. pta’hap^ out in the desert where the Sanctuary now stands. As an approach to this

a Truuporarv uateway wa> set up, resting on four heavy ohlong bases just inside where the

main tuitranee now lie-. (PI. xiv, li. From here an avenue of sphinxes, two deep, led east-

war>F. L’iievnow diMi^i^iear under tlie wall? of the westernmost building, where they can still

hr traced PL xiv. ’2;. On tlie main axi^^ were a number of plaster-lined “baths \ receptacles

prrhaiw for lii|uid offerings iPl. xiv, 3). Fragments of small sculpture which may have

drc< »ratrd the .L^atewav, as wrll as of a sphinx, were found west of the temenos wall. The most

iiuere^tim: fragment i^ a very battered limestone head which must certainly be that of

Ameu<^phl^ III, a further indication of his living on into the ‘Amarnah period. The floor of

trampled mud re-tiim' iinmediateh' on the desert sand can be made out all over the site in

>eeti‘>n at tht* ^ide of tile wall-trenches.

The con-tructiun of the temenO'^ Avail and of the Sanctuary at the east end now took place.

Fnr rea-^'ii or other the original gate was not used as the main entrance, which lay a

few yard- to the we>t. It Avoiild seem, however, that it Avas still undestroyed, for the new

main d'.'or Ava- approached by a ramp from outside. Avhile inside another ramp descended to

the 'd‘l IT. xiv, 1). At this period, then. Ave have a huge enclosure Avith a sanctuary at

tie* txtr^ nie ra-t end. and nothing else hut a ceremonial gate. aAvkAvardly placed just in-ide

the i^vil riitrance. and an avenue of sphinxes of indeterminate length.

riu-n cane* a lug outhur-.t of building resulting in the plan as it is shown in PL xiii. The

garr and averiuo Av^re t^)rn doAvn and the entrance ran across on a level AAuth the top of the

ramp . PI. xiv, 1 i. covering gate, avenue and plaster ‘'baths” to a depth Auirying from
()*st) to I'Ui) m. Fre-h "baths” and circular depressions Avere sunk in this higher leA'el

PL xiv, 3), which to north and south sloped doAAm very gradually until it reached the old

we<ternmo-t buildings, the paAulion immediately inside the entrance. Per Hai

and (hull Attui, AVere coii-tructed, AAdiile in the temenos to the north and south Avere erected

tlu* iimidiv [- of -quare brick piers Avbich may liaA^e served as the bases for the offerings either

of Common fuik who did not attain to the dignity of a stone base within the buildings, or

—

tlio nira- artracrive Migge-tion of Dr. Frankfort—as the bases for the offerings of eA'ery

t>ovn and city in tho kingdom to the neAV god.

La-t of all came the reaction. Practically every stone Avas taken from the buildings,

h^aving. a- in Hat Aten, only the marks in the cement foundations; and up to a level Avith

thr^ platform- beloAvi, Ht.iremheb or another tilled in the Avhole building AAUth clean sand

and ran a laytu* of couieiit right over, sealing in the infection of the accursed place.

It 1 - fortunate, therefonu that enough remains to make the reconstruction certain

PL xiii'. Iiuue‘diat^Iy within the entrance and to the north of it lie the massive foundations

of a [jaAiitun IT. xiv, 4i. I'lir portion of the columns, of AAdiich fragments Avere found, is

indicat^-d hy tie- ht-avy c-ment pier- Avhich descend a metre, doAAm to the original floor of the

lir-^ p^-rio-h l.t-avina thi- on your left you jiroceeded to the stone-faced facade of Per Hai,
tie- Hou-r‘ of Pu-joiciug. Thi- con-i-ts at present of tAA^o vast foundations of solid cement, a
Ui' trt- and ii half <k-t [*. m^-iitioried hy Petrie ( TpU el Amarna, 19, PL xxx\Tij. BetAveen these
plntorm- ran <i cau-<-way luoialy con<i-ting of sand throAA'n doAVu between the shuttering
ot two platfMna- and navr-d ovor (Pi. xiv. 5). Per Hai then >eems to have consisted of
T V(. eobimih-d pavilion- with a cau-eway hetAveeil, the arrangement of the columns being
cT ar from tlio ifi irkung- in tie cerieuit. It AA’as probably at the east end of these that the altars
oi of whirh j'rcgnmnt- aaviv alivady in the Cairo Museum, occurred. Here also are

nding to tvo •'iiiall opb-n court> on either side of a prolongation of the causeway,
gov, cotia-- tic* part c ili^d (thui Atom (One Avould like to think of a game among the

, a- of oitt-riii,: lallH- calk-d ’Hunt the Aten .) This name appears to cover all the part
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which lies east of Per Hai. The arrangement is simple in the extreme. The causeway from
Per Hai first ascends to north and south on to the platforms which surround tlie open court.

These platforms consist of a sand filling between the outer wall of the building and a stone

facing which has completely disappeared. That they are preserved to their original height

with much of the cement bedding for the paving still in situ is due entirely to the filling in

and sealing up of the temple. In the first court the causeway descends to the paving of the

court between long bases, perhaps for sphinxes. At the east end of the same court a flight

of steps leads up to it again and continues unbroken between the innumerable lines of square

offering tables, gradually getting lower, like the platforms, as the level of the courts rises in

a series of steps, until it stops short of the final court (PI. xiv, 6). Here was a small colonnade

of large columns with offering tables between, which made a break before the new system

of the east court.

Here, as in Hat Aten, the High Altar is surrounded by a series of small rooms, and in this

case enough is left to show that in each room were two or more altars or offering tables.

Fragments of the altar were already in Cairo.

It would seem that funds began to run short, for near the east end of the platforms and

of the causeway mud brick is used for facing instead of stone. The whole place, indeed,

except for Per Hai, gives every evidence of the frantic haste which we connect everywhere

with Akhenaten and his mushroom city.

So far so good, but there were a number of points still uncertain, e.g, how did you get

from one platform to another? Were there any doors between the courts and what were the

small open spaces between the platforms? Here Mr. Lavers has been able to reconcile in

every particular the existing remains with the scene in the tomb of Meryra (Fig. 1, after

Davies, El Amarna, i, PI. xxv). This scene gives us exactly the details we want to know.

Here are shown doors between the platforms ;
here are the offering tables both within and

without the walls. Here are the columns in their proper place and the altar at the east end,

and here are the two pavilions of Per Hai, their columns cunningly shown through the pylon

towers. This discovery is very heartening, for one had despaired of getting any definite

facts from these drawings. With their help one should now be able to tackle with confidence

the Sanctuary at the east end, also shown in the tomb.

It is also interesting to note that we have now accounted for everything not only in
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the tomb scene but also among the existing remains. Where then is the Sunshade of Ty
which Huya shows in such detail (Davies, El Amarna, iii, PI. viii) ? It can only mean that

it w’as never built
;
that Huya w’as preparing his tomb when her visit occurred in Year 12 and

was determined to include everything possible. He must, therefore, have commissioned his

artist to prepare drawings to show the proposed Sunshade, which Akhenaten had doubtless

ordered and which was doubtless shelved for lack of funds or other reasons.

Now for the first time we have some idea of what the temple of the Aten really looked

like. It was a completely new plan. Nothing built before or after it resembles it in the

slightest, and when the Sanctuary is cleared, as it is hoped, next year we shall at last be able

to realize what kind of house Akhenaten intended to build for his god.

As might be expected, the objects from the Temple were few. The sculpture had been

smashed and defaced. In any case the decoration of the Temple had been hastily and

carelessly done, though some of the figures and faces cannot help showing that distinction

and grace which is the privilege of ‘Amarnah. The finest objects came from the trenches

where the walls had been. The first was a sandstone head of the king for inlay into a w'all

(PL xvi, 1). It resembles those found by Woolley at Maru-Aten {Citij of Alxhenateyi, i,

PL xxxv), and like them had the eyes and eyebrows inlaid in blue glass. Part of a head-

dress in granite w^hich may have belonged to it w as also found.

Next comes an unfinished sculptor’s trial piece (PL xv, 3), showing the head of Nefertiti.

The Avay in which the blocking out has been done, on the original lines sketched in ink, is

worth noting.

Besides this was found another trial piece showing tw^o royal heads (PL xv, 1). Here

the interest lies in the difference betw^een the two heads. There are three possibilities.

(1) Are they the w^ork of one man, a trial at the head of the king and an improvement on it ?

(2) Are they the w^ork of one man showing tw'o portraits, each of a different man? (3) Is one

the wmk of a master and the other his pupil’s copy? With regard to (1) it is difficult to

believe that a man who could do such fine 'work should not have had the king’s portrait at

his finger tips. In any case one w’ould expect the less successful head to be on the left.

(2) The head on the left is certainly like Akhenaten, wffiile that on the right, though it bears

a strong family likeness, resembles more some of the sJiaivahti figures from the tomb of

Tutrankhamun. It might w^ell be Smenkhkerer, but against that we have to put the fact

that it looks like the head of a man at least as old as the original of the other head, which

must be Akhenaten, and none of the portraits wffiich have with reason been assigned to

Smenkhkerer show^ him as other than young and rather soft. There remains (3). It has this

to be said in its favour, that with a slight alteration of the angle of the face, making it long

instead of protruding, the right-hand head w ould be a good copy of the other. On the other

hand there is nothing in it from the point of view" of technique betw-een the two. If they w"ere

on different stones, instead of on the same, one would certainly see the same hand in both.

On the w'hole, after talking it over with Dr. Frankfort, I am inclined to the second view%

and w’ould assume it to be a portrait of Akhenaten and Smenkhkerer wffien the latter had

only just been co-opted and before his features w"ere so w"ell knowm.

The last piece, one of the most beautiful trial pieces ever found at ‘Amarnah (PL xv, 2),

show's the head and shoulders of Nefertiti. On the other side is sculptured a kneeling

figure.

A gi'eat number of fragments of inscriptions w'ere found, most of them consisting of a

w'earisome repetition of the royal and divine names. In several cases, how'ever, Nefertiti’s

cartouche had been erased. In one case it had been smoothed over preparatory to being

inscribed for Meritaten. On another inscription the w"ords “born of the great royal wife’'
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had been hacked away after ileritaten's name, and a clumsy attempt made to alter the

cartouche so that Meritaten's name should appear twice.

The area immediately to the south of the Temple is occupied by long rows of magazines

as in the case of Hat Aten. The excavation of these has still to be completed. Between
them and the Royal Estate come more storehouses, some of them apparently forming the

“Storehouse of Great Provision” and the Magazine of the Shade of ''Ankh-Ee^. They
seem to have been divided into sections for wine and meat and other offerings, according to

the ostraca, of which two hundred or more were found in three days : the most interesting

of the ostraca was originally dated “ Year 17 ” with a later addition of “ Year 1 ”, presumably

Akhenaten and Smenkhkerer,

From farther east comes the bronze weight in the shape of a bull (PI. xvi, 4), weighing

487 gr. and marked “5 dehen'\

Houses 0.47.16a and 0.47.20.

While the work at the temple was progressing, Mr. and Mrs. Waddington were staying

down at the South Expedition House resurveying the area excavated in 19*24. and tying it

on to the excavations of the Germans and of the Society in 1921-2. There Avas a small area

left inexplicably unexcavated on the opposite side of the road to Ramose's house, between

it and a house dug by Petrie. While walking OA^er this area Mrs. Waddington OA'erturned

a brick and a sherd lying on one of the AA^alls and discoA'ered beneath them part of the plaster

head shoAA'n in PI. xa% 4. Further surface examination produced a number of Avorked frag-

ments of stone. Since the neAvs of the discoA^ery Avould certainly haA’e meant illicit digging in

the summer, and since in any case this area left an aAvkAvard gap in the general plan, it AA^as

decided to clear it. A company Avas therefore sent doAvn from the Temple, and Mr. Brasch

Avent to assist Mr. and Mrs. Waddington.

The area contains tAA^o or three small houses, apparently dependent on Petrie's house, or

at least occupying ground originally taken up by the OAvner. Architecturally they present

no unusual features. The finds come mainly from the eastern half, some of them only a

metre or two from where the Germans had stopped digging.

Most impressh^e of the finds Asas undoubtedly the life-size head in quartzite (Pis. xii

and xviii, 3, 4). This is unfinished, the ink marks are still there for guiding lines and part of

the left-hand side of the face is still rough. The sculptor, however, Avas unable to resist

painting the lips, eA*en before he had finished. At the base of the neck is a doAvel for fitting

on to a body of a different material. The head-dress AA'as eAudently intended to coA^er the ears,

for there is no room left to sculpture these. Discussion as to Avhom it is meant to represent is

perhaps unfruitful. It must surely be either Nefertiti or one of the Princesses. On the Avhole

the face seems too soft for Nefertiti as Ave knoAv her, and certainly it bears more resemblance

to some of the heads in Berlin AA'hich have been Avith reason ascribed to the older Princesses.

The objection that the head is not deformed is hardly serious. We cannot tell Avhat sort of

a head-dress would be AAOrn, and a AA'ig AA'ould coA^er a multitude of deformities. The other

objection, that the princesses never Avore head-dresses, is also of doubtful value. Meritaten

and Ankhsenpaaten certainly did AsTien they came to the throne ;
Ave haA^e no means of telling

whether this is not a portrait of one of them after she became queen or, indeed, AAhether they

did not begin to Avear head-dresses before. But all Ave can do is to admire the Avork of art.

Next comes a small group in steatite on a limestone base (Pis. xvii and xviii, 1, 2). It

shoAvs the Ape of Thoth, croAvned Avith the horns and disk, sitting on an altar, Avhile before

him squats a scribe as if inspired by his patron. It is a Avonderfully detailed little Avork only

about 15 cm. high.
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Another inlay head in quartzite was found (PL xvi, 2). It is remarkable for the extra-

ordinary delicacy of work, whereby only in one particular light can all the exquisite detail

be seen. I do not know of any other case where such a light touch has been used. It is of

course possible that it is the preliminary blocking of such another head as that showm in

PL xvi, 1, but we should be very sad to think that.

More fragments of inlay were discovered, mostly in the shape of hands and arms, one of

which has not been cut away from the parent block. With them was a small white limestone

torso which is completely archaic Greek in feeling.

A small sphinx in painted limestone about 5 cm. long occurred in the house. It is the first

of its kind to be found at ‘Amarnah, where it must be a relic of an earlier date. The face

resembles that of the earlier kings of the dynasty.

PL xvi, 3 shows three small pieces, a little panel of alabaster incised with a bound negro

captive, a small stele and part of the head of a statuette in sandstone. This head is almost

certainly that of Amenophis III. The fleshy cheeks and blunt nose show that.

The rest of the cast of the head (p, 117) was found (PL xv, 4). Surely it must be Nefertiti.

Whether this and the next are life-masks or death-masks it is hard to say, since they have
been worked over after casting. The other head is that of Akhenaten (PL xix, 1,2). We have
only to compare it with the plaster head (Schafer, A7nar7ia in Eeligion und Ktinst, PL xiii),

representing him as a young man. This and the “Death Mask” found by Petrie and the

lower part of a head from the temple make an interesting group (PL xix).

This short account is perhaps enough to indicate the extraordinary wealth of material

yet awaitmg excavation at ‘Amarnah. Next year, funds permitting, we shall tackle the

Sanctuary of the Temple, finish the part between the Temple and the Eoyal Estate, and
begin a systematic clearance of the Eecords Ofiice, on which much remains still to be done.

M e have not given up all hope of fresh tablets. In two or three seasons the central part of

the city should be finished and published to show in detail the official and royal quarters of

the capital of the Egyptian Empire.















THE BENI HASAN COIN-HOARD

By J. GEAFTOX MILXE

In the Revue Archeologique, 1905, 257-61, I described a hoard found at Beni Hasan l>y

Professor John Garstang which in some respects is unlike any other Egyptian coin-hoard

that has been published. Apart from this one, fourteen hoards have been described, in more

or less detail, which appear to have been deposited before the conquest of Egypt by Alexander

the Great: in two cases the information is too scanty for any conclusion to be drawn, but

the rest all appear to belong to the class of what may be called bullion-hoards—that is,

hoards made up of coins of various states and different standards, which were evidently

taken simply as metal. Host of them contain a substantial proportion of pieces which have

been cut to test their quality, and some an admixture of rough silver. In the Beni Hasan

hoard, on the other hand, together with an assortment of coins or pieces of coins similar to

those in the hoards mentioned, there were 54 tetradrachms of Athenian type in perfect

preservation and apparently uncirculated, such as would be found in a currency-hoard of

coins which the holder designed to use at their face value. An explanation of this difference

seems to be worth seeking.

The two largest of the fourteen hoards in question have been fully described by H. Dressel

and K. Eegling in Zeit. /. Num., xxxvii; and, though it is not certain that these hoards

came intact into the hands of the writers, it is probable that the coins seen by them were

representative of the whole, and their lists may be taken as giving a typical survey of the

composition of bullion-hoards from Egypt. One of these two is reported to have been found

at Damanhur, and the total number of coins examined was 165, of which 22 could not be

definitely ascribed and 3 were illegible: the remaining 140 were issues of places in various

parts of the Greek world, the area most extensively represented being Northern Greece:

there were 34 Thraco-Macedonian, 12 of Thasos, 4 of Neapolis, 3 of Dikaia, and 1 each of

Akanthos and Skione; 16 were of Aegina and 6 of Corinth; 7 came from the Cyclades, 4

being of Paros, 2 of Naxos, and 1 of Delos
;
in the Asiatic area, 19 were of Miletos, 1 of Teos,

5 of Chios, 3 of Samos, 1 each of Cos, lalysos, Lydia, and Phaselis, 8 other Lycian, 1 of

Selge (?) ; there were 4 of Salamis and 9 other Cypriote ; and 1 each of Barke and Cyrenaica.

The second hoard came from Zakazik, and consisted of 84 coins, from an even wider range

of origin; Northern Greece was well represented, as in the other hoard, with 3 ihraco-

Macedonian, 1 of Thasos, 5 of Akanthos, 2 of the Derrones, 1 of Dikaiopolis, 4 of Mende,

4 of Potidaea, and 3 of Terone ;
there were 9 of Aegina and 1 of Corinth, and also 1 of Delphi

and 34 of Athens, which did not occur at Damanhur: the farthest travelled piece was 1 of

Sinope; the remainder were from the same areas as at Damanhur, 1 of Paros, 2 each of Teos,

Chios, and Samos, 1 each of Poseidion, Kamiros, and Phaselis, 3 Lycian, 1 of Salamis, and

1 of Cyrenaica. All the coins, in each hoard, are such as might have been found in circulation

at one time, and have received similar treatment ;
there is nothing to suggest that they were

specially selected, or that the holders of the hoards had any preference for coins of a particu-

lar standard. It would have been a most complicated task to value either of these hoards in

terms of any Greek currency, even if that would have had any meaning in Egypt ;
and it is

hardly imaginable that they can have been regarded as anything more than metal and ha^ e
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been traded otherwise than by weight. This conclusion is supported by the evidence of the

only one of these fourteen hoards obtained under scientific conditions—the “Silversmith’s

hoard” from Xaukratis, described by B. V. Head in Nunu C/zron., 1886, 1-18: in this coins of

Syracuse, Athens, Aegina, Samos, Chios, Lycia, and Mallos were associated with a number

of lumps of rough silver. Similar lumps or “ingots” of silver are noted as occurring in two

or three other hoards, and it is possible that they may have been present in most cases, and

have been thrown out by the dealers into whose hands the hoards passed; but, even if this

were not so. there is no reason for supposing that the coins which were not mixed up with

uncoined metal were regarded differently from those that were so mixed.

The Beni Hasan hoard was found farther up the country than any of those previously

mentioned, which are chiefly from the Delta, with two from Memphis; and it is later in date,

having probably been deposited about 360 b.c., while the others seem to range from late

sixth century to about 440. This naturally explains the difference in composition of that

part of the hoard which otherwise resembles the Delta hoards : the coins, or pieces of coins,

24 in number, which from their condition appear to have been taken from circulation and

treated as bullion, are of Tyre, Sidon, and Gaza, not of Greek cities: in the early part of the

fourth century Egypt would derive its silver supply from Persian territories, most readily

from Phoenicia. The singularity of this hoard is in the other part of it, the Athenian tetra-

drachms : while the Phoenician coins all show traces of wear, in addition to the gashes which

were made to test their quality, the Athenian, although of types earlier than the majority

of the Phoenician, are absolutely fresh.

When the hoard was exhibited in London with the rest of the finds from Beni Hasan,

Sir Arthur Evans suggested to me that the Athenian tetradrachms might have been struck

in Egypt ;
and certain facts which have been published since then support his suggestion. In

Corolla Xumismatica, 285-95, J. X. Svoronos described a die of an Athenian tetradrachm

found in Egypt, which was also the subject of an article by G. Dattari in Journ, Int, Arch,

Num., vin (1905), 103; and in Xum, Chron., 1922, 14, G. E. Hill recorded a pair of similar

dies which had been shown at the British Museum in 1910. These discoveries presumably

mean that the dies had been sent over for use in Egypt ; and an occasion for their use is

indicated by the gold stater, of Athenian types but with the name of Tachos, the Egyptian

rebel leader of 361 b.c., which was published by Hill in Num, Chron,, 1926, 130-2. As Hill

remarks, this stater must be a reUc of the money coined by Tachos to pay his mercenary

army ;
and, if he was striking gold with Athenian types to satisfy the wishes of his Greek

auxiliaries, it is quite reasonable to suppose that he would also strike silver of the same

character. He could probably obtain old tetradrachm dies from Athens through Chabrias,

and so save himself the trouble of making fresh ones: Athenian dies for gold would hardly be

available, which explains why he produced his own.

The dates of the Phoenician coins in the Beni Hasan hoard agree with the idea that it w'as

collected in the time of Tachos : they belong to various issues, but the latest date assigned to any

of these by J. Eouvier in his study of Phoenician coinage is 370 b.c. All of them are of types

w’hich might have been passed into Egypt in the course of trade by 361 ; and they may con-

ceivably represent part of the proceeds of the levy which Tachos, according to the Aristotelian

Oeconornica (ii, 26), made on the gold and silver of the Egyptians. It is consistent wdth this

that the hoard included tw o rings and a bead of silver, wLich evidently were destined to the

same fate as the Phoenician coins
; and wLat that w as is indicated by several lumps of roughly

cast metal, twn at least of wLich w-ere clearly coins which had only been partially melted.

It seems reasonable to conclude that the Phoenician coins and miscellaneous silver w^ere

being melted dowm to be turned into new coins of the types of the Athenian tetradrachms

;
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and this explains at once the remarkable difference between the condition of the tetradrachms
and that of the other coins in the hoard. The former are not only free from the gashes and
rubbing which are shown in a greater or lesser degree by the latter; this might be^ explained
by the supposition that they were coins which had actually been struck at Athens in the
fifth century and brought out of a reserve store; but, moreover, they do not bear any of the
scratches which are generally found on coins that have been stored or packed in l>ulk, and
which would almost certainly have been made on these if they had been shipped from Athens
to Egypt. In all probability they represent the products of a local workshop at IJeni Hasan,
which was charged with the duty of minting tiie silver collected in the levy of Tach<*)S.

It was suggested by Dattari, in the article cited above, that the Atlamian die described
by him had been used to strike a number of tetradrachms found with it at Athribis. The
objection to this idea is that the Athribis coins are not in mint condition, like the Bi^ni

Hasan tetradrachms, but are mostly worn and freely stamped vith the small punch-marks
which are common on coins of the latter half of the fourth century in Egypt, and which smwed
to denote that the pieces on which they occur were demonetized and treated as bullion. It

may well be the case that the tetradrachms found at Athri])is win’e intemh^l to be restruck

with the die that was with them, but they cannot l)e regarded as products of that die or of

a shop in which it was used.

The fact that the Beni Hasan hoard was unearthed in surroundings which did not suggest

a regular mint, but rather the workroom of a village silversmith, is not against the explana-

tion of it suggested above. Objection has, it is true, jjeeii taken to tlie (h‘scri})tion of pre-

Alexandrine hoards of coins found in Egypt as silversmiths' hoards, on tlu* ground that thoy

should be regarded rather as currency, in the sense of silver passing by Aveight
;
but all tliat

this amounts to is that the term bullion-broker should ]je su])stitutt‘d for silv(*rsmith, and.

as the functions of the two Avere probably identical in Egypt at this time, it matters little

which AA’ord is used.^ The first persons to Avhom any one Avho, like Tachos. Avished for a

supply of coin Avould turn Avould naturally be the silversmiths; just as for instance, the gold-

smiths of England played a leading part in the Avork of coinage undm* the Norman kings:

they AAnre the chief mercantile holders of stocks of metal, and Avere skilbal in the operations

necessary for making the metal up in the form required. And the silversmiths of Egypt
probably, like their compeers in many parts of the East to-day, carried out their Avork Avith

a yerj slight apparatus in any comunient corner.

There does not seem to be any exact parallel to the B>eni Hasan hoard recorded, hut an

interesting comparison may be found in the Taranto hoard pul^lished by E. Babelun in

Bei\Num., 1912, 1-40. Unfortunately, this hoard Avas discovered and marketed under condi-

tions A\diich make it difficult to estimate its real intention, but it Si'ems to have consisted of

tAA^o groups of coins, together AA’ith a quantity of ingots and miscellaneous sih'er. There Avas

a heterogeneous collection of pieces from all parts of the Ureek Avorld. like those in the Delta

hoards of Egypt, and, as in those, many of the pieces Avere cut : this group might lx* regarded as a

bullion-hoard. But about three-quarters of the coins Avere from neighbouring tOAvns of South

Italy—about 150 of Metapontum, over 100 of Sybaris, about SO of Croton, and about 100 of

Velia ; and these, Avhich Avere in normal condition, could have been a currency-hoard. As there

AA'ere no coins of Tarentum itself, hoAAXver. it can hardly be taken to be reprt^stntative of tlu'

ordinary circulation of the place, and more probably Avas the foreign section of the reserve of a

money-changer
; but its dual character is Avorth comparing with that of the Beni Hasan hoard.

^ There is a serious difficulty in the Avay of the tlieory that these hoards of silver Avere used for making

payments: silver was not an ordinary measure of exchange in Egypt, as gold and copper were, before the time

of Alexander.

R



TANIS AND PI-RA^MESSE: A RETRACTATION

By ALAN H. GAEDINEE

When some twenty years ago I began to collect the evidence relating to the Delta Eesidence

of the Eamessides, I regarded the enterprise as one solely of parochial Egyptological interest.

To distinguish, and if possible to locate, the various places the names of which were com-

pounded with the name of Eamesses seemed a task well worth undertaking, the more so

since much confusion of thought evidently prevailed in connexion with them. On tackling

the subject in real earnest, I discovered that the Biblical questions involving Eaamses, Zoan,

and Shillor were vital to my own problems, so that willy-nilly I found myself involved in a

perhaps insoluble controversy. I will admit that the lack of logic and imperviousness to

facts shown by those who treat the book of Exodus as a good historical document soon ranged

me upon the other side, but at least I can absolve myself of any desire to attack traditional

beliefs merely for the pleasure of doing so. My purpose was simply to draw the inferences

dictated by the evidence, and the location of the town of Eamesses at or near Pelusium

appeared to me so likely a conclusion that I felt bound to point out how topographically

impossible this would make the narrative of the Exodus, as recorded in the book bearing that

name. I have now to confess that my identification of Pi-Earmesse with Pelusium was a

mistake, and that Brugsch's old identification of the Eamesside capital with Tanis, if

perhaps not finally demonstrable at present,^ is at least a thousand times more defensible.

I OAve my conversion partly to the neAv discoA^eries of M. Montet, the present excaAmtor at

Tanis, and partly to other considerations which I shall set forth beloAv. M. Montet has had
the kindness to put at my disposal some of the neAv inscriptions substantiating his contention,

and I hereAAuth tender to him my cordial thanks. I shall refer to his important article on
Tanis, Araris et Fi-Bamses in Bevue Bihlique for January 1930 under the letter di., and shall

quote under the title Bull., folloAved by the date, the short reports on his excaA^ations in

four successive NoA^ember numbers of the Bulletin de la faculte des lettres de Strasbourg for

1928, 1929, 1930, and 1931. I shall also use the folloAAung abbreAuations for my OAAm articles:

D.B. — The Delta Besidence of the Bamessides, in Journal, v, 127-38, 179-200, 242-71;

G.E. = The Geography of the Exodus, in Becueil d'etudes dediees d la menioire de Jean-Francois

Champollion, Paris, 1922, 203-15 ; G.E.2 — The Geography of the Exodus, an answer to Professor

Xaville and others, in this Journal, x, 87-96.

It is useless to reiterate the grounds upon AAdiich Brugsch in 1872 proposed the identifica-

tion of Pi-Earmesse AAuth Tanis, ^ the investigation haAung noAv, through the discovery of

neAv material, passed into a far more complex stage. Still, it is due to that great scholar to

acknoAvledge the acumen Avith Avhich he arrived at the right conclusion, though Ave need

hardly go so far as to regard, AAuth ^I. Montet, all subsequent discussions on the subject as

aberrations from the true faith. For if for a time scholars did alloAv Tanis to suffer an
unjustifiable eclipse, at least much other knoAAdedge Avas acquired by AA^ay of compensation.

^ My identification of Pi-Ra^'messe with Pelusium Avas always expressed with some qualification of doubt,

but since M. Montet has read it otherwise (see 21., 2, ‘'ou M. Gardiner estime qu’il la fixee pour toujours'’),

I feel I must safepruard myself more securely in putting forward my reA'ised view.

2 A.Z., X (1872), 18.
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Among the most important reasons wliicli led me to deny the identity of Pi-Itarmesse witli

Tanis three stood out pre-eminent: (1) in the geographical list of the ( lolenischeff Glossary

(D.i?., 198, no. 88) Pi-Earmesse and ^ )
Djarnet, i.e. Tanis, not only are separately

mentioned, but also are marked off as distinct by intta’veiiing piace-naiues
;

(*2) the waters of

S~Hr, the Biblical Shihor, are mentioned in such a way as to niakt^ it highly

probable that they represent the Pelusiac Xile-ann ; ]mt on the one hand. S-Hr is intimately

connected with Pi-Ea^messe, and on the other hand, this is the name of the “riyer*' of the

fourteenth nome of Lower Egypt which had as its metropolis TJieh classical Sile.

Sele, Selle, now known to be Tell Abu Sefah near El-Kantarah; and Tanis is a full thirty

miles to the north-west of Tell Abu Sefah
;

the gods of Tanis did not appear to be identi-

cal with those of Pi-Eaanesse. Besides these arguments th(*re were others of a less tangible

kind, e,g., statements to the effect that Pi-Earmesse lay ''heticeen Zalii (Phoenicia) and

Egypt’' and that it Avas ''the harbourage 0/ thy ship's troops'\ whence it seemed necessary to

place the city as far east and as near the sea as possible. For these yarious reasons the

location of Pi-Earmesse near Pelusium seemed infinitely preferable to Brugsch’s identifica-

tion with Tanis.

The eyidence that has now swung my opinion in the opposite direction is M. Montet's

discoyery that the gods of Pi-Earmesse were really the gods of Tanis. ^
'SI. Montet has un-

earthed the continuations of the column-inscriptions of which the upper parts were published

in Petrie, Tanis, ii, PI. y, nos. 102, 108. These continuations read as follows: no. 102, 1. 4

(marked by Petrie as buried), °
1 ( E j ^ \ \

made (it)

as his monument to his father Ptah-of-Bamesses, (he the) beloved of Fhih. lord of strength’
;

no. 103, i (^0 monument to his father

Prer-of-Bamesses, {he the) beloved of Horns of the horizon Xow Ptah-of-Eamesses and Prer-

of-Eamesses are known to haye been deities of Pi-Earmesse, where they shared the honours

with Amun and Setekh similarly qualified (D. 2?.. 255). Here then we find Eamesses making a

dedication in Tanis to gods who are indisputably gods of Pi-Eanm^sse. I yery much doubt

whether any monument obyiously in situ and bearing the formula Ir-nf m mnivf could any-

where be found except in the city of the god named upon it. When, for example, this

formula followed by the name of Arsaphes is found on the temph* wall of Ehnasyah (Petrie*,

Ehnasya, PI. xyii), we may conclude, quite apart from preyious knowk‘dge, that Arsaphes

was the local deity. Xeyertheless, since the yalielity e)f this argumemt may be quest ieined,

I will supplement it by contending that in such matters cumulatiye* e'yidence* counts feir a

great deal. If the name of a certain god occur once or twice* or three time-s on a giyem site,

this may be due to chance, particularly in yiew of the catholicity Avhich the late*!* Pharaohs

showed as regards the diyinities of their worship. The more often, howe*yer, the name of a

deity is encountered in the same locality, the great t*r the likt*lihood that he is the'ie* at

home. Xow on the columns of the tt'iiiple discoyered by SI. ]\Iontet and provisionally calh*d

by him the temple of Anat, Eamesses II repeatedly describes himself as beloved of Amun-of-

Eamesses, Setekh-of-Eamesses, Horus-of-Eamesses, and Ptah-of-Eanu'Sses (hull., 1080, 5j.

In SI. Montet 's copies of column-inscriptions from this same temple I find also Atum-of-

Eamesses and Buto-of-Eaniesses, designations apparently not hitherto noted. Xor must it

be forgotten that a late statue from Tanis assigned the title ''priest of Amun^ofHiamesses of

PPBarmesse’' to its owner, the general Teos {D.B., 100, no. 30), while the famous b>tela

of the Year Four Hundred, likewise found at Tanis (see now bethe s article A.Z.. lxv, S5),

^ See now liis article Les Dkux de R(un:sis-nimt-d'Amon d Tank in Studies Presented to F. LI. Griffith,

pp. 406-11.
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depicts Eaniesses II making offerings to Setekli-of-Ramesses. The name of Setekh-of-

Eamesses occurs also on a sphinx from Tanis usurped by Eamesses II and now preserved in

the Louvre, Petrie, Tanis, i, PL iv, no. 25 a, with p. 10. Accordingly the verdict pronounced
by Professor Griffith in ISSS that '‘the search for a local mythology and really local worship

(in Tanis) has not been successful” (see D.i?., 250) is rapidly becoming untrue in the light

of more recent excavations.

It must not be overlooked that the gods qualified by the epithet “ of-Eamesses " are

occasionally mentioned elsewhere than at Tanis; references are given in D.i?., 256. But the

important points in this connexion are (1) that on the various sites in question theEamesses-
deities play only an insignificant role beside some other local divinity, and (2) that the

allusions to them are in each case only few in number. I now believe, moreover, that the

true significance of the Stela of the Year Four Hundred cannot be grasped unless it be
assumed that Tanis is identical not only with Pi-Earmesse but also with Avaris. The
important article by Sethe quoted above makes it exceedingly probable that the unique
dating in the four hundredth year of Setekh-great-of-strength refers to the founding of Tanis.

and the same scholar points out that four hundred years back from the reign of Haremhab,
in which the imaginary act of worship ascribed to his father Sethos, then holding the rank
of vizier, is probably to be placed, may easily bring us to the beginning of the Hyksos period.

Y ell worth consideration is Sethe's further suggestion that the stela was intended as a

rehabilitation of the ill-famed god Setekh so closely connected with the name of the oldest

knovm ancestor of the Eamessides. But the various conclusions suggested by Sethe would
lack their essential foundation, as it seems to me. unless the Setekh-of-Eamesses depicted

in the scene at the top were identical with the Setekh of Avaris, and unless Tanis, where the

stela was found by Yariette, were the city having both Setekh-of-Eamesses and Setekh-of-

Avaris as its local god. In other words Avaris and Pi-Earmesse and Djarnet are three

successive names of one and the same city, that which to Egyptologists is bettcn’ known by its

Greek name of Tanis or its Aral)ic one of San-el-Hagar.

If to the monuments which mention Setekh-of-Eamesses be added those naming '\Setekh,

lord of Avaris'' (H.E.. 255) and the others found at Tanis referring to Setekh as ''great of
strength'' ^ or without epithet, the predominance of this god over all others who can
1)0 connected with Tanis becomes very marked. It is by no means improbable that one or

two of these monuments which have been discovered on other sites have been removed
from Tanis by some later usurjier. This seems particularly likely in the case of the palm-
leaf column of Eamesses II, usurped by Osorkon II, now in the British Museum (no. 1065).

Alike in form, height, and the general arrangement of its inscriptions, this column, which
comes from Bubastus and names the Setekh-of-Eamesses. closely resembles those found by
M. :\rontet in his “ temple of Anat ”.2 Xothing could have been easier than for the Bubastite
king to transport this column from Tanis to his own capital. The discovery at Tanis of a
statue of EamcriSes II under the protection of Anat reinforces M. Montet s insistence on the
predominant position of Setekh in that city, since Anat was the wife of Setekh. The establish-

ment of this fact is an important link in the chain that is ever more firmly binding together
the three names of Tanis, Pi-Eaanesse, and Avaris.

I must refer my readt*rs to M. Montet s article for the evidence that the great fortified

wall of Tanis was of Hyksos, or at least Palestinian, construction
; and I shall not dwell upon

^ Wronuly tmnslatcrl by me ‘’great of valour D.i?., 2oo.

See Ji.. PL i\ , fig. 1. for u photograph of one of the lanis columns. In Bull,, 1930, 5, the height is given
as 7 metres, while the column in the British Museum measures 20 ft. 8 in. M. ^yiontet's copies of the Tanis
columns agree closely, though not exactly, with the inscriptions on the example from Bubastus.
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his intGrosting dGinonstration tiiiit tiiG statGniGnt of McinGtlio (in Josoplius) placing Avaris
€V vofiw T(h Zalrrj strongly confirms the identification of that city with Tanis.i In the same
passage the further indication jrpog avaroXrjv rod BovjSaorrlrov TrorajjLov must probably, as M.
Montet says, refer to the Tanitic branch now represent t‘d by the canal of el-Murizz, and he
also makes it clear that the close proximity of the Tanitic and Pelusiac branches in the
neighbourhood of Bubastus might easily lead to confusion in the designation povpaaTLrrj^
rrorafios. Evidence seems to be accumulating (though on this point I write with great
diffidence, conscious of the obscurity of all questions connected with the mouths of the Nile)

that the Tanitic branch was of preponderating importance in Pharaonic times. The Goleni-
scheff Glossary mentions only three main river-arms (D.J?., 198), of which the easternmost,

^ h>un'\ must now be equated with the Tanitic
branch, there seeming to be fairly strong evidence that "the Waters of the Sun" ran through
Pi-Eaemesse, see D.2?., 257. On the important ostracon in my own possession mentioned in

my article f^.^2, 92, again only three “rivers ” are mentioned, the easternmost of them being
called Waters of Jraris’\ a name which neatly rounds oh
the argument that Tanis is Avaris. and that the Tanitic branch was that called by the

ihe aters of the Sun ", But the transference of the latter designation from the

Pelusiac to the Tanitic branch leaves the Pelusiac branch without a native Egyptian name.
This is one of the problems I must leave to later investigators.

M. Montet has produced fresh testimony to prove that Tanis was. after all, situated in the

fourteenth nome of Lower Egypt, not in the nineteenth, wliere I attempted to place it. Here
again cumulative evidence counts for much, and the disco\ ery of a statue on Avhic*h the owner
Pikhars, the son of Pakem, declares himself to be "prince du name dc Khcnt-Ahet, prince de

Tanis, faisant les travaux d Sile" (M., 10), enhances the importance of the similar testiuiony

quoted by Brugseh. I still feel the difficulty of assigning to the same nome tva:> plaei'S as

far apart as Tanis and Thel-Sile. Nevertheless, the advantages arising from the acceptanct‘

of that view are, as we shall see, so great that I have now little doubt about the matter.

M. Montet is right in pointing out (d/., 7) that the greater proximity of Tanis and Nebeshah
is no valid reason for })lacing the former in the noiuf' of which the latter is the metropolis;

such an argument would only carry weight if Nebeshah lay in the direct line betweiai Tanis

and^Sile, which is not so. I do not, however, share dl. diontet's sciq^tieism with regard to the

identification of Nebeshah with -po, the ca])ital of the nineteiaith nome. The monu-
ments found upon the site seem amply sufficient to provt* this identification. The charioteer

Merenptah, on his statue in the temple (Petrie, Xebi'shdi and Defennah, PI. xi, no. IG),

explicitly states of himself " 1 belong to Imet'\ and his son is high-priest of Buto.

This document does not stand alone, but if it did, it would in my opinion suffice to show that

Imet and Nebeshah are identical—unless, indeed, it could b(' imuh' plausible that the statue

had been brought to Nebeshah from elsewhere. The frequency, moroover, with which Buto
of Imet is mentioned at Tanis, e,g. on the Ptolemaic stelae published in Petrie, Tanis, ii.

PL X, on the Stela of the Year Pour Hundred, 1. 9, and in the column-inscription mentioned

above (p. 124), would lead us to expect Imet somewhere in the neighbourhood. It passes

m.y understanding how M. Daressy can place this city at Tell 5Iokdam, the ancient Leonto-

polis {Bull, de Vlnst. frang, d'Arch, or., xxx, G25 ff.)
;
his evidence appears to consist merely

of one bronze hinge on which '^Buto. ladg of Imet" is named.

^ For those who have no means of consulting 51. 3Iontot‘s article I will merely say that he rejects the

usual emendation of -Tatr?; to Uedpolrr), quotes Hdt. ii, 17 and Strabo, xvii, i, 20 in support of liis view, and

gives numerous examples to illustrate a hesitation between H and T as the (treek transcription of tlie Egyptian

Thus ZalT-qs becomes in his view a variant form of Tavtr-qs.
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When once we have convinced ourselves that Avaris, Pi-Earmesse, and Tanis are names of

the same city, the advantages of attributing that city to the fourteenth nome are apparent.

The Edfu noine-list mentions also called the field of Djarner or

"Zoan
"
(D.E., 247) as the pehu of the fourteenth nome, and I am prepared now, in my new

enlightenment, to discover some temerity in my former attempt to allot to a different nome

the very region which conferred upon Pi-Earmesse its later name of Djaniet, Tanis.

Montet must surely be supported in his contention that ‘‘Field of Ejarnet ” ky all around

the city named after it (T/., 8-9). I have already mentioned (p. 128) that S-Hr, the Biblical

Shilior, is described at Edfu as the “river” of the fourteenth nome, and is also mentioned in

close connexion with Pi-Earmesse in the papyri. If Pi-Earmesse is Tanis, then the location

of Tanis in the fourteenth nome follows almost of necessity. I believe M. [Montet to be mis-

taken in denying that S-PIrwas part of the Nile. Either it Avas the name of the Tanitic branch

in its loAvest reaches, or else it Avas the name of a larger sheet of water through AAdiich the river

fioAved. Thus much seems proved both by its designation of “river'" (']^:z=r) and by a

passage quoted by meD.i?., 251, bottom. The safest course seems to be to regard S-Hr as the

equEalent of Avhatever corresponded in Pharaonic times to Lake Menzalah. This aTcav takes

into account M. Montet's objection that “ s is not a term appropriate to a branch of the

Nile. A more troublesome point in connexion AAuth S-Hr is the apparent implication in the

Biblical references (D.7?., 252) that this formed the eastern boundary of Egypt, Avhich AAnuld

be true of the Pelusiac Nile-arm, but not of the Tanitic.

That the Golenischeff Glossary mentions Tanis and Pi-Earmesse separately is a fact

for AA'hich I hav’^e no explanation, but its demonstrative force shrinks mto insignificance in

comparison Avith another fact entirely OA^erlooked in my earlier articles—one AAdiich eA'en

M. Montet has not presented in its full cogency. The latter scholar has rightly insisted upon

the extent and importance of the Eamesside buildings at Tanis. Euinous as is their present

condition, no Egyptian city but Thebes itself can boast a greater number of stelae, statues,

sphinxes, and architectural remains bearing the cartouches of Eamesses II and his successors.

And yet unles^i Tanis is Fi-Rarmesse, not one single mention of Tanis A\nuld be forthcoming

in all the papyri, ostraca, and hieroglypliic inscriptions surwiving from the Eamesside

period. Perhaps one might be ready to admit so strange a silence Avere it not for the great

Harris Papyrus. Athribis and Bubastus are there mentioned among the Delta cities which

enjoyed the l)enefactions of Eamesses III, besides Pi-Earmesse and an unlocated toAAm

having Mut-khant-rabui-entereAv as its deity. Is it thinkable that Tanis should hav^e

been completely OA^erlooked in this ostensibly complete surA'ey of the Pharaoh's acts of

piety. eA'en if the number of monuments at Tanis dating from the reign of Eamesses III

remains small ?

For the reasons aboA^e detailed I am completely Avon over to the conAuction that San

el-Hagar marks the site of the city successively called AAurris, Pi-Earmesse, and Tanis, and

I noAv think that CA'en the changes of name can be plausibly explained. Avaris (0 '^)

may Avell have been the name by Avhich Tanis aa^is knoAvn in the Old and Middle Kingdoms;
there is nothing to suggest that it originated Avith the Hyksos. The history of the city in the

Eighteenth Dynasty is a blank. It is hardly likely that the Tuthmosides Avould favour a

place of Avhich the local god had been adopted as their OAvn hj the abhorred foreign inA’aders.

This reason alone might account for the absence of Eighteenth Dynasty remains at Tanis,

That the Sety aaLo Avas the father of Eamesses I Avas of Tanite origin is a conjecture of Sethe’s

Avhich can barely fail to Avin our concurrence, and if it be correct, here Ave have a consideration

Avhich may Avell have influenced Eamesses II in choosing the site for his Delta city of Eesi-

dence. The egotism Avhich prompted Eamesses II to usurp the monuments of his predeces-
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sors was not improbably the main motive for this decision to name that city after himself,

the same egotism being displayed also in the addition of the epithet '' of-Harnesses'" to the

names of the gods to whom he dedicated temples at Tanis.^ So closely associated with the

power and fame of the Eamessides did the name Pi-Earmesse become that it was obviously

unsuitable for retention at the beginning of a new dynasty arising from a ditlerent stock.

\Ye shall not go far wrong in surmising that it was Smendes himself who first decreed the

adoption of the name Djarnet, derived from the name of the surrounding territory

(D.2?., 246-8). At all events it is a fact that the name Djaaiet does not

occur before the beginning of the Tanite Twenty-second Dynasty.

I now turn to my article on the geography of the Exodus, and find in the identiiication of

Avaris and Pi-Earmesse with Tanis new confirmation of my contention that the Eameses

(the Masoretic pointing has s and not ss) from which Exod. xii. 87 {rf, also Xum. xxxiii. 8)

states the flight of the Israelites to have started was none other than the Hyksos and Eames-

side capital. For now we grasp the true inwardness of the Psalmist's refeivnce to the

“marvellous things” which God wrought “in the field of Zoan” (\P Ixxviii. 12, cj. ihicL, 48).

I will go further, and suggest that the identification of Tanis with Avaris adds new proba-

bility to my conjecture that the historical background for the Biblical exodus was the

expulsion of the Hyksos. Commentators have been at a loss to explain the remark in Xum.
xiii. 22, that Hebron was built seven years before Zoan in Egypt. How irrelevant would be

this reference to an Egyptian city unless the building of it were in some way connected with

the history of the Israelites. But now at Tanis M. Montet has found definite evidence that

the great fortifications were built by the Hyksos. Tanis and Tell er-Betabah are ap})arently

the only sites in Egypt where the well-authenticated Palestinian custom of l)urying an

infant beneath the walls has been observed, and M. ^Montet in the one case (M.. 14-17)),

and Sir Flinders Petrie in the other (Petrie, Hijhsos and L'^raelitc Cities, 29), have recorded

their opinion that these fortifications were built l)y the Hyksos. Xow I have shown reason

for thinking that Tell er-Eetabah, and not Maskhutah, is Pithom (D.B., 269 ;
G.E.'l. 96), and

Mr. Jack {The Date of the Exodusr 24-5) has expatiated upon the ease with which ancient

writers use anachronistic terms. Putting these considerations together, does it not seem fair

to argue that when the author of Exod. i. 11 affirms that the Israelites “built for Pharaoh

store cities, Pithom and Eaamses”. the translation of this into modern historical phraseology

is that the Hyksos built Avaris and whatever may have been thi‘ more ancient name of

Pithom and Tell er-Eetabah?

My former contention that the ascertained position of Pi-Eamiesse renders inipossi])le

the geographical details of the ])Ook of Exodus must be unreservedly withdrawn. In the

Biblical story the town of Eameses is represented as distant two days inarch from “the

edge of the wilderness”. If Pi-Eaanesse were Pelusiuin it would actually have been at the

edge of the wilderness. Accordingly I conjectured (G.7A, 210) that the Biblical chronickT

had icronghf identified Pi-Ea'^messe with Tanis. It now turns out that Tanis was the right

location of Eameses, and to that extent the topography of the Hebrew writer is not open to

^ M. Montet is certainly wrong in takin.ir " oCRamesse-s'' as referrinir to the town, not to the king. He

overlooks the fact that Meneptah named thc'^e same gods " of-Meneptah {D.R., ?.).)), though we have no

authoritv for a Pi-^Ierenptah as a name of the city replaciiiix Pi-Itafinesse. Lastly, he has forgotten the

existence of a Ptah-of-Menes'\ I,Z., xxx, 44. (f. also an Amen-Eer^oJahe-Prince-of-the-rico-LnnilP' at

Kantir, Annales. xxx, 39. At the last moment I notice tliat M. Montet himself quotes a Buto-of-Sethos-

beloved-of-Ptah from the north wall at Karnak ((Luithier, Did. Gtogr. t, 181). Thi^ surely settle^ the point.

^ I hope to find another opportunity of discussing this well-written book, the care expended upon which

I cannot but admire, although I do not agree with its conclusions.
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criticism. If I continue to regard the narrative of Exodus as legendary, it is on entirely

different grounds.

It does not seem desirable to extend this article dealing with a purely geographical topic

into a systematic discussion of the Exodus problem, but I vrill put it on record that I still

believe the expulsion of the Hyksos to be the great historical event which gave rise to the

story of the oppression and flight. Ingredients of later date, such as the escape of a few

Hebrew prisoners of war, may possilfly have been blended so as to lend the story a slightly

different colouring, but the narrative as it stands does not read to me like history, nor do I

think that either its details or its implications correspond to fact. It is for such reasons that

I employ the term ‘‘legendary" in connexion Avith it.

I take this opportunity to make one or two additions and corrections to my preAucus

articles

:

fl) Mahmud Hamza's attempt (Annales, xxx, 31) to identify Pi-Earmesse AA'ith the

castle of Eamesses II discoA'ered by him at Kantir. some 25 kilometres south of Tanis,

rests upon no serious grounds at all. The potsherds mentioning Pi-Earmesse are fragments of

AAune-jars and merely indicate the geographical position of the Auneyards in question.

(2)

The fuller texts of the Poem on the battle of Kadesh published by M. Kuentz
establish the fact that the reference to a toAAm of Eamesses shortly after the narration of the

passing of the fortress of Thel really concerns a place in the Lebanon
;
see Kuentz. La Bataille

de QadccJu p. 118, Poem L2. 11. 10-11. confirmed in part by the remains of seATU’al of the

duplicates. The text is A^ery interesting: '' Xoic ichen many days had passed over these things

[His Majesty}
, 1

' IS-S-] .A F

icas at Eamesses, the town which 'is in the Talley of the Pine, His Hajesty proceeded northwards;

now when His Majesty had reached the hill of Kadesh, etc/' The “Valley of the Pine” (or

“Cedar”, to use the conventional rendering) is an appellation Avhich forcibly recalls the

Tale of the Two Brothers. From the historical Poem it emerges that this “Valley of the

Pine ’ AAdiere Bata hid his heart (d Orbiney, 7.2 ff.) aa'US a real locality situated, no doubt,

in the Lebanon.^ Thus Prof. Breasted (folloAAmg Max ^fuller) was right in taking this toAvn

of Eamesses to be a settlement in Phoenicia (Anc. Eecords, iii, 137, n. h), AA'hereas my OAAm

attempt (D.B., 180, no. 2) to find in it the Delta Eesidence Avas a blunder.

(3)

A casual and not particularly interesting reference to the capital of Pi-Eaanesse
Avill be found in Pap, Chester Beatty V, verso, 2.4, to be published before long by the Trustees

of the British Museum.

(4)

M. Montet (fli.,^0) is evidently not Avholly convinced by my evidence (D.E,, 258)
showing that in Harris, 62 a. 2, is Bubastus. Bor my own part

I have no douljt, and for another example of the name of Bast written with r I can now quote
from the Bamesside tomb of at Thebes (no. 341): Q^oi® ^

"fourth month of winter, day 5, the day of the festiird of Barset {Bast).”

^ This disposes of M, Vikentiev’s speculations published in Journal, xati, 74 ff.







SOME PRE-DYNASTIC ROCK-DRAWINGS
By G. W. MUEEAY and 0. H. MYEES

With Plate xx

The rock-drawings described in this article lie not far from the railway station of Khattclrah,

which is about eight miles north of Aswan. They are in a short wady which runs north-west

and debouches into the Wadi Abu Subeira just east of the line of longitude 8*2^ 55', and are

marked “Rock Drawings'’ in the 1:50,000 Government Survey map. They were found

in December 1980 by Mr. G. W. Murray of the Desert Survey of Egypt, and it is hoped

that some one will find time to visit the spot and make a more complete record than it has

been possible to obtain so far. The pictures are all on open rock faces, slightly protected by

overhang, and are near a depression in the wady where water remains after there has been

rain.

Two clearly defined periods can be observed. The earlier pictures, comparatively few in

number, consist of animals only: two elephants, of which one is shoAvn in PI. xx, fig. 2,

and some geckos. The patination of these is so dark that the stone has retunied to its original

colour, and it was necessary to whiten the elephant with Hour in order to get a satisfactory

photograph. The pictures were hammered out, no cutting tool having been used. Other

heavily patinated pictures, similar to these, were seen twenty miles or so farther up the

wady.

The later and more interesting set fPl. xx, fig. 8) has been drawn with the same* tech-

nique, but the patina is considerably lighter. The chief subject is a boat, shown about

10 feet long, with eight people on board, being towed by thirty-three men. In the drawing

(Fig. 1), only four of the men pulling are shown. There are also a number of animals and

two empty boats (Figs. 2 and 8). All our line illustrations have been copied from rough

drawings made on the spot. In Fig. 1 some slight alterations in detail have been made after

close comparison with the photograph.

In Zeitschrift fur Etlinologie, 1912, 627 If., Dr. G, Schweinfurtii discussed a large number

of rock pictures in the M adi Abu Agag near Aswan. Many of them are >imilar to those

illustrated here. He attempts to classify the drawings by various criteria: patina, technique,

artistry, subject, and attached writing. Of these only the last named yielded him any

satisfactory results, and he assigned several examples (including, curiously enough, a man

leading a camel) to the Middle Kingdom or First Intermediate Period. Some of these

s
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appear to be similar in style to those at Khattaraln but Dr. Schweinfurth's conclusions are,

generally speaking, so negative that this evidence is not of great account. He admits that

many of the different styles into which he has classified the pictures are to be found at all

periods from the prehistoric to the time of the Arab conquest.

There is another liammered picture of an elephant on the rocks on the north side of

the Madi Abu Subeira, where it reaches the cultivation just north of Khattarah Station.

Otherwise we have been unable to trace any hammered pictures of elephants in Xorth Africa,

with the exception of one at El-Kab
;
and this, for reasons that will be stated later, is of no

value for dating the present specimens. The dating of the earlier set of pictures must there-

fore remain uncertain until further investigation of the subject has been undertaken.

The second set provides mure opportunity for comparison. The resemblance of the boat

to those on the pre-dynastic pottery with designs in red on a buff background is obvious, but

there are differences worthy of notice. There is no gap in the oars as is generally, though not

invariably, the case on the pottery (Prehistoric Ec/ypt Corp^is, D. 40/?, 41c, ??, and 47p). All

the normal types of pre-dynastic boats have two cabins, whereas ours has only one. The
foreign boats Avith one cabin, occasionally depicted at that date (Frankfort, Studies in Early

Pofterij of the Near East, i, 138 ff.), have almost vertical sterns and prorvs, totally unlike the

rock picture, as Avill be seen from the illustrations.

The Cairo Cataloyue, Models of Ships and Boats (Eeisner), illustrates a boat, No. 4803,

similar in shape to that in the Khattarah picture, and harung a single mast, two rudder

po.sts. a single cabin, and a creAv of nine men. If, however, the Uxo uprights on the left of our

boat are rudder posts, as they rvould be by analogy rvith the dynastic specimen, then it is

being towed backwards.

The standard frequently seen in the boats on pre-dynastic pottery, is not unlike

the upper half of the mast in the rock picture, except that it is always smaller in proportion

to its boat.

On the evidence of the form of the boat alone, therefore, it is difficult to decide the period

in which the artist lived. It appears to be a pre-dynastic picture, but there is nothing

inlierently impossible in the suggestion that it may have been drawn by descendants of the

pre-dynastic peoples, Avho carried on the old traditions during the dynastic age in this

part of Egypt. That this type of boat Avas not portrayed on pre-dynastic pottery does not

prove that it Avas not then in use. Many animals which are knoAAm to have })layed a daily

part in the lives of the people, such as dogs, cattle, and goats, are seldom or never depicted

on pots.

We liaA'e a further subject for comparison in the animals seen below the boat, wEich
resemble closely the ibex on the pre-dynastic Avare. It should be mentioned, hoAvever, that

among the pictures at Abu Agag attributed by Dr. Schweinfurth to the Middle Kingdom are

similar representations of ibex.
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Thet\s’0 empty boats, each ^Yith an object like a palm-tree on the prow, are unique. The
only petroglyph of a boat that we have for conipari>on is that found by Mr. F. W. Green at

El-Kab and published by him in J., xxv (1908). pi. facing p. 871, which is in the >ame
technique as tlie present example, and is similar in design, though the hull sonaovhat
resembles a papyrus bark. It is certainly intended to represent the same kind of boat that

is painted on the walls of the house for tomb) at Hierakonpolis (Quibell and Green, HPmlo/n
polis 71, 21). Quite close to the El-Kab picture is another re})resentation of a boat, definitely

dated by cartouches to Khufu of the Fourth Dynasty, which is engraved in the rock with a

cutting tool and bears no resemblance, either in form or technique,

to the hammered specimens. This rules out a date in the Gld Kingdom
for the liamiuered pictures and leaves two alternatives: either both sets

of pictures are iliddle Kingdom, the El-Kab exanq)le being the work
of ‘‘Pan-Grave” people, or they are both pre-dynastic. Keeping in

view the close resemblance of the El-Kab picture to the Hierakonpolis

painting, the latter is much the more likely hypothesis.

The locality of the Kbattarah picture, and the fact that it shows a

very large number of men hauling a Ijoat (which has a crew on l^oard

and is plentifully supplied Avitli oars), leads us to believe that it repre-

sents a boat being towed up the First Cataract. ^Ve know that the pre-dynastic people^

extended well south of this point (Reisner, ArcJiaeoloifical Aururij of Xnhid), but this

implies no more than a culture common to peoples of the same race, who were living con-

tiguously in the Kile valley. Politically they might he divided into many unii>, and tlieir

trade might have passed indirectly from tribe to tribe, but the inference that tliL^y were*

negotiating the cataracts with fair-^zed ships points to settled conditions, and indicates an

extensive authority on the part of the ‘‘Pre-dynastic Dynasties”.

The Kbattarah boat drives the last, if unnecessary, nail into the coffin of the idea that

the “Boat-Pots” do not show boats at all, but fenced enclosures. Men do not tow about the

desert zarebas and their inhabitants.

Again, if the pre-dynastic people near Aswan were portraying boats on the rock^ it at

least casts some doubt upon the theory that all the rod-on-buff pottery showing such boats

was made in the Belt a.

^

Two other points are worthy of notice: the resemblance, though it is slight, between the

empty boats at KhaGarah and the black boat in the painted house at Hierakonpolis: and

the animals accompanying the boat at El-Kab. The latter appear to belong to the same date

as the boat, and amongst them is an elephant, which, as far as can be seen in the pliotograph

{P.S.B.A., xxv, pi. facing p. 871), is not very different fnun that shown in PL xx, tig. 2. TTie

difference in patina, whether evidence of the passage of a long period of time, or of an

intervening rainy j^eriod. dehnitely places the two sets of drawings at Kbattarah in <lifferent

eras, and the presence of an elephant with the boat both there and at El-Kab niu^t be

regarded only as a coincideuce.

Fig. 4 illustrates a picture found about 80 km. up from the Kile in the Wadi Abu Agag,

which runs east of Aswan. Tliesc may be self-portraits of meiiihers of th(‘ ot the

Old and Middle Kingdoms, or similar tribes in the pre-dynastic period. In either ca'-e, tlie

men represented appear to be at a lower stage of civilization than those shown with the

boat at Kbattarah.

^ The question of the provenance of the different prc-dynastic wares is not likely to be solved until a

systematic series of analyses is made of the wares, and of the clay deposits in different parts of

Egypt.

cj ^

Fig. 4.
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In tile immediate neiglibourliood of the Khattarah pictures there was found on the

top of a hill, under an overhanging rock, a curious object, now in the

Pitt-Eivers Collection, Oxford. It is a coarse earthenware cylinder, con-

taining a pierced disk of rather better pottery (Fig. 5 and PI. xx, fig. l).i

Two similar objects, eroded down to mere rims by sandblast, were found

west of 'Uweinat in the Libyan Desert by Mr. P. A. Clayton of the Desert

Survey of Egypt. Several people have seen these objects and have been

able to venture no guess as to their date or probable cultural connexions.

^^'e wish to express our gratitude to Mr. Brunton for some suggestions

included in this article.

^ Dr. Balfour kindly supplied the photograph and the necessary information for the construction of the

scale diagram.



STUDIES IN THE EGYPTIAN MEDICAL TEXTS—II

By WAEEEX E. DAWSOX

(Continued from Journal, xviii. 150-4)

5. The herb

In 1894, M. Victor Lorct devoted a detailed study to the plant mHt. which he identihed with

four different herbs according to the epithets attached to the word. He examined the formei‘

identifications of Brugsch, Luring, Lieblein, Stern, and others, of mdt with the Coptic

juiee^so. Crocus Jiortensis, and gave good reasons for relinquishing this supposed

equivalence. M. Loret finally arrived at the conclusion that uidt is the Coptic julit. equated

in the Scalae with the Arabic ^1, celery of various species. For the grounds upon which

M. Loret based his conclusions, reference must be made to his paper.^

On carefully re-examining the occurrences of the word in the medical and other Egyptian

texts, I find myself una])le to agree with M. Loret 's identification and now have to submit

another alternative which appears to me to suit the requirements of the case better. The

clue which led me to the identification I now propose is to he found in a text hitherto over-

looked bv those who have interested themselves in the identification of mdt. TTie text to

which I refer is in the Leiden magical papyrus I, 348. In this text there is a list of the parts

of the body, each ascribed to a god; it begins on rs, 5. 5 and extends to i). 2. In lims 5. 8 to

6. 1 the following series occurs:

“His phallus is Bebo; ^
thighs an^ Isis and Veph-

thys” etc.

It may be noted that Insich “testicles”, corresponds to similar lists at

Biban el-Muluk.^ In the Leiden list, as in all others.^ each part of the body is associated with

a god or a goddess, and it is therefore very significant that in the passage just quoted, tht‘

name of a fruit should rank as equal to a divinity. This fact of itself sugg(‘sts that the fruit

in question is one of outstanding magical significance. There was indeed a goddess mdt, a^

we know from a passage inscribed upon a middle-kingdom coffin from Beni Hasan, published

by M. Lacau. The passage in question reads as follows:

H/tt. Jowilikr of the gods, bursting into

leaf {lit. '^mahing a growing'") to shkdd me."

Probably also it is this goddess who is referred to in the Pyramiil Texts (§ 1440 c):

P. 650. t‘tc.

P. 727. etc.

M. 751. ^ etc.
, 1 ,

The determinatives in these parallel texts are sigmlicant, as we shall see.

In the Leiden text, however, the actual plant is referred to, not its personification as a

goddess. Not only is the god-determinative absent (though invariably present elsewhere),

but a particular part of the plant, itsjruit. is specified. e have accordingly to find a magical

plant the fruit of which resembles the testicles of a man. In the Syriac medical manusciipt

^ Eec. de trav., (189T), 4-11. “ E. Naville, Litanie du Soldi (Leipzig, 1875), Pis. 14, 20, 21, and 32.

^ I have given a complete list in my Mngidnn and Leech (London, 1929), p. CO.

* Annates du Service, v (1904), p. 235.
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piil)lislied by Sir Ernest Biidp^ed a long and interesting passage is devoted to the magical

virtues of a plant which can be none otlier than the mandrake. In this passage it is said:

‘’and after the dower of this root . . . hath died away, there remain on the top thereof two
little balls which are like the testicles of a man.'’ One of the Arabic names of the mandrake
is “devil's testicles", and the “male mandrake", well known in folk-lore, thus receives a

plausible explanation.- It seems to me not impossible that the association with testicles

accounts for the determinatives in the Pyramid Texts, and may have influenced the Xew-
Egyptian writings ^ and ^ which often occur.

In the temple of Edfu, it is stated that rndt grows in the Delta,^ and in a stela of

Kaniesses IV occurs the phrase “ I have not cut the corn before it was ripe [lit. “in its small-

ness '’] nor the nutt before it was counted " This would seem to imply that mHt was a culti-

vated plant.

In the medical papyri m>tt generally occurs without any qualification, but sometimes an
epithet is added, he. (var. "of the Delta", and “of a foreign country".
There are thus two kinds of nutt, one indigenous (or introduced and acclimatized) in Egypt,
and groAving in the Delta, the otlier imported from a foreign country. These two species I

propose to equate proAUsionally Avith Mandragora autumnalis, BertoL. of the Mediterranean
region, and Ti. officinarum, L., AAdiich is common in Syria and Palestine. In the following

references to nutt in the medical papyri, the letters D (Delta) and E (foreign) are added
Avheiiever these distinctions are indicated in the texts themselves. The letters E, B, H. and
L refer respectively to the Ebers, Berlin, Hearst, and London Medical Papyri, and the
numbers in brackets to the sections of Wreszinski's edition of these texts.

External Uses

For burns; E GS. G (487)--L 15. 5 (51) ; E 69. 10 (502) D.

For pain generally: H 9. 13 (135).

For the rectum: E 32. 1 (145).

For the eyes: E 57. 12 (352) ;
E 58. 20 (363), nutt brayed in cold AAuter.

For sore tongue: E 85. 20 (701).

For mouth (moutliAvash for gumboils or similar): E 72. 17 (555).

For toothache (moutliAA’ash) : E 89. 13 (748).

For the ear: B vs. 2. 7 (200).

For “heat" (*? feA'er): B 7. 11 (87).

For pain in right side: E 90. 8 (758) D-pF.
For the stomach: E 39. 20 (198 c), nidt.

Tor Amginai contraction: E 9t>. 8 (822), nutt pounded in coav's milk.

For stiff joints or muscles: E 82. 5 (655) = H 9. 4 (124), prt nutt: E 84. 2 (675)
prt; E 84. 7 (677) prt; E 84. 17 (682) : for ditto in leg E 77. 13 (610) prt; E 7'.> 'M

(634). ^
For — E 76. 6 (594).

For sfiit n nit (? varicose veins): H 8. 13 (113), nutt pounded Avith fat.

For ivluiv: E 26. 5 (111) ; E 26. 8 (112).

' Syrian Anatomy. Pathology and Therapeutics {Oxford, 1912), n. 70S.
- K. Campbell Thompson, Assyruui Herbal (1924), 189.

’ J. de Kouge. laser, ct notices recueillies d Kdfou, PI. c\'i.

K P^ehl, A.Z., xxn a884) ;39, 11, lS-19. Dr. (;ardiner informs me that the det. of hsb should be C and
not us in the text, and that is to be taken temporally as
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hiternal Uses

For pain generally: B 13. 2 (153) F : in l)elly. B 14. 2 (157). D — F.

For induration of right side E 43. d (209). D— F.

Fur bladder and urination: E 50. 13-14 (232) = H 5. 2 (GS). D -F,

For contraception: B 1. 2 (192).

For E 55. 17 (334).

For influence B 45. 23 (23()) : E 45. 14 (231). 1) : E 45. 4 (22G>), 1> : E 45. 7

(227) ; E 45. 9 (22s)
; E 35. 13 (1S2) — Hi. 17 (IG). prt.

The above-named medicinal uses of tla^ plant nidt art* consistent ^vith thost‘ to which tla*

mandrake was put by ancient medical writers. It would be out of })lace to discuss here the

many interesting references to the medical and magical uses of tlu^ })lant. as these have

frequently been dealt with by various authors.- The medicinal uses indicat^-d ])y the Egyp-

tian papyri postulate a sweet, palatable, mildly astringent herb, and other texts define it as

growing inthe Delta or imported from fordgnlands. The magical us(^s to t^xpel the " influtmce
*'

of gods, the dead, adversaries, and other malign beings are als(3 noteworthy.

Actual specimens of mandrake-fruits were identith'd in the floral wrt'aths on the mummy
of TutTinkhamun,^ and it is possilde that some of the fruits represented in numerous

banqueting scenes may be intended for those of the mandrake.

It was formerly believed that dhU was the Egyptian word for mandrake, an error tii>t

made by Brugsch, who sought to identify it with th(^ Hebrew diulaim.^ This was long ago

shown to be erroneous by H. Henri Gauthier/" who (hanonstrated that did! was not a ])lant

but a mineral, and more recently I have tried to define more closely its real natuna*'

In conclusion. I might throw out the suggestion that the word nidt may possibly ])v akin

to a word meaning some part of the Ijody, which occurs in a magiccd text.' It

seems also possible that this word may mean testicles, a meaning appropriate to the context,

and that it may be the same as the word
" Hoden”, quottal in the Wh. d. aefj.Spr..

ii. 28. but which I cannot investigate in the absence of references.

(See additional note, heloir, p. 137.)

6. Thedrug

In the medical texts this drug occurs in various prescriptions for external application.

It is never used for internal doses, and was thendore unpalatalile or poisonous. Two kinds

are mentioned, those of Upper Egypt and the Delta. In the following refm-eiices. these are

specified as L and D respectively.

For muscles and joints: H k 15 (94), I ; H Itb 2 (237), I *

For pain in fingers and toes: H 12. 3 (174) — E 78. 9 (G17) : T -rD.

For dressing for excised tumour: E 194. 4 (S57 r)-

For the rectum (suppository): E 31. 9 (144).

^ See JourmiL x\Tii. 153, n. 2.

- For a lonsj discussion with many references, see Sir J. (b Frazer, Folk Lore in the Old TesUiweni (London.

1919), n, 372-97. For the medicinaruses see 11. Campbell Thompson, Assyrian HerhiU 187-90 ; Dioscoride^.

De Mat. Med., iv, 7t); vi, 16; Plinv, Sat. Hid., xxxv, 94; Celsus, De Re Medica, v, 25, 1 ;
Ibn al-ileithar

(ed. Lec'lerc), Xos. 422, 1156, 1177, 2033, 2034, 2180, 2300, 2301 ;
F,Lb Griffith and Sir Herbert Tliompson

Demotic Malkal Papyrus, i, 150, 151 ;
W. R. Dawson, Druygud, Aug. 1925, etc,

^ P. E. Newberrv in Howard Carters Tomh of Tutankhamen, ii, 192. * A.Z., xxix (1891), 31-3.

^ Revue Egyptologique, xi (1904), 1-15. Jonrn. Royal Asiatic^ Soc.. 1927, 497-503.

" A. H. Gardiner and others, Theban Ostraca (1913), p. 14 (Ostracon C 1, line 6).
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For the eves: E 55. 21 “56. 2 (326), U fD ;
E 57. 8 (345), L ; E 59. 2 (366) U ; E 59. 5

(367). U ; E 59. 13 (369), U ; E 59. 14 (370), U ; E 59. 19 (374), U ; E 60. 2 (377), U

;

E 61. 5 (388) U; E 61. 16 (394), U; E 63. 5 (419), U+D.
The uses of this drug suggest one of the arsenic salts, orpiment or realgar {aavSapdxy] and

dpaevLKov of Clreek writers). Orpiment was known to the Egyptians, and it was used by

them as a pigment.^ As the mineral does not occur native in Egypt, it must have been

imported. In this ease the varieties from Southern and Northern Egypt would be those

imported respectively from Ethiopia and from Asia and marketed in the commercial centres

of the two regions. Eoth kinds (red and yellow) were used by the Assyrians in medicineA

7, The word (dets. /q, ^)

In the medical texts the hnj of the ox, /5du'-fish, and tortoise is used as a drug. The uses

are as follows:

External Uses

For leuconm (fish): E 62. 6 (405).

For hnsyf of scalp (fish); E 65. 6 (449).

For skin-disease (ox): E 87. 10 (718).

For ear-ache (ox): B. verso. 2. 8 (200).

For boil or swelling (ox): E 104. 5 (857 c).

For icJinc and pains (ox); E 26. 20 (117).

For infiamed wound (ox): S 14. 4 (41) ; S 16. 9 (46). In the first of these “ox'* is omitted
in error, but evidently intended).

For aphrodisiac (anoint phallus) (tortoise and fish): Mag. Pap., unpublished, vs. 5.

Infernal Uses

For vermifuge (ox): E 22. 7 (75).

I do not know of any occurrence of the word outside the medical texts^ save in one
passage only, which occurs in a Middle Kingdom Coffin-text;

P '‘T am the bnf of Bd, the Lord of Serpents''. Bd was a bull-god.^

The medicinal uses of bnf are (save one) all external which suggests a bitter and unpalat-
able drug. The only internal use is significant, for it is a vermifuge, for which bitterness is

most appropriate. The uses of bnf correspond to a remarkable degree with those of ivdd,

“gall"
;
the ivdd of the ox, /kZ?r-fish, and tortoise being especially frequent. The identification

and uses of icdd I have dealt with elsewhere.® There can be little doubt that bnf and udd are

synonymous and bothmean gall". The determinatives of &n/have become generalized, but
originally ^ and ^ meant the gall-bladder, and ^ its secretion.

The latest discussion of byif is that of Prof. Breasted,'^ who considers that it means dung
or excrement. This interpretation, however, is inadmissible, for it does not take into account
the most frequent determinatives and nor the impossibility of collecting the excrement
of a fish.

In connexion with the aphrodisiac use of gall mentioned above, it may be noted that the
^ A. Lucas in Howard Carter's Tomb of Tuiankhameriy ii, 180. Cf. London-Leiden Mag. Pap., Verso, 3, 18.
- R. Campbell Thompson, The Chemisiry of the Assyriayis (1925), 43. Cf. E. Chassinat, Un papyrus

medical copte (1921), 82.

^ 6«/ in Pyr. 1464 (P. 782) is evidently an error for bnic~f as the duplicate texts show.
^ P. Lacau, Textes Peligieux, lxxv, line 7 ( -- Pec. de Trnv. xxxi, 31). ^ Cf. A.Z., vt.ttt (1906), 79.
A.Z., LX (1926), 21. ' Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, i, 381.
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gall of a goat is used in exactly the same Avay in the London-Leiden Magical Papyrus

(verso, 13. 7).

8. The fish ^^
This fish is best kno^Yn from its frequent mention in mythological t('xts as piloting the

boat of the sun-god.^

M. Victor Loret considered that the ^hdic is not a fish at all, ])ut a speci(*s of tortoise

(Triomjx aegijptiacus)^ His demonstration, however, is unconvincing, for the \v(jrd always

has the fish-determinative; never -O or His hypothesis, moreover, ignores the mytho-

logical association of the fish with the sun-god^ whereas the tortoise was the deadly enemy of

Eer. (C/. the frequent expression "Rer lives: the tortoise is dead”.) The pictuia^s of the

yMi6-fish swimming in front of the sun-god's boat, frequent on cotfins, etc., are too conven-

tionalized to enable us to fix the species, but it can at least be said with certainty that

/hdio is a fish and not a reptile.

^ See, e.g., the hymns to Rer, Pap. Ani, sheet 1, 1. 15; sheet 20, I. 44; Pap. Kenni (Leiden) 2, line 13;

Book of the Dead, 100 (Pap. Su, line 0). ^ A.Z., xxx (1802), 25.

* In the ‘‘Litany of Seker" (Pap. B.M. 10188, 2. 14) it is called the ‘‘pure /Wa'-fish ’. Cf. also Pap. Berlin

S027, 2. 5.

Additional Note on

Since Section 5 of the foregoing article was printed, Dr. Chirdiner has shown me his transcription of an

unpublished magical papyrus in Budapest, in m liich a prominent part is played by a magical plant called

. Until the text is available for study, it cannot be knoAvn whether mv conclusions will

need modification, but it seems likely that mdt, originally the name of a specific herb, may have become

a generic term for magical plants of various kinds, just as
pQ

“
()?

originally the sycomore tree, became

a generic term for trees, and was compounded with the indirect genitive with the names of other trees, e.g.

nJit nt db; nht nt cntiiv.

1
’



A PETITION TO AN EXEOETES, a.d. 36

By a. E. E. BOAK

This pcipynis, Inv. Xo. 695 in the Michigan collection, is one of a considerable group of

documents coming from the archives of the grapheion of Tebtunis. It is a large sheet

measuring ST-o by 28 cm. Unfortunately, it has suffered considerable abrasion along the

vertical creases formed by the ancient folds and has been entirely worn through along two

of these, so that it is divided into three parts of approximately equal width. Otherwise the

papyrus is in good condition and the writing is, on the whole, very well preserved. The first

and third hands are medium-sized cursives with quite different characteristics, but the second

is a large, elegantly written, upright semi-uncial with letters about 0*5 cm. in height. The

text contains the following parts:

(1) LI. 1 and 2. an order (eVtaroA/ia) from Chairemoii the exegetes of Arsinoe to Kronion

the clerk of tlie grapheion at Tebtunis, with the date of issue, Choiak 3 of the twenty-

third year of Tiberius = Xov. 29, a.d. 36.

(2) LI. 3-28. A copy of a petition [a^lojfxa) addressed to Chairemon by Taorses, a widow
of Tebtunis who is acting as guardian for her three sons who are under age. This copy doubt-

less was prepared in the office of the exegetes, which explains the elegance of the script. It

is undated.

(3) Part of 1. 28. The subscription of Chairemon to the effect that a decision had been

rendered in the case, dated the same day as (1). On the papyrus this subscription occupies

part of the space left by the writer of the petition in 1. 28 between the closing words of the

request at the left of the line and the formal eaTuy(et) at the extreme right.

In chronological sequence, naturally, the petition came first, next the subscription, and,

finally, the order to the clerk of the record office.

The petition reveals an interesting situation. A certain Galates was joint owner with

his three brothers, Didumos the elder, Didumos the younger, and Lusimachos, of a catoecic

allotment of eighty-two arouras comprising several estates near the villages of Tebtimis,

Theogonis, and Kerkesis. The four brothers mortgaged this allotment to one Kastor and

his brother Lusimachos for the sum of two talents and 1,200 drachmas in silver. LMfor-

tunately, owing to the abrasion of one of the numerals, the exact date of the execution of the

mortgage is uncertain and we can only say that it fell between the tenth and the twentieth

years of Tiberius. At some time between the drawing up of the mortgage and the twenty-

first year of Tiberius. Galates died, leaving three sons who were still minors, namely,

Lusas, Lusimachos. and Eutuchos. Thereupon, their mother, Taorses, upon application to

Chairemon the exegetes, was appointed their guardian (eVtVpoTTos-). Neither the principal

of the mortgage nor the interest thereon was paid by Galates and his brothers and,

consequently, in the twenty-first year of Tiberius the two creditors, Kastor and his brother

Lusimachos, laid claim to the mortgaged property by virtue of a transfer of title (yiereTnypa^'^)

executed through the bureau of registration of catoecic holdings, and subsequently ceded

part of it to their own brothers. But, even though the mortgaged property had been seized

by the creditors, the heirs and brothers of Galates were still liable for unpaid public taxes

and other dues assessed against the eighty-two arouras. Of these charges, the three young
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sons of Galates were responsible for one-sixth. Accordingly their mother, in her capacity of

guardian, asked Kastor and Lusimachos to accept 2,500 silver drachmas in settlement of the
obligation resting upon her sons and offered on their behalf to resign all claims to the estate

and formally to approve the transfer of title and the cessions made to the l)rothers of Kastor
and Lusimachos. Apparently her proposal met with the approval of the two mortgagors and
also with that of the brothers of the deceased Galates. Hence she petitioned the exegetes

to order the clerk of the grapheion to prepare with her the agreement of surrender (o/roAoyta

eKurdaecos) and of approval (euSoKT^creoj?) which were to be guaranteed mutually by her and
the brothers of Galates.

As we learn from parts (3) and (1) of the text, the petition was approved and tla* clerk of

the grapheion was ordered to draw up the necessary documents.

The two points of special interest raised by this petition concern the transfer of title to

the catoecic estates and the competence of the exegetes in the case.

According to 11. 15-18 of the text, Kastor and Lusimachos had already laid claim to the

mortgaged estates and had been able to secure a transfer of title through the bureau of

registration of catoecic lands. Furthermore, by virtue of this step they had ventured to

cede a portion of this property to their brothers. lYe must infer that the authorization for

the transfer of title was furnished by the mortgage. But from the fact that Taorses proposed

(11. 20-2), in return for their acceptance of her offer regarding the taxes, to furnisli tlaan with

a contract of renunciation of the property and of approval of the cessions they had made
from it, it seems justifiable to conclude the title of Kastor and his brother to the lands in

question was not completely valid until they had received the d. eKardaecjs. and the cessions

which they had made while their title was still subject to challenge required the cdSd/vTjcns*.

If this interpretation is correct, our papyrus offers some support for the vimv of Preisigke,

Giroicesen, 499 ff. (particularly 512), that the /xereTTtypa^T) had to lie preceded l)y a contract

of cession and followed by a contract of renunciation, as against the view of Mitteis. Gruml:,,

112 (o/. also P. Oxy., xii, 1462, intro.), that only a single contract lietwetm the parties was

required.

The right of the exegetes as representative of the strategos to appoint guardians (eViTpoTrot)

for minors is well known, cf, P. Jouguet, TYF viunicipale, 317
;
Alitteis, (irundz., 254: Meyer,

Jur. Pap., 33. It is, however, something out of the ordinary to find this official entt*rtaining

a petition to authorize the clerk of the grapheion to prepare certain documents affecting the

transfer of catoecic lands and issuing an order to that effect. The regular authorities to

whom petitions of this sort were addressed were the ^L^XLotpvXaK^s hppoalas ^ipXiodi^Krjs or,

later, the jStjSAto^uAa/ces* iyKrpaeojv (Preisigke, Giroicesen, 511 ffi. ;
Alitteis, Grundz., 111-12;

Meyer, Jur, Pap., 211-12), who are not mentioned in this text. The explanation may lie in

the early date of this papyrus (a.d. 36). So far as I am aware, the earliest rffierence t(^ the

activity of the jStj3Ato(/>uAa/c6? in authorizing the action of the grapheion is found iiiD.G.U., 379

of A.D. 67. Perhaps they did not exercise this function until after the death of Tilx rius.

Text

1. First hand. Xaipppcav rcot t6 ypa(f>lov 7rpaypar€v[opi(vojl) Kpo]ylajv( l) yaip€tv. to [eVtSje-

Sopevov ppiy d^Lwparos dvT[t]ypa^ov vTToreraKraL. KaXws odv

2. TTOiTjaeis KaraKoXovOrjoas To[r]s‘ SP avrov 87]AoujaeV[o]ts‘ d)S Kadi^Kei. epp[ajaJo. erou?

Tplrov Kal €t[K:]oo’Toa Ti^epLov Kaicrapos Xe^aarov, Xotay rplrp.

3. Second hand. Xaipppovi iiy]yriTrjL

4. TTapd Taopoeiovs rijs Evrvxov p€[r\d Kvplov rod aviyevovs JlToX^paiov rod Xaiprjpcvos. 6

(jvp^Lcdaas pOL
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o.

(>.

7.

8 .

9.

10 ,

11 .

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20 .

21 .

22 .

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

raXdrrj? AvcFLiid^ov ireX^VTrjaev dnoXcTrajp iyiov viov^ d(f>iqXiKas rpeis Av(jdv /cat Aval--

fiaxov

Kal Evrvxdv (Lv /cat drreypaipdijiTjv Scd aov iniTpOTTo^. rov Se PaXdrov dcfielXovro^, avv rot?

davrov dScA^ot?

AiSyficoL TTp^a^vrepcoL /cat AtBvfiojt vecorepcoL /cat AvaLpid^oji, Kdaropi Kal Avcrtjudp^cot

dixipordpoLg AvaLpLdxo(v

)

irrl fxeaeirela reAettodetcn] toji i[-](erec

)

Tt/3eptou Kalaapo^ Ee^aarov and rd>[v v^Trapxoprwv

avroL^ rrarpL-

Ka>v KaroiKtK(2)i' iSaiojv kXi]pov KaroiKiKOV dpovpwv oySojjKOi^ra dvo iv lloXdpLOjvos

jLt€ptSt, d(^’ Sv

rrepl per TePirruviv er Svac a(f)p[a^yLGi dpovpai rptd/corra eTrra Trept he Geoyoviha iv pud

oSpaylhi dpovpai

e'lKoai TTevre Trporepov AevKiov Te[p]evrLOV Kal Trept KepKi^aiv iv irepa a<j)payLhi at XotTval

dpovpai eiKoaiy

tdor eivat rds rrpo/cetpe'm? rov KXiqpov dpovpas oydo7]Kovra Svo -p oaat ear (Zaij d)r eKdarr]^

a<^pay'ihog^

at yiTviai Kal rd dAAa Std r-p? o'qpaivopevps peae[i]re[a^ SpAowrat, TTpds rd S[i"] avrijs

havei<j9evra

apyvpLov Ke(f>aXaLOV raXavra Svo /c[a]t Spaxpo.<^ Sta/coata? Kat toij? imijvvrjypevovs

drro rrjs arfpLairo-

pevT]? cn;vaAAd^€ca9 p^xpt tov vvv tokov^, rov ^[e] Kdaropos Kal Avoipdxov iv7Te7Toi7]p4vajv

rcdv CT'ppat-

vop^evcov rov KXyjpov apovpcdv oySop[/c]orra SJo d(f}^ ^^9 eTToirjaavro iv rdji /ca (irei) Tt^eplov

Kaiaapo? Eej^aarov

Std rojv KaraXoxt'Crpddvrdjv KaroiKcpv peTe7rtypa^7j9 /cat arrd piipovs rrapa/cexcopp/cortav Tot9 eau-

rojv dheX(j)OL^ o0[^Jv ^Sei^Oppev rov re Kdaropos Kal rov dSeXcfyov avrov Avaipdxov (^tAax'-

dpCOTTrj^

aai 7}pas errt rojt So[r]Ta9 adrot^ Stcr;S(;etAta9 7rerra/coata9 et9 pipog d)r

o<^tAouCT[t]i/ o re EaXari^s /cat ot Tourop aSeXcfyol SrjpoGicov ISojv /cat dXXcvv iKarrjvai rjpds

'irdvras

/cat eySoK^aai rfji yeyowta hia rcov KaraXoxiapcdv pere7T[i]ypa^7ji /cat rats* et9 to59 dheXt^ovs

rcdv Trep[t] rov Kdcrropa rrapaxojprjaeaij Kal d^iojt ovvrd^ai ypdijjaL roji to ypa^tov rrpay-

paT[eu-

opevcot GowxprjparL^etv pot dvacffepovaj] e/c rovrojv SrjXopevwv pov d^i]XLKwv vldjv

dvoparojv per* i-rirpoTiov ipov crvvava<f)ep6vr(jjv pot Kal rd>v rov FaXdrov d8eX(f)djv AiSvpov
TTpea^vrepov /cat AiSvpov vecorepov /cat ylucrtpa^oa /cat Apvcorov r'qv rijs iKardoecos /cat

eifdoKjp

creojs opoXoyiav Kara rd iiTipdXXov rois dcfepXi^i pov vloTs pipos eKrov, ri]s ^e^atd)aea>9

i^aKoXovOovaip pot crvv rols rov FaXdrov dheXcf)OLs i^ dXX7]Xevyvrjs

,

tv’ d>t cror rots Trat8tot9

evepyenqpevip. Third hand. Sieyvoja-rai (erovs

)

/cy Tt^epiov Kaioapos Ee^aorov, Xoi( a/c)

y. Second liciiid. evrvxf^i).

Notes

1 . Kpojvtoivft). An ofticial of this name ^vas in charge of the record office of Tebtunis
during the period a.d. 46-9 (P. Alich., n, Tebtunis Papyri. Pt. I, p. 4, cf. P. Tebt,, ii, 383,

60-2), but he is not to be identitied with this Kroniun.

2. Troiyjaeis . , . ojs KaOijKei, Compare the instructions to the clerk of the record office
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at Karanis in B.G.U., 379 (=Mittei3, Chred., -219 = Meyer, Jur. Pap., 63). 20-3 ending with
the words TeXeladu} (Lg Kad^Kei. In each case the clerk is authorized to carry out the
request.

3. i^r]Yqr7]t, The presence of this document in the files of the grapheion at Tebtunis
indicates that the exegetes in question Avas an official of Arsinoe. the metropolis of the nome.

4. fi€[r]a Kvplov. Although Taorses, as a woman, recpiired a guardian of her own
{Kvpios) for the performance of such acts as the making of this petition, nevertheless she
could act as a guardian for her minor children (eVtrpoTros-) . cf. Mitttas. Grund:., 2o2~-3.

8. /x€(7€iT€ia. The peoLTLa was the special form of mortgage used in conm^xion with catoe-
cic lands, Mitteis, op. cit,, 131. tojl t[.] ^erei). It is hardly possilile to distinguish anv traces

of the missing numeral which lay right in one of the vertical folds of the papyrus, but possibly
it was an?].

11. AevKLov T€[p]evTL0v. This Lucius Terentius, a Koman probaldy of equestrian rank,
may have received the twenty-five arouras near Theogonis as a gift from Augustus, or Ik*

may have obtained permission to purchase them, and then later sold them to the father of

Galates, cf. Wilcken, Grundz., 298, on the ovmaK^ yi].

K€pK7]Gig. For the location of this village, also called KepKerjut^, cf. P. Tebt., ii. 8s8.

14-15. T7]s Gr]p.aLvop€vris c7waAAd|eco?. This is tile p^Girla referred to in 11. S and 13.

17. rd)v KaraXoxiGpcDv rcjv KaroiKijov. On this bureau cf. PrOsigloe Giroirescn, 40b fi*.

:

Mitteis, Grundz., 111.

7TapaK€xop7]K6rwv. In the sale of catoecic lands the term TTapaxojp^lv was used in

preference to TTparrcLv. ffiitteis, op. cit., 1S0~1.

18-19. (fyiXavdpcoTTrjGaL rjpd?. This rather indefinite expression deri^'es its meaning from i he

context, which indicates that the favour conferred is the acceptance of 2.50i) drachmas in

full satisfaction of the claims that are outstanding against the share of the property inherited

by the sons of Galates.

19. etV pepos. In view of the fact that the sons of Galates inherited one-sixth of the catoe-

cic allotment (1. 2b), they would naturally be liable fur a corresponding sliar^* of tin* obliga-

tions resting upon it.

20. o(f>iXovG[L]v d re FaXarris ktX. For Galates we must understand ‘The sons of (udates k

eKGTT^vai -qpds ndvras. On eKGTaGig = ccssio honoruni cf. ^litteis, ChrcA.. 81, iv, 10 note.

Under Travras- we should probably understand both the sons of Galates and his brothers

since the latter concur in the petition (11. 21-85) and join in the guarant(*(' to tie* contracts

to be executed (1. 27). although these contracts only affect the share of the sons.

21. evdoKpGai. On the meaning of evhoKeiv cf. Preisigke. Wortcrhucli. s.r. X\imerous

opoXoyiat euSo/cTjo-eo)? are listed in the anagraphai from the grapheion of Tebtunis which are

appearing in P. Mich., ii, Pt. I. 8ee Indexes,

22-3. d^icoL crwra^at ypdifsac . . . GOvvxp^pcLTLLeiv pot. croaryp7]/xaTteea' is for crux’yp. MTth
this request we may compare B.G.U.. 879, 1^>-19: 7TpoGayyeXXap[ev]y ottcos eViaretAx^Te rip rd

ypacfxLov Kapav[tSo?] GVVxp'cjparLt^eiv rjpeiv.

25. ‘’Mputorou. Haruotes is not mentioned with the other brothers of Galates in 1. 7 as one

of the joint owners of the allotment. The appearance of his name here may be explaim‘d in

one of three ways. It may have been omitted accidentally in 1. 7 ;
it may be another name

for Lusirnachos, in which case we should read <rov> Kal 'Apvcorov; or it may have been

included here in order to make it clear that he would raise no objection to the action of his

brothers and nephews.

26—7. rrj^ ^e^aidjGecos i^oLKoXovdovGr]^ pot. For parallels to this clause cf. Preisigke, TI ortcr-

huch, s.v.
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Translation

(15/ hand.) Cliaireinon to the clerk of the grapheion, Kronion. greeting. There is sub-

joined the copy of a petition that has been presented to us. You will do well, then, to follow

up what is set forth therein as is fitting. Farewell. The twenty-third year of Tiberius Caesar

Augustus, Choiak third.

{2nd hand.) To Chairenion the exegetes, from Taorses daughter of Eutuchos with, as

guardian, her relative Ptolemaios son of Chairemon. My husband Galates son of Lusimachos
died, leaving by me three sons under age, Lusas. Lusimachos, and Eutuchos, of whom I have
had myself appointed guardian by you. Since Galates, together Avith his brothers Didumos
the elder, Didumos the younger, and Lusimachos, Avas indebted to Kastor and Lusimachos,

both sons of Lusimachos, in accordance Avith a mortgage executed in the . . . teenth year of

Tiberius Caesar Augustus affecting the catoecic estates belonging to them by inheritance

from their father of a catoecic allotment of eighty-tAvo arouras in the division of Polemon, of

which there are in the Aucinity of Tebtunis thirty-seven arouras in tAvo parcels, and in the

Aucinity of Theogonis twenty-five arouras in one parcel formerly the property of Lucius
Terentius, and in the Aucinity of Kerkesis the remaining tAventy arouras in another parcel,

so that the aforesaid arouras of the allotment are eighty-tAA’o or however many they may be,

of Avhich the neighbouring properties of each parcel and the other details are set forth in the

above-mentioned mortgage, for the sum of tAAn talents and one thousand tA\n hundred
drachmas borrowed through it and the interest that has accrued from the time of the afore-

mentioned mortgage up to the present; and since Kastor and Lusimachos have laid claim

to the aforesaid eighty-tAvo arouras of the allotment on the basis of the transfer of title

which they caused to be made in the tAventy-first year of Tiberius Caesar Augustus through
the bureau of registration of catoecic lands, and have made a partial cession to their OAvn

brothers, on account of which we entreated both Kastor and his brother Lusimachos to

indulge us on condition that Ave shall give them tAvo thousand five hundred silver drachmas
toAvards a share of the public taxes and other things Avhich Galates and his brothers OAve and
all of us resign our claims and approve the transfer of title effected through the bureau of

registration and the cessions to the brothers of Kastor and his relatives
;
I petition you to

give orders to AATite to the clerk of the grapheion to prepare Avith me, petitioning

as I do in these said names of my sons Avho are under age AAuth me as their guardian,

fellow petitioners being also the brothers of Galates, Didumos the elder, Didumos the
younger, Lusimachos and Haruotes, the agreement of renunciation and approA^al concerning
the sixth part AALich aaus inherited by my sons who are under age, the guarantee resting upon
me together Avith the brothers of Galates under conditions of mutual surety, in order that I

along Avith my sons may be benefited. Farewell.

(3rd hand.) It has been decided. The tAventy-third year of Tiberius Caesar Augustus.
Choiak 3.



THE SO-CALLED RAMESSES GIRDLE
By T. EEIC beet

The object familiarly known as the Eamessos Girdle lias lain in the Liverpool Five Public
Museums since 1867, under the number M. 11156, Some time a^o the Director of the
Museums, Dr. D. A. Allan, told me he felt it to be a pity that the origin of one of the rarest

objects in the Museums’ collections and one of the must remarkable that ancient Egypt has
bequeathed to us should remain wrapped in obscurity and uncertainty, and he begged me
to put together and place on record what could be learned about its early history before the
slender evidence still available for this purpose should have disappeared. This task I

accepted the more readily because I had just read an article in Deutsche Frauenhidtur for

1931, pp. 157-63, by Prof. Dr. Fritz Krause in which the following passage occurs fp. 157):
“

. . . a hieroglyphic group The English scholar P. E. Xewberry thought in 1911 that he
could recognize in it a trace of the name of Eameses III.i On the ground of this opinion
the scarf has since been known as the ‘ Eamesses Girdle Now it seems clear from Professor

Krause’s illustration to this text that the hieroglyphic group to which he refers is the roughly
written ©jj]

clear in our Fig. 1, l)ottom, right, and that he is unaware of the existence of the

much longer and more carefully written inscription which is the real ground for the name
“ Eamesses Girdle . Professor Krause goes on to say that documentary evidence shows that

the girdle was in the Museum as early as 1S67 and came from Memphis, and he therefore

assigns it not to the Eamesside age but to the Old Kingdom, adding that it is in consetpience

4,500 years old, and the earliest piece of weaving of this kind knoAvn to us from Egypt.
This, is, I believe, the most recently published account of the oigect , and it is so incorrect that

it does indeed seem time that some one should put on record what is known about the matter.

The Egyptologists who have seen the "girdle” can probably be numbered on th(^ fingers

of one hand. And yet among all the treasures from the tombs of A"uia and Tuyu and of

Tutrankhamun there is not one that is more living than this, Hi're is a scarf wliich was worn
by an ancient Egyptian, perhaps a king, certainly a person of royal rank. It is in such

perfect condition that it might l)e worn to-day Avithout damaging it. It is solid and linn to

the touch, and yet perfectly flexible : it retains its colours in all their ])rightness : it is perhaps

the one piece of ancient Egyptian avoavh linen of Avhich the phrase " it might have been made
yesterday” can legitimately be used. Of its technical perfection I do not intend to speak
here. When no two of the experts on ancient weaving Avho haA'e examined it can agrt‘e as

to the method by which it Avas produced- the layman may Avell be content to admire the neat

perfection of the design and execution, and the mathematical ingenuity Avith Avhich a single

decoratKe scheme is evenly tapered from a breadth of 5 inches to that of 1| in a length of

17 feet.

The literature of the scarf begins, so far as I can determine, AAuth a book of Avhich A'ery

few copies seem to be knoAvn. It bears the title Egyptian Antiquities
|

collected
|

on a voyage

^ The statement contained in this sentence is probably i>ased on Liwrpool Annals^w 84, second paragraph.
^ Op. cit., V, 84 S. ;

atu, 50; x, 7 ff. A. van Gennep and G. Jequier, Le Tissage aux cartons (Xeuchatel,

1916), 93-100. Deutsche Frauenkuliur (Leipzig), 1931, 157-63, Ancient Egypt, 1914, 174. E. S. A^an

Reesema, Contribution to the Early History of Textile Technics (edited by E. Xierstrasz), in Verhandelingen

der Kon. Alcad. van Wetensch. te Amsterdam, Afdeeling Lctterkundc, XieuAve Reeks, xxa'I, no, 2, pp. 47-50.
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made in Upper Egypt
|

in the years 1854 <E 1855
|

and
|

published
\

by
|

Bevd, H. Stobart M,A.
|

Queen s College Oxford. It bears the date 1855, and the jDublishers are Benj. Duprat of Paris

and F. Schneider & Co. of Berlin.^ There is no letterpress and the work consists of five plates,

at the bottom of each of which we read Berlin, Varseh (t Happe, lithogr. fac-sim. under the

direction of Dr. H. Brugsch”.

On Plate i of this work appear two illustrations which are of importance to us here. The
first comprises two lines of hieroglyphic inscription ^ (reproduced here in Fig. 1) and labelled

‘‘Portion of a linen Belt, found at Thebes, with the date of the 2nd year of Baineses III”.

The second shows a mummified hand, noAv in the Liverpool collection under the number
11438; it is labelled ‘‘Ilummy hand of a female with 4 rings”.

The linen belt is tlie object known as the Eamesses Girdle. Although the inscriptions

have deteriorated since 1855 enough remains to place the identification beyond all doubt.

It would therefore seem that in 1855 Dr. H. Brugsch, who directed the making of these plates,

believed that the girdle had been found, or at any rate bought, in Thebes. Where did

Brugsch get this idea ? Surely from Stobart himself, for it must have been he who asked
Brugsch to direct the making of the plates for his book. There seems, therefore, a consider-

able probability that the provenance here assigned to the belt, namely Thebes, rests on the

authority of Stobart himself. It is disappointing that on the plate no provenance is given to

the mummified hand, which from this point onward, as we shall see, is to be closely associated

with the belt.

In 1857 ^Ir. Stobart offered his collection to the British MuseunF but, becoming impatient
at the Trustees delay in deciding,*^ he sold it to Mr. Joseph Mayer, a goldsmith who was in

business at 68-70 Lord St., Liverpool, and had got together a collection of valuable anti-

quities of various kinds, which he housed in rooms in Colquitt St. On February 4, 1858, the
belt and the mummified hand were exhibited at a meeting of the Archaeological Section of

the Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, and we find the following account of the
matter in the Society's Transactions, x (1857-8), 843-4.

The following objects of interest were exhibited: By Joseph Mayer, F.S.A. The hand
of a female mummy, remarkable from having four rings on the fingers ; one of plain gold, with
a trumpet-shaped head, on the little finger; a scaraboeus of lapis-lazuli, with a gold shank,
on the third

;
and on the middle and fore fingers two very large obehsks, the shafts formed

of lapis lazuli, the apex of each being of plain gold, and the bases of the same, but delicately

worked vith filagree. These are the only specimens of obelisk-rings hitherto discovered.
Also, a waistband which was wrapped round the body of the mummy seven times

;
it is about

six inches broad at one end, tapering gradually to about two inches wide at the other, and is

finished by the ends of the threads being tied into an ornamental plait. The material is

cotton, and the pattern of the weaving extremely beautiful, being formed of the flower of
the full-blown lotus, with a stem and leaves com2Dosing the edge, within which are a sort of
egg and dart, with portions of circles.^ These ornaments run on the outer edges of both sides,

and down the centre is a plain piece, of the graduating form of the whole, with plain lines

of red colour on each side, the other ornaments being coloured blue and yellow. Altogether
it IS a most beautiful piece of work, and dist^lays well the extraordinarv ji^Hection at wdiich
the ait of wea\ing had aiii^ ed in Lg^jit at that time. Both specimens w'ere found at Mem-

^ Mr. M . R. Dawson tells me of a copy with the imprint ‘"Berlin, 1855” alone.

Thev lie one on each face of the belt in the plain central strip, and near the broad end
; eacli begins

about 4 cm. from the end. s
Stobart quoted below.

* The evidence for this is a note by C. T, Gatty attached to the same letter.
® A wholly incorrect description of the design.
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phis, and brought to this country by the Eev. H. Stobart. They now form part of Mr.
Mayer’s Museum.”

In this passage the first sentence referring to the “ waistband ”, with its reference to “ the

body of the mummy ”, would lead the reader to suppose that the “waistband ” belonged to the

same mummy as the hand. That the writer, however, did not intend to give that impression

seems clear from a later sentence ''Both specimens were found at Memphis”. And indeed, if

the belt really belongs to the time of Harnesses III, as we shall see later that it does, the two
objects cannot possibly come from the same mummy, for it needs only a glance at the hand
to see that it is of much later date than that.

Much more disturbing than the false association of the hand with the belt is the proven-

ance assigned to both, namely Memphis, which is a direct contradiction of that given in the

plate of Stobart's book. The account given in the Transactions was presumably written by
the Historic Society's Secretary, but it must surely have been based on information provided

by the exhibitor, Mr. Mayer, and we should expect that he in his turn obtained Avhat informa-

tion he had from Mr. Stobart, from whom he bought the objects.

Let us, however, folloAv the story a little farther. In 1S67 the Mayer Collections came
to the Free Public Museums of Liverpool as part of the Mayer Bequest, and the Museums
were faced with the task of cataloguing them from such information as was available. Mr.

Mayer had indeed pubhshed a catalogue of his Museum in Colquitt St., but as it was printed

in 1852 it did not help with the Egyptian objects bought from Stobart in 1857. Nevertheless

a good deal of information, correct or incorrect, seems to have been available, for here is

a copy of the card draAAia up by C. T. Gatty for the Stock Catalogue of the Museums.

“M. 11156. Woven band from a mummy, found at Memphis, and brought to England by

the Kev. H. Stobart

—

“ The label attached to this says ‘ A sevenfold band worn by the High Priestess, taken

from the mummy to Avhich the hand belonged ’—I belieA^e this to be mistaken for two reasons

—1, because the acct given in the Trans: of the His: Soc: does not warrant it
;
and 2,

because from Dr. Birch’s letter on p. 4 of the Mayer Coll, guard book I judge that Mr. Stobart

offered the British Museum the hand, and no mention is made of this band^is it likely that

Dr. Birch would have separated them if they were found on one body ( ?)—Certainly the

acct: in the His: Soc:'s Pro:^ is ambiguous. (Charles T Gatty)—I believe the label to be

Mr Clarke's writing

—

“ The hand referred to is No. 11438

—

“ Dr. Birch described this as a woven linen belt, edged with pattern of the symbols of life

—

at one end the name of Eamases III, and date of the 2nd year of his reign."

In compiling this card Mr. Gatty clearly had before him (1) a label attached to the belt,

w^hich he believed to be in the handwriting of a Mr. Clarke,- (2) the account quoted above

from the Transactions of the Historic Society, the reference to which is quoted in the margin

of the catalogue card, (3) a letter from Dr. Birch preserved on p. 4 of the guard book, and

(4) a description of the belt by Dr. Birch the origin of which I have been unable to trace.

The curious point about the history of the belt is that the older it grows the more circum-

stantial the information about it seems to become. Mr. Clarke's label tells us that it Avas

“a sevenfold band AA^orn by the High Priestess, taken from the mummy to Avhich the hand

belonged”. It is, hoAveA^er, not difficult to see hoAv these details Avere arrived at. A belt

^ Sic; read Transactions.
^

]Mr. Clarke Av^as apparently a caretaker and assistant to Mr. Mayer. Only a few days ago a boy called

Clarke brought to the Museums some objects Avhich he said had belonged to his grandfather, ]Mr. Mayer s

caretaker.

V
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seventeen feet long would enwrap a female body about seven times. The hand bears two

rings with obelisk bezels, which, in view of the connexion of the obelisk with sun-worship,

might reasonably have been worn by a priestess of the sun-cult ; and since the belt and hand

came, for Mr. Clarke, from a single body, the belt is also that of a High Priestess.

Gatty was critical enough to doubt this. He rightly saw that the account of the Transac-

tions does not warrant the close association of hand and belt. He further quotes in support

of his doubts a letter from Dr. Birch, which he says makes no mention of the band (belt).

This, however, is not true, for the letter, which is from Dr. Birch at the British Museum to

Mr. Stobart, dated 30 September, 1857, gives a list of objects in the Stobart Collection which

Birch had proposed to buy for the Museum. Xo. 5 in the list is “Mummy hand with obelisk

rings”, and Xo. 8 is “Belt with name of Eameses III”. Thus the belt is mentioned, and

Gatty was wrong, though the conclusion he drew from his incorrect premisses was probably

right.

Gatty’s card for the hand (M. 11438) is also instructive. It contains the following state-

ment :

“ The hand is labelled ‘ The hand of a Eoyal Priestess of Temple at On. Found at Thebes’

—(This label must be incorrect for the hand was found at Memphis)
—

”

The label referred to will be that which Avas found on the hand when it reached the

Museums, doubtless in Mr. Clarke’s handAvriting. It goes even farther than that on the belt.

The High Priestess has noAv become a Eoyal Priestess of the Temple at On. Here again we
are accumulating fresh detail, but this time the original label at least gh'es a proA'enance, and
it is not Memphis but Thebes.

The information contained in these tAvo card-catalogue cards is repeated in Charles T.

Gatty’s Catalogue of the Mayer CoUectioyi, Part I, 1879, p. 39, Avhere, under the number 192,

the “AvoA’en hnen belt” is described, and Ave find the Avorcls “said to hav^e been found on a

mummy at Saqqara”. This is at first sight an advance on the Memphis of the Transactions,

but in reality it is probably nothing but another Axrsion of the same story, for if we look at

the description of the hand in this same catalogue, pp. 29-30, Ave read that it AA^as found “at

Saqqara, the Xecropolis of Memphis”, and references are gh^en to “Dr. Brugsch’s account

of Stobart ‘s antiquities”, PL i, fig. 4, and to the passage in the Trayisactioyis (here Avrongly

called Proceediyigs) of the Historic Society for 1857-8. As the former gives no provenance for

the hand, the authority for Memphis, and hence Saqqara, is still solely the account in the

Trruisactioyis.

MTiat are Ave to make of all these contradictions '? On the question of the provenance the

position is fairly clear. Stobart's publication in 1855 gives no provenance for the hand, but

assigns the belt to Thebes; it gives no hint that the tAvo came from the same body or Avere

even bought in the same place. The laljels Avhich came to the Public Museums on the objects

from the Mayer Collection in Colquitt St. associate the hand and belt as coming from the

same l)ody and give the provenance of the hand as Thebes.

Thus the first reference to Memphis occurs in the account in the Trayisactioyis of the

exhibition of the belt and hand in 1857, and this is undoubtedly the source of Gatty ’s assign-

ment of both to ^Memphis or Saqqara in the printed Catalogue of 1879. It is hard to see why
he here rejected in complete silence the evidence of Stobart's publication, Avhich assigned the

belt to Thebes,^ and that of the Clarke labels, Avhich assigned the hand, and by implication

the belt also, to the same place.

^ Xote, however, that on the Stock Catalogue cards made in 1867 he gives no reference to Stobart’s

plate, and so probably he had not seen it. Moreover, in the printed Catalogue of 1879 he mentions the plate

in connexion \nth the hand (to Avhich it gives no provenance) but not in connexion with the belt (which it
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The evidence as a whole is thus distinctly in favour of Thebes rather than of Memphis
as the provenance of the belt and even as that of the hand. Mr. Warren E. Dawson, who has
been working on the private papers of some of these early collectors in Egypt, tells me that,

so far as he knows, all Stobart s antiquities were bought from a dealer in Thebes. This evi-

dence is to my mind supported by the fact that Stobart calls his book Egyptian Antiquities

collected on a voyage made in Upper Egypt, I am well aware that Memphis is, strictly speaking,

in Upper Egypt
; but objects found at Memphis, at any rate those of such value as the hand,

would certainly have been bought from dealers in Cairo, and had Stobart intended his book
to include things bought there we should have expected him to speak of a voyage made in

Egypt rather than in Upper Egypt alone.

Fig. 1.

So much for the question of provenance. The question of the archaeological detail which

we have seen gradually gathering round the objects is even simpler. The results may be

summed up as follows

;

1. There is no reason for believing that belt and hand belong to a single body, for the

former dates from the reign of Eamesses III, and tlie latter is probably as late as the Ptole-

maic Period.^ This unhappy association of the two has been responsible for many of the

later errors.

2. The belt has, since the publication of Brugsch's plates to StobarUs book in 1855, been

known to bear a date in the reign of Eamesses III.

8. The connexion of the hand with a High Priestess of the Temple at On is probably a

pure figment. The hand was first said to be that of a woman because it bore rings. Since

two of the rings had ol)elisk bezels a connexion with sun-worship was suggested, and fnmi

this the transition to Heliopolis and a High Priestess was simple. It is most unlikely that

any authentic information about the body from which the hand came can ever have been

forthcoming. SStobart bought a hand alone, not a mummy, and the native robbers who
found the mummy and broke it up were in no position to determine from the inscriptions on

it, if there were any, the status of its ovner.

Let us now return to the inscription on the belt (Fig. 1). It is clear that since these copies,

presumably by Brugsch, were made the condition of the inscriptions has badly deteriorated.

In fact they have almost completely disappeared. What remains of the inscribed area is

now stained a dark brown, and is more friable that the rest of the girdle, which is in remark-

ably sound condition; what is worse, most of this inscribed area has crumbled away to dust.

It is no longer possible to apportion the blame for this disasttav It may be that the ink used

was of a kind which, while remaining comparatively harmless in the dark, underwent some

rapid change when exposed to the light—as it was at one time during its museum history

—

which rendered it destructive to the linen. Yet the suspicion that the damage was due to

assigns to Thebes). It is probable that he did not recognize the inscriptions figured in the plate as being part

of the Ramesses Girdle, and so missed the earliest and best evidence for the Theban provenance of the belt.

^ This is Professor P. E. Newberry's opinion as recorded on the relevant card of the modern Catalogue.
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soinesubstanceused by a decipherer to enhance the contrasts will not be stilled. In either case

eighty years of life in museums have destroyed what had survived three thousand years of

life in the tomb.

The miserable traces which remain of these ink inscriptions are:

A. Of the inscription running from right to left (Fig. 1, lower line):

The sign ^ and a small trace of the cartouche and the sign © immediately to the left

of the nh-^ign. Part of the top line of the second cartouche and small traces of the tops of

two or three signs within it.

B. Of the inscription running from left to right (Fig. 1, upper line):

Part of the top line of the first cartouche. Parts of the right half of the second cartouche

and some signs within it: seem quite clear, and I do not believe that the
p
shown by

Stobart after
[|)
was ever there ;

for left of ^ (reversed by Stobart) are the bottom ends of

three vertical strokes needed for
[|],

and left of these are horizontal traces at the bottom

which can only fit After the cartouche ^ is still to be read, and under the = are two

small traces, which are, however, too extensive for the three dots of =. To the right of

this dt group, at the top, and about 10 mm. distant from the tail of the d. is a clear trace of

black. Although this is probably ink, I believe it to be an accident, for the space beneath

and to the left of it, though stained, shows no trace of ink whatever.

The remains then, so far as they go, confirm, exce2)t in one insignificant detail, the copy
in Stobart ’s plate. But they do not go very far, and some puzzles are left. In both lines of

inscription the date [qH “Year 2’'
is clear. In the lower line in Fig. 1 this year date is

followed by a 'j—which must surely be an error of copying for |—and the word for the season

correctly written. This would give us “first month of the inundation”, a month date

with no day, such as is common enough at this period (c/. Gauthier, Litre des rois, in,

fasc. 1, p. 157). This month date is correctly followed by nb tnci “Lord of the Two Lands”,
and the king's first cartouche name. A date followed by a king name without any preposition

or prepositional phrase between is also not unusual {ejj. Gauthier, op. cit, p. 161).

In the other line of inscription the A^ear 2 is followed by^ where we should expectS or

at least S. The horizontal line may have been meant for, or miscopied from, a — The
which follows can hardly be right

; we expect 7ib Uid. and perhaps this is what stood here.

Even then, the length of the gap which follows is puzzling.

The inscriptions on the tAvo faces of the linen thus give a date, Year 2 in the reign of

Ramesses III. They were probably identical, except that on the one face a month as Avell

as a year was given. Of the larger and more roughly written o[f| to the right of the lower

inscription in Fig. 1 I can give no explanation. It is not likely to be a modern imitation, for

the two signs did not occur in this order in the original, and in fact the combination did not
occur at all, if in the lost line, as in that which has suiwived, the writer used for ©.

The nature of the object remains uncertain. It has been called a scarf, a band, a

belt, a girdle. Van Gennep and Jequier- identified it with the scarf which they thought
they could discern Avrapped round the upper part of the body of the king in his Avar

chariot in representations such as that of Ramesses III on the Avails of Medinet Habii.^
Borchardt^ has, hoAvever, recently made it clear that this is no scarf but a very short

I The bearded man with the nuns disk on his head in Stobart's copy is clearly an error for this.
" Le Tidsage aiix cartons, 9o. ^ Medinet Hahn (Or, Inst. Univ. Chicago), vol. i. Pi. 25.

AllerJiand Kleinigkeiten (PriA'atdruck, 1933), 13-18.
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jacket with long ribbon-like points in front, which are passed round the back and tied

again in front. I have no suggestion to make.

How did so rare an object, and in such perfect condition, come to be in the hands of a

dealer or robber in Thebes in 1854 or 1855 '? Its condition shows that it came from a tomb,

and probably from a coffin which was not only tightly sealed but contained a body so well

mummified as to remain perfectly preserved, and therefore probably the body of a personage

of very considerable importance.

Further, this scarf is a very remarkable and rare specimen of the weaver’s art, and

however much skill one may attribute to the Egyptians in the art of weaving it seems hardly

likely that the private individual had such rare specimens as this at his command. In fact

everything goes to indicate that it came from a royal burial.

We think at once of the body of Eamesses III himself, in whose second year it is dated.

But there are difficulties. The mummy of Eamesses III was found in the cache at Der el-

Bahri,^ and though the *Abd er-Easul family appear to have been looting the cache at

intervals for some years before their exposure in 1881 it has never been suggested that they

had known it as early as 1854; in fact Haspero, who took part in the judicial inquiry,

suggests that 1871 was probably the date of their first visit to the cache.

^

What is more, the Twenty-first Dynasty re-wrappings of the mummy were found quite

intact, and if the scarf was ever with the body it must have been placed outside these wrap-

pings, which is not very probable. On the whole the probability that the scarf came from

the cache is not very high.

But we are now in the realm of conjecture, and the avowed purpose of this article was to

attempt to ascertain facts. This would therefore seem to be a suitable point at which to end it.

^ Les Momies roijales, 563 If.
“ Op. ci/., 511.



THE COFFIN OF PRINCE MIN-KHAF

By W. STEVENSON SMITH

With Plates xxi-xxiv

The red granite coffin of Prince Min-khaf now in the Cairo Museum was found during the

clearing of the pit of his mastaba at Gizah by the Service des Antiquites. Mr. Quibell in the

(fiiide to the Cairo Museum, 1903, p. 24, writes that the sarcophagus was brought to the

Museum in 1902, and adds that ‘‘the right side, which had been broken and put together in

ancient times, has been restored with the original fragments by M. Barsanti”. Dr. Eeisner

has since established the fact that this coffin came from the northern pit of mastaba

(t 7430-^7440 in the great eastern cemetery at Gizah. This is the mastaba recorded by
Lepsius under the number 61, but Lepsius only partially cleared the inner room of the

elaborate chapel at the northern end of the mastaba. From the construction and the

relation of the mastaba to the neighbouring tombs in the cemetery, Dr. Eeisner dates

the casing and the chapels to the reign of Chephren. The inscriptions of the chapel and

of the southern niche give the titles of Min-khaf as ; 5^ yisict n hbf, rprt hHy-r, Uytij sih pty , . .

.

pr piiidy, imy kd nbt nsui, snv nhn, n P nb, hnr icdy, hry hb, Jiry tp. On the coffin Min-

khaf is also called s/ nhd n ht-f, imy r/ kd nbt nsid, hry hb and smr idty.

The box of the sarcophagus measures 2*08 m. in length by 1*11 m. in width, and 0*805 m.
in height. It is panelled on the sides and ends, having seven “ doors’’ alternating with eight

vertically inscribed “panels” on the sides, and three “doors” separated by four vertically

inscribed “panels” on each end. Above the panelling, at the top of the box, a horizontal

line is inscribed on each side and both ends. The lid is uninscribed. It is of the usual form for

coffins of this type, slightly vaulted, with end-bars. The end-bars are 8 cm. high, giving a

total height for the coffin of 88*5 cm. The eastern side of the coffin has been broken in,

evidently by thieves, and is in a very fragmentary state. I do not understand Mr. QuibelTs

reference to ancient mending. It seems to me that this would have been most extraordinary

and difficult to find an explanation for. The rest of the coffin is in very good condition. The
inscriptions are incised in the granite.

The east side (as it lay in the grave) of the coffin (PL xxi)^ is badly broken, as has been stated

above. Across the top of the panelling runs a horizontal inscription beginning at the right:

dy nsid htp dy Inpiv htp hnty U dsr krs m hunt inc njr ivrt m nb i[mdj] . . . (long break)

hrip[h]b ss [mdd] ntr Mnivdjrf

If a comparison be made between this inscription and that on the west side, which is com-
pletely preserved, it will be seen that the inscriptions appear to have been practically

identical. But the east side of the coffin is not correctly repaired. The fragment with
luc nJr ivrt m nb L . . should be placed two panels to the right, immediately following the broken
sign irnnt. With the present reparation there is not sufficient space between m nb I

.

and
hry-[h]b for either of the formulas nb imdj hr ikf or nb im/h hr ntr d. Both of these appear
on the other side and there would be sufficient room for them here if the fragment were

^ The excellent photographs of the coffin were supplied to me by the Cairo Museum, through the courtesy
of Mr. Brunton.
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shifted to the right. A much stronger proof, though, is that if the change were made the T | ‘f\

of the vertical column below would fall, just where it seems best to fit, above to complete

the word for green eye-paint.

Beneath the horizontal line of inscription are eight vertical columns on the panels alter-

nating with the seven false-doors. Cols. 1-3 and 8 are well preserved, the others more or less

fragmentary. Cols. 1 and 8, on the end panels, repeat the dij nhvt htp formula. The signs

face to the right. Beginning on the right (north end)

:

Col. 1 : dy nswt htp dij ’hipw htp hnty t/ dir prt r hriv nf n nsivt Mniv-hrJ rr yih. May
the hing give an o^ering, may Anubis give an offering, foremost of the beautiful land, offering^b

for the kings son Min-khaJ every day.

Col. 2: m ivpt rnpt tpy rnpt tpy ^ tpy dhivtij uyg tr nb rnpt nt (for tr nb nt rnpt) rr nb.

On Sew Years day, the first of the year, the first of the month, the first of the halfimoyith, the

feast of Thoth, the Wag feast, every seasoyi of the year ayid every day.

Col. 3: h^ sntr lu hH lyirht (det. 3 jars) nb[t]. 1000 frayikiyiceyise, 1000 of every fiyie oil.

Col. 4; 1000 green eye-

paint, 1000 black eye-paiyit, 1000 balls of yiatron.

We should read tnv n bd or bd tjw [1000]. In vertical columns signs and even words

are easily transposed; cf. sty, hknw and sft in col. 1 of PI. xxiv, etc.

^ kCol. 5: nb(;?) lu r(?) 1000 dothiyig

Col. 6: yit h/ t-lyyiy-[tf\ 1000 t-imj-[t/]-bread.

Col. 7: /C')

bni{t]. 1000 .7. . ., 1000 nhs-hread, 1000 ysrh-seeds, 1000 oj every sweet thing.

Col. 8; dy nswt htp dy ’Inpw htp hnty sh hnc m iht nb[t] rnrrt-J rr nb n Mnw-hrf. May the

king give an offering, may Anubis give an offering, foremost of the shrine, thousands of every

thing which he likes every day for Min-khaf.

The south end of the coffin (PI. xxii) has a horizontal line of inscription giving the titles

and name of Min-khaf. The signs face to the right: smr wrty n it-f hnj-s.sU n it-f Imy n kd

7ibt nswt Mnw-hrf. Sole companion of his father, privy counsellor of his father, overseer of all

the works of the kmg, Miyi-khaf.

Beneath this line are four vertical columns of inscription on the panels which alternate

with the three false-doors. The signs face to the right. Beginning on the right (east end):

Col. 1. ir h hncd U n rbu\ The ivash basin, a thousayid offeruig tables of pure bread.

Col. 2: p oinh[t] h^ rw n kbhic. A thousayid of all kuids of stoyie vessels, a thousayid bashis

for libation.

Col. 3: p syis n ^bic p yibs /j/ h nb rr nb. A thousand pure liY-cakes (compare on tlie

slab-stela of the princess from G 4140), a thousayid nbs-/rwif (bread ynade of ?). a thousayid oJ

all kuids of bread, every day.

Col. 4: p Iht nb[f] bnr[t] p rnpid nbt p pikt n s^ nswt MnwAwf. A thousand of all sweet

things, a thousayid of all kinds of green plants, a thousand offerings for the son oJ the king

Min-khaf.

The west side of the coffin (PL xxiii). again, has a horizontal line of inscription at

the top and eight vertical columns on the panels that frame the seven false-doors. The

inscriptions in this case begin on the left (north end), and the signs in the vertical columns

also face to the left. The horizontal line contains a dy nswt htp formula and the name and

titles of the prince, and seems to give a complete version of the broken inscription on the

east side. A small piece of the upper left corner of the coffin is broken away.

dy nswt hip dy Tnpw htp hnty U ffsr ps m iynnt inv nfr wrt m nb imdj hr ntr r; nb imdj hr itf
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s/ nsic't n hi'j smsw hry hb ss md/t ntr Mnw-licf. May the king give an offering, may Anuhisgive

an offering,foremost of the beautiful land, burial in the west, a very good old age as lord of honour

before the Great God, lord of honour before his father, the eldest son of the king of his body, the

lector-priest and scribe of the book of the God, Min-khaf,

On the other side of the coffin is written but the space in front of ntr is broken

and there is room for the ^jsign. It is again preceded by hry-hb. The title occurs

several times (Mariette, Mastabas, C. 18; Deir el Gebraivi, n, PL xiii; British Museum
Hieroglyphic Texts, No. 1341), and twice it is preceded by hry-hb.

The eight vertical columns read as follows (1. to r.)

:

Col. 1 : dy nswt hip dy Inpw htp hnty U dsr wAit nf dbht n s^ nhvt Mnw-hrf rr nb. May the

king give an offering, may Anubis give an offering, foremost of the beautiful land, may there be

established for him food supplies, for the son of the king Min-khaf every day.

Col. 2: Seven granaries, each preceded by contain respectively the groups

^ i
j Ju it hirwij Ju it mhu Ju bdt lu swt lu bs^ lu bnr lu dwdwi^),

1000 Upper Egyptian grain, 1000 Lower Egyptian grain, 1000 barley, 1000 wheat, 1000

\)h-fruit, 1000 dates, ^ and 1000 (h\dv;-grain{f)

A

The sarcophagus of Queen Meresankh II (see Dunham. Bulletin of the Boston Museum of

Fine Arts, December 1927) from Mastaba G 7410-^7420, adjoining the tomb of Min-khaf

on the north, is also inscribed with a list of granaries. The east and west faces of the box
are inscribed with a “palace facade” flanked by vertical columns giving the name and titles

of the queen. The south end has a horizontal line of inscription with the titles and name of

Meresankh, and below this seven granaries in a horizontal row with a thousand-sign beneath

each. The granaries are inscribed, reading from the right : 1, ; 2, f ; 3, ; 4, 5, J
I

IX

6, ; 7, On the north end is again a horizontal line giving titles and name, while
^ ^ ^

/VM.WV /AWHVN

beneath is written (from right to left): Pi o ^ vSo . The flat lidin I I j I
of the coflin is inscribed with a large figure of Anubis with a dy nswt htp formula and
again the titles of the queen. This is. as far as I know, the only other stone sarcophagus
of the Fourth Dynasty which is inscribed with a list of offerings. A number of others have
the dy nswt htp formula in addition to the titles and name of the owner.

Col. 3: hf r/ hi trp hi sthi smn hi mmd. 1000 n-geese, 1000 trp-gecse, 1000 si-geese, 1000
smn-geese {or duchs), 1000 doves.

Col. 4: hi siU hi iciht{?) hi sir hi nhbt (det. lotus-flower and boat).

This is a rare occurrence of a list of boats. The representation on the west wall of the
burial chamber of Ka-m-ankh is rather different (see Junker, Vorhericht, 1926). There the
ship-yard itself is shown, and beneath, workmen with tools. The names of the boats given
in the Ka-m-ankh scene are all different from these above. In fact the Min-khaf names seem
to be new, with the exception of sibt. The kind of boat which the latter represents is not
known, nhbt seems to be the word for lotus flower and seems a very suitable name for a light

reed boat.

Col. 5: hi sbw hi htjw rr nb. J thousand provisions, a thousand of hti-bread, every day.

* The word for dates is very difScuIt to make out. There appears to be another sign under the It

looks like
Jj , but this should not be beneath the other sign. It mav simply be a scratch.

= Theword^ occurs on the tablet of Kofer (WeiU, La //« et IIP Dynastk, PI. iv) and on the sarco-

phagus of Meresankh II.
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Col. 6: sns lu psn }u kmhw lii t-t-ivij. A thousayid sns-cafces, a thousand of ]}sn-hread, a
thousand of kmhv;-hread, a thousand of the two breads (?).

Col. 7
: lu irp h^ 7ihs h^ stt Ju t} nhrw. A thousand of wine, a thousand of nhi^fruit, a thousand

kt-cakes, and a thousand of nhrw-bread {cf. Mariette, Mastabas, B. 16).

Col. 8; dij 7iswt htp dij Inpw htp hntij sh wAit nf nn n MnwAwf rr nb snm{9) htn kf. May
the king give an offering, rnay Anubis give an offering, foremost of the shrine, may there be estab-

lished for him these, for Min -khaf every day, the off€ring{-?) of the hm k/ priest.

The north end of the sarcophagus (PL xxiv) has a horizontal line of inscription

at the top: dy nkvt htp dy Inpw htp hnty U dsr prt r hrw nf n wpt rnpt tpy rnpt tpy ^ tpy

Wfg dhwty tr nb nt rnpt Mnw-hrf. May the king give an offering, may Anubis give an offering,

foremost of the beautiful land, offerings for him on Xew Years day, the first of the year, the

first of the month, the first of the half-month, the Wag festival, the Thoth festival, every season of

the year, Min-khaf.

Beneath are four vertical columns of inscription on the panels alternating ^vith the three

false doors as on the south end. Beginning from the left:

Col. 1: h7 sty hb lu hknw h/ sft. A thousand of festival perfume, a thousand lWm\-oil, a

thousand iit-oil.

Col. 2: lu wnhw h/ Idmy h/ bk [u nu thousand wnljw-strips, a thousand idmj-linen,

four hand-breadths wide, a thousand kr-linen,four hand-breadths wide, and a thousand m/ <'/(’?)-

linen, four hand-breadths ivide. It has been suggested elsewhere^ that the sign repre-

sents the width of the linen. It is quite possible that the number 4 has become here

simply a conventionalized sign for linen. Four hand-breadths may have been a standard

width that was much used, although this is not indicated by the linen lists, where

every possible variation in width is shown. The occurrence here of wnhw with the

other linens is unusual. It is never found in the linen list proper (the compartment list).

On the tablet of Prince Duwa-n-ra, from the Western Cemetery at Gizali (G 5110),

it is written beside the sign which probably stands for Idmy, and it appears on the

south wall of the tomb of Prince Seshat-hetep at Gizah (Lepsius 36 = G 5150), again

with idmy. In the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties, when the linen list is found very rarely

on the walls of offering chapels, wnhw generally appears alone in the large offering lists.

^ 1111 is a very curious writing. It appears in the position that the linen usually

occupies at the end of the linen list. I can suggest no explanation of the word unless it

means ‘'true r/-linen”.

Col. 3: lu mshtywf?) h/ rnd lu mib-t lu tp lu mnh. The first word seems to be the same

as mihtyic, a kind of hook used to open the mouth of the dead, rnt is a word which means

adze, and is not supposed to be found until the Middle Kingdom. However, it appears in

the list of tools on the west wall of the burial chamber of Ka-m-ankh and on the slab

shown on Plate xciii of Mogenseii, La Ghjptotheque Xy Carlsberg. The other words are more

common: mi&f, usually spelt meaning axe; tp, saw; and mnh, chisel. Lists of tools are

rare in the Old Kingdom. The scene in the burial chamber of Ka-m-ankh (Junker, T^or-

hericht, 1926) gives a list of tools in addition to the only other list of boats which I have been

able to find and a late example of the linen list. The tools are not only named but craftsmen

are shown working with them. The list consists of ^nt, mibt (written ^), 7nnh, tp.

The last two are missing from the ]^Iin-khaf list. The broken slab, mentioned

above, in the Copenhagen Museum gives another list of tools, this time in the compartment

^ See Jequier,L65 Frises d'ohjets des sarcophages da Moyen Empire, 31 S., and my article. The Old Kingdom

Linen List.

X
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form in which the offerings are represented on the niches of the early Old Kingdom. The

first three words in the register are determined by vessels of different kinds (although the

spelling of the third. apparently determined by a bowl, suggests analogies with the

words £ and (M.K.). The fourth word is Off, then mnljU

difficult to make out in the photograph.

The boat-building scene in the tomb of Ti (Steindorff‘, Grab des Ti. PI. 119) shows niibt

as a long-handled axe with which men are smoothing the log of a tree. The rnnh chisel is also

being used in tliis scene, as well as the adze, although the latter's name is not given. I have

not been able to find the names of any of the other tools in scenes of craft-work. In the Gizah

tombs of the Fourth to >Sixth Dynasties actual copper tools and models of tools are found.

Col. 4: h h smr [u ntrt Jj/ hMd Jp riust fdet. garment with vertical lines).

h ,mr occurs the most frequently of all these garments. It appears alone in the compart-

ment lists of Eahotep and Methen. and with other garments in the lists of Seshat-sekhentyuw

(G. Street, 2100), G 4260 (Junker, ii, n.), Junker's slab-stela of unknown provenance, Kha-

bauw-sokar, Hathor-nefer-hetep, Sneferuw-seneb (G 4240). the tablet from G 2352, and is

probably to be restored in the list from the Covington tomb^ and on the Copenhagen slab

(Mogensen, op. cit., PL xciii). In the chapel of Khufuw-khaf the label appears

over a garment carried by two men (Fig. 1). The ntrt garment appears on the tablet of

Sneferuw-seneb and is perhaps to be restored in the case of on the slab-stela from

Junker, ii n. hkJd is to be found in the Covington Tomb list, on the tablet of Sneferuw-seneb,

and in the lists of Kha-bauw-sokar and Hathor-nefer-hetep. nust is next to b/ sm^ the

most common. It is found on the slab-stela of Seshat-sekhentyuw, Junker, ii n., the slab-

stela of unknown provenance, Hathor-Xefer-hetep, Kha-l)auw-sokar, Mogensen, PI. xciii,

Sneferuw-seneb, the list in the burial chamber of Ka-m-ankh, the tablet from G2352, and over

a garment carried by two men on the east wall of the chapel of Khufuw-khaf,

^ There are several other words not included in the Min-khaf list which appear elsewhere:

J
Ibe Hathor-nefer-hetep list. A word which seems to be on the Sneferuw-

seneb tablet is perhaps the same. The signs for the t and the icd are carefully made, but do

not resemble very closely any other examples of these signs, which I think they must be meant

for. A word is on the Copenhagen tablet and the Sneferuw-seneb list. The of the

Copenhagen tablet is determined by a wolf in the Covington Tomb list. Finally there is

a word on the Sneferuw-seneb tablet. The tomb of Hesy-re*" (Quibell, Tomb of Hesij.

PL xx) seems to show the earliest of these lists of garments, but the representation is broken

and obscure. Two of these garments, from their names, seem to be made from animal

skins, b/ smr a panther skin and a wolf skin.

In the Kha-bauw-sokar and Hathor-nefer-hetep compartment lists (Murray, Saqqara

Mnstabas, Pis. i and ii) the squares containing the names of these garments are headed by a

horizontal register containing the word This word is usually translated '‘apron’',

but I believe that it may Ije applied to garments of an apron- or mantle-like shape of varying

lengths. Junker (Gi:a, i, 18S) has already suggested this possibility. It seems to me that

there is a great similarity betw(*(n the' repre^sentations of these garments such as appear on

the walls of the tombs of Khufuw-khaf fG 7130—7140). Merytyetes (G 7650), Xesuwt-pw-

neter (Porter and Moss, Memphis. 61), Lepsius G 20 (Erganzungsband, PL viii), and the

garment worn by figure's in the reliefs, usually shown as a long robe, passing diagonally across

^ The determinative has a saw edge.

“ This list is preserved m a tracing in the possession of the Harvard-Boston Expedition, made bvMr.X.de
O. Davies in one of the tombs excavated by Dow Covincrton on the ridge south of the Third Pyramid of

Giza (see Serv.y vi, 193. Xo mention of any inscribed chamber is given).
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the upper part of the body and fastened on one shoulder with ties, the other shoulder bein"
left bare. There are a number of variations in this garment, differences of length and
material, the elaboration of the fastening, and the manner in which one of the arms is

covered or left bare, which might correspond with the different names in the lists. The
word 7iust would suggest that it was a knee-length skirt or apron, and one of the other
names may refer to the long skirt which reached well down the leg and is shown ofttai in the
reliefs. There are great difficulties in the way of properly understanding the representation
of Old Kingdom costume. Conventions in drawing and the caprice of the artist, combined
with the paucity of material for comparison in the case of some of the more unusual examples,
make the interpretation of the material somewhai tentative. For example the length of the
garments shown in the Khufuw-khaf, Merytyetes, Xesuwt-pw-neter and LG 20 scenes of the
presentation of the io garments for inspection is not to be trusted without reservations. On

the east wall of the chapel of Khufuw-khaf (Fig. 1) thre(‘ identical "'aprons'' are ladd

shoulder-high by three pairs of offering bearers. They are much too small to S(u*ve as skirts

for the large ffgure of the owner, towards whom they are ])eing carried, and yet almost

too large to serve as mantles for the little figures themselves. Then if we are to interpret

io nust as a knee-length skirt and Ir/ and as long robes we ar(‘ fac(^d by the identi-

cal drawing of all three. On the west wall the garment luing carried is shorter (Fig. 2) and

seems to represent a skirt, though it is again too small for the ffgure of Khufuw-khaf and

out of proportion for the small ffgures. The elaborate ornamental tie resembh^s thost‘ on the

girdles of the skirts of the gods in the Sahure*" reliefs (see for example Borchardt, Nu/a/ru. ii,

PI. 19). but there is also a certain resemblance to the tii‘ on the long robe of Akhet-aoi to i)e

mentioned below. The figures in the LG 20 scene and in the Xesuwt-pw-neter chapel carry

long garments like those on the east wall of the Khufuw-khaf chapel. The Merytyetes

representation (Fig. 3) is curious, as two ffgures there carry one of the garments stretched out

on a pole held shoulder-high. This would st^em to indicati* either great length, or great

weight (as would be the case if the garment were made of fur), or even an attempt to keep

the garment from being crushed (if it Avere stiff' linen). In one case (L.,I)., ii, PI. 4. reproduced
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ill Fit;, -t) tlif "iinnciit is not ^plvacl out to its full width but held forward in one hand by an

attendant. The gariaent is long, reaching to the ground, and has two ties at each upper

corner which are somewhat suggestive of the more elaborate tie of the garment of Akliet-ara.

Above is written so that there seems to he no doubt that this is a folded representa-

tion of the garment usually stretched to its full width. In the offering lists themselves the

Kk;. From tlu* north wall of th(' chapol of Merytyetes.

^^aniioiit is soniotiiiios rt^pn'Siaitod as sproad out with a tie liangin;:; down from each of the

two u})p('r f'orners ( Junkt'r, ii. n., SiietVruw-S(*iieb. tdc). or else as if folded over wdth the ties

tiod (V) on one side( Kha-hauw->okar. Hathor-n(*f(‘r-h(‘te]), Eahotep, etc.). The sign try occurs

in two wt‘ll-known ( )ld Kingdom tiths, and In tlH‘ case of the Sahure^ relief

(Sdhunt, IT, IT. 1*2) tla* word occurs alone as tla^ titk* of an officer of the ship’s crew.

The hieroglyph O K in tliis case painted ydlow*. In the tith' in the chapel of

KanoftT ((1 21o()) the garment is shown with vertical lines suggesting pleating. The deter-

minative of ))h'M on the i\fin-khaf coffin seems to show* thi^se lines.

There are two main types of the long garment as it is Avorn by figures in the reliefs. In
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both the robe is long, reaching doAvn almost to tho anklos. and it is ti(^d on (dtlua' tho right

or the left shoulder by the ends of a strip whicdi is sho^vll borch^ring tht‘ top t*dge of tla*

garment and which passes diagonally across tlu^ ui)per part of the body, d'his bordia* is

shown plainly in the garments carried by the Khufuw-khaf attendants, kbit in the case of

one of these types of dress both arms are left free by the garment, whereas in th(^ otlier the

material is folded over one of the arms and covers it to the wrist while tlu' other shouhha'

and arm are left bare. There are several clear examples of

the first arrangement. The huntsman on the east Avail of tla^

chapel of Ptahhotep (Davies, Ftahhetep. i, PL x\iiij Avears a ; !l

’

brilliantly striped garment of this sort Avhich in his kneeling
'

position does not quite reach to the knees. In another repre-
“

sentation the figure is standing and the garment is again short, r ^
It is possible that the garment Avorn by the man in the hiero- ^'.4

glyphic sign for snv on Plate xxviii of Petrie’s Medum is a cloak y a y '\/T\

'

of this sort. It is striped similarly and has a band running along ' ^ \ j /
I

“

the top edge Avith Avhat appears to b(‘ one of tlu^ ties hanging ; , /
/

\

doAvn behind. It is Avrapped completely around the body. The
' '

standing figure of Akhet-ara on the door-jamb from his chapel
^

in the Louatc (Weill, op, at., PI. aT) Avears one of these garments,

although in his case it is decorated Avith a panel in front held '

/ 1 1
j

at the top by an ornamental tie. The man represented on
|

^' \ \ /

Plate 11 of Amn Bissing’s Be Heiligtum Avho has
j: ^ Avritten i

above him is also dressed similarly. His robe is longer in the r..

—

back than in the front. At least one seated figure is shown AAitli l><aail of t hapc! of

this costume. This is the figure of 8eshem-nofer, seatinl on
JonL~

the south Avail of his chapel (G 4940 = LG 45, L., 74,, 29b).

There seems to be an error in theLepsius' drawing of tie Tigure of Mdhen seat(*d in the t<d)let

of his false door (L.. D., ii, PI. 8). He is shoAvn Avith a long skirt Avith a tie at. the Avaist,

but AAuth the ribbons of his shoulder ti(‘ hanging doAvn in front. T4u‘S(‘ Avould S(‘em to be

unnecessary, and perhaps the diagonal line of the ujijier part of theg.irment lias disa])[)ear(Ml.

This may be true of the figure of Metlu-n S(‘at(Ml on Uk^ south Avail of his cliapd (L.. />.. ii, tp.

The second type of garment is almost (mtirely c()ntined to tie ‘ seated figures of the t-arly

offering niches. In several cases it is repreS{*nt(‘d as being mad(‘ of panther skin (the tablet,

of Rahotep (Medum, PL xiii), the niclie of Hathor-mT’er-hetop, th(‘ slab stelae of We])-m-

nofret (Steindorff, Die Kunst der Acggpier, 194) and XehuT-iahtyt (Schader, IVu? negifp-

tischer Kunst, PL 10), and the standing figure of At (4 (Medum, IT. xviii)). The tit >s at the

shoulder are generally formed by simple strips as in th(^ c.ise of the garmtaits rt^jirt^sentt'd in

the offering lists and the KhufuAA’-khaf scene, 1 ait in the case of XebTiiurat (Medum, IT, xx)

there appear semi-elliptical ornaments Avhich hang doAvn a[)})anaitly from knots on »Mch

shoulder. The representation of Atet on tlu^ niche of her husband Xtlfniiarat is tin* only

standing figure I have been able to find Avt‘aring this gurnaait.^ TTa‘ ujiper }).trt of tiie

figure is damaged, but it seems from the traces of tieh on her shouhh'r ami the bent jiositioii

of her arm that her right arm is covered as it is in the seat* -d ligures.-

^ Unless the figure on PL xxviii of Hemmnieh is M'(‘aring a similar dress. It is made of panther skin, and

seems to leave both arms uncovered. In the old drawings of Villiers Stuart in Egypt After the irur.dOfi. 410, the

seated figure of the man in the tablet of tlie niehe of the tomb of Afa is sliown in agarm<‘nt with panther spots.

' On p, 90 of Klebs, Reliefs des Alien Reirhe-^, Fig. 70, i^^ pictured a relief in Leipzig whicli shows a femah*

attendant holding out an apron-like garment with panther spots to her mistress.
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The representation of the panther spots and the similarity of the ties make it seem quite

possible to me that this second type of garment is the 5/ hnr of the ottering lists and the

Jr/ h smr of the Kliufuw-khaf representation. The appearance of the semi-elliptical orna-

ments on the shoulders of Xefermarat brings up one other interesting point. In one of the

scenes from the Sun Temple of Neiiserrerat

Abu Ghurab (Fig. 5, reproducing a detail of

PI. 12 of the Be Heiligtum) the sem -priest is

shown taking off the 5/ garment. Here and

in the scene below, where it is laid out in

front of the squatting figure of the sem-

priest, it is shown with a form similar to the

“apron ’’-like Jr/ garments, and it is orna-

mented with the curious ornaments shown

on the shoulders of Nefermarat. The exact

nature of these objects is difficult to deter-

mine. In the upper scene they are at the ends

of a strip by which the man is lifting the

garment, and seem to attach the strip to

the upper corners of the garment. But in the

lower scene they hang down at the end of the

two strips that usually appear at the corners

of this garment. A still more curious fact is

that throughout the rest of the Abu Ghurab
rehefs where the sem-^xiest is represented.

Fig. o. Relief from Sun Temple at Abu (Jhurab
(after von Bissing, Be Heilujtunu ii, PL 12).

the front of his body with the head at the to

although he is wearmg the ornaments, they

hang down from the knot by which an

ordinary panther skin is fastened. This

panther skin is entirely different from the

other garment we have been discussing. It is

drawn with the outline of an animal skin and
has the claAvs and tail, sometimes the head,

of the animal. None of the representations of

the long panther-skin garment shoAvthe claAvs

and tail. The standing figure of Xeferma<"at

Avears the ordinary panther skin held up by
the knot AAdth the pendant ornaments

(MedujUy PL xxiii). The standing figure of

lye-nefer (Ann. Sere., iii. Pis. i and ii) in one

case AATars the aaTioIc skin spread out across

I. It is held up by the clearest representation

I have been able to find of the knot and shoulder ornaments. In another representation he
Avears tAA'o panther skins (probably the artist meant to shoAv one in the front and one at the

back) Avhich OA erlap. the legs of the skins crossing one another AAuth the claAvs of the leg of

one skin reaching the right shoulder and the claAvs of the other the left. Again the shoulder

ornaments seem to hold the skins up in some Avay. This clear representation of the tAvo

skins must account for the curious appearance of tAvo tails on the panther skin AA'orn by the

goddess Seshat on Plate i of Aaliurn, ii, and in a number of other examples where there

^enins to be only one skin. In OA’ery other case AAffiere the semi-elliptical ornaments are
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shown they are worn with the usual type of panther skin. The goddess Seshat and the

5^m-priest wear them in the Sahurer reliefs, they appear on figures of Mereruka in his tomh

at Sakkarah, and at Beni Hasan in the Middle Kingdom (see Beni Hasan, iv, PL xiv). The

seated figure wearing the ordinary panther skin usually worn over another garment seems

to me to be a later type of representation than the seated figure wearing the long panther

garment, although a few examples of the latter appear after the later type has become

established as the ordinary representation. Can the artist who drew the Abu CThurab scene

have confused the earlier garment with the usual panther skin of the sc?/? -priest ? Apparently

the word h/ was applied to both garments. It is just possible that in the chapel of Hesy-rer

the differentiation was meant to he shown, as on the right are animal skins and on the left

what seem to be the k/ garments.

The inscriptions of the sarcophagus of Min-khaf thus present strong analogies with the

offering lists of the early Old Kingdom, particularly with the compartment lists of the false

doors such as those of Piahotep and Kha-bauw-sokar, and the slab-stelae of the ^Yestern

Cemetery at Gizah. Two important features of these lists are missing—the furniture and

the various kinds of stone vessels common in the compartment lists. The use of the word

icnluc in the linen list seems on the other hand to anticipate in at least one detail the large

offering lists of the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties, where the full linen list generally disappears

and icnliic appears alone. It has been noted that the only contemporaneous stone coffin

which has offering lists is that of (hieen^Ieresankhll. These lists in the middle of the Fourth

Dynasty anticipate the elaborate painted inscriptions and offerings of the wooden and stone

coffins of the late Old Kingdom, the Intermediate Period, and the Middle Kingdom.



THE RAM-HEADED GOD AT HERMOPOLIS
By G. a. WAIXWEIGHT

The second of the pleasing volumes on Hermopolis has just been published by the Pelizaeus-

Museum, and it contains a careful study of the sculptures on Amenemhat IPs pylon. That

Avhich interests us here is the upper one on the right-hand side of Fig. 18 (our Fig. 1). It

shows a ram-headed god who is merely called

‘'He in Hermopolis 'h but without any

proper name. Messrs. Balcz and Bit tel concentrate

upon the possibility of its representing Amun, but

without attaining any very satisfactory results.

Curiously enough they do not consider the question

of its being a form of Khnum. A"et unless there

should be irrefragable proof of the contrary this,

which was the original one. seems to be the natural

interpretation.

If this were really the ram-headed figure of

Amun, it would from many points of view be a

discovery of the first importance. Not only are

these figures extremely rare in Egypt proper, but

it would be by far the earliest of them. These im-

probabilities are made certainties by the fact that

the ram is not that of Amun. Amun's horns, being

those of Oris Plafijura Aegijptiaca, curve downwards round the cheek with the points often

extending below the jaw. The ram at Hermopolis is, on the contrary, the one sacred to

Khnumd Oris Longipes Palceocegijpticus, whose horns stretch horizontally above the head.

The ram with these horns had become widely worshipped in Middle Egypt from quite

early times. Under Udymu (Den) in the earliest First Dynasty we have a tablet showing
this breed of sacred ram in a temple.^ The name of the city is lacking, but is supplied by the

Palermo Htone, which gives it as Nn-nhct, Heracleopolis.^ Hence the worship of the

horizontal-horned ram was already established in Middle Egypt at the beginning of the

dynastic period.

In the Old Kingdom Khufu took the name Hiv^f-Hnrnw, and under this name dedicated a

statue now broken, but which appears to have been that of a ram.-^ In so doing he shows
himself to have been devoted to another of the rams of this breed. As Khufu probably came
from Menat-Khufu, a town not very far from Beni Hasan, it is likely that Khnum was settled

in Middle Egypt by that time. Elsewhere in the Old Kingdom he is definitely named as

belonging to Herur,^ a city which remained one of his chief sanctuaries throughout history.

It was situated somewhere in Middle Egypt in the neighbourhood of Beni Hasan, hence

^ E,g.y Borchardt, SaAure\ ii, PL 18.

- Petrie, Boyal TombSy it, PL vii, 8 = Newberry and Wainwright in Ancient Egypt, 1914, p. 151, fig. 9.

^ Newberry and WainwTight in op. cit., p. 150, fig. 2, no. 9.

^ Schafer in O.L.Z., 1926, cols. 723 ff. ® Marietta, Mastabas, p. 88; Borchardt, ibid.

Fig. 1.
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quite close to Hermopolis itself. By the Twelfth Dynasty, the time of the Hermopolite

sculpture, Khnum's worship was widely spread in the Hermopolitan neighbourhood.

“Khnum Lord of Herur’’ is named on a Twelfth Dynasty mastabah,^ and at this time, at

Beni Hasan itself, the same god is continually mentioned.^ These inscriptions show that

yet another form of the god “ Khnuni Lord of ” was honoured there as welL^ BeniHasan

is a little to the north of Hermopolis, but at this time Khnum had travelled considerably

to the south. He had become the nome-god of Shashetep, ‘'Khnum, Lord of Shashetep”

being often named at Bifah.^ Hatshepsut's restorations in Middle Egypt included those

“for the Eight, for Khnum in his forms, for Heqt, Eenenet, and Meskhenet”.^ If this does

not actually suggest a worship of Khnum at Hermopolis, it at least associates him closely

with the gods of that city. By the Nineteenth Dynasty “Khnum Lord of Herur” was

worshipped at Antinoe on the river bank exactly opposite Hermopolis.® By the end of

Pharaonic days high priests of Hermopolis were also priests of this form of Khnum.”

Thus, even if the figure itself were not sufficiently conclusive, there is plenty to suggest

the worship of Khnum, or one of his forms, at Hermopolis. The figure belongs to a time

when the god was enjoying special honour all about that district.

^ de Morgan and others. Fouilles a Dakckour, 1894, p. 20, fig. B.

“ E.g.^ Newberry, Beni Hasan, I, Pis. vii, ix. ^ Ihid.

Petrie, Gizeh and Rifeh, Pis. xiii G often, xiii h ; Griffith, Siut and Dtr Bifeh, PI. 18 often.

® Sethe, Urk., rv, pp. 387, 389, 11. 31, 32. In 1. 22 she has already mentioned Herur and Hermopolis, but

no information remains.

® Gayet, VExploration dWntino't, Pis. iii, xvi (publ. in dit Musee Guimet, xx\t:, Pt. 3).

^ Lefebvre, Le Tomheau de Petosiris, ii, p. 4, no. 11, p. 5. no. 126, etc.

Y



THE TEANSCEIPTION OF LATE HIEEATIC
By GILBEET BAGNANI

The usefulness of the forthcoming Oriental Congress in Eome would be greatly enhanced

were it to furnish an opportunity for the discussion of a certain number of topics of general

interest with a view to securing a greater degree of uniformity in the work that is being done

by various countries. Professor PeeCs remarks on the English terminology for pottery

types^ might open the way to the establishment of an intelligible international nomenclature.

The translation into the various languages of the few technical terms employed on the

cards of the Corpus was no easy task. Mr. N. de G. Davies pleads for a general stocktaking

of publications f Professor Eanke vdshes to review our transliterations.^ Yet surely one of

the subjects on which general agreement is most to be desired is that of the transcription of

hieratic. Even if it were found impossible to reach an agreement on general principles,

those who agreed on one set of principles might agree on how they should be applied.

It is unfortunate that the rules laid down by Dr. Gardiner for Ncav-Kingdom hieratic^

have not encountered the approval of Professor Erman,^ whose argument, however, against

the use of certain forms
—

“it is no better than if one were to print a Byzantine author in

the ancient Greek script of the sixth century b.c.”

—

is hardly convincing. A comparison

with the practice in Greek is entirely beside the point. At the present day we print any

Greek author, from Homer to Yenizelos, in exactly the same way, in a typographical dress

which does not represent the usage of any particular time and would have been repudiated

alike by Sappho and by Anna Comnena. This does not prove it to be a good practice. It

would certainly be far more logical if we were to print Homer without accents or breathings,

and revive the cursive Aldine type for medieval texts. Our modern type is certainly not

convenient if one wants to reproduce spoken Eomaic. But these considerations are of no

practical importance, since hardly any person who can read printed Greek has, or indeed

need have, the slightest knowledge of Greek palaeography. ^Yith hieratic we are dealing

with quite another juoblem. Any person who can even begin to use a transcription must
have a certain knowledge of hieratic

;
then, as Dr. Gardiner pointed out, the hieratic and

hieroglyphic systems “are not immediately translatable the one into the other”. It is

quite impossible to transcribe a hieratic text into hieroglyphic in the way a contemporary

Egyptian would have done. We are thus obliged, in transcribing, to follow some perfectly

arbitrary system, which can, therefore, be made to suit our needs. The renderings can thus

be made as objective as possible with the ideal in view of allowing a reader with a sufficient

knowledge of hieratic to visualize for himself the actual text. The printing of Early and

Middle English texts presented a somewhat similar problem, solved by the Early English

Text Society in a manner which, if not typogi^aphically beautiful, is no doubt convenient.

We are therefore justified, if necessary, in adopting arbitrary symbols to render the text,

but such symbols should be as few as possible and should be agreed upon by all those who
agree upon the general principles.

Dr. Gardiner has dealt with the New Kingdom and has promised to deal with the Middle

Kingdom, but no one has dealt so far with the peculiar problems presented by late hieratic,

^ Journal, xix (1933), 62 ff. ^ Jcntrnal, xix (1933), 108. ® 0,L.Z., xxxv (1932). 655.
** Journal, xv (1929), 48 ff. ® Keuaegyptische Gramrnatik, 1933, pp. 19-21, §§ 39-42.
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the script of Ptolemaic and Eoman times. The present writer's apology for raising such a

question himself is that he is at present engaged in editing a hieratic papyrus discovered

at Tebtimis by the Italian Archaeological mission.

The text is a half-theological, half-geographical treatise on the crocodile god Sobk, and
it was written, as a colophon declares, in the twentieth year of the Emperor Hadrian, that

is to say in a.d. 137. The script has close affinities only with the papyri in Berlin P. 7809/10^

but these affinities are frequently very close indeed. It was undoubtedly copied from a

hieroglyphic papyrus, with vignettes, very similar to the well-known Papyrus du Lac

Moeris^ and the Amherst fragments. It thus illustrates the way in which an Egyptian scribe

of the second century a.d. translated hieroglyphic into hieratic. A perfectly objective

transcription is thus absolutely essential, more especially in the case of the numerous

geographical names, the exact spelling of which may conceivably be of some importance.

By far the greatest difficulty in late hieratic is to distinguish between ^ and a

difficulty which has been dealt with slightly by Mr. Faulkner.^ Already in Ptolemaic times

the two letters had lost their separate identity, being both pronounced like t, and in hiero-

glyphic inscriptions they are, or they appear to be, used indifferently. The important point,

however, is that both continued to be used, and it is not beyond the bounds of possibility

that an accurate study of late orthography might not discover some principles underlying a

usage wffiich at present seems to be absolutely indiscriminate. We cannot thus burke the

problem when transcribing from the hieratic by saying that it matters but little since the

signs are practically equivalent: it is our duty to put the reader in possession of the facts, of

the actual writing. In late hieratic ^ has two forms, a long closed form, indistinguishable

from the hand sign, and a short open one, which is often, though not quite so frequently,

used also for the hand sign. To transcribe as only the open forms is obviously impossible,

as Mr. Faulkner points out: we should be forced to write when the scribe certainly

wrote J in the hieroglyphic papyrus from which he copied. To adhere to the etymo-

logically correct spelling would also very often misinterpret the original, would introduce

into the transcription that subjective element that is to be avoided as far as possible, and is

of no help in rendering place-names which are otherwise unknown. These two last objections

are also valid as against Mr. Faulkner's own solution of the difficulty by judging each

doubtful case independently on its own merits.

The matter would be relatively simple were it a definite rule—as distinct from merely

a marked tendency—that the long closed forms are used with long signs and the short open

ones with short ones. The student would be able to know at once which sign had been used

in hieratic, if he were careful to remember that long signs in hieratic are not necessarily

long in hieroglyphic and vice versa, c.y,, , In the name 1^^^ reader would

know that the sign above the long r is the long closed form and that the transcription

dryms, instesid of an equally possible ^drynis, is dictated by the forms found in contemporary

hieroglyphic inscriptions. Unfortunately, however, the rule is by no means consistently

applied, even in the same word. In the Tebtunis papyrus the word is written indifferently

with the long and the short form, with only a slight preference for the former. The word

^ y is always spelt thus except for one occasion when we find it beginning by

This might be thought to be a lapsus calam i did it not happen to come almost directly under-

neath a normal form in the line above. Since in this papyrus the open form is always t the

^ O. Moller, Hieratische Paldographie, iii, p. 12 of the Einleitung and PI. viii.

- Plejte, Drie Handschriften op Papyrus, and Lanzone, Le Papyrus du Lac Moeris.

^ Bibliotheca Aegyptiaca, m, The Papyrus Bremner-Bhind, p. iv.
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variant solves the problem, although the original word is sdL^ It is obviously desirable that

the transcription shouldinform the reader of these differences in the writingof the same word,

but how is the information to be conveyed? Not in a note, since that would mean greatly

increasing the notes, in themselves a necessary evil to be kept strictly within bounds. I

suggest with the greatest diffidence that we have here a problem that can only be resolved

by a conventional sign. We could retain ^ for the closed i, and use—at least in autographic

transcriptions—an open form cz for the open forms. The hand sign would always

represent the long form: in the cases in which the small open form certainly represents this

sign we could indicate the fact by leaving the tip of the hand open. These slight modifica-

tions would be easily understood and would not be liable to confusion with other signs.

While the problem of the open and the closed t is the most general one presented by late

hieratic, since it has to be faced in all manuscripts even if of very different dates, there are

a number of other troublesome and puzzling problems which change with each text but which

can be reduced to the question: what are we to do with the '‘fancy forms'' ? These annoying

signs are due to the nature and origin of late hieratic. It is in many ways a pity that we

have extended the term “hieratic which was coined in Graeco-Eoman times and correctly

describes its use at that period, so as to comprise the cursive script of earlier days. In the

Middle and New Kingdoms there is nothing particularly “hieratic'' about hieratic, in fact,

apart from the Coffin Texts, its use for ritual and sacred works is the exception rather

than the rule. Such works Avere Avritten either in hieroglyphic or in cursive hieroglyphs. The

chief use of hieratic was for literary and cKil purposes, and the script sloAAdy but surely

develops into demotic, AAffiich, in Eoman days, must be considered the representative of New
Kingdom hieratic. Eoman hieratic on the other hand replaces the cursive hieroglyphics of

the NeAv Kingdom but has no genetic connexion AAuth them: it is based on earlier hieratic but

does not develop from it. To put it in another Avay, the genetic originals of most of the late

hieratic forms are not hieroglyphs but earlier hieratic AAuitings. Only in a few easily recog-

nizable cases are they directly deriA^ed from hieroglyphs. Late hieratic is thus, eA^'en more

than the earlier scripts, completely dKorced from contemporary hieroglyphic, AAith the

great adA^antage that it is almost entirely immune from its aberrations; but at the same time

this fact raises some A^ery curious problems.

Dr. Gardiner laid doAAm as a general rule that “there seems to be no excuse for not

adhering to the genetic original of a hieratic sign".- This perfectly sound rule is, hoAA^ever,

difficult to apply to Eoman hieratic since the genetic original is an earlier hieratic sign.

Of course in the A^ast majority of cases Ave can use the genetic original of the earlier sign

without the slightest difficulty. The really puzzling cases are those Avhere the late sign can

be shoAvn to be a misinterpretation of an earlier one. This misunderstanding is of tAA^o

kinds: the scribe may knoAv the meaning of an earlier sign or group and its hieroglyphic

equiA^alent, but entirely mistake its origin and character, or he may belieAm that it represents

a certain character Avhen as a matter of fact it represents another. The only satisfactory rule

I can think of for dealing Avith such cases is to give the sign or signs that the scribe thought

he Avas Avriting, irresj^ective of Avhat he actually did A\Tite. This Avould seem to introduce

that subjective element AAffiich is to be avoided in transcriptions, but only apparently, since

there is hardly ever any doubt as to A\'hat the scribe meant to Avrite. Since in the majority

of cases the Avriter Avas copying from a hieroglyphic original he thought that the signs he was
using corresponded to those in the exemplar before him. If Ave AA^ere to transcribe exactly

Avhat he AATote Ave should graAudy misinterpret his intentions.

A feAv examples culled at random from the Tebtunis papyrus Avill help to illustrate the

^ The spelling with t is kno^\'n in late times : Wb, d. aeg, Spr,, ia% 560. ^ Journal, XA% 51.
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point. The word is invariably written
^ ^ which k certainly a misinterpretation

of the new-hieratic groups.^ To transcribe it, however, by ^^ would be obviously absurd,

even though this must have been the scribe's interpretation of the group, since everywhere

else in the papyrus the sign ^ has a perfectly normal form. Again, ©i is invariably

represented by IS In studying a new-hieratic form ^ such as we find in the d’Orbiney

Papyrus (e.p., 5.5 ; 6.2),^ the scribe interpreted the straight stroke as the vertical line i

,
and

imagined that the rest of the sign represented some kind of snake! The group stands

for and means as is shown by the vertical stroke behind it. The lower moon sign is a mis-

interpretation of which elsewhere in the papyrus has a normal form. To transcribe

it by would, however, be a mistake, since the hieroglyphic original certainly had rr iih,

and the scribe used that group to represent it. He probably knew that it meant rr nh but

he must have thought, if he thought at all, that the signs stood for “by day and night'' as

an elegant equivalent for “every day".

An example of the second tendency mentioned above is always without the central

tick, for By this date the sign had entirely replaced although the two Avere still

distinct in the NeAV Kingdom. The form without the central tick must derive from the latter-

sign,^ but it would be absurd to transcribe it so. A curious form of uncertain origin is

'll",
identical with for [, perhaps due to a mistaken interpretation of the very long

forms to be found in neAv-hieratic.®

A A^ery puzzling sign is for Sopd. In the corresponding passage in the Papyrus Ju Lac

Moeris* the AA'ord is AA'ritten It is A^ery difficult to knoAA* Avhether the hieratic sign is

meant to represent the triangle or the haAvk. In favour of the latter Ave might urge that the

tick stands for the flagellum,® and I think it highly probable that the scribe AA^as so used to

Avriting for Horus that he had come to believe that the hieratic triangle Avas the equiva-

lent of the haAA'k sign. When he came to the name of Sopd in the hieroglyphic text he Avas

copying from, he may haA'e thought that it Avas a case of dittography, due perhaps to a stupid

scribe Avho had mixed up hieratic and hieroglyphic forms. He thus thought it unnecessary

to copy out both signs and simply added a tick to the triangle in order to indicate the

flageUum. He can hardly have meant to Avrite the leaning triangle, Avhich is a determinative

and has usually a double tick. Such a confusion of ideas cannot be rendered eA'en in an

autographic transcription unless Ave AA^re to AATite a triangle and add the flagellum. It seems

to me that we should write AA'hat the scribe himself thought he AA^as Avriting, that is to say

\\Tien signs haA^e become practically identical in hieratic Ave should transcribe as the

context requires ;
any necessary explanations could be giA'en in a note or in the preface. In

the Bremner-Rhind Papyrus the scribe certainly thought he Avas Avriting ^ Avhen he

actually Avrote the differentiation betAveen the tAvo sign> being of the slightest. Of

course it is quite impossible to eAmhm any really logical scheme Avhen dealing Avith things

Egyptian, and eA^en consistency is perhaps unattainable.

Quite apart from these practical questions of transcription, these late-hieratic Avritings

^ The cquiA’cilcncc is proved bv its list* in 2\ui~hsu\ Horiiklcopolis, mid b\ conipciribon with ptirtillul

passages in the hieroglyphic papyri. “ Moller, Hiemfi’Sche Palaographie, ii, p. 70, no. 71.

^ Cf, op, cit., II, p. 6, no. 79, and, for late-hieratic forms, iii, p. 0, no. 79. Op. cit., nr, p. bS, no. 34.

^ Op, cit,. III, p. 56, n. 1. Op, cif., n, p. 52. no. 579, and Pap. Chester Beatty /, recto, xv. 6.

' Pleyte, PI. vii, 36; Lanzone, PI. vi, 60 has a blightly different form.

For a clearer example see iMoller, op. cit,, iii, p. 14, n. 3. iaulkner, op, p. a .
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are of remarkable interest for the light they throw on the practice of the scribes and on their

knowledge of the language. The Tebtunis scribe copied from a hieroglyphic original in

front of him, and transcribed the signs quite automatically, without bothering in the least

about the sense of what he was writing, if, indeed, he was capable of understanding it, which

is highly doubtful. He copied not only the text itself, but also all the legends over the

vignettes, without pausing to think that they were merely explanatory and were sheer

nonsense without their illustrations. They confirm moreover the known fact that by the

second century a.d. hieroglyphic and hieratic were completely divorced from the spoken

language, which was written in demotic. The great majority of the scribes could not read the

earlier scripts, although they were able to write and perhaps understand them, or, to put it

less paradoxically, they knew the meanings of the various words and signs but were not

able to render them phonetically. Their knowledge was purely visual and mnemonic.

The Tebtunis scribe had patiently learnt the hieroglyphic signs and their hieratic equiva-

lents from sign-lists such as the Tanis Papyrus,^ but, had he known the phonetic value of the

signs he was learning, he would have avoided a good many blunders. He quite evidently

knew that certain hieroglyphic signs represented a word which meant “king’*; he also

knew, or thought he knew, that certain hieratic signs corresponded to the hieroglyphic ones

;

what he did not know was whether these signs were to be pronounced yisw or Itnn. This

blunder is particularly instructive, since it is perhaps possible to establish its origin. \Yhile

it is obviously highly improbable that the Tanis sign-list is the actual work from which the

Tebtunis scribe learnt to write, it certainly represents one of the school-books current at

that time. Now the Tanis list defines hieroglyphic © by hieratic
(] f the t has the long

form with a very small upper tick—at least in the published facsimile—so that at first it might
be taken for an n. A little farther down (xiii, 11 and xiv, 1), the word is repeated but with

the short open t instead of the long form, thus producing a group at first sight not unlike nsiv.

The muddle-headed scribe is not quite clear in his mind as to these two writings, so adopts
them both, mixes up the result with the nsw group, and to make confusion worse confounded
adds a dot which may or may not be taken for the disk sign. It seems quite impossible to

devise any system of transcription which would adequately convey to the reader this splendid

example of confusion
;
we can only try to interpret what he meant to write. He used the group

as an equivalent for nsic, not as an equivalent ioritn, and therefore we should transcribe yisiv.

It might be argued that at Tebtunis, a definitely Graeco-Eoman town on the outskirts of

the layyuin, the standard of knowledge was low and that the scribe was singularly ignorant

;

but such a judgement is certainly not borne out by the style of the handwriting, which shows
much practice and is well formed, not to mention the general consistency in the orthography.
It seems quite clear that the scribe considered both hieratic and hieroglyphic as perfectly

arbitrary systems of writing, about the origin of which he knew little and cared less. If he
gave any thought at all to the reasons for the system and why certain signs represented
certain things or ideas, he probably had recourse to symbolism, metaphor, or elegance as in

the case of rr nh. In the larger cities and the greater temples there were, no doubt, a few
priestly scholars who still knew the phonetic value of the signs and to a certain extent the
structure of the language, and who were thus able to transliterate the names of the emperors
when necessary, but such knoAvledge must have been rare even by the end of the first century
B.c. Plutarch certainly had access to comparatively good authorities, who furnished him with
a lot of quite accurate information, but not about the language. It is greatly to be feared that,

had any one asked the Tebtunis scribe for an explanation of the characters he was writing,
he would have received an answer not very different from the statements of Horapollo.

^ Griffith in Two Hieroglyphic Papyri from TanU. 2 ^
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^Yith Plates xxv-xxix

The ostracon which forms the subject of this paper has long been kno^Yn to science as

containing an important and interesting literary text of the New Kingdom. It forms part
of the extensive collection of antiquities made by Alexander Henry Ehind^ during two
Munters that he spent in Upper Egypt (1855-6 and 1856-7). Nearly the whole^ of Rhind's
collections (amounting to about a thousand objects) was bequeathed hy him to the National
Museum of xUntiquities, Edinburgh, where they are well arranged in a special gallery. In
the Rhind collection there are six ostraca and two writing-boards (Reg. Nos. 912-919);
three ostraca and one of the boards bear hieratic texts, the rest Coptic. The ostracon with
which this paper is concerned bears the number 916, and is a tlat flake of limestone measuring
21-5 X 9*5 cm,, inscribed with thirty-one hnes of text, fifteen on the recto and sixteen on the

verso. It has suffered no damage, and every sign save one is legible, in spite of a certain

amount of fading. Like most of the objects in Ehindk collection, this ostracon is almost

certainly of Theban origin.

As almost full-size photographs of the original are here reproduced (Pis. xxv andxxvii), we
need not discuss the palaeography of the text, but it may be noted that the forms of the signs

approximate to those of the Nineteenth rather than to those of the Twentieth Dynasty.

Black ink only is used, and there are no verse-points, although the text is one in which we
should expect to find them.^

The Edinburgh ostracon was first made known by Dr. Adolf Erman, who in 1880 pub-

fished a transcription (made from photographs) and a translation.^ Erman perceived the

nature of the text at first sight, namely that it is a poetical composition on the royal chariot

(see, however, below), and that each verse contains a pun, or play on words, a literary

artifice dear to the Egyptians of all periods. Examples of the play on words are very

numerous, and many will at once occur to the minds of students of Egyptian ti‘xts.^ Erman
gave a revised translation in his Literatur,^ but his original communication has hitherto

remained the sole published edition of the text. In 1922, by the kind permission of Dr.

Graham Callander, Director of the National Museum of Antiquities, photographs were made
for one of us (W. R. D.) of several of the ostraca in the collection, and from these photographs

^ Rhind was born at Wick, Caithness, in 1833, He studied for the Scottish bar, but ill health compelled

him to relinquish a sedentary life, and he devoted much of his time to excavations in Scotland, and to travel-

ling. For many years he wintered abroad, thrice in Etrypt. At his death, wliich occurred in 1863 on his way
home from Egypt, he made, in addition to charitable bequests, large gifts to archaeology and established the

lectureship at Edinburgh that bears his name.

^ Several important pap\Ti (the Rhind Mathematical Pap\TUs, a mathematical leather-roll, and the

funerary papNTus of Nesmin) were acquired by the British ^luscum in 1864 from Da^id Bremner, into wiiose

hands they had passed after Rhind' s death.

^ In another fragment of the same or a similar text, the Turin ostracon 9o88, the verse-points are also

lacking. ^ A.Z., x\uii, 93-6.

® A few examples will suffice: Pap. Leiden I. ZdO (= A.Z., xlii (1905), 12 ff.), where the puns on the

names of the numerals w'ere first noticed by C. W. Goodwin, A.Z., ii (1864), 38; Pap, Berlin o027, 2. 4;

Book of the Dead, 83; Pap. Turin P.R. xxm, 1. ^ German cd., p. 348; English cd., p. 280.
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a transcription of the text was made, which has been collated ^vith the original in 1927 and

in 1932. The examination of the original and of the excellent photographs has naturally

resulted in some improvement on the text of Erman, who worked from photographs only,

and from photographs certainly less clear than those now at our disposal. A re-examination

of the text by the other collaborator has resulted in further improvements, and the tran-

scription here published is the result of our joint work thereon.

The hieratic text is on the whole easy to transcribe, and the readings are for the most part

scarcely in doubt, but the translation is a matter of great difficulty. Actually the text, at

first sight so legible and straightforward, bristles with difficulties. There are, in addition

to the problems of lexicography, orthography, and syntax which always confront the

translator of a literary text, special obscurities arising out of the use of so many technical

terms (some of which are Semitic loan-words), the significance of which is most difficult to

grasp. Furthermore, any translation is bound to fall flat because of the impossibility of

reproducing in English the puns on the Egyptian words that are the most essential feature

of the text.

Until recently, the Edinburgh ostracon has been the sole surviving fragment of this little

poem, but in 1927 Dr. Cerny published an ostracon in the Turin Museum (Eeg. No. 9588)

which contains what is, in all probability, another portion of the same composition.^ The
Turin fragment certainly contains the concluding portion of a poem, for it ends with the

words livspiv, ‘‘it has come to the end”, a formula with which the Egyptian scribe indicated

that he had reached the end of the composition he was copying. The Edinburgh fragment,

if indeed it be a portion of the same poem—and the close similarity of the matter and style

strongly suggests that it is—must therefore be placed before the Turin portion. There is

unfortunately a lacuna between them of indeterminable length, for the Edinburgh fragment

ends in the middle of a sentence. Since it also begins in the middle of a sentence, the com-
mencement of the work is clearly lost to us.

The work has long been known as the “Poem on the King's War-Chariot”. This name
is not strictly correct. It is true that in the Edinburgh ostracon the objects whose names are

punned upon are all parts of the chariot, but the person addressed in the second person

singular is the king. Moreover, the fact that the name of every object punned upon is fol-

lowed by the words “of thy chariot” might in itself have aroused the suspicion that else-

where in the poem objects were mentioned which were not parts of the chariot. The Turin

ostracon shows that this is in fact the case
;
there we find “ the bow that is in thy hand”, and

“ the tip ( ?) of thy staff”. It is true that here again the chariot plays a considerable role, but
it is nevertheless clear that the composition is a hymn addressed to the king in his panoply
of war, in which, as numerous battle-reliefs attest, the chariot would be included as a matter
of course.

We have referred above to the difficulty of translating the composition, partly because
it contains so many unknown words, partly because its puns are often obscure. From the

lexicographical point of view, we have a little help from three other passages which deal with
parts of chariots, namely Pap. KoUer, 1. 3 to 2. 2 ;

Pap. Anastasi I, 26. 5 to 9, and Pap.
Anastasi IV, 16. 7 ff.

;
often, however, the parallels afford us not the slightest assistance in

determining the meanings of words. The puns, moreover, are of varying types. In some
cases they are phonetic: thus the ht of the chariot (whatever they may be), are said to be

Bata, Lord of iSaka; or the club [ncni) of the chariot is said to plunder {ricn) a distant land.

In other cases, especially when the object whose name is punned upon is one which can be,

and is, used quite apart from the chariot, the play is on the sense and not on the sound ; thus

^ Rev. de VEg. ancienne, i (1927), 224-6.
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we read “the thong {mh) of thy chariot binds {rnhpf) those who are evil”. In yet other

cases we have a play upon sense which entirely eludes us, possibly because it has a mytho-

logical origin; thus, we cannot see why the “hands” {dt) of the chariot should be Astarte

and Anath, unless it be for no better reason than that they are a pair.

The syntax of the clauses containing these plays upon words and meaning is also variable.

Generally we have a non-verbal sentence in which some part of the chariot is simply said to

be something else (see the pun on Bata quoted above). Or again, the part of the chariot may
serve as the anticipated subject to a verbal sentence whose verb, in the sdnvj form, contains

a play on the subject (see the play on the thong quoted above). More rarely, the clause con-

tains an anacoluthon: the part of the chariot stands at the head, introduced by the particle

ir ;
the construction is then broken off, and a sentence follows which contains its own subject

:

‘‘the knife (sft) of thy chariot—when thy right arm smites (sft), the hills collapse”.

Since the chariot was not introduced into Egypt until the Hyksos Period, the poem can-

not be earlier in origin than the New Kingdom. This accords well with its language, which

is definitely Late Egyptian. Non-verbal clauses with noun subject and noun predicate are

used vdthout any copula, and the L.E. possessive adjective pronoun pyb/is, except with parts

of the body, preferred to the suffix. The suffix of the third person is, however, not -u\

We may perhaps hazard a guess that the work was written by a court poet for one of the

great conquerors of the Nineteenth Dynasty, Seti I, Eamesses II, or Merenptah.

Translation

Kecto (Pis. XXV and xxvi).

(1) see (*?) every land, while its yoke (?) (2) is iron. The (3) im of thy chariot—the chiefs are

well disposed (4) to thee. As for the rdr of thy (5) chariot, ithey} . . . every land. The (G) U of

thy chariot, (7) it takes away the courage and boastfulness of troops. As for the bt (8) of thy

chariot, they are Bata Lord of (9) Saka ichen he is in the arms of Bast (?), (10) cast away into

some foreign land. The hmyt of thy (^charioty (11) are oars at the stern (?) of foreign lands.

The javelin of thy chariot—(12) thy terror enters into them {i.e. the lands). The (13) sword of

thy chariot (14) terrifies those who are in thy hand, it devours (15) the land of Syria, it carries off

Verso (Pis. xxvii and xxviii).

(1) the land of Kush. The knife of thy (2) chariot—ivhen thy right arm smites, the hills

(3) collapse; they fall in splinters. (4) As for the tail-piece (?) of thy (5) chariot—thou hreakest

down their impassable places. (6) As for the hb of thy (7) chariot—they make obeisance to thee

for victory (?). As for (8) the basket (?) of thy chariot—(9) thou art as wise as Thoth. As for the

club of thy chariot (10) it plunders a distant land. (11) It aims at one, and a thousand fall;

(12) it leaves no survivors. As for the hands (13) of thy chariot they are Anath (14) and Astarte.

As for the thong (?) (15) of thy chariot, it (16) binds those who are evil. As for the . . .

Notes on the Translation

ro. 1. nunu looks like a reduplicated formation from ‘‘ to see *’

;
it is here doubtless in

the infinitive with hr preceding.

ro. 1-2. hr-sfyt is a name for the head of a ram with twisted horns,^ so often used in the

New Kingdom as a symbol of Amun, The two horn-signs which follow are probably to be

taken as a determinative or word-sign to hr-sfyt. A glance at such a picture of the chariot-

yoke as that given in Davies, The Tombs of Menkheperresoyib, etc.. (Theban Tombs Series, v).

Pis. xi, xii, and xxi, shows how remarkable a resemblance the yoke bears to a pair of these

horns and how suitably it might have been known l)y the name of hr-sfyt.

^ See above, p. 100, and A.Z., Lxn, 23-7.

Z
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The sign which follows the two horns looks at first sight like a small ligature (not plural

strokes, however), but none seems possible here. It also resembles very closely the upper

part of a and on close examination is seen to end quite abruptly at the bottom, precisely

at the point where there is a slight ridge in the limestone. It looks indeed as if the scribe set

out to write a but his pen was pushed off the surface by the ridge. There is an admirable

parallel in the writing of wft in line 1 of the Turin ostracon (see below).

The comparison iw tns hr-sfijL &c., differs from all others in the ostracon, first, because it

is introduced by lie (ir, or no introductory word at all, being the usual practice), and secondly

because the words “of thy chariot’' do not occur, the simple “its” (Uls) taking their place.

Both these facts suggest that the clause was subordinate to that which preceded, perhaps in

the sense of continuing the same thought. We should therefore translate “while”, or “and

its yoke”, etc.

It contains no discernible pun. This may have lain in the lost clause which preceded, or

again, it may be so obscure as to elude us, being based on association of thought and not on

sound.

By m bb n jpt is to be understood “like iron”, i.e., with the qualities of iron, not “made
of iron”.

Note that the scribe has written the possessive pronoun tAs, where we should have

expected the masculine, to agree with the masculine noun hr. The writing of the determina-

tive ^ with bb is an indication of the amount of rehance that may be placed on his accuracy.

ro. 2-3. The masculine noun Im occurs only here and Pap. Anastasi IV, 16. 10. In the

latter passage it is plural, has clearly the determinative and is stated to be made of, or

worked with,
P J ^ ^

°
j. The passage runs iw pJut bk m dsrw, iAisn tst ni ^b. nAim imw m sht.

“ the block ( ?) being worked in dsrw-^yood, its joint ( ?) in ivory, their {i.e. the chariots’)

imw in shV. It is not possible from this to determine the nature of bn. Its determinative

is certainly neither^ nor yet a ligature for which would give redundant plural strokes.

It cannot be because of the detached top, and ^ is inconceivable in hieratic. The

most hkely transcription is The form is not impossible, for the detached top occurs in it

in the Story of Horus and Seth. The sign ^ is commonly followed in L.E. by the vertical

stroke, which may or may not drop out when plural strokes follow. Even in the singular,

however^ the stroke can be omitted, e.g., in g/hst, Horus and Seth {Pap. Chester-Beatty I),

10. 7. That this word ivi should have the determinative of leather here, and that of wood
in Anastasi IV, suggests that it was made partly of the one material and partly of the

other.

A very similar, probably identical, sign determines bt in ro. 8 (where it is again followed

by the plural strokes), and rrk in vs. 8. In neither case does there seem any justification for

reading^ or

If the determinative really is the word may well be identical with a word
Wb. d. aeg. Spr., i, 78, known only from Lepsius, Todtenbuch, Ch. 165, where we cannot guess

its meaning.

The group following mrkbt cannot be read ^^ ; the first sign is a clear
(),

and, moreover,

the word inu or bm is needed here to form the play upon words with the preceding im. The
sign after

()
must be despite the fact that this is nowhere else in the ostracon written in

its longer form. What follows seems to be clear,
p

but translation is not easy, bm is

an intransitive verb meaning “to be pleasant”, or “pleasing”, and n/ wrw cannot therefore

be its object. Nor can it be its subject, for this is the suffix -m. Is it possible that n/ ivrw

resumes this :
“ They are well disposed to thee, the chiefs ” ? If this is right, we have one of

the cases mentioned above where the punning clause contains an anacoluthon: “ The im of
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thy chariot—they are well disposed to thee, the chiefs.’' The effect of the pun may be

envisaged if we suppose some such vocalization as *pyam eyi iekberegid yamsen nak nivere.

It is possible that the status constructus of the verb would not have given the correct vocaliza-

tion for the pun, and that this is why the status pronominalis with the clumsy resumptive

noun tcrw was used. Or were the puns not carried out so perfectly as this?

ro. 4. rdr. The word rdr, in which Burchardt^ (Xo. 303) recognized the Semitic root nry,

“to help”, seems to be established in L.E. as a loan-word meaning “a helper”. The
parts of the chariot called here cdrw must surely be derived from the same root and be some
kind of supporting or strengthening pieces, perhaps those which brace the top edge of the

car to the pole.

ro. 5. crdwt. The scribe has written what can only be a plural or collective noun. Bur-

chardt (No. 282) assumes, perhaps rightly, that what we need here is a transitive verb, and

suggests a connexion with ;ny, “to frighten”. If the scribe’s writing is not hopelessly

wrong, the pun here involves the metathesis of two consonants,

ro. 6. p as part of a chariot is unknoA\Ti.

ro. 7. may perhaps be a writing of rhr, “boasting”.

ro. 7-8. ht. The group ^ given in the Wb, d, aeg. Spr., i, 483 for the sign following
(|

does not seem very likely. Cj\ above, on the determinative of hn in ro. 3. Bead probably

ro. 9. The scribe has written ^ which might be read “ the son of Bast ”. It seems

more natural, however, to suppose that he intended to write ^ not though the dia-

critical dots are carefully inserted over the former sign both in ro. 7 and in ro. 8. Although

we know of no legend that connects Bata wdth the arms of Bast, it is hard to understand why
Vikentief in Journal, xvii, 78-9, proposes to emend nuivd to or how" he w^ould

translate the passage thus emended.

Gardiner, Proc, Soc, Bibl. Arch,, xxvii, 185-6, w"as the first to perceive the meaning of

this passage.

ro. 10. The trace at the beginning of the line is puzzling. ^ is just possible, though its

form must have been rather abnormal and the construction thus given w"ould be unusual.

The sign is too short horizontally for <=>, and wdiich is possible palaeographically, is

impossible grammatically. A very short is not out of the question, but it is very difficult

to believe that (je can have been crow^ded into the small space that precedes it.

ro. 10. Betw^een this line and the next the scribe seems to have omitted mrkbt.

ro. 11. It is difficult to see what m phty Juhd, “ by the might of the foreign lands”, can

mean here. The emendation m phicy h/sivt suggests itself, “at the stern of the foreign

lands”, an allusion to the abaft position of the steering-oar of a boat.

7il is a common L.E. wwd for “javelin” {e.g.. Pap, Bibl, Nat, Paris 196, ii. 5 and 9,

III. 9 ; B.M. 10052, 6. 10). It is used in connexion with the chariot in Pap. Roller, 1. 6. The

punning of ni wdth nr in ro. 12 suggests that the r of the latter w^as not pronounced.

ro. 12. If we translate "the javelin of thy chariot is the fear of thee'\ regarding p/ nl . .

,

nr-k as a non-verbal clause, it is difficult to parse r/x, for to use a participle here, “Avhich has

entered into them”, w'ould not be a usual L.E. construction. Probably the pun is of the

anacoluthon type (c/. bnvsn, ro. 3), and we must render; "The javelin of thy chariot

—

the fear of thee has entered into them”, taking rfc as Old Perfective. Invsn doubtless refers

to hfswt in 1. 11. There is, perhaps, a play upon meaning as w^ell as on w'ords
;
the fear of the

king is to pierce his foes in the moral sense, just as his javelin does in the physical.

ro. 13. The hrp of the chariot is mentioned in Pap. Roller, 1. 5, and in Pap. Anastasi I,

^ Max Burchardt, Die altkanaanaischen Fremdworie und Eigennamen im Aegypiischen: zweiter {SchhisS’)

Teil, Listen der syllahisch geschriebenen Worie, Leipzig, 1910.
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17. 1. Burchardt (No. 686) identifies it with the Hebrew ‘‘a sword”, doubtless rightly.

If the pun between hrj> and the verb hrf in the next line is to be complete and not merely a

play on the first two consonants hr, it would suggest that the consonant written is

here a fricative not an explosive, i.e. / or r, not p.

ro. 14. hr must here be the verb “to terrify”, not “ prepare”. For m/t r m, “to eat” or

“devour”, cf. Eloquent Peasant

^

B. 1, 9-10 and 15.

vs. 1. For s/f, “knife”, of the chariot, cf. Pap. Koller, 1, 5.

vs. 2. If we take the determinatives of sjt in this line at their true value, the word must

be a noun, and we can only translate: “ The sword of thy chariot is the sword of thy right

arm.” This is unlikely to be right because the play upon words never allows the punned

word to be used again in exactly the same sense, and, vhat is more, the following words are

left cut off from what precedes them, sjt must therefore be a faulty writing of the verb “to

cut” in the sdw/form, with its subject bps^k following it: “When thy right arm cuts, the

hills become weak.”

vs. 3. hM. The length of the sign undera favours the reading rather than The

first determinative is taken from bs, “to vomit”
;
but this makes no sense here, and it is

certain that we have to do vuth the common late metathesis bsd for bds, “to be weak” or

“to become weak”.

krkr. Here used of the small pieces into which the hills crumble under the king's stroke,

vs. 5. guviv must be, as Erman {Lit., p. 349) saw, a writing of the word now given by

Wb. d. aeg. Spr., v, 152, as meaning “impassable places” {e.g. Anast. 1, 23. 7, 24. 6). nnhi

refers to the hills.

vs. 6. h/b or hb. Whatever the determinative may be, the of Wb. d. aeg. Spr., iii, 229

is surely impossible. (the rib) may be intended, though we should expect after it.

CJ. the determinative of niv in 1. 2 of the Turin ostracon.

vs. 7. hbs'sn. The scribe has failed us badly here. The pun requires a verb whose con-

sonants are hb or hib. The scribe either misread its determinative as o or, if writing from

dictation, failed to recognize the verb and read the s of its suffix sn into its stem, having in

mind the common word hbs, “a lamp”. It is difficult to guess which of the various verbs

suggested by the combination hb or Ih'b was meant. Perhaps iub, “to bow down to”, is the

most hkely in view of the need for an intransitive wffiich can be followed by a dative of the

person (nk).

n nht is very difficult. It might be taken literally as “by reason of victory”, though w^e

should have expected “thy victory”. 7iht might be the word used of “booty” or “prisoners

of war” {Wb. d. aeg. Spr., ii, 317): “They bow down to thee as prisoners.” But here we
should have to suppose that the n before nht stands for m.

vs. 8. rrk. Wb. d. aeg. Spr., i, 213, gives the determinatives of this word as For o we
should certainly read fl-, the form being suitable, and it being probable that the word here

used of the chariot is by origin the common a basket used for holding or measuring

such things as fruit. Is it the large weapon-case carried at the side of the chariot ? The

group read by the Wb. as is very hke that discussed in connexion with ini in ro. 3. The

fact that the noun has the singular article is an argument against the plural strokes, though,

with a scribe of this calibre, not a fatal one, as the cases of Im, ro. 2-3, and mlu, vs. 14, where

plural strokes are separately written, show. The alternative to would be ^ ; cf. on im,

ro. 2-3.

vs. 9. Since p/ rrk m line 8 is masculine, we must read rrk tw, “ wise art thou ”, rather than

the Old Perfective rrhtic, “is wise”.

ricnt might conceivably be the pole of the chariot, but is more probably the club which is
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carried in it. The pole seems to have been called the '‘arm” (r)
;
see Gardiner, Literary Texts

of the New Kingdom {Anastasi J), 28*, n, 6.

vs. 13-14. There can be no doubt that in the mention of Anath and Astarte we are to see

a reference to the Asiatic origin of the chariot. For the latest work on this subject see

H. Schafer, Armenisches Hoh in dgyptischen Wagyiereien {Sitzungsher, d. Preuss, Ahad. d.

Wiss., PhiKHist Klasse, 1931, xxv).

For dt as a part of the chariot, cf. Pap, Anast. 1, 24. o and 6, and Gardiner's note thereon

{op, cit, supra, 26*,n.l4). He reasons that since in the Anastasi passage there is one horse and

only one dt, whereas in the royal chariot of our ostracon, which would naturally have two

horses, there are two dt, the dt must be part of the harness of the horse rather than of the

chariot proper.

There seems to be no discernible play upon words in this comparison
;
there may, however,

have been some good reason why the two goddesses should be equated with the dt

;

possibly

the goddesses bore some nickname which resembled the word dt. Or were the dt commonly

adorned with the heads, figures, or emblems of the two ? For the occurrence of Anath and

Astarte together in Egyptian literature, see Gardiner, Chester-Beatty Papyri A^o. /, p. 15, n. 10.

The Turin Ostracon

Our article would not be complete without a translation of the Turin Ostracon Xo. 9588,

and a very tentative one is here given. We have used Cerny's transcription,^ which is repro-

duced in PI. xxix with one or two small modifications which we have tried to justify in the notes.

We have to thank Professor Farina of the Keale Museo di Antichita in Turin for admirable

photographs of a very difficult subject, which have enabled us to verify Cerny's readings

of almost every sign. The few groups in which the photograph does not enable us to control

Cerny’s text are underlined in our transcript by dotted line.

The ostracon is much rubbed on the surface, and a triangular piece has been broken off

the top left-hand corner in such a way that six or seven groups have been lost in 1. 1 and

progressively fewer down to 1. 7, which is perhaps complete. The scribe has made some

awkwardly formed signs, not to mention two probable corruptions, mnic in L 1 and icntw in

1. 6. The date of the ostracon is the Nineteenth or Twentieth Dynasty.

Translation

(1) The bow that is in thy hand is a mtt of The shield that is upon (2) upon

the The th of thy chariot treads upon Syr[ia] (3) [The] tip (?) of thy staff is

tJie end of every land. As for the rmd of thy [chariot (*?)]-“(4) thou mahest havoc (?) in Naharin

and destroyest their cities. The (5) of thy chariot are Isis and A ephthys. As for the stick

that is in thy hand-^thou] est [^he Asiatics (?)] ;
(b) they come running to pray for peace to

thy divinity. The tchip [that] is (7) 2)1 thy hand is the horns of Horsiese when he destroys (?) the

Hill of Copper and (8) in the Lebanon. The hyryw of thy chariot (9) are the chief among

four It has come to the end.

Notes on the Translation

1. 1. 77itt (or mitt) is unknown, and mnic written without determinative fnust surely b(‘

corrupt. The pun would seem to be between pdt and mtt. but it can hardly ha^ e been very

close phonetically.

^ Pev. de VE^j. anc.. i (1927), 224-G.
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To emend o to
|
and - to “the intt of Month”, is obvious, but, on the principle of

difficilior lectio, probably wrong.

1. 2. nit\ The reading seems certain, though the group is badly made; the determinative

might be the lip, the rib, or the crescent moon. Cf, Edinb. Ostr., vs. 6.

hnd m. The Wh, d, aeg, Spr., iii, 313, gives authority for hid m instead of the more

usual hnd hr. hnd, however, in view of its dets., may not be the verb of motion at all. The

pun is wholly obscure.

1. 3. phicij n. Perhaps to be taken as an example of the L.E. prepositional phrase

ph n, “behind” {Pap. De Bergh, B.M. 10383, 3. 7; Turin, P.E. 43. 2; 44. 11 and 46. 15).

rvid. Cf. Pap. Anastasi IV, 16. 8.

1. 4. hft. A not unusual writing at this period of//i, “to destroy”.

1. 6. pd. The curious determinative (no other reading seems possible), must be taken

from pd, “knee”, and in fact this noun, and not the verb at all, may have been intended:

“they come to thee on (bended) knee”.

isbr. Cerny read
J
for the last sign of the line, but, so far as one can judge from the photo-

graph, would suit the trace equally well and give the well-known word for “whip”.

1. 7. py dw n hmt, written thus with the article, must be the name of a place, though it is

unknown. For such names, cf. U int n pi cs (above, p. 128).

At the end of the line Cerny read doubtfully A^et also seems possible, and would

give us the beginning either of/Av, “to exterminate”, or of/A(zr), “to tear in pieces” {Wb. d.

aeg. Spr., i, 579).

I. 8. After the at the beginning, Cerny seems to have omitted a

B-b-inAiv, in which in-iiv may well stand simply for n preceded by a vowel, seems to lack

the fourth consonant shown in the usual writings of Lebanon, but the tree-determinative

makes the identification practically certain.

II. 8-9. The pun is between hijrijw in 1. 8 and hryihryw) in 1. 9.
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THE SIGNS 1 AND P

By a. J. AEKELL

With Plates xxx~xxxi

In the Blue Nile Province of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan the graves of men with any pretem
sions to holiness, however recently buried, are invariably marked to-day by one or more
white flags, of which examples are shown in the accompanying photographs (Pis. xxx-xxxi).
Similar flags are equally common north of Khartum, and are found to a lesser extent in the

White Nile Province south of Khartum. They are even occasionally found as far west of

the Nile as Darfur, though there they are undoubtedly due to comparatively recent riverain

influence.

In an article entitled Fung Origins in Sudan Notes and Records, xv, 201 ft'., I have given

my reasons for believing that the Fung kingdom which sprang up at Sennar about the

end of the fifteenth century a.d., just when Islam was being introduced by the Arabs into

that part of the world, did not cause, as has hitherto been believed, a complete break with

the past
,
but was simply the kingdom of Aloa rejuvenated by a new dynasty of foreign (Shilluk)

blood. The kingdom of Aloa, which stretched along the Blue Nile at least as far south as the

modern Roseires, was, as has always been recognized, culturally the child of Meroe, and so

but the grandchild of Ancient Egypt. There are therefore reasons, which I have given in

greater detail in the article to which I refer, for not being surprised if one finds traces of

religious beliefs surviving to-day which can be attributed to the cultural influence of Ancient

Egypt, although the country has been nominally Moslem for over 400 years and was

nominally Christian before that.

It is now generally recognized by Egyptologists^ that the sign ^ is in origin a flag and

not an axe
; and I suggest that in the flags found on the graves of Sudanese holy men to-day

we have a survival of the flag which must in pre-dynastic times in Egypt have marked the

grave of the ancestor whose spirit his descendants considered it advisable to honour.

On the Blue Nile to-day such a flag is looked on as the outward and visible sign of

recognition of the holiness or spiritual power of the deceased, or, as the Mohammedan natives

would perhaps prefer to put it, of his efficacy as a mediator with Allah. As superNtitiun is

still by no means dead, a small portion of a flag that has floAvn on such a grave is looked

on as an invaluable talisman especially for the healing of sickness or wounds
;
l)ut in native

opinion it is unpardonable to remove even a small piece of such a flag, unless at tlu^ same

time a new flag is erected as an addition to those already flying.

It seems to me, therefore, that in her article The Sign Miss Murray has unnecessarily

stressed the significance of the pole. I readily agree with her that another common African

idea, also no doubt prevalent since very early times, is that of the tree as “the container

wKich holds the divine spirit”. I am not, however, familiar with the idea of attaching some

object to a shrub or tree exactly as a means of communication with the deity, which she states

is well known among primitive peoples
;
although it is common to find trees associated

with grave shrines even on the Blue Nile, and to those trees one may find attached small

^ A. M. Blackman, Man, x (1910), no, 11 ;
Meir, n, 35; A. H. Gardiner, Eg. Gramm.. 489.

- Griffith Studies, U2.
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bundles of human hair (usually the lock of youth cut off at manhood, and hung up by the

lad’s mother as a proof that the saint has granted her prayer for a son), or of bones from a

sacrifice vowed to the saint should he grant some other request. Such trees may be seen in

Pis. XXX, 3 and xxxi, 1, 2.

Numerous survivals of the cult of trees could be quoted from the pagan Sudan to-day,

distinct from the cult of the deceased ancestor, of which many examples are given in

Professor Seligman’s Pagan Tribes of the Nilotic Sudan,

But the simpler explanation of the sign in the light of the above considerations would
appear to be sufiicient—that the pole is only an incidental and not the essential part of the

sign, which merely represents the flag erected over the ancestor’s grave lest his spirit should

feel neglected and so punish his descendants for their neglect of him. In time certain

famous ancestors developed into gods, and hence the flag marking the revered ancestor’s

grave came to stand for the god.

Miss Murray, in her article to which I have already referred, has pointed out that the

practice of setting up flags in front of the primitive shrine to indicate the house of the god
was continued in Pharaonic times in the pennons on the slender masts set up in front of the

entrance pylons of the temple. In this connexion I would draw attention to Pis. xxx, 3 and
xxxi, 1, in which it will be seen that in the Sudan to-day, where any form of building has

been erected over a holy man’s grave, the flags are always placed in front of the entrance

and not in any other position, as Avould probably have been the case had these flags and the

temple pennons not sprung from a common origin. An even closer parallel to the temple

pennons may be seen in the flags at the east end of the wood and gi-ass shelter which forms

the Ya’qubab mosque.^

While thus the sign ^ is seen to have been in origin the flag placed on the gi-ave of a

deceased ancestor, and so to have stood for the deceased ancestor of spiritual power before

it denoted the god, so also I suggest that the sign and indeed snake goddesses, such as

Ernutet, the deity of the month in which the great harvest festival was held,^ and Kerhet
a goddess of primeval time, who was also guardian goddess of a temple,^ have a

similar origin in a primitive belief that the female ancestor (also of course associated with

fertility or vitality) appears in the form of a snake.

The survival of such a belief among the pagan Bari of the southern Sudan to-day is

mentioned by Seligman {op. cit., 274-6), who, besides stating that the cult of the dead
plays such a large part in the life of the Bari that every grave is a potential shrine, mentions

that a superhuman power known as Ngun lo kak (“Ngun Below”), and confused with the

spirits of the dead, is believed to manifest itself in a snake not infrequently seen about
houses, which people are delighted to see, and to which they give milk, believing it is prob-

ably their yakanye, i.e, grandmother.

^ Sudan yotes and Records, xv, 240, and PL xi, 2. “ CJ. Gardiner, Eg. Gramm., 466.
^ Id., in Journal, n, 125.

Dr. A. M. Blackman, to whom I am indebted for this allusion to Kerhet, has also pointed out to me that

Kerhet, spelt
| ^ very significantly designates ‘4he early ancestor’'.
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1. Biblical.

Iytterest is still very largely centred in the Chcbter Beatty material, as yet unpubli-hed {if. Joiunnl. xvni

(1032), ISl). A general description of the Biblical Papyri by P. (B Kenyox, The Cheder Beatty Bihliml

Papyri, in Gnonion, xiii (1032), 40-0, aives an account of the Papyri whicli the writer ih-scribes as ]>eing the

remains of twelve codices of the second to fourth centuries.

C. Boxxer, Xeiv Biblical Papyii at the Eniveo'^ity of Michigan in H.T.R.

.

xxv (1032), 203-0, refeix

to recentlv purchased material which belongs to the same tind as the Chester Beatty Pap. consi'>.tinL!: of

‘'C leaves of a codex which contained the latter part of the book c4 Enoch and an umdentitied Christian

work”.

r. G. Kexyox, Xoiniiia Sacra in the Chester Beatty Papyri, in Aegyptu.^. xni (1033), 5-10, makes a detaih-d

examination of the abbreviations such as 17, lvJ, etc., in these papyri. Attention should be given also

to H. Gerstinger, Ein Fraginent des Cheder Beatiy-Evangelitnkode.c in der Papyni^.'^anuidung dcr E atiunal-

hihliotheh in Wien {Pap. Grace. Vindob. 31074), vhich appears in Aegyptu.^, xiii (1033), G/-<2.

N^otes on other recently discovered Biblical material appear in P. Cc>LLAiiT: I n jntpyrus JI tnacJi itadit.

Psaiime 110 sur une amulette, in AegujlU'^, xiii (1033), 208-12, and K. Duxkelev, 1 he (J.ryrhynchu.i Go-^'pcl

Fragment, in H.T.R.

,

xxni (1030), 10-37.

The Bohau-ic text of Proverbs edited by 0. Bvr:mester and tE. Devaud {cf. Joanm/, xvi (1030), 25.5)

has been the subject of reviews by A. ^Iallox in Biblica. xii (1031), 2o5, and by Tit. Lei'ort in Mu'^tiui.

xlv(1032), 171-2. The Saddle text publEhed by W. H. Worrell {rf. JournaL xvii (1031), 2 18), is reviewed

by Th. Lefort in Museon, xlv (1032), 170-1.

Ser Herbert Tkompsox s The Coptic 1 crsion of the Arts, etc. {cf. Journal, xviii (1032), ISl), has been

reviewed by W. E. Crem in this Journal, xviii (1032), 103-4, and by Professor E. C. Burkitt in J.T.S.,

xxxm (1032), 441-4.

In connexion with Biblical texts it may be appropriate to mention here A. Hebbelyxck, Ias nMXaia et

les rlrXoi des evangiks dans les MSS. bohaiiiques Paris Bill. Xat. CoqR 10, Vatican Coqjf. 8, et Ic pagmenf

hohairique Brit. Mas. Add. 1474. 0.4. fob 0, in MiMon. xli (102S). 81-120.

A. Vaschalde, Ce qui a etc publie dcs versions coqdes de la Bible {den.t a me groupi ), in Munt on, XLV (BG2),

117-56, is a further instalment of a most useful bibliography and deah with the Xew Tedament and lections

drawm from the Xew Testament.

A a
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W. H. Hatch, SLv Coptic Fragments of the yew Testament from yiirla, in H.T.B., xxvii (1933), 99-108,

gives passages of whicii live are from lectionaries, one probably from a similar source. These passages are

from Lk. 21, 24; Job. 13; Mt. 10; Joh. 4, James 2, and Acts 23.

2. Apocryphal, Gnostic, etc.

(^0 Apocryphah R. P. Casey, The Apocalypse of St. Paul, appears in J.T.S., xxxiv (1933), 1-32.

The problem of the heretical or Gnostic atmosphere in which the apocryphal acts of the Apostles

were produced, so important in its bearing on what is a leading element in Coptic literature, is treated

by Peterson, Die Haretiker der Phllllpusakfen, in Z.y.TAV., xxxi (1932), 97-110, and by the same
writer in Zum Jlcssallnlsmus der PhiUppus-Akten, in O.C., \ti (1932), 172-9, both articles reviewed by
H. D(elehaye) in A.B., li (1933), 136-7. Reference should be made also to G. Bornkamm, wnJ
Legende in den apokryphen Jliomas-Akten [Forsch. zur Religion ii. Literatur d. A. u. A". Test., NF. 31,

Marburg Theol. Diss.), Gottingen (1933), 124, which deals with possible Gnostic and Manichean elements

in those acts.

L. Vagenaal L'evangile de Pierre . . . {cf. Journal, xra (1931), 248), is considered by A, Vitti in Bihlica,

xn (1931), 247-8, and by H. Goguel in Rev. liiA. et philos. relig., xi (1931), 225-8. F. Blatt, Die lat. Bearh.

der Acta Andreas . . . (cf. Journal, x^^TI (1932), 181), is reviewed by A. Ernout in R. de Philol., \i (1932),

166. Mingana, Apocalypse of Peter . . . , in Woodbrooke Studies, III. 2 (cf. Journal xvi (1930), 250) is re-

viewed by H. Duensing in G.G.A., exers^ (1932), 166-70.

(h) Gnostic. A noteworthy contribution to the study of Coptic GnosticFm wiU be found in G. Scholem,
Ueher eine Formel in den kopti-sch-gnostischen Schriften u. iliren judischen Vrspruyig.in Z.y.T.W.,xxx{ld3l),
170-6, which brings forward the theory that the two names to which reference is made in the Book of Jen I,

47-8, are the secret or real name and the speakable name.

(c) 2Ianichean. K. Schmidt's very momentous find of Coptic Manichean pap\Ti holds the centre of interest

in this field. J. Bidez, iJecouverte d'ouvrages de Mani, in Byzantion, vn (1932), 723-4, and Lietzaiann

in Deutsch. AUgemeine Zeiiung, 1932, 1772, describe this find. K. Schmidt discovered in the Fa\wum
Coptic pap^Ti of [Manichean content, probably of the latter part of the fourth century. The find consisted

of seven volumes enclosed in a chest. Unfortunately^ the villagers who discovered the chest scattered

its contents, but according to Bidez nearly aU have now been recovered. One volume contains more than

520 pages. Some of the material is slightly injured by damp. A brief description of the discovery appears

in the London Times for 20 April 1933. A more detailed account of the material found is given bv
C. ScHAiiDT u. H. J. PoLOTSKAg Fill Mani-Fvud in Agypten, in Sitzh. der Preuss. Ak. d. Wissensch., Ph.-

Hist. KL, 1933, 89, 2 plates, which describes the documents as original works of Mani and his disciples

and gives in Coptic five specimens of their contents. This is summarized by Th. Lefort in R.H.E., xxix

(1933), 48G-7.

Of other studies in the religion of [Mani reference may be made to A. V. Jackson, Researches in JilanU

chaeism, Oxford (1932), 25, and to the article Manicheisme in Cabrol-Leclercq, Diet. d\irch. chret., xi

(1932), 1340-1411, with section on Manicheism in Egy'pt (1404-6), A very interesting account of the Mani
discoveries appears in Dora Zuntz, Die koptische Malerei, in Forschungen u. Forstschritte, xi (1933), 262-4,

with two illustrations.

3. Liturgical.

Prominent amongst liturgical works of recent date is I. M, Hanssens, S.J., Institutiones litiirgicae de

ritibus orientalihus, of which two volumes have appeared already, II. De rnissa rituum orientalium. Pars I,

Rome (1930), xl, 514, and III. id. Pars II (1932), xvi, 646, with an Appendix to these two volumes con-

taining indices and versions (1932), 120. Special attention is given to the Coptic rite. Other volumes in

preparation are, I, De ritibus orientalibus universls’, IV. De sacramentis et sacramentalibus rituum orientalium

;

and V. De officio horarurn in ritibus orientalibus.

M. Jugie's article Monophysite (eglise) in the Diet, de Theol. cathoUgue, x, Paris (1929), 2251-306, to

which reference is made below, contains a section (6) dealing with the liturgical life and ritual of the Coptic

Church. A useful manual on oriental liturgies is S, Sala\t:lle, Liturgies orientedes. yotions guierales,

elements principaux. Paris (1932), 218, which includes an account of the Coptic rite. It is one of the series

Bibl. catholigue des sciences rdigienses. Reference should be made also to J. Ziade, Orientate (messe) in the

Diet, de TJwol. cath., xi (1931), 1434-87.

A. M. IvROPP, Die koptische Anaphora des hi. Evang. Matthaus, in O.C,, vii (1932), 111-25, gives a Saridic
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anaphora from Par^ B.X. copte 129-^ Attention should aPo he Aven to E. Peterson, (I) Die alexanthinische

Liturgie hei Kosmas Indikoplen^tei\ in Ephenunde^ Liinnjkne, M (1932), 00-74, and (II) Do/ta, Mnnerciy

Sncrificia, ibid., 7d-7.

Some valuable material is given in the article Me^^c in Cabrol-Leclercq, Diet, d'firelt. ch xi (1933),

513-7/4-, especially in the sections on the Anaphora of Serapion (OUO-12), the mass of the A])n>tolieal

Constitutions (012-22), and the Egyptian rite (734-9). Peferenee may be made to Placido l>e Meester,
Litiirgia Bhantrna. Studi di rdo B[fz., II. vi, Rome (193U), xx'xii— 571, which has bearing on Coptic: re\ie\v

by M. CiRABMAXN in B.Z., xxxii (1933), 34S-54.

On services other than the Eucharist we have O. Burme^ter, Tica servia^ of the Coptic Chn/ch atfubntol

to Peter, bishop of Belmeso, in Mu.Con. XLV (1932), 235-54, the two ser\ ices being that for the ft^asl of SN. TMer
and Paul, and the con-ecration of a font; and the same writer's The Co nous of Chiidodulos, PotCmich of

Alexandria (a.d. 1047-77), in Jloston, XLV (1932), 71-S4. text, traii'^lation, from Paris B.X. arabe 251.

These canons, 31 in number, deal with the liturgy, feasts and fasts, the conduct of the congregation in

church, of the laity towards the clergy, and of the clergy towards the laity. The same writer's The Homilies

or Exhortations of the Holy bVe/j Lectionary. in Museon. xlv (1932), 21-7(^ deaP vith liturgical lection^ trom

Shenoudi, S. John Chrysostom, Constantine of Sint, Peter of Alexamlria, ami Severian of Cabala. A. van

Lantschoot, Le MS. Vatirane copte 44 et le here da chfcme, in Mnsi'ofi, xlv (1932), lSl-234, gives text and

translation of the pontifical rite used in the consecration of the ehrPm,

An interesting stud}^ appears in C. Kopp, Chndje imd Sohinmente di.r kojifischen Kiiche. in Oileutalia

Christiana, xxv (1932), no. 75. It i'^ brietly reviewed in The Month (1932), 509. Other works dealing more or

less directly vith liturgical subjects are: K. Axtoixe, L'orddnation sacerdotnle chez Ics cojjte^ in It.O.C.,

VIII (1931/2), 302-75, and C. DE Clercq, De lifii et a^ci iptiune ritni apnd o/ie/itales c(dhoiico<. in Kphemtruhs

Liturgicae, M. (1932), 473-80. Interesting, but of less direct bearing, is C. Buxxer, Litnrgicol Erajtnenfs on

Gnostic Amulets, in H.T.lh, xxv (1932), 362-7.

4. Literature.

L. Th. Lefort's article La Uttuxiture egyptienne {cf. Jun/md. xvm (1932), 183) is reviewed by A. H. B.

in^.Z., XXXII (1932), 148.

G. Rauschex, Patrologie. Die Schnften Ki/chenvatcr und ihr Leh/gthalt. lU-11 Auflagr. ik uhtarJn ittt

von Berthold Altaner. Freiburg i B. (1931). xx— 441, is the latent edition of the best manual of patristics,

with excellent bibliography. Part 2, eh. i (195-7), deals with the Fathers of tlie Dc'^ert, Paul of Thebes,

Antony, Pakhom, and Horsiesi: eh. ii (208-12) Hesyehius, Serapion of Thmuis, Ammonius of Alexandria,

l)id\Tnus the Blind, the two iMaearii, Evagrius <jf Pontica: Part 3, eh. lii (407-9), Severus of Antioch,

Philoponus. It is reviewed by d. Stmox m Bihlira. xiv (1933), 120-3, who makes additions to the

bibliography, and by B. Reyxoers in liech. dt Th. anc, d im'd,. iv (1932), 208. O. Bardexhewek,

Geschichte der altkircMichen Lifeintnr. 5 Band, Freiburg i B. (1932), xi— 423, deaP witli Seve^u^ of Antioch

(3—5), Timothy of Alexandria (6). Theodore of Alexandria (6-/). iliemPtios, Colluthiis, Theodore (7),

Philoponus (7-S), Ammonius of Alexandria ( 16), Eiilogius of Alexandria (19), and Ulympiodorus of Alexandria

(93). It is reviewed by J. Sniox in Biblica. xiv (1933), 260-3. vith additions to the bildiography.

Hopexer's Index . . . {cf. Journal. XTO (1931), 250) is reviewed by O. Staiilix in Baytr. Bbifiti j. d.

Gymnas.. lx\t;i (1931), 1U6-8.

De Faye, Origine. sa vie. son o nv/c. so pctiCe. iii (1928), 307, is reviewed by H. vox Sodex in I .L.Z.,

L\Ti (1932), 570-2. Here also we may note R. P. Laoraxoe, Le canon d'Hippolyte ct le fragment de Mnratori,

in R.B., XLn (1933), 161-86.

E. P. Karuthaler, Severus von Alexand.. Em vci scholhner gt icchi'<rhcr Schrifidelltr des J] Jahih., is

publPhed in B.S.J., \iu (1931), 327-30.

AV. Erichsex, Faijumische Fraguiente . . . (cf. Journal, xviii (1932), 183), has been reviewed by \\ . Tile

in W.Z.K.M., XL (1932), 320-1.

H. P. Casey, Serapion of Thmuis against the Manichet'^. Harvard Univ, Press (1931), 80, is interesting

as an edition of a vTitcr whose work has so far bccui little accesr^ible. and has a value in its bearing upon the

jManichean sect which recent discoveries have made specially i)rominent.

As the homilies of Severian of Gabala tigurc frecpiently in Coptic translation literature there will be

interest in F. (Avallera, Une nouvelle homtlie icshtaic a Stctrun dc Gabala, in Bull, de ht. ecchs.. Toulouse,

xxxm (1932), 141-2.
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De Vis, Homtlies . . . ,
II (cf. Journal, x'Yn (1931), 249), is reviewed by Th. Lefort in Museon, XLV

(1932), 173-1.

H. PoLOTSKY, Koptische Zitate aus den Acta Pauli, in Museon, XLV (1932), 18-20, gives four Coptic

citations.

Lefort. on Liitirature bohairique (cf. Journal, xviii (1932). 182), receives an appreciative notice by
J. SmoN in Oikntalia, n (1933), 192.

o. History.

(a) Geyieral. H. Glt;di's article Copti in EncycL ItaUane, xi (1931), 331-5, gives a very full and useful

account of the Copts, subject to the limitations of a contribution to an encyclopaedia. The vTiter avoids

committing himseH to a definition of the Muqawqis, '“con lo stesso Ciro o con persona a lui vichia” (332):

why did the Copts become ^luslim? (333): organization, liturgy, beliefs with special reference to survivals

of ancient beliefs in the after life, wages, Coptic language with emphasis on the archaic element in Bohairic

(334), and notes on literature.

On the purely theological side useful material will be found in R. Janin, Les eglises stparees d'Orient

Paris (1930), 198, one of the Bibl. Oath, des sciences relig. series, dealing with the Coptic Church on pp. 171-81

:

and M. Jugie, Monophysiie (eg/Zst), in Diet, de Tlieol. cath., X, Paris (1929), 2251-300, which deals with

(1) the origin of the Coptic Church and its history in outline, (2) its ecclesiastical organization and present

state, (3) its theological literature, (4) its doctrine and belief, (5) discipline and usages, and (0) liturgical

life and ritual, with full bibliography. M. Jugie's treatise Theol. dogmatica . . . (cf. Journal, xm (1927),

254) is reviewed by S. Sala^tlle in Byzantion, Ml (1932), 536-49. Information about the modern Copts
will be found in V. CHE\rREAg Xotes sur les Copies. Les Copies dissidents, in Ximtii de missionihus, n (1929),

170-5.

jStatistica con cenni storici della gerarcliia e dci fedeli di rito orientale, Rome (1932), 576, published by the

S. Congregatione Orientale, is the first '‘annuaire'’ of the uniat churches: it gives the organization of each in

tabular form, short historical introduction, bibliography, detailed statistics: also information about the

separated churches. The first section deals with the Alexandrian rite, Coptic (33-40), and Ethiopic (41-7):

the Uniat Patriarchate is in the hands of an Apostolic Administrator (since 1908), with two suffragan bishops

(Ashmuiien and Medinet Habu), 68 priests, 53 seminarists, and 32,300 faithful.

Strothqiann, Die koptische Kirche in der Xeuzeit . . . (cf. Journal, xatti (1932), 184), is reviewed by
Duensing in T.L.Z., lih (1933), 127-8, and by S. Hoyhnckel in Acta Orientalia, Leiden, xi (1933), 292,

the latter very brief.

A. BE Meyer

—

E. van Cauwenbergh, Diet, d'hist. et de geogr. eccles., Louvain, vi (1932), contains

several articles relating to the Copts, by J. Da'SHD, Bahura, Basura, et Ahuira, mart;vT3 of Eg\q)t (col. 238-9)

;

Banamrn (Panouan)., a diocese of Lower Eg\q)t (474) ; and Barrna, a diocese of Lower Eg\q)t (846) ; by A. van
Lantschoot, Batala (Batkin, Pentelcunon), an Asiatic mart}T honoured by the Copts (1310). Articles with

Coptic interest also appear in Cabrol-Leclercq, Diet, d^arcli. chrG. et de lit., xi (1932), notable Medinet-

Ahou (193, brief), Menas (324-397, passion, remains, cult), Mercure (956-8) ;
also in vol. x (1931), 1390-1411,

Manicheisme (1390—444). An unsigned article Egiqjto on modern Egypt, its geography, historjg etc., appears

in Enciclopedia Universal Illustrada Enropeo-Americana, Appendix IV. Bilbao-Madrid-Barcelona (1931),

713—42. It is supplementary to an article Egipto in vol. xix.

R. \ ANCornT, Pairiarcats, in Aniann, Diet, de Theol. cath., xi (1931), 22.53-97, deals with (1) the formation

of patriarchates, (2) their history from Justinian to 1453, (3) to our own day, and (4) the formation of

secondary patriarchates.

A. Ehrhard, Die Kirche der Martyrer. Hire Aufgaben und ihre Leistungen. Miinchen (1932), xii-{-412.

Of high value: one finds, amongst other things, a survey of the extension of Christianity and of the persecu-

tions in Eg}q)t during the early centuries of the Christian era. It is reviewed by H. D(elehaye) in A.B., l

(1932), 372—4, and by J. Semon in La Terre Wallone, xx^^^[ (1933), 423-5.

J. Kraus, Die Anfange des Christentums in Xuhien (cf. Journal, x\Ti (1931), 250), has been reviewed by
G. Graf in O.C., \t: (1931), 259-60. G. Steindorff, Xuhien, die Xuhier iind die sogenannten Trogodyten,

in Studies presented to F. LI. Griffith (1932), 358-68, is mainly concerned with pre-Christian history. Reference

may be made also to L". M. DE Villard, Xote Xuhiayie, (1) articula, (2) La chiesa melkita di Xuhia, in Aegijp-

ius, xn (1932), 305-16.

C. S. J.\R\T[S, Yesterday and To-day in Sinai, Lond. (1931), xix-r312, devotes a chapter (xii) to the

monastery of St. Catherine.
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COULBEAUX, Hist . , . cZe I Abys^iinie {cf. JouinaU xvi (1030), 2o2), is reviewed by S. Mercer in the

Jewish Quarterly Rei'lew, xxin (1932), 79-Sl.

A. Bludau, Die ayyptischen Llhelli {cf. Journal, xviii (1033), 184), is reviewed bv K. Heussi in T.L.Z..

lto (1932), 21.

Several articles have appeared on St. Cyril and the Council of Ephesus, V. CiRVMEL, Le concile

Le Pape et le Concile, in Echos d'O/ienf, xxx (1031), 203-313; E. Oerlaxd, Le no/nhre des Pires nu concile

d'Ephese, ibid., 334-8, and R. Devreesse, Aprts le Concile d'EpliAe, l.c tefonrde^ orletiiaux a V unite, ibid.,

433—7. M e may note also A. IIiamaxtopoe^los, *H y otKoipevLKij atvobos eV in O^oAoyla Athens, x

(1932), 313—2, and C. PaPADOPOULOS, '0 aytoj /uptAAoj C4Ae^ai’6pe(aj fcal Tj 3^ olKCvyevLKy) avvodo^, ibid.,

333-54.

J, Lamaiayee, "'andlentia eplscopalls" in Zli'lLachen dec Lnlcn Im lonii^chtn Kni'iti rtcht inid in den

Papyri, is published m Acyyptus, xin (1033), 103-2u2.

F. Nau, Im politique matrunonlale de Cyruu, in Maibon, xlv (1032). 1-17, touches on the much debated

problem of the ‘mocp\W(|is'’ and the project of a marrioue between Eudocia and 'Amr.

G. Graf, Die koptlsche Gelehrtenfannlie der Aulad al-'A^sar und Ihr SchljVum, in Orlcnialln, Rome

(X.S,), I (1932), 34-56, 120-148, contains a ureat deal of valuable ma^terial in addition to that already

accessible. The same author's MiUedunytu ztir Chronoloyle des Abu 'l-Bnrnkat, aj)pears in O.C., vi (1031),

246-51.

K. PlEPER, Atlas obis christlnnl antlqul {Aflati zur alien Muslon^- und Kirchtnye’^chicldt), I)u>seidorf

(1931), 63, 17 maps. Map S, Aeyypius et tegloncs 'prnplnquae, shows the bislioprics, monasteries, and chief

centres of religious activity in ancient ChrEtian Eg\'pt : bibliography and index to this map, 32-4. The maps

might be a little fuller.

E. PERCHER, clutilen. Coiicoidanct enlre calendi lers, ParE, (103E), 5S (autograph). A useful work

which will save reference to voluminous concordances. CaUndrler (‘gyptien (coy/fe et itiuopitn) (19-25):

calendrier musnlman (33^5). Appreciation by S. Grlraut in AethiopLca, i (1933), 22, a new periodical

replacing Aelhlops which I understand has now ceased to appear: it is edited in l^iris by S. Greliaut, but

published in Xew York by “The Alma Euan Hyatt Foundation" : first number in April 1933.

(b) Hagiography. A. Saba, Tm juisAone dl San Glnrglo Murtlre In due c(^dlct ddl'A/nbrosian<>, in Aevunt,

vn (1933), 3-22 deals vrith two Latin texts, only the subjcet, so prominent in Coptic marT\Tia, introduco^

an Eg^^tian coimexion. E. Bcdge, St. George of Lydda {rf. Journal, xvi (1930), 252), is reviewed by

I. Hausherr in O.C., XXII (1931), 256-7.

H. Gregoire et M, A. Kegexer, Marc le Dlacre: Vie de Porphyre . . . {cf. Journal, xviii (1932). 184), H

reviewed by G. de Jerphaxiox in O.C., xxni (1931), 170-9, and by J. Lebox in Mum on, xl\ (1932),

J, Smox, Passio S. Abiaham lapicldae ex apographn aethloplro, in A.B., XLix (1931). 313-o2, uives text

with Latin translation and eommentary. This Ethiopic pa.ssion is translated from the Arabic and relate- the

martA-rdom of Abraham the stone-cutter, an Euyptian saint and native of Alin Kurk<;s, who wa^ put to death

at IMinyah by the Muslims at a date not dearly defined. Tlie text is from tlie sole extant manuscript iGris

B.X. d’Abbadie, 179.

A. N- Modoxa, 11 nuovo frawmento di unn redazione vnrlata degll ^-Afti di JmIoio , m Aegyplus^, xii

(1932), 333-8, and Uxkell-Gyllexbaxd in Sllz. Al:., xxviii (1932), b64 (the latter n^xieved b\

Premersteix in Hermes, LXvn (1932), 174-6, and Gnonon, viii (1932), 201-6). The new fragment

deals wdth the so-called heathen martyrs of Alexandria as do the *' Acta Isiflori from P. Loud. 2^8.> uiven

by H. I. Bell in Archiv, x (1931), 5, and does not refer to any Christian martyr.

For monastic saints see below.

{€) Monasticism. A. Boetemy, Une lie InMlfc de Pnnl de Thibet par XlgtUns de Longchampi, is pubhdud

in Rev. Edge de jMl. et d'lad.. x (l'J31). '.131-G. L. vox HriiTUXO, Aufovnv. der Kindedkr. ]nn4,nKk

xvi-E96 (Forsch zur Gesch. des innerkirchl. Lebens, 1. Heft) is a good general study of tlie life of the great

hermit: it is reviewed by H. UuExsixo in T.L.Z., lvi (1331). 201. and by A. Hf.rtf, in TheoL u. (dhube.

A. Boox, Pachomiana Latina (rj. Joiunal. xvm (1932). IS-G). is reviewed y- Lefokt in R.H.h.. xxix

(1933), 128-30; bv P. Oprcxheim in Thenl. Ru'., xxxi (1932), 368-9; by H. Kocu in 2.L.Z., lmi (193-),

391-t; and bv D. de Bkuvxe in Reck, dc Tht'/I. am', d and., iv (19.12). 432.

F HvLiax, 5. Pachomii vitae graecae. Bruxelles (1932). 1U.5--474. Aves a full corpus p.ichoim.imiin.

altogether five lives, the older BoUaiidist m.iterial vitli entirely fresh additional matter. It is reviewed by
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Lefoet in xxix (1933), 424-8, and by P. P. in A.B,, li (1933), 131-3: Lefort draws attention to

the fact that the Greek source saw the day ‘'dans iin milieu qui fut longtemps en contact direct avec le nionde

arabe’’ (428).

P. Halkix, UhiAoire Lausiaque . . , (cf, Jountal, xvi (1930), 251), is reviewed by W. H. Hexgstenbeeg
in B.Z., xxxii (1932), 94-99.

H. Dorries, Jldnchiu.m iind Arbeit, in the Forschungeii zur Kircliengesch. , .
.
{Joh, FicJcer am 12. xi. 1931

ah Festgabe zii s. 70 Geburtstage . . . ), Leipzig (1931), 17-39, is a special study on the use of manual work
in the early monastic communities.

P. Oppenheem, Das MunchsUeid im christl. Altertum, Freiburg i/B. (1931), xiii-r272, 20 pis. and the same
author's SymboUk iind religiose Wertung des 2l6ncliskleides im chr. Altertum, vornelindicli nach Zeugnissen

christl. ScJit iftsfeller der Ostkache, Munster i;M. (1932), xxvi-pl87, have been reviewed, not favourably,

by Lefort in xx\tti (1932), 851-3; L. points out that no reference is made to the Coptic

ujTHii npHUi cy^^^iTCou, TO‘\oiu.ton, toils., thjlx, of the Pakhomian rule: in each work
there is a ‘'presentation tumultuaire'’.

P. Resch, La doctrine ascetique , . . (c/. Journal, x^^lI (1932), 184), is reviewed by Dorries in T.L.Z.,

Liii (1933), 101-2.

H. ViLLAR, La spiritualife des q^iremiers siccles chn'tiens, Paris (1930), 189, is a volume of the Bibl. Cafh.

dcs Sci. Behg. ; ch. v (49-07) deals with ‘'Moines d’Orient. Les maltres du monachisme egyptien.”

W. F. Crum, A Xubian Prince in an Egyptian Monastery, in Studies presented to F. LI. Griffith, Lond.

(1932), 137-8, gives two stories (nos. 32, 33), from a collection of stories about the communities of the Wadi
Habib from Paris arabe 278, 279, Brit. Mus. Or. 8738, and the Ethiopic redaction of Brit. Mus. Or. 768. It

is reviewed, together with Crum's Colluthus . , . (cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 252) b^^ P. P. in A.B., li (1933),

157-9.

A very useful article Monachisme appears in Cabrol-Lecleecq's Diet, d^arch. chret., xi (1933), 1774-1831

(not complete); the earlier sections (1774-1817) treat of the origins of monasticism and the monastic life

in Egypt in some detail.

6. Xon-Literary Texts.

A. A. Schiller, Ten Coptic Legal Texts, X.Y. (1932), xiii-r 103, 6 pis., is a study of texts from Jeme now
in the Metropolitan Mus. of Art, Xew York. This edition gives texts, translations, commentary, and indices.

It has been reviewed by W. E. Crum in Journal, xath (1932), 196-7, by W. Till in W.Z.K.M., xl (1932),

142-3, and by P. P. in A.B., Li (1933), 169-70. The same MviteFs Coptic Law . . . (cf. Journal, XMn (1932),

1 85), is reviewed with the preceding by L. Wex'gee in Archie, x (1933), 288, Avho refers also to Steinwenter's
Proq}osition . . . (cf. Journal, x\in (1932), 185), given in Chron. d'Egypte, \J1 (1932), 153-6. A. Segre,
Tre papiri giurldici inediti, in Studi in onore di Pietro Bonfanto, m (1930), 419-36, deals with a petition of the

exegetes of Alexandria, who ask for the aTToypafr} of the property of Sabina Apollonaria and enclose a cop\' of

her will. This is reviewed by Wilcken in Archiv, x (1931), 93. W. Till and A. Steinwexter, Xeue koptische

P.echfsurkunden, appears in Aegyptus, xm (1933), 305-22, and is based on Schiller's Teyi Coptic Legal Texts.

H. I. Bell, A. D. Xock, and Sir H. Thompson, Magical Texts from a bilingual Papyrus, Brit. Acad.

(1932), 56, 3 pis., shows bilingual (Greek-Demotic) magical texts. It is reviewed by W. T. P. in J.H.S., lit

(1932), 146, by P. Pfister in D.L.Z., Lin (1932), 1165-6, by C. Galavotti in Eiv. di Phil., lx (1932), 541-2,

and briefly noticed in Anc. Egyqjt (1932), 59. S. Eitrem, Varia, in Symbolae Osloenses, xi (1932), 112-14,

gives notes on various magical texts. Eitrem-Amundsen, Papyri Osloenses, II (cf. Journal, x^^I (1931),

251), is reviewed by U. Wilcken in Archie, x (1931), 82-7; by Iv. Peiesenhanz in O.L.Z., xxxv (1932),

554-5; and by \y. Schubart in G.G.A., cxciv (1932), 279-86. A. Z. Aescoly, I.es noms magiques dans les

apocryphes des Lthiopiens, in J.A., ccxx (1932), 87-137, makes comparisons with certain Coptic magical
names. A. S. Hunt, The T1 arren Magical Papyrus, in Studies presented to F. LI. Griffith (1932), 233—40,
deals V ith a Greek papyrus in the Warren collection. A. M. Kropp, A usgewdhlte kopt. Zauhertexte (cf. Journal,
x\'ii (1931), 252), is reviewed by W. Till in W.Z.K.M., xl (1932), 148-51 ; and by W. E. Crum in Journal,
xvm (1932), 115. H. Leclerct^, Magie, appears in Cabrol-Leclercq, Diet. d\irch. chrtt. x (1931), 1067-114,
and has a section referring to Coptic magic (cols. 1100—4). K. Priesendanz, Papyri Graecae Magicae (cf.

Journal, xvi (1930), 253), has been reviewed by W. Baur in T.L.Z., Lvn (1932), 164-5, and vol. ii by
A. Calderini in Aegyqjtus, xii (1932). 80-1

; by \Y Grundel in Hum. Gymnas., xlfc (1933), 59-60; and by
M. Engers in Museum, xl (1933), 120-2.
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H. I. Bell, A Chrhtkni SUh from Qfiu d-Kchtr, in Studies pre'nnhd to F. LL Griffith (1032), 100-201,

with plate, oives a text of 10 lines (in Greek), probably of a.d. 001.

F. Bilabel, Satumflbuch gtierh. Url'nndm aus Aijgjden, 4 Bd. Heidellier^ (1931), vii--lT0, reviewed

by iVI. Hombert in it. Edge de phiL et dVnbL, xi (1032), 140, who deseribes the W’ork as "very useful and

practical”. The same wTiteFs Berichtungdisfe der grifch. Popgi a^nrkuudfu AggpAfOi^ Bd. ii (1031), 145,

is reviewed, together with the preccduiLi. by E. Koesslixo in D.L.Z,, Liii (1032), 1400-1.303. .foiiNsnx-

VAX Hoesex, Papyri in the Puncdoirn Tdiir. CcAkrtion^ Baltimore ( 1031 ), xxiii— 140, is reviewed l>y 11. A.

Saunders in Amer, J. of Arch., xxx^^ (1032), 200, and by H. KoRTEXBErTEL in O.L.Z.. xxxvi (1033), 1.31-2.

H. Frisk, Bankakfen aus dem Fatjnni ndjA andirea Berhntr Pap.. Gutrljor-^ (l‘.i31), 120, 1 pL, dcsaK with

a (Greek) bank roll of about a.d. 1-3-3. It is reviewed by 31. San Xivolo in O.L.Z.. xxxv (1032), 404-0.

S. G. 31ercati, Od'Servazioni sul itdo e 6uUa indikfL di rdcutu papiri mAdfni. in Chron. d'Fgypft. vii

(1932), 133-201, is mainly concerned with British 3Iiis. papyri pul)lL';hed bv Milne and Keiiyon-Bell, and

P. Cairo 44089 (= Copt. 40), an alphabetic hvnnn.

J. SrviON, Repertoire . . . AISS. coptes (rf. JouninU xmii (1032), 180), is reviewed by F. H, Hallolk in

J. Soc. Or. Res., xv (1032), 143. The author has followed thi^ compilation with a Rkpertotrt des hddtothiquks

puhliques et privtes contenant des MSS. dhiopith'^, in R.O.G.. viii (1031 2), 1 <8-08, material which ofttai has

a bearing on Coptic literature.

81, Zanutto, Bihliogrnfia ctiopica. fase. IT, iMu ntt

i

eta)jjiri. Rome (10,12), lOl, 0 facsimiles:

excellent bibliography (for fasc. I. cf. Joiniad, xvil (1031), 2.)0) ;
reviewed by (_». Cerl'LLI in Ont/dt Muih t no.

xn (1932), 412, and by J. Soiox in Oiientalia. n.s., ii (1033), 188-01.

7. PUILOLOOICAL.

H. O. Lange, Ein fad/utnischer Bt'^rhicui ungdeit. in Studies prt>tntrd to F. LL (tnffiifh (10,32), Bil-O,

gives 66 lines of text in the Favvunuc diak-et. If. Till in the same pre.seutation volume writes Zur 1 uhi-

limtion des Koptisehai, ibid.. 181-6. W. Till, Dtr M:,u„flrobd. in i.xvni (l'.»32), li'l-L>, diseusses

some problems raised by Worrell, Coptic Sounds . . . iij. Jounud, x\iii (l.tl~J, ISh).

WT E. C'Em, Dict'iohiinj, Part III { 1632). lti, 2.'>3-401, covers uoy'^'c'-tidh. Part II {rf. .Jotinud, x\]i

(1931), 252). has been reviewed by 8. (Jaselle in Bull. School Or. Sliid., vii (1!>33). 243. an.l briefly by

Lefort in J/«s/oh, xlv (1932). ITlVi: Parts 1 and 11 by H. Hyverxat in the new periodieal .Mhniim. i

(1933), 188-9. of which I have not been able to see a copy.
^ -tv

W. CzERMAK. her Bhi/iluuits . . . (cf. Jouruul, xviii (1932), 186), is reviewed by F. f alke m O.L.Z..

xxxv (193'^) 769-70 O Hel'see, hie Personeii iim/ini . . [rj. .Journnl, xvi (19.10). 25.1), is leciewed In

W.’spiege'lbeec in Gtioino,,. vii (1931). 222. W. Till. Kopt. Chrrbouu.thle (cf. .Joutnal, xvi (1930). 2.-,.-,).

is reviewed bv Lefort in Mu.^eon. xlv (1932). 175: the same nriter s h.uhl.lgmmwatil- (cf. .Jouniol. xMM

(1932), 186), iiv WT E. Crum in W.Z.K.M. (1932). 14ti-7 : by Casklee in Bull. School Or. Stud.. yi (l.Ki.).

1095-6; by J. SIJIOX in Oriental^, ii (1933). 88-9 and by the s.ime vriter m ^ouidlr Bcr. 'Ih otoijiqw. ix

(1933), 90-1.
, . 1- T,

Zyhlaez, hie weroit. Sprache . . . [cf. Journal, xviii {P>32). 186), is reviewed by 1. LI. Griffith in

Jozfrwa?, XATn (1932), 112-13.
i-i

M. A. Murray and D. Pilcher, A Coptic reading book for beginners. Loud. (1J33), loi.

8. Archaeology, Art. Folk-lore. etc.

tH. G. E. White. The monaderies of the Wadi n-yatnln. Part II (ed. by W. Hafskr). X.Y. (1932).

xlivY495, 8 pis. Historv of the monasteries, topography of tlie wady and its yiemity, .Maeanus t he Great

visits of St. Jerome. Palladius, etc. Troubles due to heresies, to barbarian ray, the monastic li e. .Mono-

phvsite schism; Patriarchal seat moved to Abu Makar; the vady un.lcr Musliin rule; 8yruiii Arineman

Ethiopic monasteries. A complete and detailed hiJory. Special reference to litiyical peeiiliarity 3,3 L

W’s tLrv. “it is suggested, then, that the nun of the tnonasteries vas due o the economic r suits o ,

Black Death, a-'-ravatedbv the subscipient famine and plague of 1.L4 (401). L.xcursus. Li irar o

S^•rian Monastm- (439-58). Reviewed by P. P. in A.B.. Ll (1033) iy’-7 ; a very detailec rcyew. a few

d'efects noted (115); by F. C. Bfrkitt in J.T.S., xxxiv (1933), 188-92, and in an unsigned ait.ek in tin

Times Liteiary Supple)nent of 22 June 1933.

C. Schaiidt, Das Kloster de-s Apa Mena, in A

polls) in the Fayyuui, not Kaufmann s ‘ Menas'^^

.Z.. Lxyiil (1932), 90-8, deals with the sanctuary (Apollino

tad\*\ Coptic text of 33 lines (P- Berk 11937. S-9), trails!.'
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notes: contract by actual (new?) nyocTeioc of the monastery- and its *i.iKd.50c or legal representative:

undertaking to perform all the duties of a prior and to abide by the wishes of the brethren: monastery =
Jeme (?) as in another contract (ed. Schmidt, A.Z., 102).

H. Mcnter in Azadian-Hug-Munier, Xofes sur le Ouady MouellaJi, Cairo (Schindler, 1932), from 5m//. cfe

la Soc. RoijaJe de gtogr. d'Egypte, x^Tn (1932), -17-03, 3 pLs., gives notes on the monastery of St. Samuel at

Kalaraiin.

J. Maspero, E. Drioton, Fouilles executtes a Baouit, fasc. i in Mtm. de VInst. franqais, Lix (1932),

xvi— 1S3, describes the site, gives ooO graffiti (ed. Drioton), with indices of names, etc.

W. Hauser, The Christian Necropolis in Khargeli Oasis, in Bull, of the Metrop. Mus. of Art, N.Y., xxvil

(1932), sect. 2, 3S-50, describes various Christian stelae and inscriptions in the place indicated. The Illus-

trated London Nev's of '2 ^lay 1931 gives a photograph of the Khargah Oasis from the air.

The ///M•5/m^e^/ London Xeivs (1931), 11-10, 10 dlust., describes the photographs, etc., in the "‘Liternational

Exhibition of Byzantine Art'’ in Paris: these show paintings of the twelfth to fifteenth centuries from the

Kalala Hills.

C. M. Kauiaiann, Zirei altkoptische Festhrotstempel aus dein Gehiete von Antinoupolis in Oheragypten,

appears in O.C., xxvin (1932), 107-10.

JoH. Georg Herzog zu Sachsen, Neue Streifzilge . . . (cf. Journal, xvii (1931), 253), is reviewed by G. de
Jerphanion in O.C., xx^TII (1932), 231-5.

M. S. Demand, Arabic ivood-carrings of the ninth century, in Bull, of the Metrop, 21 us, of Art, X.Y., xxvii

(1932), sect. 2, 135-7, deals with material on which, no doubt, Coptic craftsmen were employed.

E. Pauty, Bois sculph's . .
. {cf. Journal, xahi (1931), 253), is reviewed by A. J. Butler in Burlington 2Iag.,

IX (1932), 310-17.

G. Duthuit, La sculpture copte . . . {cf. Journal, XMII (1932), 1S7) is reviewed by R. H. in J.H.S., lii

(1932), 328-9, the article supporting Duthuit as against de Villard and Dom Leclerq ; by S. R. in Rev. Arch.,

XXXV (1932), 311-5; by J. H. Schmidt in D.L.Z. (1933), 738-12; and by P. Doncceur in Etudes, ccxiv

(1933), 218-9.

Sir Denison Ross, Art of Egypt throughout the ages {cf. Journal, xvii (1931), 253), is revieived by
Faulkner in Journal, xvin (1932), 113-11, but Avithout reference to Coptic art.

L. Borchardt, Eine Holzschachtel mit Darstellung einer landlichen JSzene in Xuhien, appears in Studies

presented to F, LI. Griffith (1932), 257-62, plates 25, 26, 1 fig. in text.

M. S. Dimand, a recent gift of Egypto-Arahic textiles, in Bull, 2Ietrop. 2Ius. of Art, X.Y., xxto (1932),

sect. 2, 92-6.

R. Peister, Les debuts du vetenient copte. Les premieres soies sassanides, in FJudes ... 5 la munoire de

Raytnonde Linossier, Paris (1932), vii-i-56S, is an important contribution to the history of Coptic textiles.

T. Whittemore, Tiro Coptic Cloths, appears in Studies presented to F. LI. Griffith (1932), 381-7, pis. 59, 60.

The cloths in question belong to M. Jacc|ues Hatossian of Alexandria.

E. Breccia, 2IunicipaHte JAlexandrie. La Musee Greco-Romain (1925-31), Alexandria (1932), 102, 62

pis., makes occasional reference to some Christian antiquities added to the museum; no plate contains

Christian material except some crosses in PI. 38. It is reviewed by A. Calderini in Aegypetus, xii (1932), 272.

D. Cockerell, The development of hook-binding methods. Coptic influence, appears in The Library^

XIII (1932), 1-19, 6 pis. The article is connected with an exhibition of book-bindings of which an account

Avill be found in the London Times of 10 September 1932.

Semaika Pasha, Guide to the Coptic 2Iuscum . . . {cf. Journed, xath (1932), 187), is reviewed by A. J.

Bctler in Burlington Mag., lx (1932), 316-17.

In folk-lore Ave note E. Bonner, Demons of the Bath, in Studies presented to F. LI. Griffith (1932), 203-8,

and H. Lietzmann, Ein christliches Amulett auf Papyrus, in Aegyptus, xm (1933), 225-8. XoteAA’orthy also

in connexion Avith the Takla HaAunanot cult is E. Cerulli, Inin della chiesa (Ge'ez, Text, Trans.,

and notes on Takla HaymrmOt, etc.), in Rii\ Stud. Or., xn (1931), 361-407.

A. Schiller and \V. H. 'Worrell, Tentative Directory of persons interested in Coptic Studies, appears in

Aegyptus xn (1932), 393-404.

I haA'e only just noAV receiA'ed the third Amlume of H. G. E, White and W. Hauser: The Monasteries of

the 0 adi "‘n-Eatrun; Part III. The Architecture and Archaeology, Xcav York (1933), xxxiA’-|-272, 93 plates.

In form and general character this volume obviously maintains the high standard set by its two predecessors

(cf. Journal, xm (1927), 258 and aboA’e), and a cursory survey shoAvs that it contains a large fund of interest-

ing and A’aluable material.
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By MAECUS N. TOD

In the following Bibliography, w'hich continues that for 1929-30 published in this Journal, xatii. 105 ft'.,

I attempt a brief survey of the books and articles publibhed in 1931 and 1932 relative to Greek inscriptions

found in Egypt and Xubia, mentioning also such review's as are likely to be of special assistance in their

study and adding a few notes on inscriptions which, although discovered elsewhere, are concerned wdtli

Egyptological questions.

A fourth volume of F. Preisigke's invaluable ^ammelhuch has been edited by F. Bilabel (Sa)nmflhm:h

griecliischer Urkunden aus Agypten, iv, Heidelberg, 1931). Of the 245 documents, all previously publibhed,

which it contains, 107 are papATi, 27 ostraka and leaden or AAooden tablets, 37 graffiti, and 74 inscriptions

in the narroAv sense: in this last group the two largest classes are formed by epitaphs and dedications

numbering 43 and 17 respectiA'ely. G. Manteuffel's De opvscuUs Graech Aegijpti e papyri^ osfraris lapidi-

husque collectis (Travaux de la Societe des Sciences et des Lettres de Varsovie, Classe i (1930), Xo. 12), coiibibts

of two parts, in the first of Avhich (pp. 1-Ob) the main clashes of opmscida are separately dibcus'-ed, while in

the second (pp. 67 if.) forty-four texts are edited Avith notes and a full apparat)!.^ critkus. All these texts

are derh'ed from papATi or ostraca saA e one, the acrostic poem, painted on a Avail of the temple at Talmis

in the first or second century a.d., recording the A'ision of 5Iandulis A'ouchsafed to the d( curio Maximus and

the short hAunn composed by him in honour of the i:od (pp. 15 f., 198 f.). A chapter of the prolegomena is,

hoAveA'er, devoted to a general characterization of the epigrams—epitaphs, proseynemata, dedications and

hymns—Avhich haA'e siirAUA'ed on stone (pp. 5 If.). W. B. Dinsaiocju's imprcbsive A\ork on 77k Archous e/

Athens in the Hellenistic Age (Cambridge, Mass., 1931), contains many references to Euypt (-^ee Index 1),

s.vv. calendar, Egypt, EgA-ptians), and in particular a long and detailed study of the Macedonian < alendar

in Egypt (Appendix G, pp. 471 if.; cj. W. S. Ferguson, Athenian Tribal Gycles, 132 ff.), which includes a

table (pp. 478 f.) shoAA'ing the XcAv-Year Days, expressed according to the Julian system, of the fiscal, the*

EgAqitian, the Macedonian, and the regnal years from 268 to 188 b.c. Among the inscriptions utilized in this

connexion are that on a Hadra A'ase (O.G./., 36), the Canopus decree {O.G.J .. 56), and the Rosetta stone

(O.G.7., 90): for the references see p. 536. The sections devoted to the Greek inscriptions of Egypt and to

the Christian epigraphy of Egypt in the new edition of A. :^Iau’s C\atalogue of the Library of the German

Institute in Rome Avill be found useful for bibliographical purpo.ses {Kntalog der Bihlioilitk des Dcut'^chni

Archiiologischen Institute in Bom, ii“, bearbeutet A'on F. Matz, 1267 if., 1442).

Among the rich and A'aried contents of the Griffith Fest^schrijt (Studies pre^^ented to F. LL Griffith.

London, 1932), three articles call for notice here. H. I. Bell discusses (pp. 199 if.) a grave-stele of a.d. 6G1,

found at Kuav el-Kebir (Antaeopolis) and noAv preserved in the British IMuscaim, commemorating one

who died '‘on the holy Saturday of Easter at the tenth hour, Avhen the Sunday of the Resurrc^c tion of

Christ Avas daAvning"—a phrase which raises an intere.sting and difficult problem. P. Jouguet devot<>s a

detailed examination (pp. 241 ff.) to the inscription (Sani)nclhuch. 4023) found in tlu* temple of I'-is at

the south-west end of the lake Der-Khelouit, recording the appointment of Pamontekysis as oroXioH]^ of

the goddess in a.d. 200, and to a companion text relating to the same man. J. CAfart callb attention

(pp. 277 f.) to a limestone relief at Bale showing precisely the double ctoami aaIucIi the text of the

Rosetta decree (O.G.I., 90) describes as occupying the place of honour on the vad? containing the btatue

of Ptolemy V.

'W. Peek has undertaken the task of editing a collection of Greek epigrams prcbcrAcd on stone AAhich

have come to light since the appearance of G. Iv.aibel s classic Epigrammaia Graeca (Berlin. 18 < 8), and has

published five neAV inscriptions of this class, three of Avhich (including one in dialogue form) are in the

Museum at Alexandria and tAA'O in that at Cairo (Bull, Soc, Arch, d Alex., atit, o3 ff.). He has aBo dealt

with a considerable number of epigrams previously published, oifering iicav readingb, restorations, or

Bb
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interpretations, as shoTm in the table below (in which H. = Hermes; B. — Bull, Soc. Arch, d'Alex,;

Sam, = Preisigke-Bilabel, Sammelhuch griechischer Urhinden; Breccia = E. Breccia, Catalogue du Musee

dWlexandrie: Iscrizioni greche e latine, Cairo, 1911; Milne = J. G. JMilne, Catalogue du Musee dit Caire:

Greek Inscriptityns, Oxford, 1905; Botti = G. Botti, Catalogue des monuments exposes au Musee greco-romain,

1900; LB.M, ~ Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum),

P. Roussel has pointed out (Rev, tt. gr,, xlv, 230 f.), that in several cases Peek’s suggestions had been

anticipated by other scholars, and it may be added that Peek has assigned to Egypt (Hermes, Lxvi, 317)

an epigram (Sammelhuch, 5873) which in reality comes from C^Tene (A.J,A,, xvn, 161 f.).

Reference. Provenance. PeePs discussion.

Sam. 4312 Schedia (Kom el-Ghizeh) H. Lxvr, 321 f., Lxvn, 131

5829 Terenuthis H. LXvr, 317 ff., 336, Lxvn, 130 f.

6160 Tell el-Yehudiyah H. 319 f., 336, Lxvn, 131

6178 „ H. lxat:, 320 f., Lxra, 131

6699 Terenuthis
i

B. \Yn, 62

Breccia 219 Alexandria H, Lxvi, 323

279
1

H, i^xvi, 322 f.

320
'

H. LXVi, 323 ff., LXvn, 131

321 ? H. LXVI, 334 f

.

322 H. lx\t:, 325 S,

323 ' Schedia H. LXVI, 321 f., LX\Ti, 131

326 Alexandria ? H. LXVI, 335

Botti, 540, Xo. 11 B. vm, 60

jMilne 9203 Hassaia H. LXVI, 327 fi., 336, lxvh, 131 f.

9204 99 B. vm, 60 f.

9205 97 B. vrn, 61

9224 Alexandria B. ^^II, 61 f. ; If. LXVI, 334, note 1

9253 Tell el-Yehudh^ah : B. vm, 62

9267 Alexandria B. vm, 62

9290 Meliawi B. vm, 62

l.B.M. 1084 Xaucratis H. LXVI, 331 ff., Lxvn, 132

Rev. ep., I. 145, Xo. 4 Egypt (now at Braunsberg) H. LXST, 333, Lx^m, 132

Xo. 5 ' H. LXVT, 333 f.

In his full and admirably illustrated survey of the activities and acquisitions of the Alexandria Museum
during the year 1925 to 1931 (Le Musee Greco-Romain 1926-1031, Bergamo, 1932; cf. Boll, fil, class,, K.s.,

in, 35 fi.) E. Breccia includes thirty-two inscriptions added to the Museum during that period. Five of

these—a base of a statue of Zeus Helios, a fragmentary dedication in honour of the prefect MagiusMaximus,

a votive to Helios Sara pis, a mutilated epigram, and a Christian grave-inscription—come from the excava-

tions of the Iseum and Serapeum at Canopus (pp. 18 ff.), while twenty-two are Alexandrian epitaphs

—

seven from Mustafa Pasha (pp. 21 f., PI. x), thirteen from the great necropolis of Hadra (pp. 24 ff..

Pis. xii, xiii, xvi), and two from the western cemetery (pp. 35 f.). Other acquisitions include an interesting

altar, or votive basis, brought to light in a trial excavation in the district of Maryut. bearing in relief

figures marked by the legends Trpoxp^la, dypos, and y^ovyla together with a stiU undeciphered text (pp. 57 f..

Pi. xxxvi), a fragment of a statuette found by G. W. Murray among the ruins of a small temple, 35 km.

south of el-Dab‘a in Marmarica inscribed with a dedication to Isis (pp. 58 f. ; cf, G. W. Murray, Journal,

xvn, 82), a bronze cross, dating from the fifth or sixth century a.d., discovered by Prince Omar Toussoun

in the Oasis of Dalla, about 500 km. south-south-west of Alexandria (p. 59, PI. xxxviii), an inscription

of the Ptolemaic period honouring a Macedonian who had been gymnasiarch “for the seventeenth year”,

found by illicit digging at Mendes or Thmuis (p. 68), and a mosaic from the latter site signed Sd}<j>iXos iiroUt

(p, 65, Pis. A, liv). Elsewhere also (Bull. Soc, Arch. d'Alex., vn, 276 ff. ; cf. Rev. et. gr., xlv, 229 f .) Breccia

publishes recent accessions to the Museum, to the growth and development of which he has made an

invaluable contribution. These comprise, in addition to some items to be mentioned below, (a) a stele,

acquired at Cairo, bearing a dedication of 94 b.c. to the crocodile god, ZoKV€[7r]Tvv€L Occoc fieydXwL pcydXon,

erected in honour of PtolemyX Alexander and indicated as tottoj tc6v to i (Iro?) i<f)r}^€VK6Ta)v rrjs Ilapaipdrov
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alpea€0}s (pp. 277 ff.)? provenance is probably Kom el-Baragat (Tebtunis), from vhich comes also a

simple epitaph (p. 200); {b) a votive basis of uncertain provenance, dating from the second or first century

B.C., dedicated ^A<}>pohLT7iL 'AKpaiai \ApaLv6riL (p. 280); (c) a curious record on a statuc-base from Bahnasa,

telling how a certain 67]Gavpo(i>vXa(, dvayKaaS^ls vtto tov Trarpos avrov i^aTTwa dTTohrjpijaai, rjy^paXiudri (p. 288);

(d) three short epitaphs from Hadra, and one from Korn el-Ahmar dated in the thirty-second year of

Augustus (pp. 288 ff.); (e) a circular bone tessera and a Latin epitaph from Hadra (p. 291), and (/) the

epitaph of an Alexandrian deacon, found 5 km. south-west of Abu Mena (pp. 292 f.). In the same article

Breccia describes a rectangular gold leaf, alleged to have been found at Hadra, inscribed paoLXevs

UroXeixaZos ^aaiX^ws nroX€p.aiov Kal BaaiXLGarjs B€p€VLK7]s deojv evepyeredv
^

Ad)poPL'n]L OvpaviaL^ and the base of a

statue of queen Arsinoe erected at Canopus by a priest of the Nile (pp. 27b f.). In SUzungsh. Bed. Akad.,

1932, 812, A. Wilhelm restores the last two lines of an Alexandrian epigram [Sammelbuch, iSlo), and in

npaKTLKa TT]s 'AKahrjplas *A6t]vcov, VI, 333, discusscs two short inscriptions found between Silsilis and Hesch.'in,

in which the name ^ApTaTrdrrjs appears {Sammelbuchy 244 f.).

The excavations conducted in 1931 by Sarny Gabra in the necropolis of Touna el-Gebel (Hermoiipolis

Parva) resulted in some interesting epigraphical finds, published by P. Graindor {B.I.F., xxxii, 97 fi.

;

cf. A. Brouwers, Eev. Beige, xi, 959 f.). Among them are two perfectly preserved poems in elegiac

couplets painted on the tomb of Isidora, who in the second century a.d. was drowned in the Kile and so

became assimilated to Isis and also, it would appear, to one of the seasons. The verses betray, in Graindor s

view, evidences of familiarity with the poems of Callimachus. A third epigram, painted on another tomb,

is less well preserved and teems with orthographical, grammatical, and metrical errors. The remaining

items are a prose epitaph of the second century a.d., two curious ‘'square words a dedication to Isis

an ostracon bearing a receipt, and three names painted on vase-handles.

We have seen above that Peek has discussed three epigrams from Tell el-\ehudiyah (Leontopolis).

One of these [Saramelbuchy blbO) has also received detailed treatment from A. I\ ilhelm in a valuable

article devoted to a series of iascriptions, for the most part metrical, relating to doctors {Jahreduftp. xxvii,

Beiblatt, 89 ff.). A fresh epigram, apparently from the same cemetery, recently acquired in C<iiro for the

Alexandria Wiiseum, has been published by M. Kor'^a {Bull. Soc. Arch, d*Alex., vii, 243 if.) : it dates from the

first century B.c. or a.d. and takes the form of a dialogue between the reader and the dead Ai>iiioe, vho

w’ould appear to have been a Jewess. A. Momigliano stresses the pagan character of its language and thought,

to which he knows no parallel in any Jewish epitaph of the Greco-Roman period {Aegiiidus. xn, 171 f.).

P. Perdrizet has published a basis in blue faience, of unknown provenance, now in the Cairo Hu^?eum:

it was dedicated about a.d. 200 to some divinity, probably Xemesis-Isis, by a diiplicarius. a soldier rccei\ ing

double pay (An??. Seri\y xxxi, 25 fi.).

Three recent accessions of the Alexandria ^luscum were acquired at iVIedinot el-i‘a\\um (L. Breccia,

Bull, Soc. Arch. d'Alex.y vii, 280 if., 29(9- In one to TrXijOos rdv iv 'AXe^avhpdat rijs ^epaTretay honours a

certain Ptolemaeus tov avyy€i’i] Kal arparTjyov KUL e^i]y7]T7ji> tov HpawoiTov at some unknown date Liter than

the reign of Ptolemy V, while the second, dated 1 b.c., records the permanent inalienability of a ot]k6s and

the surrounding propertv, and the third is a simple epitaph. L. Pezopuclos has dist iis&ed an epigram

{S.E.G.y n, 874) found in the Layyum {Bi/z.-yeugr. Jahrb.. vni, 184 tf.), together with another whose

provenance is not specified (G. Arvanitakis, Quelgues inscriptions grecques intdites, Cairo, 1904, p. 12 f.,

Ko. xi). A circular altar of iiummulitie limestone, found at Ashmunen (Hennoupolis iMagna) and now^

preserved in the Alexandria ^luseum, bears the w’ords ^aoiXiojs TJroXcpaiov in letters not later than tliL carl^^

second century B.c. {Bull. Soc. Arch, d Alex., 279 f.).

To Gr. Klaffenbach w’C owe a careful edition of an interesting, if puzzling, dedication to I:^is bdonging

to the second century a.d., inscribed on a base found at Slhkh 'Abade (Antinoopoiis) and now in private

possession in Berlin {Archiv, x, 215 f.). E. Breccla draws attention to an article published by J. Masrero

in 1915 on some inscriptions from Denderah, and gives a facsimile of one, now in the Alexandria Museum,

honouring a distinguished official wffio was one twv eV Tilit Movodwi atTovpivo^v dr^XCiv {Bull. Soc. Arch. dAlex.,

ATI, 293 f.). Four texts discovered by Reisner in his excavations at Coptos have also found their way to the

same Museum {op. cii., ati, 284 ff.). One is in honour of an iTriorpaTTjyos of the Thebaid, the second of an

Alexandrian whom it describes as dpxoyTa yevogevov ^rfy-qn^Vy the third, dated October 12, a.d. 22-, is a

dedication for the safety and victory of Severus Alexander, and the fourth is a votive altar, erected on

October 4, a.d. 159, FiatSi pvptwvvp[(VL] Oedi peylarqi dvavewOeloT^L Kotttcitujv.

A dedication of the second or third century a.d., discovered at Medamud in the course of the excavations
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carried on by the French Institute of Oriental Archaeology, has been studied in detail by P. Jouguet with

the assistance of M. I. Rostovtzeff (BJ.F., xxxi, 1 cf. Rostovtzeff, Gesellschaft und Wirtschaft im

rom. Kaiserreich, i, 131, 302, Sioria economica e sociale delVimpero romano, 181 f. ; Bev. Arch., xxxn, 351;

Archil', X, 160). The text runs thus: ArjTOL 6€a ficylarr) {perhaps the Egyptian Rait-Taoui)
[

AlXia *IaiBd>pa

Kal .t4iA/[a]
]

'OXvfjLTrias ixarpcovai
|

aroXdrai, vavKXripoi >fa[t
jj

® €p.7To]poL ipvdpaiKal a/x[a
j

'
Aj7roXivapi(p

j

errap-

^[cp ]? ’OAupImaSoj Arat
|

dpL<f>oT€pojv
1

1

dv^dr^Kav . Rosto^i:zeS restores the latter part of the

inscription thus: ap[a
|

avv AlXl<p ’AJiroAtvapiip
|

irrdpx[q) KXdacrqIs, *OAup|7rtd3os /cat [*/(7tSa»pas]| dp,<l>or€pcov

[dSeA^cp], dveOrjKav [in dya9^], and regards Apollinaris as prefect of a detachment of the Roman
fleet. Jouguet accepts this restoration, though not without misgivings, and suggests as a possible

alternative in 11. 7—9 dvBpl t-^]? ’OAu/xjmdSos' koI [Kvpiq) rdiv]
[

dp(f>or€pwv [dS€X(l>cov^. P. Gkaixdor {B.I.F.,

xxxi, 31 f.) proposes to delete the comma after fcAdacnj]? in RostovtzefF's version and to insert it after

[’/caStopa?], seeing in Apollinaris the commandant of the trading flotilla of Ohunpias and Isidora, and also

to substitute [/ci'pioj] ^^r [dSeA(^<p] ; with this view* J. Stroux agrees, though he would restore .^liA/a]? in

place of ArAdo-o?;]? {op. cit., XXXI. 32). Finally, A. Wilheoi restores 11. 7-10 as follows: indpxlp} vnip ttJ]?

^OXvp}mdhos Kal [’/(7iSd)pas-]j dpcfioripajv [ocor-qpLasyi'^^^ dvidrjKav [in' dyad (11 1932,25 ff.). JoCGUET
further devotes an article {Melanges Glotz^ n, 493 If.) to some unpublished graffiti cut in the rock of the

mountain of Kurnah, near Thebes: one of these, apparently of the second century a.d., runs ^rapd twv

Ocwv p^ydXojv iv lepd nirpa, and there are also three npouKvvrjpaTa and an oracle of Amenothis. F. Hiller

vox Gaertkixgex proposes t\vo modifications in Wilhelm’s restoration of a Theban inscription (A rcAir, x,

17 f. ; cf. JouniaU x\txc, 106).

A large slab of limestone, sent from Aswan to the Alexandria Aluseum and published by E. Breccia

{Bull. Soc. Arch. d'Alex., vn, 291 f.), records the rebuilding of a wall on the island of Philae, probably in the

seventh or eighth century.

To W. Ruppel we owe a careful publication of the Latin and Greek graffiti and inscriptions of the temple

of Dakke in Xiibia {Les Temples immerges de la Muhie: Der Tempel von Dalcke, m, Cairo, 1930): these are

for the most part npocKwripara or tituli memoriales and of those in Greek 46 are here published for the first

time. The actual texts are preceded by a general survey of the material under the following heads—script,

structure of the prosejmemata, language, names and status of the WTiters, dates, administration, military

data and cult. L^. AIoxxeeet de Villard has published a fragmentary Christian inscription from Nag‘

esh-Shekh Sharaf (Alaharraka) in Xubia {Ann. Serv., xxxi, 17).

L. Robert has shown {Rev. et. gr., XLV, 201 fi.) that a votive inscription copied by T. Wiegaxd at

Sm%una {Ath. Mitt., xxxm, 156, No, 14), and on his authority attributed to Thyatira {I.G.Rom.. 1190),

came in reality from Egypt to the Museum of the Evangelical School at Sm^una (Mover. Kal Bl^XioOt^kt], i, 85,

Xo. 60) and thence found its way to Braunsberg Academy {Rev. e'p.. i, 144, Xo. 3). To two other Eg}T)tian

texts in the Braunsberg collection reference has been made above. A. Jacoby gives a full account (Arc^. /.

Rel., xxATn, 269 ff.) of a gnostic” amulet in the Berlin Museum {Aiisfilhrliches Verzeichnis der dgypt.

Altertumer, Berlin, 1894, p. 296, Xo. 9865), completing the text and adding a detailed discussion, with

ample parallels, of all the component elements of the inscription.

I have noticed but few references to Egypt and to Eg\^tian cults in inscriptions found elsewhere in the

Greco-Roman world. P. Roussel's valuable article on the Kvinriyoi in the Hellenistic and Roman periods

{Rev. et. gr.. XLm, 361 fi.) deals first with the Kwi^yol who found a special corps in the Ptolemaic army, and

in this connexion discusses an inscription from Citium in C;\^rus {O.G.I., 20). 0. Marucchi has published

a curious epitaph in the Eg\^tian Museum of the Vatican, commemorating one who had formerly been a

beneficiarius of the prefect of Egypt {Rendic. Pontif. Accad., ser. Ill, \t:, 43 ff.). The remarkable discoveries

made in the wueck of an ancient vessel located off Mahdia on the Tunisian coast include an inscription dated

363-2 B.C., consisting of a decree followed by an enumeration of the gifts made by the Athenian people

to the sanctuary of Ammon in the Piraeus, in which the stone itself was originally erected {Rev. et. gr., XLr\^,

292). Unfortunately the text of this valuable document has suffered so severely from its long submersion

that it has not yet been sufficiently deciphered to warrant its publication.

Among a group of texts published by D. Evaxgelides are a thank-offering to Sarapis in the Museum of

Chios {'Apx. AeXrlov, XI, napdpr. 27, Xo. 10), a dedication to Apollo by 0dcovo5 Kavionings in the Museum
of Vathy (Samos), and a slab recently discovered in the same island bearing the inscription 'Apaivor^s <PiXah€X<f>ov

{op. cit.. XI, napdpr. 31 f., Xos. 2, 4 ; c/. W. OxTO, Kulturgeschichte des Alterturns. 113). For the Egyptian cults

at Delos see W. A. Laidlaw, A History of Delos, 223 ff.
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The removal of the Society’s offices to 2 Hincle Street, Manchester Square, W.I., was

effected in June. In these new quarters the Society has for the first time adequate accom-

modation for its books, and it is hoped that the reading-room soon become a recognized

centre of work on Egyptology and kindred subjects. The Library Committee hopes that

some of the books most urgently needed may be purchased, if funds permit, and the list

of periodicals now taken extended. Exchanges of periodicals might be of considerable

benefit not only to the Society but also to those institutions willing to enter into such

an arrangement.

An exhibition of the results of last season’s excavations at Tell el-‘Amarnah was hehl at

the Architectural Association in Bedford Square, by the courtesy of the Council, from June

25 to Julv 22. A large number of visitors was attracted and a considerable amount of

interest was aroused not only by the l)eauty of the finds but also by the architectural features

of the work, particularly among the members of the Association. Besides the objects them-

selves, excellent casts of those retained by the Cairo Museum were shown, the quartzite

head in particular arousing enthusiasm. The success of the exhilution was due largely to

the excellent arrangement of the room by Messrs. Lavers, Gherman, and Brasch, who were

indebted to the staff of the Association for inucii assistance.

Two lectures were given l^v Mr. Peiidlebury in connexion with the exhibition. The first

was delivered at a general meeting of the Architectural Association on July 11, and dealt

with the general problems of 'Amarnah architecture. I he second, dealing specifically with

the last season’s work, was given in the Royal Society's rooms in Burlington House on

September 13.

Next season’s work, it is hoped, will begin on l)ecem])er 1. The primary olqect of tlu‘

expedition will be to re-examine the Sanctuary of the (Treut Xeinple, luit fit*sh giound vill

be broken in the Central City round aiiout the Record Office and the other pidilic luiildings.

The continuance of the excavations has been made possible hy a further donation from the

Brooklyn Museum,

Dr. Gardiner reports on the Abydos work as follows:

“The copying of the temple of Sethos I has made progress in spit(‘ of sundry mishaps.

The three members of our staff. JIiss Calverley, Mjss Lioome, and ]\li. Little, aim<d at

Abydos at the end of November, but owing to various causes it was only i\Iiss Broome who

stayed there continuouslv until camp was closed dovn at the end of Apiil. In Januai\ JIi^^

Calverley had to go to hospital in Cairo for treatment of sinus trouble following upon in-

fluenza. Mr. R. Lavers spent most of Eebruaiy at Abydos making a plan of the temple ior

inclusion in our first volume. In the middle of Jlarch an end vas put to ^Ii. Little s vork foi

the season by a verv severe attack of typhoid, from vhich he has now happil} ieco\eit‘d.

Operations this year were concentrated uiion the inner Osiris hall and the three small cham-

bers leading out of it. Miss Calvtulev and Miss l>ioonie weie mainl\ engaged m making

paintings, but only five w'ere completed, owing to tiie large size and wealth of detail in tlu

scenes chosen. ]^[r. Little was engaged in touching Ui) photographic enlargi'inents and making
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tracings from photographs and hne drawings. Thus the third volume of the series is well

on its way. The two preceding volumes are practically complete, and the first will be ready

for distribution in the course of this autumn.”

It may be added that the title of the work is The Temple of Setlios I at Ahijdos, and that

the price of vol. i will be £5 to the public and £4 to members of the Society and subscribing

libraries.

In conjunction with the University of California, the Society will shortly publish The
Tebtunis Papyri, vol. iii, pt. 1, edited by Professor A. S. Hunt and Professor J. G. Smyly.

This volume, which will be the twenty-tliird of the Society's Graeco-Roman Memoirs, will

be distributed gratis to members of the Graeco-Roman Branch, and wdll be on sale at the

price of 28s. (post free) to other members of the Society and to subscribing libraries. The
Society will not be able to supply this volume to the general pubhc. Orders for copies from
members and subscribing hbraries, other than those enrolled in the Graeco-Roman Branch
and thus entitled to receive the volume without charge, should be sent to the Secretary.

The City of Ahhenateii II will be published in the autumn. It contains the results of the

excavations in the North Suburb and the Desert Altars at Tell el-‘Amarnah from 1926 to

1932. It contains eighteen plans, one coloured plate, thirty-nine half-tones, and eight figures

in the text. Mr. J. D. S. Pendlebury is the author, and there is also a chapter by H. W.
Fairman. The price is to be 425.

In the matter of publication the year promises to be a notable one in the Society's history.

In addition to the works already mentioned it will see the publication of the Cenotaph of
Seti I at Abydos. This work, which is, indeed, already available, forms the report on the

excavations of the Society begun in 1913 and completed in 1930 in the building formerly

known as the Osireion. It is in two quarto volumes, and is written by H. Frankfort with

chapters by A. de Buck and Battiscombe Gunn. The price is 525. 6d. to the pubhc and
375. 6d, to members of the Society if ordered through the Secretary.

The University of Oxford sees a great change this year in the retirement of Professor

F. LI. Griffith from the Chair (originally a Readership) which he has occupied for so long.

Fortunately Oxford is not to lose him, for though he will discontinue most of his teaching

work he is to be no farther away than Boar's Hill, where his house and library will certainly

continue to be as active a centre of work and as favourite a meeting-place of Egyptologists

as his earlier home in Norham Gardens. We may rest assured that he has not retired to

a life of mere leisure, for he looks forward to the opportunity of having more time free for

his own research, and his promised work on the Demotic Graffiti of Philae is already in an
advanced stage of preparation.

The Readership rendered vacant by his retirement has been filled by T. Eric Peet,

formerly Professor of Egyptology in the University of Liverpool. The Chair of Egyptology
thus left vacant in Liverpool is still to be filled.

By a curious coincidence a long and notable chapter in the history of Egyptology was
also closed in London this summer, when Professor Sir W. M. Flinders Petrie retired from
the Edwards Chair of Egyptology at University College. He has not, however, completely
severed his connexion with the College, for he remains Honorary Curator of the Egyptian
Collection in the Edwards Library for the purpose of completing the catalogue.
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Professor Petrie s place has been taken by S. Pi. K. Glanville, Laycock Student in Egypto-
logy at W orcester College. Oxford, lately Assistant Keeper in the Department of Egyptian
and Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum, ydio has been appointed Reader hi Egypto-
logy as from the beginning of the October Term.

Dr. H. Frankfort, \yho for some time directed the Society's excayations in Egypt, has
been appointed Professor in the Archaeology and History of Die Ancient Near East at the
University of Amsterdam. He yill continue to excavate for the Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago, but will lecture at Amsterdam during one month on the way out and
again on the ^^ay back. He has further been appointed Research Professor in Oriental
Archaeology in Chicago.

We congratulate Sir Herbert Thompson on his election to be a Fellow of the British
Academy.

Professor P. E. Xewberry has resigned his Chair of Egyptology in the Egyptian Univer-
sity. He is succeeded by Dr. H. Junker, Director of the German Archaeological Institute in

Cairo.

Our contemporary Ancient Egypt, issued by the British School of Archaeology in Egypt,
the only other Egyptological journal published in this country, is to enlarge its scope under
the altered title of Ancient Egypt and the East. Its field will thus include the whole of Asia.

Sir Fhnders Petrie will share the Editorship Avith Professor Margaret Murray and Mrs.

Mackay.

On the occasion of Ins seventieth birthday Dr. Ludwig Borchardt has had the happy
thought of presenting his friends and acquaintances w ith a volume of studies from his owui

pen entitled AUerhand Klehiigkeiten. The variety of its contents is a striking testimony to

the width of his interests in tlie Egyptological field.

W^e had hoped to review' in this number no few*er than three publications of the Metro-

politan Museum of Art, Xew' York, namely X. de Garis Davies’s Tomb of Xeferhotep, H. E.

W^inlock’s Tomb of Queen Meryet-Amfin. and Caroline Ransom WTlliams’s The Decoration of

the Tomb of Per-neb. Unforeseen events have made it necessary that these review's should be

held over until the next number. This, how'ever, makes it the more necessary to take this

opportunity of congratulating the Trustees of the Metropolitan Museum on the speed with

w'hich they are now' bringing out the results of their long years of excavation and tomb-

copying at Thebes, of assuring them of the satisfaction w'hich students of Egyptology

regard the appearance of these extremely important Avorks, and of expressing the hope that

the present speed may, if it cannot be accelerated, at least be maintained.

Taa'o neAV periodicals have made their appearance in the Egyptological field during the

present year. The first is Egyptian Beligion, described as a quarterly dealing AA'ith the religion

of ancient Egypt. It is published under the Alma Egan Hyatt Foundation, and edited by

Samuel A. B. Mercer, Trinity College, University of Toronto. The other is Mizraini. described

as a “Journal of Papyrology, Egyptology, History of Ancient LaAvs, and their Relations to

the Civilizations of Bible Lands”. It is edited by Professor Nathaniel Julius Reich. The

Editorial Forew'ord makes it clear that the journal will consist mainly of the publication of

documents on papyrus. The first issue, AA'hich constitutes vol. i, dated 1933, is in great part
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devoted to a study by Professor Reich of three demotic contracts from the Serapeum now in

the possession of the New York Historical Society. We hope to review this volume in our

next number.

On the eve of going to press we have received a copy of a volume by Professor J. H.

Breasted entitled The Oriental Institute, It forms voL xii of the TJniversitij of Chicago Survey.

It contains an account of all the activities, in exploration, excavation, research, and publica-

tion, of the Oriental Institute of Chicago. The book has 455 pages, with over two hundred

illustrations, and is an impressive testimony to the magnitude and the success of the Insti-

tute’s ‘'organized endeavour to recover the lost story of the rise of man”.

The following information, which will not be wholly news to those who attended the

Leiden Congress, is taken from a letter, dated May 20, received from Mr. W. F. Edgerton of

the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, in answer to an inquiry. Mr. Edgerton is

working on the production of a Demotic Dictionary based partly on material collected by

Spiegelberg. The latter, about two months before his death, actually began the writing of a

Kleines Demotisches Wortcrbuch, intending to proceed later to a more monumental work

already planned. Mr. Edgerton, who had agreed to help him in both these projects, is taking

over the whole of the material, and hopes to be at work on the smaller dictionary early in

1934, and to devote possibly two years to its completion. He will then stiirt work on the

larger project, which, he estimates, may take from fifteen to twenty years to accomplish.

Clearly a dictionary of demotic is one of the most urgent needs of our science, and its

appearance will open the study of demotic to many who have not felt the courage to come to

close quarters with it in the absence of a dictionary and even, until recently, of a grammar.

The eventual publication of the major work will be a fitting tribute to the memory of its

originator, who amidst the constant strain of producing work of the highest quality found

time to do so much to smooth the path of the beginner both in demotic and Coptic.

Professor Campbell Bonner, LMiversity of Michigan, writes:

“In his necessarily brief mention of a paper of mine in the last Bibliography of Greek

Papyri (Journal, xix, 73) my friend Professor Nock has departed slightly, and certainly

unintentionally, from the usual practice of a bibliographer. Without givingmy interpretation

of an object published by me, he offers one of his own, and one which, as it happens, I cannot

accept. In Harv. Theol. Bev., xxv (1932), 362-7, 1 gave a description of two amulets belong-

ing to the British Museum, the second of which (No. 56260), a Chnubis stone, is inscribed, as

Mr. Nock has it, ‘with the phrase vScop Sufjy] dpros Treivij Ttvp pcyoi, which is presumably a

series of dSvvara'. The accents are his, and that is all he tells of the inscription. It is an

interesting view of the words, but it is his, not mine. As his accents indicate, he takes the

second, fourth, and sixth words to be verbs. I took them all as nouns, the second of each pair

in the dative case, assuming an uncommon but not unknown error, ot for €t, in the last.

They seemed to me to make a litany-like triad of praises of Chnubis, ‘Water for thirst, bread

for hunger, fire for cold’
;
and I cited some fairly apposite parallels.

“Those who incline to Mr. Nock’s interpretation should, I think, be prepared to show the

appropriateness of a series of dSvvara on an amulet of this kind, and, further, they must face

a difficulty in the language. One would naturally expect an inscription on such an amulet

to exhibit Koine forms ; but in the Koine, the verbs Supdoj and rreivdoj contract in a, not in y
as in Attic. The following illustrations are in point: Deut. xxv. 18; Prov. xxv. 21; Isa.

xxix. 8; John vii. 37 ;
Rom. xii. 20; 1 Cor. xi. 21 and 34; Phil. iv. 12; Epist. Barn. x. 3. If
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it were possible to hold that Attic intiuonce persisted in the case of this inscription, con-

sistency would lead us to expect the Attic ptyw rather than pr/ot.”

The Director of the British Museum asks us to publish the following notice ‘‘in order to

save disappointment to Egyptological or Assyriological scholars seeking to make use of the

British Museum collections during the period in which they will Ije unavoidably out of use”

:

An extensive scheme of reconstruction on the northern wing of the British i\Iusoum will

invoh'e the closing of all tla^ rooms on the upper floor in the I)epartment of Egyptian and

Assyrian Anticphties, save the First, Second, and Third Egyptian Booms. The obji^ets from

these exhibition galleries will for the most })art have to be packed away, and will be inacces-

sible until the reconstruction is completed. The attention of scholars is reqiuMed to this

point, and they are informed that these galleries will be shut on October 1.

This reconstruction will also necessitate the demolition of the })resent ^^tudeiits' Boom.

It is hoped to provide temporary accommodation elsewhere, so that scholars may have

access to tablets and papyri; but this work will take several months. The Students’ Boom
will be shut as from [Monday. October Bb 19oo

;
a statement as to reopening may, it is hoped,

be made in the British Press in March, 19oT.
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The Metropolitan Museinn of Art, Egijptiayi Expedition. The Monasteries of the M'ddi Xatriin. Part II.

The History of the Monasteries of S ifria and of Scetis, by Hugh G. Evela^n White, edited by Walter

Hauser, Xcw York, 1932, fo. pp. xli\' and 49o with eight plates. $15.00.

The late 3Ir. Evehai White's vast work on the Western Monasteries of Lower Eg^’pt will be completed

in three parts or volumes, of which the first appeared in 1920 and contained the new fragments of Coptic

texts which he himself obtained amid appalling discomforts in a final gleaning of the library in the Monastery

of St. ^Macarius, edited, after the author’s lamentable death, by Crum and Winlock. The second is the

present volume on the History, and the third, devoted to the Architecture and Archaeology, is to be produced

under the care of the same editor. When one considers what Evel^m AVhite accomplished in regard to this

group of monasteries, one realizes W'hat he might have done for the other great monastic groups in Hpper

and Lower Eg\3)t had his life been spared. His industry and enthusiasm in the collection of material Avere

inexhaustible, and the experience and knowledge acquired in this task would have fortified him for the

immense and profitable labours which faced him in allied fields.

^Ir. Hauser evidently shouldered a heavy burden in preparing to edit the materials left by 3Ir. Evelyn

White. Scattered notes had to be revised and connected with the text, the latter had to be purged of

repetitions, and all had to be knitted together into a consistent whole. This seems to have been done very

successfully; Evehm White was a good scholar of the ordinary type but knew almost nothing of Arabic

and Coptic (except the Boheiric dialect), which were among the principal sources. For these he was depen-

dent either on the printed translations or, failing such, on the generosity of his seholarH friends, and it is

marvellous how wide and rich the field is from which he gathered. As might be expected, his few excursions

into Coptic et\unology are generally unsuccessful and not to be recommended to the student. But, so far

as I am able to judge, his historical deductions from what is too often very doubtful material are good. By
nature he was s\Tnpathetic with the monastic view of life, but he recognizes the tragic disappointments and

inconsistencies involved in the practice of it. Those who withdrew from the world, if they were true saints,

soon found that, against their will, their sanctity attracted the like-minded and the curious to consort with

them, and their poor possessions were always open to the raids of nomadic robbers. Perhaps the most

embarrassing situation of aU was created when a devout lady of the imperial house applied for admission

and could not be refused; yet the saint contrived to admit her as a “monk” without the slightest breath

of scandal ensuing, and she died in the fullest odour of sanctity. To begin ^\dth the brethren were without

a rule, but endeavoured to imitate the saintly Antony (a.d, 251-355), who was the first Christian anchorite.

According to AYhite these anchorites and the later monasteries had no historical connexion with anj^ sort

of pagan predecessors. Alacarius, a disciple of Antony, was the first to gather followers into a coenobium or

community" at vSeete near the middle of the fourth century. He followed the simple but edifying teaching of

St. Antony and died in 393-4. There has been considerable confusion, both in early and modern A\Titers,

between neighbouring groups of monasteries, but White is able to distinguish three localities in the Xitriote

region, (1) the Mount of Xitria or the Desert of Pernug (in Arabic Barnug), on the edge of the Delta south

of Damanhur, (2) Scetis or Shict, the Wadi en-Xatrun within the desert, where three monasteries still survive,

and (3) Celfia, a place of anchorites rather than monasteries, in the desert region between the other two.

A careful investigation on the spot would doubtless reveal remains of both (1) and (3). Nitria and CeUia

were the earliest groups ; Scetis, more remote from the varying policy of Alexandria and therefore more

secure from religious persecution, rose to power in the course of the fourth century and shared with Alexan-

dria and Memphis the ecclesiastical leadership of Eg\q)t, the patriarchs themselves being generally elected

from amongst the monks of Scetis, where also were preserved the bones and relies of the patriarchs,

especially after the Arab conquest.

This great volume seems to contain aU the known material for the history, and treats it from every point

of view—organization, daily and religious life, doctrine, periodical distress and ruin, decay of religious

enthusiasm combined with seeking after preferment and privileges, coming almost to extinction in the
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seventeenth century learning, growth, and eventual sale of the libraries to European travellers and collectors.
The final revival of learning and prosperity towards the end of the nineteenth century iies outside the limits
^

^
f

' onvard \\ith impatience to the appearance of the third volume, which will contain
some of the most important evidence for the history in a description of the architectural remains.

privilege of editing one of the most unexpected archaeolosical finds made bv Evelm
l^hite namely an inscribed Nubian tray for offerings in the SiTian monasteri-, I hoped to see ‘a section
devoted to the connexions of the Xitrian monasteries with Nubian Christianity. The oniy references for
Nubians in the exceilent index are of little importance, but a footnote on 3bS refers to the trav and

suggests an explanation for its presence, namely that Nubians shared in the Abyssinian monastery of
St. Ehas, and one gathers that a fuller account is to appear in vol. iii.

P. LI. Griffith.

DieTotenliteratiir (Jer altea Agijpter. Die GescJiichte einer Sitle. Von Kurt Sethe. (Sonderausgabe aus den
Sitzungsberichten der prcussischen Akademie der Wisscnschaften, Phil.-Hirit. Klasse, 1931, xviii.) 24 pp.
Although a considerable body of Eg^'ptian religious texts has been published .since the beiiinninir of the

science, comparatively little has been \mtten vhich treats of their general lii^tory, and at the present there
is no up-to-date and comprehensive account to which the student may turn. He will be all the more grateful,
therefore, for the skeleton of sucii an account pro\ ided by Professtjr Sethe in this short paper, and should
find it extremeU u^eful in co-ordinatinii his own views upon the subject. Within the compass of t^\entv-
four pages the author has skilfully followed the development of the custuin of providing the dead \\illi

magical literature from the da\s of the P\Tamid lexts down to the Homan period, dLcussins^ brit^liy the
history, content, and purpose of each cycle of mortuary texts. In the beginning of things lie deduces a lonu
period during which this literature was preserved upon papyrus before it eventually made its apjiearance
upon the walls of the tomb, the process tliercafter being one of inereasinL" popularization, culminatiiiL^ duriinr

the Xew Kingdom in the wholesale manufacture of pap\Tus copies of the Kook ot tlie Head for ail and
sundry. Lnas, last ruler of the Pifth H^masty, and first kinii to cause tlie Pyramid Texts to be inscribed

upon the walls of his resting-place, was urged so to do, the author thinlcs, by i^loomv reflections upon the
uncertainties of funerary endowment, especially as he himself stood at a turning-point of history, the end
of a dynasty. Thus he made certain that those powerful spells, which under normal circumstances A\ouId be
recited for him by a mortuary priesthood, should also be close at hand within his p\Tamid, ready fnr the

dead monarch whenever he wished to make use of them, or even able to read themselves on his beh.df and
thus ensure the eternal welfare of his soul.

A. W. Shorter.

The Excavations of the Egyptian University in the Seolithic ^ite at Maadi. By Oswald Menghin and IMustafa
Aaier. Egyptian L^niversity, Cairo, 1932, P.T. bO.

This “ Preliminary Report (with 78 plates) on the Prcdynastic village is so full of detail that oiu^ wonders

what can be left for a final publication. It is to be hoped (1) that the photographs may be improves! upon,

as many of them are poor owing, no doubt, to the local printing: and (2) that some line drawin^js inav be

added of pottery, and especially of flint implements. The plates would have been easier to use if a general

description, at least, had been printed on each. Eor instance PL xxv might have been headed "'Black

Polished Ware”, and so on. References to the text in the list of ])Iates would also liave been useful. We must

thank the authors for vTiting in English, a language foreign to both of them ; the result is admirably clear on

the whole. But what is meant by " holster*' on p. 33? Should not this be halter '
? On p. 48 copper " oxide

”

is no doubt a slip for ‘‘carbonate”. Most reviewers seem to think that their work is not complde without

reference to a misprint. Let us then suggest that LX on p. 3b would be better XL.

As to the conclusions arrived at with regard to the date and context of this new culture there can be no

disagreement. Though almost entirely new in its main features it has enough links with the ell-known

Predynastic civilization of Middle Egy])t to make its chronological position certain. The fact that it is so

individual is the great interest of the discovery. We can hardly suppose it to be very local ; if it extended o\ er

the Delta this would tend to negative Scliarff's .suggestion that the Gerzean culture first flourished in Lower

Egj^t and thence spread southward. On the other hand the entire absence of the white-on-red painted

pottery (“Cross-line”), and of the black-fopped wares makes it certain (as had always been supposed) that

their origin was not a northern one. 31. E. Leclereip reviewing this report in Chronique d'Egypie (July 1933,

p, 227), thinks it impossible to suppose that such a primitive culture could exist so clo.se to the (supposed)
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advanced civilization of Heliopolis at this age
;
he would push the date of the Ma‘adi site back to much

earlier times. But any one who has, for instance, seen a Beduin, or even an Egyptian village close to Ma‘adi

itself at the present day in the vicinity of modern Cairo would have no such objections to offer.

There are some small criticisms which may be made. Firstly, when it is known that these people of early

Ma‘tidi apparently possessed large quantities of copper (p. 48), is it still justifiable to label their culture

‘‘Xeolithic*'? Next, with regard to the water supply and climatic conditions (p. 8), must we not suppose

that the level of river water was lower then than now? The heavier rainfall might have allowed cultivation

to some extent on what is now desert, and the now dry wadys could have supplied the needs of the settle-

ment. This heavier rainfall rather invalidates the suggestion that the hut-shelters had no roofs (p. 16) ;
pro-

babh’ there were roofed huts as well as sheltered yards. Denudation by rain may just possibly account for the

absence of a cemetery in the immediate vicinity. There is a site near Matmar, south of Asyiit, where a large

Predynastic cemetery, on a nearly flat plain, has been denuded almost completely away, so that some half-

dozen only of the deeper graves remain, while bones and sherds are scattered over or just below the surface.

The possibility of there having been a trade-route to Sinai at this time can hardly be questioned when
it seems certain that timber was being imported from the far more distant Syria in the Gerzean period,

judging from the specimen of coniferous wood from Badari grave 4606 (Bad. Cii\. 62).

The comparison of the Ha‘adi potter\' with that of ^fiddle Egypt is not very satisfactory. Two types are

singled out (p. o4) as being similar. One, L55 from Xakddah in Petrie's Corpus., is apparently a unique

specimen ; its history cannot now be traced ; I have found nothing like it in Predynastic cemeteries ; it may
quite well be of dynastic date like L 78« and c in the same Corpus. Further, this Xakddah form is not much
like the MaMdi ** base-ring” pots. Still more unlike is the other type quoted, L 68, which has a round base,

not at aO like the flat-bottomed '“squat pot of Ma‘ddi (PI. xxxvi, 2). It may be pointed out here that Petrie's

new terminology (Amratian, etc.) is intended by him to replace the expressions Early, ^Middle, and Late

Predynastic, and not to supersede the Sequence Dating, though recent workers are agreed that that system

cannot be relied on in every detail.

Two of the points of relation between the Ma‘adi and the Merimdah cultures (p. 56) apply equally well to

the Badarian and Predynastic of Middle Egypt. The use of potsherds as lids is a very common custom in

early and even in d\Tiastic times; and pig-bones were found at Hemamiyah (Bad. Civ.., 77, 85). Further, the

size of the settlements has no special significance when the great Pred\Tiastic city at Hierakonpolis is con-

sidered. Pred^mastic pots, inverted and placed together in holes, were frequently found at Badari
;
the sug-

gestion that these were stores of unused vessels (p. 19) is doubtless correct. Whether pottery was polished

with the stones shoAMi on PL Ixxii, 2, may be questioned (p. 56). The native hand-made pottery of South

Africa is burnished with small water-worn pebbles.

That the wa\w-handled pots (p* 26) were made in Palestine and traded to Eg}q)t seems to be indicated by
their presence in Petrie's early settlements at Tell Fara, where they are more plentiful than in any of the

Eg\q)tian Pred^mastic villages.

The painted pottery, small in quantity and fragmentary as it is, is of great importance. Its rarity need

cause no surprise
;
painted sherds in Middle Eg\'ptian settlements are equally scarce. There is nothing in this

fact to militate against the theory that these wares have their origin in the Delta. The point of special

interest is the discovery of styles of decoration unlike any from Upper Egypt. One sherd with a highly

polished yellow surface (p. 28) is particularly remarkable. It is to be expected that further research will

elucidate the origin of these wares.

The excavators are to be congratulated not only on the method and quality of their field work, but also on

the very full account they have published of the results of their first season's digging. Only a few years ago

no Egv'ptologist would have been interested in such a site. Xow we have the young Eg;vq)tian Lniversity

devoting its time, talent, and resources to work which is of the greatest interest and importance but which

cannot be expected to yield any of the inscriptions or ‘’artistic ” objects which have been the aim of so many
excavators in the past. Let us hope that the Egypt of the near future wfll continue to throw an ever-

increasing light on the origins of its people and their culture.

Guy Brunton.

Bin Mani-Fund in Aegypten. Originalschriften des 2Iani und seiner Sdilder. Von Carl Schmidt und H. J.

PoLOTSKY, mit einem Beitrag von H. Ibscher. (Siizungsh. d. Breuss. Akad. d. Wissensch., 1933.)

English readers need no announcement regarding the great find of ]Manichaean documents in Coptic

since Sir Herbert Thompson’s descriptive account in The Times (April 20 of this year). There the immense
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importance of the text was pointed out and all relevant facts cdvcn: how a ?jox was recently unearthed* in

the ruins of a private house in the Fayyuni, containing seven independent papyrus volumes, all in a desperate

state of dilapidation; how Professor Schmidt cpiickly recognize^d the nature ot their contents, and how they

were eventually partitioned between Mr. Chester Beatty in London and an anonymous buyer in Berlin.

The publication of this ottieial Report has been accompanied by two less technical articles by Professor

Schmidt.^ Scholars may indeed congratulate themselves that texts of tirst-rate importance should once more

have fallen to him to edit.

Xow at last we are to have the authentic books of this longdived and v ide-spread religion, know n hitherto

either from the hostile descriptions of adversaries or from the poor remnants of Asiatic versions." Two works

of TIani himself these new' papyri promise us—to make them a\'ailable, liowe\'CT, will recpiire the skill and

patience of years—the KeeixiXaLa, dogmatic and cosmological dialogues between him and his disciple^, and

a collection of his letters, the recipients of which are in some cases already know'ii from other sour< e>. A
third volume is a book of hymns, some addressed to Jesus, others to Mani. and numbering at h*a^t 230—

perhaps. Professor Schmidt suggests, the very hymns know'ii, in a Latin version, to Augustine. A fourth is

a collection of misoellaneoiis narrative pieces, telling inter alia of Mani\s death, wdiich event is recounted

again in a fifth, aLo miscellaneous volume, bearing the title IIoi/nliLS. A sixth volume promises us com-

mentaries upon iManfs Liring Gnspeh w hile one volume at least remains, not yet in a condition to be described.

To those who saw' the papyri before they had had Dr. Ibscher's marvellously skilful treatment it would

have seemed scarcely credible that so much should ever have been made of them by JJr. Polotsky, w ho has by

now succeeded in reading a large number of leaves and w'ho ast>uredly has the good w islies of all scholars

for his further progress in a very trying task.

Professor Schmidt w'ould assign the pap\'ri, the fine c[uality of which, as w ell as the script, should indicate

a relatively earlv date, to the latter part of the fourth century. 1 have not succeeded in finding any Coptic

manuscript with a script more than vaguely similar to that shown on the plate. Brit. Mus. CataL. PL lo,

967, and PL 12, 1102, should belong to the same period, w hereof Rylands CaiaL, PL 5, 372, w’ould be a non-

literary example (dated, if so, too Lite in the publication). That the Coptic is Init a translation of a Creek

version from the Aramaic originals would be taken for granted, but Dr. Polotsky appears to have found

reason for assuming direct translation from the—Vramaic—rare, if not unit|uc, though this would be m

Coptic literature.
^ i

•

To the Report are appended specimens of the dialect in which all the texts are written. W e see the idiom

at present know-n assnb-Achmimic (.4'), here leanina now towards the peculiarities of the Aria PuaV,. now

towards those of the At. John ;
sometimes, indeed, a'jrceinu with *1 asrainst both. \\ here this dialer t should he

ultimately located still appears to me quite uncertain.^ It is now represented by three -MSS., no more,

whereof one (St. John) was unearthed at Kiiw. another (the-e ^lani p.ipyri) ui the Fay\um. the third

(
4cfn F

)
at an unknown plaee—the bulk boimdit at -\khmim, but one fragment at Edfii. What rel.itiou

there may be between place of finding and dialect ca.i be estimated by the following indisputable f.uUs. .\u

\ehmimic MS.-* was found in the Fayyum ;
two or three Fayyumie .MSS. at Balaizah. south of .Asyut.- not to

mention those from the White Monastery: several Fayyumie ostraea at Thebes," nhile Saddle .AlS.s. inaile

their wav to Xitria.' Moreover, a number of features reyarded as eharaeteriznm .4’ (ami indeed seieral ot

4) are to be met with in so-called Sa'idie texts (S'" m our Dii tionary) from Thebes.' It miylit be maintained

that the relations between A' and .4 are hardly closer tlian those between .4'" and S", if not S'.

It mav be of interest here, since in this Jonrual one regards things j.nmarily from the Ey>]itiaii st.i, id-

point, to 'collect what small evidence has surviied-or. more accurately, vhat of it I have noted- as to

ManichaeanLsm in Coptic literature.'" The -heresy' -for so these authors yenera I v term it-liad early yot a

footing in Egypt. Legend says that the - apostle" l.ad inherit e.l his doctrines from predecessors vlio h.id

1 InFonscliiiiiffeaii.iVlsc/iWde.
1932.3M,and/M'b'L./. /i/oLaveyo.

= On these and their importance for riyhtly estiinatiim the nature M .laui s religion r. Biirkitt, UJammat the

Jlanickee^ H Bardv in Vacant, rietmioan/r. ix. col. 1^!.,-,), aKn S, haeder s review, W.kk

3 Ido but'retLL here 'what was said in -Vos. e; EjayhaA,^. i. 234. For Trot. Schmidt s argument a. leimili e.

^
-, 1 ri>-n 1 a.'zi/, /j/vj viTT MX (- optir i ijils, no.

D.L.Z., 1928, 1700. 8ce aLo 1 . 11 m
,4^ ^ n

^ ^ O./mrs nos, ,700-10. Short TuE. no. 440.
^ BodleianCopt.c24,f ,

(r. Petrie, to.eWoe? AJJ, .4
).

^ ^ ^ ^

^ Whl't fZws^L": development of the few fa, ts reioriled m J.lt.A.S.. 19 19 208. The ei idenee from soiiues

ther than Coptic has already been brought together hi Le btoop s Lssni ,ur la diffusion, <tc., p. ,.3 ft.
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assimilated the wisdom of the Egj^tians and that later in his career he sent missionaries, Papos^ and Thomas,

to proselytize Eg>T>t. Be that as it may-—and it has been suggested that this “western” form of the stor^^

possibly had its origin there*’—the earliest known polemic against the new faith comes from Egypt and that

from a non-Christian philosopher, Alexander of Lycopolis, who is thought to have yiritten about the year

300, within a generation after Mani's death. About the same time the hermit Antony had learned to know

and studiously to avoid the sectaries,® whilst various doctors of the Alexandrian church in the fourth

century—Athanasius, Serapion, Did^mus—attacked them, and even the hermits in the w'estern desert

found themselves at times confronted with Manichaean neighbours.^

With the fifth century we reach the writer in every respect the most remarkable to use the native

language: Shenoute (oii. 451, aef. 100+)* In his works Mani and his doctrines are several times positively

named and are probably referred to in various other places. To begin with the well-known allusion to the

Disputatio ArcJielaif this is an excerpt, which opens with a reference to “Archelaos, bishop of Karcharis

in Mesopotamia”, opponent of "Manes, the root of the Manichaeans”,® and commenting on the meaning

of Lu. V, 37, perhaps as against the perverted interpretation of Mani. Into immediate connexion with this

must be brought that passage, published by Professor Lefort," which Dr. Polotsky has shown to contain a

series of quotations from the Disputatio} For there is no doubt that here too the VTiter is Shenoute : the other

texts preserved from this same MS. are demonstrably his.® The extant leaf next in sequence to Professor

Lefort’s deals with those who denied that the Baptist knew Jesus as the Christ but since its place w'as

eleven pages farther on, we cannot be positive that 3Ianichaean errors are here in question. Heretical view^s as

to the Baptist are again condemned in another MS.;^^ his “ unworthiness ’’ (^Mk i, 7) had been ascribed to

sins committed by his soul in some previous incarnation ; for God, they maintained, had created all souls at

once and each at death passes into another body. Heretical fables about the Creation are quoted from

another writer ("he said"),^^ who held that God had made 12 worlds (icda/xo?), unknown to the very angels,

then 7 more, outside of these again 5, and beyond them yet other 3: in all 27 worlds beyond ours. The

Manichaean repudiation of the Old Testament is clearly referred to in Avhat Shenoute “had found in those

books”, where Mt. xi, 13 was quoted with the following apostrophe: "Desist here, 0 Moses, vith thy Law
that thou broughtest to the wicked Jews”. "Such”, he adds, "are the words of Manes, the impious Mani-

chaean, that despiseth law and prophets. As to the New Testament, those heretics who said that there had

been twelve gospels and forty aeons^^ may well have been Manichaeans. Again, Shenoute deplores the per-

versity of those “whose eyes the wickedness of Manes had shut" and who questioned the possibility of God
being born of a w'oman,^^ or who deny that the risen body will be the same as that which died.^® Elsewhere he

reproves the Manichaeans for their contemptuous attitude regarding Christ's miracles.^” Excepting where, in

the above citations, Mani or his followers are named, one would not of course be justified in presupposing them

;

Shenoute attacks Origenists, Arians, and Xestorians often enough, and I must leave it to others to say in

these cases to which group the views reprobated are to be attributed. If the day should ever come when the

countless, scattered leaves of Sinuthian !MSS. shall have been sorted and palaeographically reordered, then

only could we hope to know more precisely to whom his many attacks upon the heresies of his day refer.

Chronologically the next authentic VTiter to name the Manichaeans seems to be Rufus, bishop of Shotep-

Hypsele, who lived apparently in the early seventh century.^® In his commentary on St. Luke he refers to

^ Schmidt {Mani-Fund, 14), citing Alfaric, Fcritures, ii, 117, suggests a foreign et;^Tnology. But nd'TT{’TT)os

i s a common Eg^qitian name (r. Preisigke, An surviving in Coptic as nekUO (B.M. 1080), (Ryl.361);

even as UadTTLs it is Egyptian. Alexander does not say that he was a foreigner, though a stranger at Lycopolis (?).

2 Xoldeke in Z.D.M.G., 43, 541. 3 p 26, 940.

Preuschen, Pallad. u. Buf.y 61; xiv. Hist, des Solitaires, § 289 = Rosweyde, p. 469; P.G., 65,204 a
(perhaps). ^ C.S.C.O,, 42, 109.

® One wonders whether "root'’ is used here in allusion to the special Manichaean significance of that word
(r. Epiphanius, ed. Holl, in, 39 n.). Sitzh, Preuss. Akad., 1929, 429. ® Museon, 45, 18.

® For instance Paris, 1.31C 86-“93, where (90 h), the piece beginning "Righteous art Thou, 0 Lord”, occurs as

no. 43 in the catalogue of >S.'s epistles (Wessely, Stud., ix, 107).

On Mt. xi, 3. Ed. Amelineau, it, 189. Wessely, op. cit., 144.

^2 Zoega, p. 625. But it is not very probable that Mani’s doctrines are here referred to.

^3 Amelineau, i, 194. Wessely, op. cit., 143. For this gospel cf. Alfaric, n, 173.

.Amelineau, ii, 176 (var. i, 333), B.M. 194, 4. Op. cit., ii, 192. Op. cit., i, 372.

He figures as contemporary with Constantine of Siiit (r. below. Anal. Boll., xxxii, 467). If so, he cannot

be the bishop Rufus, “confessor, theologian and ...” {cf. P.O., v, 204, with 8cybold's Hamburg text 203,16).

On the relics of one or other see Abu Salih, 88 a.
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the heretical gospel of Marcion ami that of - the llanichaean’' “who had dared to sat- words
that the Lord net er spake . Marcion, \ alentinus, and (lee/, i uju. as above) are named in
another fragment, probably by Rufns.= That a bishop of Hypsele should still have to speak of them is har.lly
more than an accident, though one may remark the coincidence when reading what Professor Schmidt has
to say respecting Kyp^ele and the introduction of Manic haeanism into Euypt/

The tradition \vhich Eut\ chins (oh. 04u) repeats a^ to the widespread Maniehaean leaven in the Euy])tian
church has been used by all modern historians, though none, from Kenaudot onwarcE,^ ha.s gi\(ai much
credit to such S'uceping and obviously ill-informed statement'^. And yet Leiijamin s story (c. below). <ind

the insinuation by Xestorius as to Cyrils clergy^" might show that the imputation vas not vithout
foundation.

His contempordr\
, Severus of Ashmunain, compiler of the first part of the Patriarchal Hi^tor\^ draw^. for

his account of ^lani, upon Arehelaus; the Coptic chronicle which he tran-latos embodies an abstract of tlu'

Dlsputritio/

What Abi'i'l-Barakat (oh. 1324) has to say upon the subject (F.O., xx, 6Sb) E but an abstract ot

Maruta's catalogue.

On turning to those "pseudo authors who figure so largely in extant Coptic literature, I have met with

only three references to Maiii or his religion. The title rjf a Adyo? ascribed to Gregory Xazianzx-n' telE us

that it was wTitten in response to an iiKpiiry from Eusebius, archimandi’ite of "Alouut Ararat in Anmuiia,

whereon the ark rested as to the belief of the Manu haeans, that AIieha(4 had replat-ed the devil in the

angelic hierarchy. The conclusion of Gregory's long reply is that the de\il had never been an arehangeld*^

The sermon of the patriarch Benjamin [oh. 6fi2) on the Marriage at ( ana“ is hardly le^s su^jieet than tliat

of C-regory. It contains an anecdote of certain priests, who tratlickcd in the sacn^d elements, confessing

themselves to be Alanichaeans, and vchom the patriarch had deliven*d over to the ei^il arm, to be burned

alive.

Finally Constantine, bishop of >Siut (early seventh century), in an Eneumium upon Athanasiu->.’“ finds

occasion to reprobate the usual series of ancient heretif'^, from the Manic haean maiiuu s doAMi to Julian (of

Halicarnassus), "'that niGerable old man”, whom he cla'>.'>cs vith the Maniehaean plianlasists.

As a postscript one may mention—though the piece is C'optic only in bavin lt Ikxui ti.-nslated into that

language—a Homily (or Epistle) of Severus^"^ wherein we read of a backslider “ w ho had uljandoned tlie books

of the Scripture, the breath of God, and read those written by the fabulists, those of the foul lu‘re,‘>v of Maiu^

and Thomas his disciple, and who, forsaking the Apocalypse that John, the son of thunder, bi held . . . , liad

himself contrived books called ‘Apocalypse’ ”
\
ie.it hnols

These Coptic vestiges of Maiii and his followers certainU’ do not amount to much. But if they do little

else, they at least contribute to the arguments for paying yet more attention to .Sheiioute-—to his r< ligious

entourage and his relations to earlier religious literature. His is the one great figure in the literature of his

language and a great deal of his extant work still lies unpublished.

W. E. Crum.

1 Vienna Staatshibl. K 065S. T am indebted to the Diret lur for leave to Lite tlii^ from rrofc'-'^or TillV copy.

- Zoega, p. 61S. Mani-FutuL 13. F.^'., iii, Ini3, logg.

^ Hist. Pair. Alex. , \02. ForEut. "MaiiKhaeau” meant the ohscunu' Monophy“'ites and Se\L*ii.ins

(J. Maspero, Fes?., 213), while Severns on his part applies the abu^i\e n.ime to Julian Haln.. (op. rd., Uh) and to

Eutyches (Lebon, HonophyAsniCy 493).

® E. Schwartz, Acta Concil., I, i, 32 = Man^i, IV. 897 I>, to. 6pnroviTw y ron' rij-i ai}^ locos 6ia>Ka€(»s

k\7)plk(x}v. ' 1 • F.-'^.JJ.A., xxi\
,

t.)’. I .0,, I, 10a.

® Cod, P. Morgan, xxii, 15 = Budge, Apner., xxix.

9 How far Eusebius and las monastery are luythieal I know not. There liave been (and are ^ )
moiia-tones on ami

around Ararat; there were also other claimants for the aik s retting place, t.g. the Pliryaian Aparuea. Tlimv may

thus be confusion in various direct ions.

A hint by the late Abbe Xau (F.G.C., xxi, 112) tempts one to sugiie-t that Satan's hill here miuht be a

reminiscence of Mani’s ‘‘Book of Giants '. \ i<, Homdits. i, 81 fi.

Cod. P. Morgan, xxxvii, 26U. On Con-tantine v. B.M. 895 n., J. Ma-peio, op.cd., 317 n., Mon. of Kpiph.,

I, 204 n.. Anal. Boll., ut sup.

13 Cairo, 8010 (v. Cafal. Gin., Coptic Monument^, wliere the othci foil, of thi- AISS. arc given,

i”! I have not found, this passage in anv publithed work of Severus. It is of coui>e not from the honiilc cd.

Kugener and Cumont.
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The Library of A. Chester Beatty. Description of a Hieratic Papyrus ivitk a Mythological Story, Love-songs.

and other miscellaneous texts, being The Chester Beatty Papyri, Xo. 1. By Alan H. Gaediner, F.B.A.

Thirty-one plates in monochrome and thirty in line. Oxford, 1931. Fo.

Dr. A. H. Gardiner's publication of The Chester Beatty Papyri, Xo. 1 will be welcomed with gratitude b\-

ali who are interested in Eg^-ptian literature and the Egyptian language.

The chief contents of this papyrus, which evidently was written about 1160 B.C., are the story aptly

designated by the editor The Contendings of Horns and Seth, and a collection of quite admirable love-song^.

The story, ^^'hich is fortimatelv' quite complete, is a valuable accession to our not over-large collection of

Eu}q)tian literary works ; indeed, apart from a few fragmentary tales, such as that of Astarte (see p. 9) it

is a complete novelty.

The ancient Eg\q)tians, like their medieval and modern descendants, were lovers and born tellers of

stories, and there can be little doubt, judging from the style in which the Contendings of Horns and Seth

is vTitten, that it, like other late-Eg^’ptian tales which we possess, sxich as the Two Brothers, the Doomed

Ptince. and the Blinding of Truth by Falsehood, iormedi part of the probably large repertory of the profes-

sional story-tellers of Ramesside Egypt. But the vivid manner in Avhich the Contendings is WTitten, the

author's sense of humour and his constructive ability, place it on a much higher literary level than the other

stories of the same period that have survived. The reader will assuredly acknowledge that Dr. Gardiner has

justitication for his assertion that the half-contemptuous directiic&s w ith which the follies and foibles of the

gods are related is truly Homeric.

Students of Egyptian mvtholo!r\' have in the Contendings, to ctuote Dr. Gardiner again, ‘'a wonderful

field for study which will doubtless occupy them for many a long year”.

The position given to Xeith, "the god's mother is very interesting in the light of what Sethe has to

say about that goddess in his Urgeschichte und alteste Religion der Agypter, §§ 81 If.

As Dr. Gardiner points out, Pap. Anastasi F, 9, 2, designates Thoth letter-writer of the Ennead. In our

tale the god plays a role exactly like that of the modern Eg}q)tian professional letter-^vriter, composing letters

for one god to send to another and reading aloud those sent back in reply.

We here find it explicitly stated, apparently for the first time in an ancient Eg\q)tian text, that Osiris

7/iade the corn (p. 25, n. 1), and we also meet with a conception of the West which is certainly not the usual

one, namely that it is a place of exile for the wicked, corresponding to the Christian hell (p. 25, n. 3). In

this connexion it will be recalled that aS-qs usually appears in Coptic as e^juLiiTe.

The passage 12, 7 ff., reminds one of Miss W. S. Blackman's description in her Felldhin of Upp>er Egypt,

p. 232, of the exorcising of an 'afrit by a sheikh.

Quite new is the episode of the god cAnti forswearing gold, indicating that there was some taboo of gold

in connexion with the god's native town Hierakonpolis, capital of the twelfth Upper Eg\q)tian nome.^ About

this taboo it is to be hoped that further information may be forthcoming, possibly from some out-of-the-way

text of the Ptolemaic period that has so far escaped the notice of scholars.

Dr. Ctardiner remarks (p. 10) that the vocabulary of the A\Titer of the Contendings is ‘’small and common-
place" and that it contains “only one new word, or at the outside two”, those two being '|^y^

(13, 4), a A^erb meaning ‘‘sail round", "cruise about", and
^ ^ (1-^ b), a noun possibly meaning

‘’fen”. Is not, howeA^er, ‘’bulb*’, (10, 4-5), a new word? It is anA^how not gWen in Wh. d.

aeg. Spr.

Rare AA'ords and rare usages are to be found in this text Avhich Avell deserA^e a reAueAver's notice.

I, 10; 13, 4. Ui m “prcA ail oA'er'C 11 h. d. aeg. Spr. does not record this meaning of pi, AA'hich occurs

elseAvhere only in Blinding of Truth, 5, 1-2, and in a series of personal names (A.Z., lxia", 84, Revue de

VEgypte nncienne, i, 218 ff.).

S, 1. ('/•I* meaning "forsAA'ear'’, with reflexiA'e suffix and hr before the object forsAA’orn, seems to occur

elsewhere only in Pap. Ayiastasi IV, 12, 1 (Ceicdiuiev, Late-Egyptiayi Stories, p. 47 a). This meaning of rrk

is not gWen in Wh. d. aeg. Sjyr.).

10, -i. «=. I Coptic “ eye-ball", has hitherto, accordmg to ITi. d. aeg. Sgyr., heeniound

only in Ptolemaic texts in the dual form J ^ q-

10, 7. ‘'to milk", is used instead of the usual shr. According to IFft. d. aeg. Spr., which

gives the A'erb only in the WTiting if has hitherto not been found outside magical texts.

^ Sethe, Vrgeschichte, §53.
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The following comments and suggestions may perhaps be of some interest.

1, 7, ddtn .A used not infrequently in legal documents with the meaning ‘'deposition of X.*’ (see e.g.

Pap, Abbott, d, 21), has here a strange narrative use, “Then said X.'’. Closely parallel, of course, to this

use of the fem. rel. form s/Imt-n-f is that of Tie‘:se-, ne:iewq, in Coptic. That the origin of the form ddtn
had been forgotten, and that it was regarded as a noun, seems clear in Pap. Mayer A, 13 a, 1, where we
find ^^ j

4dtn nf itjw “the depositions made by the thieves".

1, 7-8. In ih pnjdn irt-shr ic^dn, “what signifieth your taking action yourselves alone ? ", ivf'dn corresponds

exactly to theSa^dic OYd^fii (Steindorfi, Kopt. Gram., ^113). In {4, 1), “andhe w'as alone",

the form ivct-f agrees with the Akhmimic and Fayumic oy^wee'f^ (Till, Kopt. Dialektgram., p. 28); the

corresponding form in Saodic is There is another example of in Pap. d'Orhiney, 5, 1: uvf

gmt{l) hms'kicl found me sitting alone", zivd (uv/?) corresponding exactly to oy^5kA.T, i.e.

with 1st pers. sing, suffix. The two examples quoted by Gardiner, Late-Egypiian Stories, p. 14 a,

m w<’’k and n the one Middle and the other Late Egyptian, correspond to J^JL^y^^^kR and juLd.yivd.q,

5, 4. In the translation on p. 17, insert "‘there" after “and judge ye between them", the Egyptian being

mtivdn ivpt’iv Im.

6; 5. The description of the shape assumed by IMs, ivc 6‘ri{t) nfrt n Ja’iC’S, “a maiden beauteous in her body ",

finds an exact parallel in the st-kmict 20 la nfrui nt h^ic^sn [Pap. ]Vcst€ar, 5, 9-10), “twenty women who are

beauteous in their bodies Why, by the way, does Gardiner throughout the whole of this publication trans-

late hew as “limbs" ? Does not h^iv, pi. of “flesh", mean “body ", the members or limbs thereof being

cwt (sing, ct) ?

10,5. iiC’Sn^^ "^’C,“and thev grew into lotuses". For rd m “grow into", see
'

I I I -D- ^ L ' -2 W I !

.. <3- >-

Pap. d'Orhiney, 10, 10, and epe-neccioui^ pHT u\d,c “her whole body is grown into tongue"

(Steindorff, Kopt. Gramm., pp. *20-*7).

10, 5-6. “And he spake unto Prer-Harakhti falsely, hic-pvKi gm Hr ^

find Horus—although he had found him." Another example of hr iw sdm-f with exactly the same mean-

ing occurs in Pap. Abbott, 7, 10, hr lie imid im m pf Uty np/ “Although I was there as vizier of the land.”

10, 8. iw‘S dit “milk" treated as a plural here because it was put into Horus’

eyes in drops? Possibly we should translate: “and she put the (drops of) milk therein.”

15, 1. Well worthy of notice is the construction rhr-n Iwtw r,s /, of which I know no other instance.

1, 11. 7171 IW'Yi r rh p7 grgy. Would not “Shall we not ascertain (who is) the guilty one ? " suit the context

better than Gardiners “We shall not be able to discern the guilty one"? For nn ^ Latin nonne see

Gardiner, Late~Egyptian Stories, p, 65 a.

6, 6. icn-ln Sts hr dinvjiic’f hrns hrivnm ckirhrti psdtrH. Should not this be rendered: “Thereupon Seth

arose from sitting eating (or, as we should say, “from where he sat eating ) bread with the great Ennea<l ?

This translation suits the preceding sentences better than Gardiner s “Thereupon Seth rose up and he sat and

ate bread with the great Ennead". Compare the somewhat analogous Coptic construction A'^joyco e'qxs.oy

“he is already dead".

8, 13. iiC'S hivt fr pf miv r tf sf hrp Mr Hr hir Sts. Ciardiner renders this: “She threw it into the water

in the place of the plunging which Horus and Seth had made." Is not the more correct translation: “She

threw it into the water at the place where Horus and Seth had plunged in" ? This construction occurs again

in Doomed Prince, 7,9, only with Ir-n instead of rir: 1st Ir-flrp^' hric n iyt irnpf hrd m pf U n Kmt, “Xow

on the day when the lad came from Eg^yt , and cj

.

also Pap. d Orbi?iey, 6, 8. It is common in demotic, e.g. p*

mic nhy a^r K. a p/ ijr n'tmf, “the place where X. had fallen into the river" (Setne, 4, 13) ; tf iimwt n sdy a 'r

pi wrb “in the hour in which the priest had spoken" (ibid., 4, 10 ;
see also Spiegelberg, Demot. Gra?nm., §551).

9, 1. In ml 7id mivtd ^st. Is not “Help me", preferable to “Come unto me" ? Cf. the French d moi.

13, 4. hr Ir pi 7ity iivf ^ P'di “And whoso shall prevail over his fellow", Gardiner,

Late-Egyptian Stories, p. 54 a, n. 13, 4 a, would delete the
(|
before ify, as in all other instances of this

expression Ui and not itj is the verb. But cannot i] stand here for the r, Coptic e, of the hrf{r) sd?n form,

which we certainly have here ? Cf. Gardiner, op. CiC, i, p. 27, 15.

14, 13. iw inwlc i'lr tn 7n nhtw must surely be “seeing it is I who have made you strong , not who

make you strong”. Are not late-Eg^ytian participles ahvays past ?

p. 14, n. 6. For “the claims of Rer" read “the claims of Seth”.

D d
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While all the love-poems will deeply interest the student of ancient literature, three of them (verso,

Gl, 1-G2, o), if not more, 'null appeal to an}" lover of poetry, ancient or modern. He cannot fail to be delighted

with the similes of the royal envoy travelling post-haste, of the proud steed from Pharaoh's stable, and of the

hunted gazelle bounding over the desert hills. Such langxiage has hitherto been unknowm in pre-Hebraic

love-poetry.

I would now like first to draw attention to, and in some cases comment upon, a number of rare and

interesting words and expressions occurring in the poems, and then venture upon a few suggestions with

regard to translation.

Cl, 4. U meaning ‘‘surpass”, with direct object, apparently occurs once or, at the most, twice elsew'here;

see pp. 30-1, n. 3.

Cl, 5. ^^^1 ^ I

midst or “ w aist ”, has hitherto, according to TCfc. d. aeg. Spr., only been found in Ptole-

maic texts.

C2, 7. Gardiner points out that icstn is also used transitively in Maximes d'Anii, 6, 113.

C3, 1. hiv icnh'i him ‘‘I do not attire myself with my fan”. Judging from ir6. d, aeg, Spr, this w'ord,

Coptic fcco^t, appears here for the first time outside Ptolemaic texts, in which it is only to be found in the

combination libs him “protect'’. The usual word for “fan'’ in Late Eg\"ptian is hht or hh!, and to ‘‘carry a

fan” is hhs hht. Here icnh, ‘‘put on” a garment or ornament, takes the place of hhs,

C4, 6-C5, 2. In the poem about the love-sick sw^ain several technical medical Avords are employed. Some
of them such as m icrw sioiic “the master physicians”, /j»5rG‘remedy”, tidmdyt “the entire compendium (of

medicine) ”, are known from other sources. But far less common, if not altogether new% in this particular

emploAunent are rkck rn “creep on” some one (of a malady), wd^ “diagnose” a disease, u'd lit. “way’’, i.e,

‘‘method” of curing. It might here be observed thatp! ‘‘seize’’, ‘‘take”, is used in the first poem (Cl, 8)

of “catching” a complaint; only in Egyptian, be it noted, the complaint ‘‘catches” the person, not the

person the complaint.

Gl, 1-2. The expression hHy n JV. m-s^, “X. is impatient for” something, is not recorded in Wh. d, aeg.

Spr. Gardiner notes one other instance, but without m-sf, i.e. n ss ib-i “I haA'e not been impatient’’ (Xaville,

Todtenhuck, 125, 31).

Gl, 2. With the use of 7ilib here in the sense of “requisition”, a meaning wLich Gardiner (p. 35, n. 1),

considers unique, compare, perhaps, its use in the expression 7ihb-n iib tncy k^-f “one whose rank the lord of

the Two Lands assigned” or “appointed” (Sethe, Dramaiische Texte, p. 63); see also he nhh'Tvi mlnw'l dsd

m nihivt(-i) “I appointed my own herdsman to my goats” (Ann, Serv,, xv, 207, 1. 4, qu. Journal, 197),

Gl, 5-6. W.
’

j

j “steeds”. Gardiner, p. 35, n. 2, says that this is an unknowm Avord. The

compilers of TTfe. d. aeg. Spr., how’eA"er, record a variant form ^
j

• Gardiner obserA-es that thr,

which occurrs in the same poem, is possibly a Hittite word meaning a warrior wLo driA^es a chariot. Is

gney of similar origin ? If so, seeing that the Hittite language is now^ thought to haA^e certain Indo-European

affinities, gnvy might just possibly be compared with the Latin equus. Mr. H. W. Bailey of the School of

Oriental Studies, London, has giA en me the folloAA'ing note, which somewhat supports the suggestion. The
Armenian for ‘‘horse” is ji (j — dz). The Sanscrit haya-s is usually explained as from *gheio- or *ghaio~

(gh = palatal aspirate g).

While on the subject of horses it is w^orth noting that, thanks to the two poems contained in Gl, 1-8,

w'e noAV knoAV that in Egyptian “crack of the Av^hip” is hric Ishr (Gl, 7), ‘'draw level Avith” a galloping horse

is Iri suffix or noun^ (Gl, 8), and the place where the post-horses halted and were changed is htpt

‘‘resting place” (Gl, 2).^

G2, 1. ml ghst
^

o ^ hr mrxv ‘‘like a gazelle bounding oA-er the desert”. Hip ‘‘bound” is, accord-

ing to Gardiner, a new word. Can it be the same word as sip, wLich occurs in Fap. Lansing, 2, 1, and Fap
Anastasiiy, 12, 3 ? H does occasionally become s, though not nearly so frequently as does li. In all three

examples “bounding”, “leaping”, or “flinging oneself about”, gh-es the required sense.

Gl, 8-G2, 1. rh-u'y sy ih n snt piyf im wiw r snt. “Hoav Avell knoAA^eth the heart of the sister that he is

not far from the sister. ” Fh followed by the possessive article and infinitiA"e and meaning “know that some
one is doing such and such a thing ” is a use not recorded in Wh. d. aeg. Spr. The same construction apparently

^ In Contendings 6, 6, Iri nL>t is used of Seth overtaking Isis. The expression seems not to occur outside these
tw'o texts.

^ In G2, 3, it means a “resting place” for a hunted gazelle. Xeither use of the word is recorded in Wb. d.

aeg. Spr,
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occurs with tiC'i hrc/n dli I'lr-t 'tv: pi n Pr-:: "Iknow that thou (fciu.) didst cause the cedar-
tree of Pharaoh to be cut do^ui'’ (Pap. d'Orbiney, 17, 7).

Pecfo, 16, 10, Can the obscure word possibly be the same as “gate-

way”, “keep” (Peet, Tomb Polleries, p. 51, n. 20) ?

PectOy 17, S. This is apparently the first time that ^ occurs in an Ec^yptian text with the

meaning of the Coptic verb Tto^, “knock” on a door.

PectOy 17, 11. ms hmvw “carpenter lad". This use of )its is not uncommon in Late-EL^’ptian, e.g.

7ns Jjtrn “slave boy” (Pc/p. Brit. Mus. 10052. 2 a, 4), ms ivrl “young priest" (Pap. Brit. Mas. 10053, vs. 2,

17). The use is not recorded in \Vb. d. aeg. Bpr. The construction ms hmww is analogous to that of hwrw ri

“wTetch of a washerman” (Peasant, B 169); the difference is that in the former the direct genitive is

emplo^'ed, in the latter the genitival n.

VersOy Bl, 31-2. It is interesting to find once more the phrase “cry aloud unto the Lebanon", hitherto

only met with in Wenamun.

Gardiner supplies here a useful note on the last word srl, which, he suggests, means “writhe in birth

pangs”.

Cl, 3—1. Why is irlht klyt translated “radiant of nipple"? Though eluEie can mean nipple, it more

commonly means “breast" (Crum, Copt. Diet., p. 54). Surely it is the breast rather than the nipples of a

woman that would be described as “radiant” or “smooth".

Cl, 5. df mntys nfnv'S. “her legs show forth her beauty”. CJardiner remarks in a note (p. 31) that

“show forth” is a little doubtful. The usual meaning of dCi is “stretch out ", “extend”. It will be observed

that the poet in enumerating the physical charms of his lady-love begins with her eyes and lips {11. 2-3)

and ends with her feet :
“ Fair of gait she treadeth upon the earth" (1. 3). I would suggest that the expression

under discussion means “her legs extend her beauty", i.e. carrjy it on, prolong it, from her waist and buttocks,

which are mentioned in the immediately preceding passage.

Cl, 6. dl'S ivn nhlui Uyir nh msnh n mn-s. Ought not this to be translated: “She niaketh the nocks of

all men to be turned round at the sight of her” ? The poet surely means that when the girl passes them in

the street all the men turn their heads roimd to get another look her, and not, as Gartiiner supposes,

turn their faces away dazzled by her beauty.

C2, 2-3. bw rhf )uyl iby hpt-f yntW’f Jh'l n t;yl mict. “He knoweth not my desire to embrace him or he

would send to my mother.” So Gardiner translates the passage. But 1 venture to suggest that it should

be rendered: ‘*He knoweth not my (frequent) desires to embrace him and that he would send to m\ mother,

my view being that mtw-f continues the governing force of fly—“ my desires to embrace him and fur liim to

send.
”

C2, 6. hw rhl ittd m bil'f sny i hrf m iv^^tn. Ptr Itr mi int. n rhi-i) st rdicyl May I suggest a slight

change in Dr. Clardiner’s translation and render: “I know not how to get me from his pres^mce, so that I

may pass him boldly by. Lo, river is like road, I knOAV not a place for my feet ” ? The girl is so uverccjmc

by her love for the voung man that she cannot drag herself away and pass him boldly ; she is in a state of

confusion and cannot distinguish river from road, and does not know how to put one foot before the (dlier.

C2, 10. hicdldl-f snvimrmf. Gardiner translates: “nor suffereth me to walk in human wise.” I would

suggest, however, that mi rmt has the same meaning here as in-nds in modern Egyptian Arabic, i.e.

“properly”, “as I (vou or she) should ’—a meaning that suits the context.

C3, 2-3. Is the emendation hmsCk) necessary? Is not the imperative has equally satisfactory?

Can what Gardiner, pp. 32-3, n. 2, regards as an utterly unintelligible sentence be rendered “(though)

my glance(s) are many likewise” (or “moreover") ? The girl has just bade her heart “sit still and ktvp cool

when the brother comes to thee”, and then goes on to tell it not to let people sa}- she is a y onian distraught

with love. In a parenthesis, however, she confesses that she keeps casting glances—to sec if her lover is

coming or, perhaps, at him when he has arrived. Eor irt “glance ”
rf. the use of hr in the same sense in Doomed

PrincCy 6, 4. One great objection to this rendering is that kmc would have to be old perfective, and I cannot

recall any instance of knw occurring as an adjective verb.

C4, 9. d&nd m-k sif pf nfy smhd. Gardiner translates: “That which I have said,^ behold it is vhat

reviveth me”, though the love-sick young man has said nothing yet to which the words “ That which I have

^ There is no need to insert ir before p; dlt rirdy as Gardiner .suggests (LaU-Eggpiian Stonei-', p. -7 a, n. It, t 6).

2 Written as also in 1. 10.
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said ” can bear any reference. Have we not here the infinitive dd preceded by the article and should not

the passage be rendered :
“ To say to me, Here she is,^ is what reviveth me ” ? This remark is exactly parallel

to that which follows: “Her name it is that can lift me up.”

Recto 17, 10. Can the word ‘d, which Gardiner leaves untranslated, be the name of that

peculiar ancient Egyptian bolt, still found in use in Abyssinia, which is discussed and illustrated by D.

Krencker and H. Schafer in A.Z,, xun, 60 ff. ? The string and the wood determinatives give some support

to the suggestion.

One last remark. The printing and plates are of the first quality. Dr. Gardiner’s translations are masterly,

and his introduction and general notes most illuminating. The sole matter for regret is that the publication

does not include a full philological commentary, which, coming from such an authorit^^, would have been

invaluable to those of us who want to know a great deal more than we do about Late-Egyptian syntax

and grammar. It is to be hoped that such notes will appear elsewhere in the not too distant future.

Aylward M. Blackman.

1 C/. C3, 7 (end of line).
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jMycerinus. The Temples of the Third P;\Tamid at Giza. G. A. Reisner , R. 0. Faulkner 111

The iletropolitan Museum of Art, Eg\p)tian Expedition. The Monasteries

of the Wadi ’n Natrun. Pt. II. The History" of the Monasteries of

Nitria and of Sect is. Hugh G. Evehm White .... F. LI. Griffith 194

Die Totenliteratur der alten Agypter. Die Geschichte einer Sitte. Kurt
Sethe .......... A. W. Shorter 195

The Excavations of the Eg;sp)tian University in the Neolithic Site at Maadi,

Oswald IMenghin and Mustafa Amer ...... Guy Brunton 195

Ein Mani'Fund in Aeg;spten. Originalschriften des Mani und seiner Schuler.

Carl Schmidt und H. J. Polotsky....... W. E. Crum 196

The Library of A. Chester Beatty. Description of a Hieratic Pap^ums T^ith

a Mythological Story, Love-songs, and other miscellaneous texts, being

The Chester Beatty Pap;sTi, No. 1. Alan H. Gardiner Aylward M. Blackman 200
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INDEX
A

‘Abd elAlonim Efendi Mustapha. 113.

‘Abd er-Rasub 13, 1-49.

Abu Ghurab, 158.

Abu Shusha, 24.

Abydos, work at, 189.

Admission of a Priest of Soknebtynis in the Second
Century b.c.. The, S. R. K. Olanville, 34—41.

Ahnas el-Medinah, 9, 11.

Akhenaten, sandstone head of, 94, 116, 118, 1S9.

Akhet-a^j, 155, 156, 157.

Akkad, 57.

Allan, Dr. D. A., 143.

Aloa, kingdom of, 175.

Amenape, god of Luxor, 28.

Amenemhet II, sculptures of his pylon, 160.

Amenmose, important painting in tomb of, 95.

Amenophis III, 95, 114, 118.

A3IER, Mestafa, with Oswald ^Iexghix, The Ex-
cavations of the Egyptian l^niversity in the

yeolithic Site at Maadi (reviewed), 195-6.

Amun, 47, 48. 49.

Amun's horns distinct from those of Khnum, 160.

Amun-of-Ramesses, 123.

Anat. Montet assigns Tanis temple to, 123, 124.

Anath coupled with Astarte, 169, 173.

Ancient Egypt, changes regarding, 191.

Ankhsenpaaten, 117.

Anti, Signor, 38.

Antinoe, 161.

Ape of Thoth, small sculpture, 117.

Apopis, 98.

Architectural Association, 189.

Architecture, of El-‘Amarnah. Exhibition illustrat-

ing, 95; lecture on, 189; early developments

in Egypt, 95.

Arkell, a. J., The Signs and 175-6.

Armant, distribution of tomb-groups from, 96-7.

Armenia, 57.

Arrows, weapons of the storm-god, 46, 47.

Arsaphes, god of Ehnasyah, 123.

Astarte coupled with Anath, 169, 173.

Astarte daughter of Ptah, 56, 58.

Astarte Pap^^Tus, 43, 98.

Astarte Papyrus and the Legend of the Sea. The,

A. H. Saaxe, 56-9.

Aswan, 8; rock-drawings near, 129-36, 131.

AsyuL unpublished rock-tomb at, 33.

Aten-temple, work and finds in, 94, 116-18.

Aten-worship, 2.

Atet, 157.

Athenian tetradrachms coined in Egypt, 126,

Athribis, standard of, 42, 45, 52 ;
Athenian coins

and die at, 121 ; 126.

Atum-of-Ramesses, 123.

Avaris, original name of Tanis, 124.

Axe representing lightninL^ 43.

B
Babelon, E., 121.

Bagxa>t:, Gilbert, The Trau'^eription of Late
Hieratic, 162-6; 38.

Balcz, 3rlr., 160.

Bailas, 62.

Bari tribal beliefs, 176.

Barsanti, 51., 156.

Bast written with /*, 128; 171.

Bata, Lord of Saka, 169, 171.

Baa'xes, Xormax H. Constantine tJie Creat and the

ChriAiaiL ClDirch (reviewed). 116.

Baa^xes, X. IL, with J. G. Milne, Bibliography:

Graeco-Roman Egypt. A. Papyri (1931-2):

4. Political Historv, Biograpiiy, Administration,

Topotzraphy, and Chrunoloey, 78-86.

5. Social Life, Education. Art, Ecunomie History,

Xumismatics, and MctruloiiV, 80-2.

Beadnell. H. Lb, 20, 21.

"‘Beauty of Daytime ", garbled version of name of

festival, 25-6.

Bebo, 133.

Bell, H. I. Bibliography: Graeco-Roman Eiiypt.

A. Papyri (1931-2):

3.

Publications of non-literary texts, 74-S.

9. Gcmral works. Bibliography, General Xotes

on Papyrus Texts, 91-2.

10. Miscellaneous. Excavations, Personal, 92-3;

review by, 110.

Bell, H. I., with A. D. X^ock and Herbert Thomp-
son. Magical Texts from a hilingind Pajjyno'i

in the British Museum (reviewed), J06-7.

Beni Hasan, 9, lO, 11 ; cotHn inscription from. 133;

Khnum often mentioned at, 161,

Beni Hasan Goin-hoard, The, J. (MiAFroN Milne,

119-21.

Biban el-Muluk, 133.

Biblical sites, 65.

Bibliography: Christian Egypt (1932-3), Dj: Lvca'

O’Learv. 177-84.

1. ibblual, 177-S.

2. Apocryphal, (Jnostic, etc., 178.

3. Liturgical, 178 -9,

4. Literature. 179-80.

5. HLtory, 180-2.

(). XMn-literarv tvxt^. 182-3.

7. Philology, iS3.

8. ArcdiacoloL^y, Art, Polk -lore, etc., 1S3-4.

Bibliogra])hy: Graeco-Ronuui Egypt. A. Papyri

(1931-2), various authors, 67-93.

I

Bibliography: (4reek Inscriptions (1931-2). 5Iarcus

X". Ton, 185-8.

:

Birch, Dr., 145, 146.

I

Bittel. iMr., 166.

e
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Bitter Lakes, 9.

Blackman', Aylward M., review by, 200-4; 19, 40.

Blackman, Winifred S., Some Further Notes on
a Harvesting Scene, 31-2.

Blanchard Collection, scarab in, 54.

Blue Nile Province, 175.

Boak, a. E. R., a Petition to an Exegetes, a.b. 36,

138-42.

Boat-building scene, 154.

“Boat-pots” compared with rock-drawings, 130, 131.

Boats in rock-drawings, 129, 130, 131.

Bonner, Professor Campbell, letter from, 192.

Borchardt, Dr., 148, 191.

Brasch, 5Ir., 189.

Breasted, Prof., 23, 128, 192.

Bremner-Rhind pap^Tus, 165.

“Bride of the corn”, 31, 32.

British Museum, temporary closing of Eg\^tian and
Assyrian galleries, 193.

Brooklyn Museum, 113.

Broome, Miss, 189.

Brugsch Pasha, 9, 14 ; first to identifv Pi-Raf'messe

with Tunis, 122, 123, 125, 133,^ 135, 144.

Brunton, G., on PotteryCorpus Committee, 96 ; 132

;

review bv, 195-6.

Bubastus, 9, lo", 124, 125, 126, 128.

de Buck, A., 190.

Budge, Sir Ernest, 134.

“Bull of the Gods”, 52.
“ Bull of the Sk\'” in Egypt, 44-5.

Bull Standards of Euvpt, The, G. A. Wainwright,
42-52.

Bull throughout Near East represents sky- or storm-
god, 42-3, 44; connected with mountains,
49.

Burchardt, 171, 172.

Buto of Imet, 125.

Buto-of-Ramesses, 123.

B3’blos, 53.

C
Cabasite nome, features of its standard, 49-52.
Cairo Museum, 15, 53, 66, 114, 150, 189.

Calf as well as bull represents skj^-god, 45, 46.

Callender, Dr. Graham, 167.

Calverlej", Miss, 189.

Calves of Yahweh, 46.

Canopus decree, 36, 37, 39, 40.

Carter, Mr., 12.

Cary, M., review b\", 107-8.

Catoecic estates, regulations concerning, 139, 141,

Cem^r, Dr., 168, 173, 174.

Chabrias, 121.

Chairemon, exegetes of Arsinoe, P. !Mich. Inv. No.
695, 138.

Chariot-parts, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173.

Chnubis stone, inscribed, 192.

Chubb, iNIiss, 113.

Chubb, Mr. P. B., 113.

Clarke, Mr., 145, 146.

Classification of Egvptian Potter^", The, T. E. Peet,
62-4.

ClajTon, Mr. P. A. 132.

Clermont-Ganneau, 53.

I

Coffin of Prince Min-Khaf, The, W. Stevenson

I

SinxH, 150-9.

i Coffin Texts, 164.

j
Costume of Old Kingdom, 155, 156.

' Covington Tomb, 154.

; Cowle\', Sir Arthur, 66.

i Cronus, 47, 51,

I

Crl’M, W. E., review h}\ 196-9,

I

CVlinder, earthenware, containing pierced disk, 132.

:

Dakhleh Stela, The, Alan H. Gardiner, 19-30.

Damanhur, composition of coin-hoard from, 119.

I

Daress3\ 12, 14, 23, 24, 26, 125.

j Darfur, 175.

I

Dattari, (h, 120, 121.

Davies, N. de G., 11, 13, 95, 162, 191; review bv,
: 108.

I

Dawson, Warren R„ Studies in the Eg^^tian
Medical Texts, 133-7.

Dawson, W. R. and T. E. Peet, The So-called Poem
on the King's Chariot, 167-74.

i Delta, bull-cult and bull-standards in, 42.

Delta, chief source of coin-hoards in Eg\^t, 120.

Demotic Dictionarv, proposed, 192.

Denderah, 11.

' Dcr el-Bahri, 11, 12, 13, 149.

Der el-Gebrawi, 11.

Der el-Medinah, 13.

Dtr RLfah, 11.

Deshdshah, 9, 11,

I Dicker, Miss M. E., Bibliography^ ; Graeco-Roman

j

Egy pt. A. Papyri (1931-2):

7. Palaeoo^aphv and Diplomatic, 90-1
; review

by, 110.

Dictaean Cave, 43.

Djarnet, Tanis, 123, 124, 126, 127.

,
Dodgson, Mr. Aquila, presents Demotic Papyuais to

Ashmolean, 97.

Dressel, H., 119.

Droop, Professor J. P., 63.

Duwa-n-ra, Prince, 153.

E
Edfu, nome-list, 126; 134.

Edgar, C. C., review by', 108-9.

Edwards, Miss Amelia B., 65.

Egerton, Mr. W. F., continuing Spiegelberg’s work
on Demotic, 192.

Egyptian Religion, new periodical, 191.

Ehelolf, Dr., 58.

Ehnasy'ah, 9, 123.

El-‘Amarnah, season at (1932-3), 94, 113-18.

El-Bershah, 9, 10.

El-Kab, rock-drawings at, 130, 131.

El-La hiin, 31.

el-Mu‘izz, Canal, 125.

Elagabalus of Emesa, 48.

Elephantine, 53.

Elephants in rock-drawings, 129, 130.

Eliesiy^ah, inscription at, 53.

Enlil as bull, 44 ; as mountain, 47,

Epagomenal day's, 25.

Erman, Professor, 162, 167,
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Erment, 13.

Ernutet, harvest c^oddess. 32, 17G.

Euergetes II, 34. 35.

Evans, Sir Arthur, 120.

Exegetes, petition to an, 138-42.

functions of, 139.

Exodus, Book of, its unhistorical character, 122. 12S.
geography of, 9, 10, 127.

F
Farina, Professor, 173.

Faulkner, Raymond O., The Plural and Dual in

Old Egyptian (reviewed), 103-G; review bv,
111-12; 163.

First Cataract, 131.

Flags on graves of hoh' men, 175, 176.

Forrer, 57, 58.

Foucart, George, An Open Letter to the Egypt
Exploration Society on the Occasion of its

Jubilee, 8-15,

Frankfort, Dr., 113, 114, IIG, 190; new appoint-

ments, 191.

Fung Kingdom, 175.

G
Galates, P. Mich. Inv. Xo. 695, 138, 140, 142.

Gall, uses of, 136-7.

Gardiner, Alan H., 12. 56. 162, 164, 189.

The Dakhleh Stela, 19-30.

on the Astarte Papyrus, 98.

Tarns and Pi-Ra^messe: a Retractation, 122-8.

The Chester Beatty Papyri So. 1 {The Library of

A. Chester Beatty. Description of a Hieratic

Papyrus with a Mythological Story, Love-

Songs, and other miscellaneous texts) (reviewed)

200-4.

Garments in Fourth Dynasty Tombs. 1.34-9.

Garstang, Professor John, 119.

Gatty, C. T., 145, 146.

Gauthier, 23, 96, 135.

Gem Aten, 94; its plan, 114-15.

Gerzah, palette from, 44,

Gizah, loO, 153, 159.

Gizah Museum, 10, 15.

Glanvtlle, S. R. K., The Admission of a Priest of

Soknebtvnis in the Second Century e.c., 34-

41.

lecture b}', 95.

succeeds Petrie, 191.

GolenischeS Glossary, 123, 125, 126.

Goshen, 9.

Grebaut, 12, 14.

Greek coins in Egvptian hoards, 119.

Green, IMr. F. W.,‘l31.

Griffith, F. Ll., Archibald Henry Sayce, 65-6;

12, 19, 24, 26, 27, 28, 94, 97; reviews by,

106-7, 194-5.

retirement from Chair, 190.

Guardians, appointment of, 139, 141.

Gxjerakd, Octave, requetes et plaintes

ndressees au roi d'Egypte an IIP siicle a rant

J. C. (reviewed), 108-9.

Gunn, Battiscombe, review by, 103-6; 16, 18, 190.

H
Hadad or Ramman, bull-uod, 44. 47, 4s.

Hurdim^, Lankcftter, Honorary Editor of Pottery
Corpus. 96.

Hardy, Edward Rochie, The Large KMriUs of
Byzrndine Egypt (reviLA\ed), 98-103.

Harris Papyrus, 12r>.

Harvest rustoms, modern. 31.

Haryothes, priest of Soknebtvnis, 35, 39.

Hat-Aten, 94, 113, 114.

Hathor, 24. 29.

Hathor of Diospolis, 21, 23-4.

Hathor-neferdietep, 154, 156, 157.

Hatshepsut. 12.

Head, B. V., 120.

Hearst Medical Pap}Tus, 98.

Hemkhu}', pricest of Soknebtynis, 35, 39.

Hepzefa, nomarch (another), 33.

Hopzefa, overseer of .scalers. 33.

Heqt. 161.

Heracleopolis, 160.

Hercules on Xoite coins, 49.

Hermopolis, Khnum worshipped at, 160-1.

Herur, chief sanctuary of Khnum, 160-1

.

Hesy-re^ 154, 159.

Hierakonpolis, 45, 55, 131.

Hieratic in relation to hieroelvphic, 163, ItH.

HiU, G. E., 120.

Hippopotami on pre-dynahtic bowl. 55.

Historic Society of Lancashire and ('he.^hire. Traits-

actions. 144. 145, 146.

I

Hittites, 66.

j

Hogarth, Dr.. 19.

I

Homer, 162.

' HorapoUo. 166.

I

Horemhel), 114, 1:24.

i

Horns, 48, 51, 52.

I

Homs and Sakhmet, deities of Pi-djudj, 24, 30.

Homs of Ainun, 160. ir>9.

HomS'of-Ramesses, 123.

Homs the Bull. 45.

House at Tell El-'Amarnah, model of, 1-7.

chapel in, 2.

j

stables, 3.

I

kitchens. 3.

j

publie rooms, 4-6.

I

betlrooni'^, 6.

j

bathrooms, etc., 7.

'’House of Rejoicing of the Aten", 94.

Hubbard, 51rs., 113!

Hunt, Prof. A. S., 94. 190.

Huy, 22, 26, 28.

I

Huya, tomb of, 116.

j

Hyksos at Tunis, 124, 126, 127.

I
their expulsion the basis of Exodiis-.storv, 128.

I

I

I

j

Idacan CavcN 44.

Idi, lector, 33.

Imet. probably Xebeshah, 125.

last it ut fraiaais crArcheologie orient ale, 97.

International O’orpus of Egvptian Potterv, 62, 64.

96.

Isis and Xephthys, 133.
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^IwntiiCf 131.

lye-nefer, 15S.

J
Jack, 127.

Jequier, 8, US.
Jubilee of Eg}q)t Exploration Society, Open Letter

on the Occasion of. S-lo.

Exhibition and Meeting, 94.

Junker, Dr. H., on Pottery Corpus Committee, 96.

succeeds Prof. Newberry, 191 ; 154.

Jupiter Dolichenus, 44.

Jupiter Heliopolitanus, 44.

K
Kadesh, Poem on the battle of, 128.

Ka-m-ankh, scenes in tomb of, 152, 153, 154.

Kanofer, 156.

Kantir, 128.

Kasr es-Sa\wad, 11.

Kastor, claimant, P. Mich. Inv. No. 695, 138, 139, 142.

Kayham, witness, on Dakhleh stela, 22.

Kerhet, 176.

Kerkesis, P. 5Iich. Inv. No. 695, 138, 140, 141.

Kersetekh, witness, on Dakhleh stela, 22.

Keyes, Clinton Walkee, with William Linn
WESTEEiL\NN. Tax Lists and Transporta-

tion Receipts from Theadelphia (reviewed),

110 .

Kha-bauw-sokar, 154, 156, 159.

Khamsas, Hittite hero, 57.

Khattarah, rock-drawings near, 129, 130.

Khnum, worshipped near and in Hermopolis, 160-1,

Khufu dedicates ram-statue, 160.

Khufuw-khaf, 154, 155, 157.

Koddabah, 10.

Kom Ombo, 8.

Krause, Prof. Dr. Fritz, 143.

Kronion, clerk at Tebtunis, P. Mich. Inv. No. 695,

138, 140, 142.

Kuenz, M., 128.

Kumarbis, Hittite god, 57, 58, 59.

L
‘‘Labour of Month", poetic phrase for battle, 61.

Lavers, Mr., his reconstruction of Hat Aten, 113-14,

115; 189.

Lebanon, 173, 174.

Leeds, Dr., 19.

Legge, F., 13.

Legrain, 8.

Leiden Magical Papjaais, 133.

Lepsius, 150.

Letopolis, Thunderbolt City, 47, 51, 52.

Libyan titles, 23.

Lightning as weapon of storm-god, 43.

Linen lists, 153.

Little, 5Ir., 189, 190.

Liverpool Free Public Museums, 143, 145.

Lloyd, Seton, Model of a Tell El-'Amarnah House,
1-7.

Loret, M. Victor, 133, 137.

Lucius Terentius, P. Mich. Inv. No. 695, 141.

Lusimachos, claimant, P. Mich. Inv. No. 695, 1 38, 139.

Luxor, 11, 12.

Lyons, Sir Henry, 19, 20, 21, 26, 28, 94.

M
Mackay, Mrs., 191.

Magazine of the Shade of Ankh-Rer at Amarnah,
117.

Mahmud Hamza, 128.

Mandrake, 134, 135.

Vianetho's location of Avaris, 125,

5Iarduk-Adad, 46.

Mariette, 124.

5Iaskhutah not Pithom, 127,

Maspero, Gaston and Jean, volume dedicated to, 97

;

12, 149.

Mattha Efendi, writing on Demotic ostraca, 97.

Mativaker, Libyan word, 27.

Mayer, 5Ir. Joseph, 144.

his Collections and Bequest, 145.

McKenzie, R., Bibliographv : Graeco-Roman Esypt.
A. Pap^Ti (1931-2)r

8. Lexicography and Grammar, 91.

Memoirs, Foucart's appreciation of, 9, 10, 11, 12.

Memphis assigned as provenance to Ramesses
Girdle, 145, 146.

Menat-Khufu, 160.

Menghin, Oswald, with Mustafa A:«ee, The Ex-
cavations of the Egyptian University in the

Seoliihic Site at Maadi (reviewed), 195-6.

Menkheperrasonb, scenes of foreigners in tomb, 95.

Menna, tomb of, 13.

Mentiihotpe, temple of, excavation by Naville, 13.

Menzalah, Lake, 9, 10.

Mer, 11.

I\Iercer, Samuel A. B., 191.

Merenptah, 169.

Merenptah, charioteer, statue of, 125.

Mereruka, 159.

Meresankh II, Queen, 152, 159.

Meritaten, 116, 117.

5Ieroe, 175.

5Ierton, 5Ir. Wilfred, 34.

Mer\Ta, his tomb-paintings valuable evidence for
Aten-Temple, 115.

Merytyetes, 154, 155.

]Meshwesh, 23.

Meskhenet, 161.

Meteorites, 42, 47, 48, 49, 50.

Methen, 154, 157.

Metropolitan Museum of Art, publications, 191.

Meyer, 23.

Milne, H. J. M., Bibliography: Graeco-Roman
Eg^’pt. A. Pap^Ti (1931-2):

1. Literary Texts, 68-70.

5I1LNE, J. Grafton, The Beni-Hasan Coin-hoard,
119-21.

jMilne, j. G. with N. H. Baynes, Bibliography:
Graeco-Roman Egypt. A. Pap>Ti (1931-2):

4. Political History, Biography, Administration,
Topography, and Chronology, 78-80.

5. Social Life, Education, Art, Economic His-
tory, Numismatics, and Metrology, 80-2.

Min, 47, 48, 49.

]Min-khaf, coffin of, discussed, 150-9.
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Mizroim, new periodical, 191.

Mjolnir, Thor s thunder weapon, oL
Model of a Tell El-*Amarnah House, Seto\ Lloyd,

1-7.

Mond, Sir Robert, 13, 94.

Montet, 53; on the identification of Tanis, 123
125, 126.

de ^lorgan, 8, 14.

Moscow Mathematical Papyrus, previous discus-
sions of criticized. 16, 18.

Moss, Rosalind, An Unpublished Rock-tomb at
Asyut, 33.

Moss, Rosalind L. B.. with Bertha Porter,
Topographical Bihliographj of Ancient Egyp-
tian Texts^ Beliefs, and Paintings. HI,
Memphis {Abu Baiva-bh to Dahshur) (reviewed),
108.

Mountains associated with storm-gods. 47, 48.

Mukis, 57.

Mummified hand with rings in Liverpool Free Public
IMuseums. 144, 146. 147.

^Murray, C5. W., with 0. H. :\Iyers, Some Pre-
Dynastic Rock-drawings, 129-32.

^lurray. Professor Margaret, 175, 176, 191.

Mut, village, 19. 20, 24.

Mut-khant-rabui-enterew\ deity. 126.

^Iyers, O. H.. Two Prehistoric Objects, 55.

organizes Pottery Corpus, 96.

Makers. 0. H,, with G. W. ^Iitiray, Some Pre-

Dynastic Rock-drawings, 129-32.

niftt, identified with mandrake, 133-5.

X
Xag‘ ed-Der, 63.

Xagel, M.. 98.

Xakht, Tomb of, 32.

Xash, 13.

National ^Tuseum of Antuputies, Edinburgh, 167.

Xaukratis, 10 ; coin-hoard at, 1 20.

Xaville, Edouard, 8, 9, 10. 11, 12. 13, 14.

Xebeshah, probably Imet, 125.

Xefermarat, 157, 158.

Xefert-iabtyt. 157.

Xefertiti, new' head of, 94, 116, 117, 118.

Xehi, king's son. statue of, 53-4 ; distribution of his

other monuments, 53.

Xesubast, son of Pate, 22. 24, 28, 29.

Xesuw't-pw'-neter, 154, liio.

Xeuserre's Sun Temple. 158.

Xenvberry', Percy E., A Statue and a Scarab, 53—4

;

52, 94; resignation of. 191.

Xew'ton, Mr.. 2.

Xewton, Sir Charles, 65.

XocK, A. B,, Bibliographv : Graeco-Roman Egypt.

A. Papyri (1931-2)^

2. Religion, Magic, Astrology, 70-3; 192.

XocK, A. B., with H. I. Bell and Herbert Thomp-
son. Magical Texts from a bilingual papyrus

in the British Museum (reviewed), 106-7.

Xomes having bull-standards, 42.

O
Oeconomica of Aristotle. 120.

Offering-lists, 151-4, 159.

Offprints of Journal, free, resumed, 96.
0 Leary, Be Lacy, Bibliouraphv: Christian Egvpt,

{1932-3), 177-84.

,
cQnkhcf, controller. 22, 28.

rOnkhef, witness, on Bakhleh stela. 22.

Onnophris. priest of Soknebtynis, 35, 39.

Onuris, titles and nature, 47!^

' Open Letter to the Egypt Exploration Society on
the Occasion of its Juliilce, G eorge Forcart,

,

8-15.

Orpiment, uses of, 135-6.

i

Osiris, 29.

! Osorkon II, 124.

0.straca collected by Sayce, 66, 97.

at Amarnah. 117.

in Rhind collection. 167.

Ostracon from Turin Museum, 168, 173.

P
i Pakhes. son of Paapis, 35, 40.

i
Palermo Stone, 16U.

Palestine Exploration Fund and E.E.vS. now' under
same roof, 95. ,

Panehsy, house of, 2.

Panther-skin iirarments, 158, 159.
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I
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Pi-djodJ, deities of, 21, 24.
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Pi-Rer, topographical name, 22, 25, 28.
|

Pikhars, son of Pakem, prince of Tanis. 125. i
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Pitt-Rivers Collection, 132.

Plutarch, 51, 166.
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Water-supply in Libyan oases, 20.

Wayheset, Libyan royal personage, 22, 23, 28, 29.
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Weben-Rer, claimant to well, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27

29.
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